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TH E  GR E A T PY R A MI D A N D TH E  S PH I N X

This pyramid is the grandest of the seventy-fi ve or more of these mysterious structures remaining from

the days of ancient E gypt, and the most complex  in its arrangement of chambers and passages.

The

height, originally 4 8 0 feet, is the radius of a circle whose circumference would be eq ual to the four sides

of the base. The base covers thirteen acres.

The S phinx , in the foreground, is ninety feet long and

seventy in height and between the great outstretched paws was a temple. A ccording to tradition a

subterranean passage connects the interior of the S phinx  with that of the Pyramid.

The Two Jails

H A V E  often tried to think what I  would say to

men who fi nd themselves in prison that I  might

bring hope into their hearts and again rouse

aspiration and a desire for a good and noble life.

I  want those who are within prison walls to know

that there are two j ails on this earth, the one built

by ' the hands of man, with a visible j ailer and bars,

the other an invisible one, not built by the hands of

man, and with a j ailer also invisible to most men,

unerring, j ust, and true.

To know that from this j ail, this invisible one, there

is no escape, no pardon, no evading the sentence, to

know this at fi rst would seem rather hard, but not

when we begin to understand that whatever the term
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THE GREAT PYRAMID AND THE SPHINX

This pyramid is the grandest of the seventy-fiveor more of these mysterious structures remaining from
the days of ancient Egypt. and the most complex in its arrangement of chambers and passages. The
height. originally 480 feet, is the radius of a circle whose circumference would be equal to the four sides
of the base. The base covers thirteen acres. The Sphinx. in the foreground. is ninety feet long and
seventy in height and between the great outstretched paws was a temple. According to tradition a

subterranean passage connects the interior of the Sphinx with that of the Pyramid.

The Two Jaile

HAVE often tried to think what I would say to
men who find themselves in prison that I might
bring hope into their hearts and again rouse

aspiration and a desire for a good and noble life.
I want those who are within prison walls to know

that there are two jails on this earth, the one built

L-..;::;..-er.‘ i: ,' GO; ‘ygle

by -the hands of man, with a visible jailer and bars,
the other an invisible one. not built by the hands of
man. and with a jailer also invisible to most men,
unerring. just. and true.

To know that from this jail, this invisible one, there
is no escape, no pardon. no evading the sentence. to
know this at first would seem rather hard, but not
when we begin to understand that whatever the term
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2 TH E  N E W  W A Y

of the sentence may be there is always ex act j ustice

behind it, that we carry the key to that j ail, that we

are in reality the j ailer and the prisoner in one.

W e can only escape and pass out from it by being

absolutely obedient to law, but a law that is true and

infl ex ible. W e cannot employ counsel here, infl uential

friends will not help us, the fact that thousands may

not know that we have infringed upon the law will

not help us;  for if a law is really a law it must reach

to all phases of relations of life, and it must always

be j ist.

B ut lest you think I  speak only in enigmas I  want

to show you that some of the grandest characters that

ever lived were put in j ail, according to the idea of man,

and yet they were not there in reality. Jesus was in

j ail, S ocrates was in j ail, and both paid the ex treme

penalty of the law, but Jesus in his last moments

only thought of his enemies, pitying them. S ocrates

was the calmest individual in the group in whose

presence he was to die. Paul sang in prison. R e-

member that the real human being you can never

imprison, nor is freedom a matter of opened doors.

I  may be in a dungeon and yet if I  do not really

belong there I  will have freedom there.

H ow many men have had bodily freedom and yet

have come to acknowledge the crime for which they

ought to be in j ail, and have found it easier to go there

rather than have an accusing conscience following

them through life!  B ut you say, S uppose the con-

science is dead, and it does not care, what then?  I n

that condition itself there is a penalty so drastic, so

far-reaching, that it would make one shudder if he

could appreciate it. Think of an individual going

on and on, getting more and more completely bestial,

and gradually coming to where there is no hope, no

aspiration, no more of true life, or life at all, where

everything turns to ashes, and at last the soul itself

will have to stand naked and alone.

F reedom is a God-given condition which we must

earn and deserve in order to possess it. I t is not the

gift of any man, or number of men, nor can this in

the real sense be taken away when it is truly deserved.

Think of E pictetus the slave, and yet also the calm

philosopher. Think of the many instances in life

where amid almost hopeless surroundings an individual

will live a true life and be true to his best aspirations.

W henever we do our duty nobly and faithfully we

are on the road to unlocking the prison in which we

have placed ourselves through living in our limitations

and shallowness and mistakes. There is no road to

freedom ex cept the path of duty and of right. A nd

what is more noble and more inspiring than to do the

. duty which comes to hand, no matter among what

tasks this duty may lie?  I t may seem small or great

in its outward appearance, but let us realize that

anything that is really duty is really great, and the

' road to real greatness is ever and always to be true

to it and to our best. TH O MA s S E E L E

“ A n O pen W ay to the L ight”

“ There is a state of consciousness that is an open way

to the L ight.” —  K A TH E R I N E  TI N GL E Y

F O UN D these words in a little book of q uotations

sent me recently by a friend. They switched my

groping mind to a new track. S ome great thing,

full of j oy and promise, has suddenly opened up

within me.

I  was rebellious, tired, out of tune with the world

and with myself. W hy should I  be condemned to lie

here day after day, my whole world bounded by the

four walls of a sick-room— worse yet, in a state

institution, with bare, unhomelike walls, an unsympa-

thetic doctor and an over-busy nurse?  W hy should I

be selected for this?  A nd with the prospect of nothing

else for years— if ever, so far as this life was con-

cerned. '

“ A n open way to the L ight! ”  That is j ust what

I  wanted to fi nd;  it is what all humanity is searching

to fi nd. A n open way to the L ight is surely the

world’ s most urgent need. I  have kept in touch with

the world through the papers and I  sometimes wonder

if I  do not feel its pulse-beat more keenly than I  could

if I  were out in the thick of it all. A nd it seemed to

me that in spite of much unselfi sh thought and en-

deavor, no one had the L ight that could give real

peace. I  certainly had it not.

B ut there was a challenge in this little sentence.

I  had been making the old mistake of the world:

trying to fi nd the L ight by formulas and receipts;

trying to come upon it by some outer or brain-mind

route;  dead-set in the idea that the way to it was

outside of myself and as I  was bound to a sick-bed

it must therefore be denied me. W here was the

j ustice in that?  I s there a God of Mercy?  I  asked

myself. I s there a moral law guiding the universe,

or is the world j ust another sort of machine, destined

to run for a while, and then run down?

“ There is a state of consciousness”  —  aye, there’ s

the rub!  The state of consciousness that I  must

confess to, has been something to be ashamed of.

H ow could anyone ex pect to see the sunshine or the

light, down in the cellars of discontent and self-

absorption, head under the bed-clothes, so to speak?

S heer common sense would induce one to work up a

state of consciousness less limited than that.

A nd before I  knew it, the long nightmare had passed

away. A n open way to the L ight had been found.

E verything, everybody, had suddenly changed. I  had

changed. I  was no longer a whining ‘shut-in’  but a

free soul, with the power to think what thoughts

I  would, the power to dream what dreams I  would.

the power to see as much of the clear light of truth as

I  would, and the power to let the scales drop from my

eyes forever!  Did ever man have such power as this

before?  I  asked myself.

There can be no j ustice in a universe where the real
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2 THE NEW WAY

of the sentence may be there is always exact justice
behind it, that we carry the key to that jail, that we
are in reality the jailer and the prisoner in one.
We can only escape and pass out from it by being
absolutely obedient to law, but a law that is true and
inflexible. We cannot employ counsel here, influential
friends will not help us, the fact that thousands may
not know that we have infringed upon the law will
not help us; for if a law is really a law it must reach
to all phases of relations of life, and it must always
be just.

But lest you think I speak only in enigmas I want
to show you thatsome of the grandest characters that
ever lived were put in jail, accordingto theidea of man,
and yet they were not there in reality. Jesus was in
jail, Socrates was in jail, and both paid the extreme
penalty of the law, but Jesus in his last moments
only thought of his enemies, pitying them. Socrates
was the calmest individual in the group in whose
presence he was to die. Paul sang in prison. Re-
member that the real human being you can never
imprison, nor is freedom a matter of opened doors.
I may be in a dungeon and yet if I do not really
belong there I will have freedom there.

How many men have had bodily freedom and yet
have come to acknowledgethe crime for which they
ought to be in jail, and have found it easier to go there
rather than have an accusing conscience following
them through life! But you say, Suppose the con-
science is dead, and it does not care, what then? In
that condition itself there is a penalty so drastic, so
far-reaching, that it would make one shudder if he
could appreciate it. Think of an individual going
on and on, getting more and more completely bestial,
and gradually coming to where there is no hope, no
aspiration, no more of true life, or life at all, where
everything turns to ashes, and at last the soul itself
will have to stand naked and alone.

Freedom is a God-given condition which we must
earn and deserve in order to possess it. It is not the
gift of any man, or number of men, nor can this in
thereal sense be taken away when it is truly deserved.
Think of Epictetus the slave, and yet also the calm
philosopher. Think of the many instances in life
where amid almost hopeless surroundingsan individual
will live a true life and be true to his best aspirations.

Whenever we do our duty nobly and faithfullywe
are on the road to unlocking the prison in which we
have placed ourselves through living in our limitations
and shallowness and mistakes. There is no road to
freedom except the path of duty and of right. And
what is more noble and more inspiring than to do the

. duty which comes to hand, no matter among what
tasks this duty may lie? It may seem small or great
in its outward appearance, but let us realize that
anything that is really duty is really great, and the
"road to real greatness is ever and always to be true
to it and to our best. THOMAS SEELE

Lin git’

“An Open Way to the Light”
“There is a state of consciousness that is an open way

to the Light.”— KATHERINE TINGLEY
FOUND these words in a little book of quotations
sent me recently by a friend. They switched my
groping mind to a new track. Some great thing,

full of joy and promise, has suddenly opened up
within me.

.

I was rebellious, tired, out of tune with the world
and with myself. Why should I be condemned to lie
here day after day, my whole world bounded by the
four walls of a sick-room—worse yet, in a state
institution, with bare, unhomelike walls, an unsympa-
theticdoctor and an over-busy nurse? Why should I
be selected for this? And withtheprospect of nothing
else for years—if ever, so far as this life was oon-
cerned. '

“An open way to the Light!” That is just what
I wanted to find; it is what all humanity is searching
to find. An open way to the Light is surely the
world's most urgent need. I have kept in touch with
the world through the papers and I sometimes wonder
if I do not feel its pulse-beat more keenly than I could
if I were out in the thickof it all. And it seemed to
me that in spite of much unselfish thought and en-
deavor, no one had the Light that could give real
peace. I certainly had it not.

But there was a challenge in this little sentence.
I had been making the old mistake of the world:
trying to find the Light by formulas and receipts;
trying to come upon it by some outer or brain-mind
route; dead-set in the idea that the way to it was
outside of myself and as I was bound to a sick-bed
it must therefore be denied me. Where was the
justice in that? Is there a God of Mercy? I asked
myself. Is there a moral law guiding the universe,
or is the world just another sort of machine, destined
to rim for a while, and then run down?

“There is a state of consciousness” — aye, there's
the rub! The state of consciousness that I must
confess to, has been something to be ashamed of.
How could anyone expect to see the sunshine or the
light, down in the cellars of discontent and self-
absorption, head under the bed-clothes, so to speak?
Sheer common sense would induce one to work up a
state of consciousness less limited than that.

And before I knew it, the long nightmare had pamed
away. An open way to the Light had been found.
Everything,everybody, had suddenly changed. I had
changed. I was no longer a whining ‘shut-in’ but a
free soul, with the power to think what thoughts
I would, the power to dream what dreams I would.
the power to see as much of the clear light of truth as
I would, and the power to let the scales drop from my
eyes forever! Did ever man have such power as this
before? I asked myself.

There can be no justice in a universe where the real
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opportunities of the soul are shut away from any single

creature. A nd in our universe of j ustice and love, they

are not. Peace of mind and clear conscience everyone

can have;  the power to choose between love for all

creatures and a miserable absorption in oneself, every-

one can have;  the power to put away pessimistic

thoughts and call in thoughts of optimism and happi-

ness to take their place —  can anyone take such a

rare gift from you?  I t is yours, inalienably yours.

The great poet-philosopher H erder once ex claimed,

when in cruel suffering near the close of a long life,

“ O h, if some great new thought could suddenly break

upon my mind, I  should be well in a moment! ”

H ow truly he spoke!  The words have clung to my

mind through many years of ups and downs, much

suffering, and some bitter mistakes. I  could not

forget them —  but I  could not believe them, either.

N ow I  know their truth. The doctor came in that

morning. H e ex amined me, looked at the chart, told

me I  was much better than he ex pected. B ut as I

dozed off I  heard him say to the nurse, “ W hat on

earth has happened to N umber S even?  H e may be

out of here in three months, and well in six , and I

thought he was ticketed for life! "

A nd while that three or six  months lasts, I  shall not

be useless timber in the world, either. There is an

outer life — —  very sweet sometimes to those who know

nothing of the other. B ut the other is the inner life,

rich and beautiful, a veritable world of enchantment.

Perhaps I  should never have found'  it, had the‘ou' ter

life, health, means, prospects, not been snatched away!

0 my friends, there are worse things than being shut

up with your own thoughts!  A  F R I E N D

4 '

L etters to a S on

(N umber 3)

Y  S O N  JO H N : The kindly reception you have

given to my previous letters encourages me

to be less general in this one and speak further

of yourself and of your character.

Y ou have brought along many things which have

been more or less decorative of your youth. Most of

these you will cast off —  but never, I  hope,- your

youthful feeling. K eep your mind clean as the wood-

land stream and you never will grow old. “ A s a man

thinketh in his heart so is he” ;  that is good gospel.

I f you have any habits or tendencies which you

have thought to temporize with,— things you would be

ashamed to have known,—  get rid .of them or they will

ultimately ex pose themselves to your shame. I f you

feel that you have any trace of such things left in

you, let me urge that you complete your previous

doing and confi de these to me so that I  can help you

to dispose of them.

A s you know, I  have ever impressed upon you the

great fact of the duality of human nature and of the

necessity of so developing the higher of these two

poles so as to keep the forces of the lower in control.

The natural and legitimate forces and tendencies which

are entrusted to every man in his physical make-up,

uncontrolled or misused, are the great wreckers of

character, of mind and of body. H old them clean and

to right use and you will gain power for the highest

development of your whole nature. '

S ince you have grown up acq uainted with this

duality, you know that if you side with your higher

part, your divine, godlike self who knows and speaks

through your conscience, you will gain the necessary

control of your lower animal and material self and

mind. Then always you will know the right of

things and will have the strength and courage to do

right under all circumstances. The lower man is that

part of you which you have to raise up for work with

your higher self. Y ou have to educate and train the

brain-mind to high thoughts and ideals till they be-

come instinctive. That mind knows nothing of high

matters of right, principle, and truth until it is brought

to work with the other, higher, mind. Until that is

done it is too often the playground for every kind of

impulse and suggestion from below. Then too, it

thinks that it knows nearly everything and can pro-

nounce upon the highest matters. I t can always

argue very cunningly against what the higher mind

knows is truth and right, what you know is truth

and right.

A  man can fool himself a lot, John, and you will do

this all your life unless you form the habit of standing

yourself in the comer, say every evening, for a facing

and q uestioning of your conduct and thoughts. B e

strict with the thoughts. Do not let them dodge the

q uestion nor make ex cuses. Thoughts are fox y and

hunt for holes when cornered, or try to seem what

they know very well they are not.

Y ou may have noticed that the lower mind starts

argument with buts and ifs. These two little words

will serve to notify you that this ‘colt’ -mind wants

to throw a cloud over something of which you have

true clear knowledge —  if you listen to your soul.

B ar these two words and your lower mind will be

short on ways for starting controversy in which the

truth is lost, and you yourself are confused. Par-

taking of the nature of the earth, the primary ten-

dency of the lower self is downward and it does not

want to be raised up. Y ou have to change its polarity.

The young man you have in hand is q uite complex ,

John, as you have doubtless found. I f ever you fi nd

time dragging, you can make it interesting by learning

to know yourself, and how to handle the ‘colt.’

N ow as a man you have to take yourself, your

character, into your own keeping, consolidate it and

go on adding to the structure, raising it either plumb,

leaning askew, or to fi nally topple, as you will, or

fail to will. B uild true in the small daily deeds.
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THE NEW WAY 3

opportunities of thesoul are shut away from any single
mature. And in our universe of justice and love, they
are not. Peace of mind and clear conscience everyone
can have; the power to choose between love for all
creatures and a miserable absorption in oneself, every-
one can have; the power to put away pessimistic
thoughts and call in thoughts of optimism and happi-
ness to take their place—can anyone take such a
rare gift from you? It is yours, inalienably yours.

The great poet-philosopherHerder once exclaimed,
when in cruel suffering near the close of a long life,
“Oh, if some great new thought could suddenly break
upon my mind, I should be well in a moment!”
How truly he spoke! The words have clung to my
mind through many years of ups and downs, much
suffering, and some bitter mistakes. I could not
forget them—but I could not believe them, either.
Now I know their truth. The doctor came in that
morning. He examined me, looked at the chart, told
me I was much better than he expected. But as I
dozed off I heard him say to the nurse, “What on
earth has happened to Number Seven? He may be
out of here in three months, and well in six, and I
thought he was ticketed for life!"

And while thatthree or six months lasts, I shall not
be useless timber in the world, either. There is an
outer life — very sweet sometimes to those who know
nothing of the other. But the other is the inner life,
rich and beautiful,a veritable world of enchantment.
Perhaps I should never have found’ it, had the‘ou“ter
life, health,means, prospects, not been snatched away!
0 my friends, there are worse things than being shut
up with your own thoughts! A FRIEND

3

Letters to a Son
(Number 3)

Y SON JOHN: The kindly reception you have
given to my previous letters encourages me
to be less general in thisone and speak further

of yourself and of your character. '

You have brought along many things which have
been more or less decorative of your youth. Most of
these you will cast off —but never, I hope, your
youthful feeling. Keep your mind clean as the wood-
land stream and you never will grow old. “As a man
thinkethin his heart so is he”; that is good gospel.

If you have any habits or tendencies which you
have thought to temporize with,—thingsyou would be
ashamed to have known,— get rid.of themor theywill
ultimately expose themselves to your shame. If you
feel that you have any trace of such things left in
you, let me urge that you complete your previous
doing and confide these to me so that I can help you
to dispose of them.

As you know, I have ever impressed upon you the

it-In glc

great fact of the duality of human nature and of the
necessity of so developing the higher of these two
poles so as to keep the forces of the lower in control.
The natural and legitimate forces and tendencieswhich
are entrusted to every man in his physical make-up,
uncontrolled or misused, are the great wreckers of
character, of mind and of body. Hold them clean and
to right use and you will gain power for the highest
development of your whole nature. '

Since you have grown up acquainted with this
duality, you know that if you side with your higher
part, your divine, godlike self who knows and speaks
through your conscience, you will gain the necessary
control of your lower animal and material self and
mind. Then always you will know the right of
things and will have the strength and courage to do
right under all circumstances. The lower man is that
part of you which you have to raise up for work with
your higher self. You have to educate and train the
brain-rnind to high thoughts and ideals till they be-
come instinctive. That mind knows nothing of high
matters of right, principle, and truthuntil it is brought
to work with the other, higher, mind. Until that is
done it is too often the playground for every kind of
impulse and suggestion from below. Then too, it
thinks that it knows nearly everything and can pro-
nounce upon the highest matters. It can always
argue very cunningly against what the higher mind
knows is truth and right, what you know is truth
and right. i

A man can fool himself a lot, John, and you will do
thisall your life unless you form the habit of standing
yourself in the comer, say every evening, for a facing
and questioning of your conduct and thoughts. Be
strict with the thoughts. Do not let them dodge the
question nor make excuses. Thoughts are foxy and
hunt for holes when cornered, or try to seem what
they know very well they are not. .

You may have noticed that the lower mind starts
argument with buts and ifs. These two little words
will serve to notify you that this ‘colt’-mind wants
to throw a cloud over something of which you have
true clear know1edge—if you listen to your soul.
Bar these two words and your lower mind will be
short on ways for starting controversy in which the
truth is lost, and you yourself are confused. Par-
taking of the nature of the earth, the primary ten-
dency of the lower self is downward and it does not
want to be raised up. You have to change its polarity.

The young man you have in hand is quite complex,
John, as you have doubtless found. If ever you find
time dragging, you can make it interesting by learning
to know yourself, and how to handle the ‘colt.’

Now as a man you have to take yourself, yourcharacter, into your own keeping, consolidate it and
go on adding to the structure, raising it either plumb,leaning askew, or to finally topple, as you will, or
fail to will. Build true in the smalldaily deeds.
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“ Man, know thyself! ”  is q uite necessary as well as

a large undertaking, son. A s we gain this knowledge

we become more and more important factors in life.

F or if we delve honestly into our characters we fi nd

so much rubbish and worse, that if only for our own

sake, we should start house-cleaning and refurnishing

— at last becoming a fi t abode for the living God,

the S oul-S elf of every man. B est fortune.

— —  Y O UR  CO N F I DE N T F A TH E R

J

Truth: Justice: S ilence

H E  three words that stand at the head of this

article form a triune ex pression of freq uent use

and great signifi cance in the lives of certain

students. A t fi rst thought one is tempted to ask,

“ W hy these three words more than any others? ”

L ooked at from the ordinary standpoint they seem

to lack relation one to another, and when repeated

they have a peculiar way of refusing to coalesce,

refusing to become a commonplace formula.

“ Truth, Justice, S ilence! "  —  W hat effect might

these words ex ert when entering as living factors into

the life of a human being?

‘Truth! ’  That which is. The actual essence of

things. R eality, as opposed to the illusions and super-

fi cialities of ex istence. S urely if I  can rise with each

morning’ s sun attuned to this one keynote of truth

I  am taking the fi rst step in the banishment of sham,

of make-believe, of illusion in my life. I  face the

realities of life as a reality. A ll that there is of im-

mortality, of spirituality, of nobility, dignity, worth,

in the universe —  all that I  have aimed to attune

myself to. My aim is far from accomplished;  were it

so I  should be one with the saviors of the race —  an

E lder B rother. B ut I  have sounded the keynote,

I  have set- the atoms of my being, the forces and

energies of my life, into vibration with the pulsating

of the universal life. The door is opened in me for

the entry of some breath, some note, some fl eeting

vision— call it what you will— of the greater life.

I n so far as I  succeed in dedicating that day to truth

I  have come as near as is possible for me at that time

and in that point of growth and evolution, to identify-

ing myself with the H eart of the Universe. B ecause

I  have done this I  myself have achieved a larger

gorwth, have pushed back the limits of my possibilities

for growth. B etter still, because I  have done this all

whom I  have contacted have been benefi ted, have

perhaps sensed an urge to greater aspiration, more

daring efforts, have been challenged to strive for

greater things. Unq uestionably, for every human

being who sounds this keynote of truth in his life,

truth —  universal truth —  receives by that much its

fuller incarnation in him.

j ustice —  how diffi cult it is to be at any time ab-

!  standing.”

soluter j ust to oneself and to others!  There are so

many things to consider — ~  so much bbth unknown to

us and known to us. A nd when it comes to ex ercising

absolute j ustice on the human plane, whether towards

ourselves or towards others, we discover that our real

knowledge of it is pitifully inadeq uate. O ne thing we

may be certain of: that danger of undue severity in

our j udgment of others is far greater than undue

severity of j udgment of ourselves. W e have to take

the inj unction to heart to “ B e more severe with your-

self than with others;  be more charitable towards

others than towards yourself.”  O ur duty is not to

condemn our fellow-man but to learn by his mistakes,

remembering always that perhaps were we in his

position, with his weaknesses, his heredity, we might

do no better or not as well.

I t is an ample ideal, this of j ustice, to carry in the

heart and mind and make practical even for one day.

Try it and see. Think of many interweaving skeins

' of human destiny and human happiness, depending

in some way, small or great,'  on your administration

of j ustice in the minute tribunal of your day’ s duties.

Think of yourself and feel yourself doing what is due

from you to the utmost of your ability in every

detail of the day;  in the relationships with perso-

nalities that always rub you the wrong way;  in the

little tasks and duties you should do each day, but

which being so insignifi cant and easily overlooked,

or perhaps so distasteful, you usually slight. Try all

these small forms of administering j ustice in your own

little life-world, including that j ustice to yourself which

consists in self-control of every sort, and see if the

word itself is not a tonic for your whole being. L et us,

a few of us, for the sake of the welfare of the rest,

begin to introduce this vital leaven of j ustice most

intimately and conscientiously into our- daily lives,

that sanity, poise, and strength and compassion may

fi nd their way once more into the world’ s living.

A nd S ilence — - mystery of mysteries;  most potent

of all potencies;  the philosopher’ s stone of human

character. S ilence —  its own best defi nition. Pro-

faned rather than elucidated by words, it is the gate-

way to the eternal mysteries of man’ s deepest self.

I s it not our unrest we would all be freed of, this

tossing hither and thither on the troubled tides of

moods and emotions, seldom knowing the calm, clear,

silent depths of the ocean of spiritual life within us?

N ature’ s supreme creation, Man, is a strange paradox .

H e prays for “ the peace that passeth all under-

B ut moving restlessly and clamoroust

up and down before the temple he lacks the temerity

to turn the key and enter. The q uestion always is,

of course, does he really want to enter?  I f he really

wants to enter he can enter;  when he really wants to

enter he will enter;  until he really wants to enter.

entrance is utterly forbidden. A nd he can only ap-

proach this abiding-place of peace through the H all

of S ilence. W hy shall we not practise it, if only for a
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4 THE NEW WAY
 

“Man, know thyself!" is quite necessary as well as
a large undertaking, son. As we gain this knowledge
we become more and more important factors in life.
For if we delve honestly into our characters we find
so much rubbish and worse, that if only for our own
sake, we should start house-cleaning and refurnishing
—at last becoming a fit abode for the living God,
the Soul-Self of every man. Best fortune.

— YOUR CONFIDENT FATHER

.3

Truth: Justice: Silence

I-IE three words that stand at the head of this
article form a triune expression of frequent use
and great significance in the lives of certain

students. At first thought one is tempted to ask,
“Why these three words more than any others?"
Looked at from the ordinary standpoint they seem
to lack relation one to another, and when repeated
they have a peculiar way of refusing to coalesce,
refusing to become a commonplace formula.

“Truth, Justice, Silence!” — What effect might
these words exert when entering as living factors into
the life of a human being?

‘Truth!’ That which is. The actual essence of
things. Reality, as opposed to the illusionsand super-
ficialities of existence. Surely if I can rise with each
moming’s sun attuned to this one keynote of truth
I am taking the first step in the banishment of sham,
of make-believe, of illusion in my life. I face the
realities of life as a reality. All that there is of im-
mortality, of spirituality, of nobility,dignity, worth,
in the universe—all that I have aimed to attune
myself to. My aim is far from accomplished; were it
so I should be one with the saviors of the race — an
Elder Brother. But I have sounded the keynote,
I have set the atoms of my being, the forces and
energies of my life, into vibration with the pulsating
of the universal life. The door is opened in me for
the entry of some breath, some note, some fleeting
vision — call it what you will—of the greater life.
In so far as I succeed in dedicating thatday to truth
I have come as near as is possible for me at that time
and in thatpoint of growthand evolution, to identify-
ing myself with the Heart of the Universe. Because
I have done this I myself have achieved a larger
gorwth, have pushed back thelimits of my possibilities
for growth. Better still, because I have done this all
whom I have contacted have been benefited, have
perhaps sensed an urge to greater aspiration, more
daring efforts, have been challenged to strive for
greater things. Unquestionably, for every human
being who sounds this keynote of truth in his life,
truth— universal truth— receives by that much its
fuller incarnation in him.

Justice — how difficult it is to be at any time ab-

L-I0 git’

~ standing."

solutely just to oneself and to others! There are so
many things to consider — so much both unknown to
us and known to us. And when it comes to exercising
absolute justice on the human plane, whether towards
ourselves or towards others. we discover that our real
knowledge of it is pitifully inadequate. One thingwe
may be certain of : that danger of undue severity in
our judgment of others is far greater than undue
severity of judgment of ourselves. We have to take
the injunction to heart to “Be more severe withyour-
self than with others; be more charitable towards
others than towards yourself.” Our duty is not to
condemn our fellow-man but to learn by his mistakes,
remembering always that perhaps were we in his
position, with his weaknesses, his heredity, we might
do no better or not as well.

It is an ample ideal, this of justice, to carry in the
heart and mind and make practical even for one day.
Try it and see. Think of many interweaving skeins
_of human destiny and human happiness, depending
in some way, small or great,' on your administration
of justice in the minute tribunal of your day's duties.
Think of yourself and feel yourself doing what is due
from you to the utmost of your ability in every
detail of the day; in the relationships with perso-
nalities that always rub you the wrong way; in the
little tasks and duties you should do each day, but
which being so insignificant and easily overlooked,
or perhaps so distasteful, you usually slight. Try all
these small forms of administering justice in your own
little life-world, includingthatjustice to yourself which
consists in self-control of every sort, and see if the
word itself is not a tonic for your whole being. Let us,
a few of us, for the sake of the welfare of the rest,
begin to introduce this vital leaven of justice most
intimately and conscientiously into our daily lives,
that sanity, poise, and strength and compassion may
find their way once more into the world's living.

And Silence— mystery of mysteries; most potent
of all potencies; the philosopher’s stone of human
character. Silence—its own best definition. Pro-
faned rather than elucidated by words, it is the gate-
way to the eternal mysteries of man's deepest self.
Is it not our unrest we would all be freed of, this
tossing hither and thither on the troubled tides of
moods and emotions, seldom knowing thecalm. clear.
silent depths of the ocean of spiritual life within us?
Nature's supreme creation, Man, is a strange paradox.
I-Ie prays for “the peace that passeth all under-

But moving restlessly and clarnorously
up and down before the temple he lacks the ternerity
to turn the key and enter. The question always is.
of course, does he really want to enter? If he really
wants to enter he can enter; when he really wants to
enter he will enter; until he really wants to enter,
entrance is utterly forbidden. And he can only ap-
proach this abiding-placeof peace through the Hall
of Silence. Why shall we not practise it, if only for a
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few moments at the fi rst and last of the day, this

listening inward with thought stilled, till we have

found what it holds for us?

Can we not call back to our midst something of the

depth and sincerity of the ancient days?  W ith the

builders of the pyramids, of the S phinx , of K arnak,

TH E  MUL TN O MA H  F A L L S . O R E GO N

The main fall has a drop of 605 feet

reposed secrets of silence now unknown to us, but still

discoverable were we willing to turn to the interior

of our own souls. There we shall fi nd at once the

peace we seek, together with the power and wisdom

wherewith to attain and hold it. I t is the old, old

q uestion of self-knowledge and becoming actually that

which we are potentially. Truth — - j ustice —  silence.

I n our best moments we are the ex pression of truth.

Justice abides with us ever and takes its rise from this

same E ternal S elf. S ilence is the language, the only

true and adeq uate ex pression of the W arrior within.

A ll these things we have, all these things we are.

B ut we have wandered far away from ourselves. To

be sure, in this bodily mansion we can but see truth

as through a glass darkly;  j ustice is ever relative and

conditioned;  and the singing silence seldom sounds

within. B ut let us cherish these words, love them

and live them. There will be moments— moments

of change, of stepping forth into the vale of peace

when the ‘I ’  that now so cramps and troubles us will

fall away, and That which I S , the real S elf, will know

that I T is Truth, I T is Justice, I T is S ilence. I t is

these moments that open for us the real life. M. M.

mu mmr nmntun. .

L O W E R  F A L L S  O F  MUL TN O MA H

F rom a terrace above Columbia H ighway

H appiness

UMA N  life doesn’ t look much of a success in the

way of happiness, does it?  A nd yet we are

all incurable optimists about it. I f things

could only be this way or that way, if we could only

have this or that, we think, then there would be

happiness. W e never get the thought for a moment

that there is no way and never will be to weave the

myriad threads of life so as to come out into the

pattern of general and permanent happiness. I n the

meantime each follows as well as he can the lines that

he fi nds do lead to short spells of pleasure.

W hat would be your prescription for bettering

things?  Just think that out a minute and take a

careful look at your own answer. Perhaps you will be

thinking that if wealth were better distributed there
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

few moments at the first and last of the day. this
listening inward with thought stilled, till we have
found what it holds for us?

Can we not call back to our midst somethingof the
depth and sincerity of the ancient days? With the
builders of the pyramids, of the Sphinx, of Karnak,

and live them. There will be moments—moments
of change, of stepping forth into the vale of peace
when the ‘I’ that now so cramps and troubles us will
fall away, and That which IS, the real Self. will know
that IT is Truth. IT is Justice. 11' is Silence. It is
these moments that open for us the real life. M. M.

THE MULTNOMAH FALLS. OREGON
The main fall has a drop of 605 feet

reposed secrets of silence now unknown to us. but still
discoverable were we willing to turn to the interior
of our own souls. There we shall find at once the
peace we seek, together with the power and wisdom
wherewith to attain and hold it. It is the old, old
question of self-knowledge and becoming actuallythat
which we are potentially. Truth—— justice — silence.
In our best moments we are the expression of truth.
Justice abides with us ever and takes its rise from this
same Eternal Self. Silence is the language, the only
true and adequate expression of the Warrior within.
All these things we have, all these things we are.
But we have wandered far away from ourselves. To
be sure, in this bodily mansion we can but see truth
as through a glass darkly; justice is ever relative and
conditioned; and the singing silence seldom sounds
within. But let us cherish these words, love them

l'.;T*i'.;~. ;, (30. .816

LOWER FALLS OF MULTNOMAH
From a terrace above ColumbiaHighway

Happiness
UMAN life doesn't look much of a success in the

way of happiness, does it? And yet we are
all incurable optimists about it. If things

could only be this way or that way, if we could only
have this or that, we think, then there would be
happiness. We never get the thought for a moment
that there is no way and never will be to weave the
myriad threads of life so as to come out into the
pattern of general and permanent happiness. In the
meantime each follows as well as he can the lines that
he finds do lead to short spells of pleasure.

What would be your prescription for bettering
things? Just think that out a minute and take a
careful look at your own answer. Perhaps you will be
thinkingthat if wealth were better distributed there
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would be an end of the main troubles. E veryone

would then have a chance to get or to do what gave

him happiness.

B ut in giving this prescription you forget that the

people who already have as much wealth as they know

what to do with are not happy. Y ou have only to

look at them or know them well enough or even read

about them in the newspapers. A ll you can say is

that they haven’ t poverty to trouble them —  that one

thing;  but they have a lot of other things, j ust as

you have —  and something more to balance the ab-

sence of the poverty. There seems to be always an

even balance of pain and pleasure in every life, one

varying with the other. Y ou may make the utmost

of every pleasure you can get, increase your enj oy-

ment of them to the limit. B ut you have only made it

more painful for yourself when you can’ t get them.

I f you try to side-track your troubles you have only

become more sensitive to those that do reach you.

I f your pleasures are very few you enj oy all the more

intensely those which you do get. I n fact the amount

of happiness or unhappiness that anybody gets in his

life depends on his own nature much more than on

anything he gets possession of or that happens to him.

S o if wealth could be so redistributed and the getting

of it so regulated that there was no more poverty and

everyone was free to pursue his own happiness he would

fi nd that unhappiness was pursuing him j ust as ever.

The problem, then, must be, so to alter our natures

that we have happiness anyhow, whatever the ex -

ternal conditions. W e shall see that if we solved that,

we should fi nd that we were somehow altering the

natures of others in the same satisfactory direction,

and that social diffi culties and unj ust pressures would

soon be eased away to nothing. I n other words we

are not at all victims of life but have forced into life

all the evils it contains, being more or less guilty

one and all.

S till, the guilt was more from ignorance. B ut if so,

where is knowledge?  H ow shall we get the knowledge

of human nature that is needed to alter it?

W hat do you fi nd when you look into human na-

ture —  your own?  There’ s no use in looking outside

till you have seen all there is to be seen inside.

W ell, fi rst of all, you think. Thinking is one of the

activities of, our threefold human nature. W hat do

you mainly think O f?

A s soon as you consider this you see a whole lot of

appetites, desires for pleasures, comfort, wealth, grati-

fi cations of all sorts. I n so far as these occupy your

mind they ex clude the thought of the welfare and

happiness of anyone else. I n other words this center

O f appetites and desires is the absolutely selfi sh center

in our make-up, separating us from everybody else.

A  man who let nothing else sway him would become a

monster and probably kill himself by his ex cesses.

B ut there is another center of desires in us, q uite

distinct from this and pulling ex actly the other way.

To the ex tent that these occupy the mind we consider

the happiness and the interests O f O thers. I t is the

center of unselfi shness, of compassion and sympathy

and love, love given out and love and gratitude neces-

sarily attracted in return. I f we choose to live in this

center and thoroughly energize it and cultivate it,

we have already found the way to permanent happi-

ness. Conscience is with us all along this way.

B ut what is conscience?  “ Conscience is what tells

you to do your duty.”  I t does. B ut it does much

more than that. I t is something. I t is the center of

desire for the good of others and for our own good —

our real good -—  and it is the wisdom which shows the

way to work for this and what not to do. I t guides

into happiness and away from what would ultimately

bring unhappiness. B ut it could not do this unless it

were a something that knew what it was about. S o it

is a center O f knowledge;  and a center that inspires us

to do right and to care for the welfare and happiness

of others. W hy should we not call it the soul?

S o we have human nature as a triple: (1) That

which thinks— —  the mind. (2) That which desires

personal gratifi cation regardless both of others and of

our own real welfare. (3) That which inspires us to

right, to consideration for others and for our own real

welfare;  and whose knowledge of what is our own

real welfare is much greater and farther reaching than

our mind’ s knowledge. S ometimes it comes in q uite

suddenly and takes charge of our conduct. I n every

great emergency, a fi re, a shipwreck or what not, you

see one or more perhaps apparently q uite common-

place and ordinary men become heroes, forgetting

their own safety and risking or throwing away their

own lives to secure the safety of others. The man

becomes for the time ‘more than himself,’  as we say.

B ut why should we not say that he becomes for that

moment his real self?

A nd j ust as conscience (or the soul) inspires right

and noble conduct, so it inspires higher mental activity.

The poet, the musician, the scientifi c discoverer, the

thinker, may ordinarily appear to be no unusual men.

B ut they get moments when their minds are suddenly

illuminated with a new light and under its infl uence

they write the poem or the melody or conceive the

great thought or invention that is an uplift or a help

to their generatiO n. The soul is energizing them for

the good of O thers, as it always does in all of us —

and for their own good. They are even bettered in

health for that time of uplift or illumination.

W hy is the soul so apparently careless of the man' s

life that it should inspire him to throw it away in the

service of others?  Must it not be that it knows

he does not really die?  H e could not throw away his

life. H e merely became big enough for the time to

let his body go. Can we suppose that the creator of a

great poem or symphony has less life than that which

he created?  That whilst it lives on perhaps for cen-

turies he ceases to be?  W hilst the inspiration was
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6 THE NEW WAY

would be an end of the main troubles. Everyone
would then have a chance to get or to do what gave
him happiness.

But in giving this prescription you forget that the
people who already have as much wealth as theyknow
what to do with are not happy. You have only to
look at them or know them well enough or even read
about them in the newspapers. All you can say is
that they haven‘t poverty to trouble them— that one
thing; but they have a lot of other things, just as
you have —— and something more to balance the ab-
sence of the poverty. There seems to be always an
even balance of pain and pleasure in every life, one
varying with the other. You may make the utmost
of every pleasure you can get, increase your enjoy-
ment of themto the limit. But you have only made it
more painful for yourself when you can't get them.
If you try to side-track your troubles you have only
become more sensitive to those that do reach you.
If your pleasures are very few you enjoy all the more
intensely those which you do get. In fact the amount
of happiness or unhappiness that anybody gets in his
life depends on his own nature much more than on
anythinghe gets possession of or thathappens to him.
So if wealth could be so redistributed and the getting
of it so regulated that there was no more poverty and
everyone was free to pursue his own happiness he would
find that unhappiness was pursuing him just as ever.

The problem, then, must be, so to alter our natures
that we have happiness anyhow, whatever the ex-
ternal conditions. We shall see that if we solved that,
we should find that we were somehow altering the
natures of others in the same satisfactory direction,
and thatsocial difficulties and unjust pressures would
soon be eased away to nothing. In other words we
are not at all victims of life but have forced into life
all the evils it contains, being more or less guilty
one and all.

Still, the guilt was more from ignorance. But if so,
where is knowledge? How shall we get the knowledge
of human nature that is needed to alter it?

What do you find when you look into human na-
ture —— your own? There's no use in looking outside
till you have seen all there is to be seen inside.

Well, first of all, you think. Thinking is one of the
activities of. our threefold human nature. What do
you mainly think of?

As soon as you consider this you see a whole lot of
appetites, desires for pleasures, comfort, wealth, grati-
fications of all sorts. In so far as these occupy your
mind they exclude the thought of the welfare and
happiness of anyone else. In other words this center
of appetites and desires is the absolutely selfish center
in our make-up, separating us from everybody else.
A man who let nothingelse sway him would become a
monster and probably kill himself by his excesses.

But there is another center of desires in us, quite
distinct from this and pulling exactly the other way.

Lin git’

To the extent that these occupy the mind we consider
the happiness and the interests of others. It is the
center of unselfishness, of compassion and sympathy
and love, love given out and love and gratitude neces-
sarilyattracted in return. If we choose to live in this
center and thoroughly energize it and cultivate it,
we have already found the way to permanent happi-
ness. Conscience is with us all along this way.

But what is conscience? “Conscience is what tells
you to do your duty.” It does. But it does much
more than that. It is something. It is the center of
desire for the good of others and for our own good —

our real good — and it is the wisdom which shows the
way to work for this and what not to do. It guides
into happiness and away from what would ultimately
bring unhappiness. But it could not do this unless it
were a somethingthatknew what it was about. So it
is a center of knowledge; and a center that inspires us
to do right and to care for the welfare and happiness
of others. Why should we not call it the soul?

So we have human nature as a triple: (1) That
which thinks—the mind. (2) That which desires
personal gratificationregardless both of others and of
our own real welfare. (3) That which inspires us to
right, to consideration for others and for our own real
welfare; and whose knowledge of what is our own
real welfare is much greater and fartherreachingthan
our mind’s knowledge. Sometimes it comes in quite
suddenly and takes charge of our conduct. In every
great emergency, a fire, a shipwreck or what ‘not, you
see one or more perhaps apparently quite common-
place and ordinary men become heroes, forgetting
their own safety and risking or throwing away their
own lives to secure the safety of others. The man
becomes for the time ‘more than himself,’ as we say.
But why should we not say that he becomes for that
moment his real self?

And just as conscience (or the soul) inspires right
and noble conduct, so it inspires higher mental activity.
The poet, the musician, the scientific discoverer, the
thinker,may ordinarilyappear to be no unusual men.
But theyget moments when their minds are suddenly
illuminated with a new light and under its influence
they write the poem or the melody or conceive the
great thought or invention that is an uplift or a help
to their generation. The soul is energizing them for
the good of others, as it always does in all of us-
and for their own good. They are even bettered in
health for that time of uplift or illumination.

Why is the soul so apparently careless of the man's
life that it should inspire him to throw it away in the
service of others? Must it not be that it knows
he does not really die? He could not throw away his
life. He merely became big enough for the time to
let his body go. Can we suppose that the creator of a
great poem or symphony has less life than that which
he created? That whilst it lives on perhaps for cen-
turies he ceases -to be? Whilst the inspiration was
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upon him, at any rate, he would know that to be

impossible. A nd whoever will let the soul into him-

self, become as it were more than himself through the

noblest and most unselfi sh conduct he can carry out,

will presently fi nd growing up in him the certain

knowledge that whilst his body will in time wear out

and drop from him, he himself passes on immortal.

O ur intuition is right. R eal happiness is a natural

element in life, attainable by us all, to be attained

sometime by all humanity. I t is not the program that

human life should be the poor thing it is, so painful,

so limited in depth and knowledge. S TUDE N T

J

L ooking I nward and O utward

I

(F rom O ld F ables R etold)

UPI TE R , the A ll-Maker, looked upon the men

J he had created and saw that though he had made

them as souls that could understand all heavenly

things, he had placed them in the world blind and deaf

and speechless, so that they knew not where they were

nor could have any outward communion one with

another. S o he completed his work by piercing holes

in them for eyes to look out through and ears to listen

outward with and nostrils to smell the scents that

fl oated upon the sweet air. A nd also the opening of

the mouth that they might emit the sounds that were

to become speech and might thus talk the one to the

other and tell each other what they saw and heard.

50 they all fell straightway to looking and listening

outward and telling each other of the strange new

ex periences. I n which new powers they were soon

wholly absorbed and forgot themselves as souls. B ut

some few did yet turn their gaze betimes away from

the outward, inward into themselves, and beheld the

divine light within;  and likewise their hearing inward

so that they heard the inward divine harmonies;  and

their speech inward for the invocation of their own

divinity. B ut the rest remained wholly absorbed in

the outer world and spent their strength in the search

for outward pleasures and in ceaseless talk with one

another, gradually becoming q uarrelsome, unloving

and selfi sh, forgetting their brotherhood. They lost

touch more and more, and at last altogether, with

their divinity and with the A ll-F ather and became

affl icted with numberless ills and pains and their lives

were darkened with hate and strife.

“ S o it must be with them,”  said Jupiter pitifully,

“ till they learn to look inward at their own light

which I  gave them, to make silence in their minds

and ears and listen inward to the harmony which is

the voice of Myself in their bodies, and invoke Me

with the voice of their hearts. A nd for him who loves

his fellows and has naught but love for them in his

heart I  will give ever-increasing j oy and strength in life,

make smooth his ways, and dwell always with him."

F or Those W ho F ail

Joaq uin Miller

‘ ‘ L L  honor to him who shall win the prize,"

The world has cried for a thousand years,

B ut to him who tries and who fails and dies,

1 give great honor and glory and tears.

O h, great is the hero who wins a name,

B ut greater many and many a time

S ome pale-faced fellow who dies in shame

A nd lets Cod fi nish the thought sublime.

A nd great is the man with a sword undrawn,

A nd good is the man who refrains from wine;

B ut the man who fails and yet still fi ghts on,

L 0, he is the twin-brother of mine.— —  S elected

J

The H ill Difficulty

F rank W alcott I -I utt

L L  in good time the hill was reached, and then

I  climbed as once I  feared I  could not do;

A nd so I  prayed, as prays a traveller who

Desires beyond his ken.

I  strove my best, as I  had never done,

S earched my heart deeply for its childhood trust,

Dared my soul' s worth, raised honor from the dust,

A nd, in good time. I  won. .

I  climbed the best I  knew. L est I  should err

I  roused my hope to spurn fear' s leisure hour,

A nd stirred my soul' s strength to its utmost power

A gainst the odds that were.

0 hill of many dreams, my thankful heart

Throbs, as along thy higher slopes I  go,

Glad that from mine own path of j oy and woe

Thou wert not set apartl

F or thus from life’ s debatable low ground

I  overcame old sloth and faithlessness,

Proved my soul' s worth amid Time' s nobler stress,

A nd lo, my strength I  found.— —  S elected

J

“ O UR  doubts are traitors and make us lose the good

we oft might win by fearing to attempt."

—  S hakespeare

.I
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THE NEW WAY

upon him, at any rate, he would know that to be
impossible. And whoever will let the soul into him-
self, become as it were more than himself through the
noblest and most unselfish conduct he can carry out,
will presently find growing up in him the certain
knowledge that whilst his body will in time wear out
and drop from him, he himself passes on immortal.

Our intuition is right. Real happiness is a natural
element in life, attainable by us all, to be attained
sometime by all humanity. It is not theprogram that
human life should be the poor thing it is, so painful,
so limited in depth and knowledge. STUDENT

J

Looking Inward and Outward
I

(From Old Fables Retold)
UPITER, the All-Maker, looked upon the menJ he had created and saw thatthough he had made

them as souls thatcould understand all heavenly
things, he had placed themin theworld blind and deaf
and speechless, so that theyknew not where they were
nor could have any outward communion one with
another. So he completed his work by piercing holes
in them for eyes to look out through and ears to listen
outward with and nostrils to smell the scents that
floated upon the sweet air. And also the opening of
the mouth that they might emit the sounds that were
to become speech and might thus talk the one to the
other and tell each other what they saw and heard.

So they all fell straightway to looking and listening
outward and telling each other of the strange new
experiences. In which new powers they were soon
wholly absorbed and forgot themselves as souls. But
some few did yet turn their gaze betimes away from
the outward, inward into themselves, and beheld the
divine light within; and likewise their hearing inward
so that they heard the inward divine harmonies; and
their speech inward for the invocation of their own
divinity. But the rest remained wholly absorbed in
the outer world and spent their strength in the search
for outward pleasures and in ceaseless talk with one
another, gradually becoming quarrelsome, unloving
and selfish, forgetting their brotherhood. They lost
touch more and more, and at last altogether, with
their divinity and with the All-Father and becaine
afflicted with numberlessills and pains and their lives
were darkened with hate and strife.

“So it must be with them,” said Jupiter pitifully,
“till they learn to look inward at their own light
which I gave them, to make silence in their minds
and ears and listen inward to the harmony which is
the voice of Myself in their bodies, and invoke Me
with the voice of their hearts. And for him who loves
his fellows and has naught but love for them in his
heart I willgive ever-increasingjoy and strengthin life,
make smooth his ways, and dwell always with him.”

» C0 glc

For Those Who Fail
Joaquin Miller

‘ ‘ LL honor to him who shall win the prize,"
The world has cried for a thousandyears,

But to him who tries and who fails and dies.
I give great honor and glory and tears.

Oh, great is the hero who wins a name,
But greater many and many a time

Some pale-faced fellow who dies in shame
And lets Cod finish the thought sublime.

And great is the man with a sword undrawn,
And good is the man who refrains from wine;

But the man who fails and yet still fights on.
L0, he is the twin-brotherof mine.— Selected

J

The Hill Difficulty
Frank Walcott Hutt

LL in good time thehill was reached. and then
I climbed as once I feared I could not do;
And so I prayed. as prays a traveller who

Desires beyond his ken.
l strove my best. as l had never done,

Searched my heart deeply for its childhoodtrust,
,

Dare_d my soul's worth, raised honor from the dust.
And. in good time. l won.
I climbed the best I knew. Lest I should err

I roused my hope to spum fear's leisure hour,
And stirred my soul's strength to its utmost power

Against theodds thatwere.
0 hill of many dreams, my thankful heart

Throbs. as along thyhigher slopes I go,
Glad that from mine own path of joy and woe

Thou wert not set apart!
For thus from life's debatable low ground

I overcame old sloth and faithlessness,
Proved my soul's worth amid Time's nobler stress.

And lo, my strength l found.—- Selected

J

“OUR doubts are traitors and make us lose the good
we oft might win by fearing to attempt.”

— Shakespeare
.1
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Q uotes from Many S ources

“ The successive incarnation of God.”

(Dean S tubbs). “ A  picture that the Divine A rtist is

perpetually working at.”  (V ine! ) “ F allen gods, who

have a recollection of heaven.” (L amartine)

H UMA N I TY :

“ O V E R  in the immemorial desert yonder there goes

the A rab. . . . The desert is a desert to him. I t is

merely sand, and nothing more. B ut one day there

comes a man who . . . pauses at the same place in the

uncharted desert. A nd he says, “ Dig there.”  . .

A nd presently they lay bare a temple fi lled with me-*

morials of a great past, a temple of which the frescoes

are as fresh as when they were painted. H e knew it

was there. There is a buried magnifi cence in every

man. There is a hidden splendor, a secret temple, and

God alone knows that it is there.” — —  W . ] . Dawson

“  A S  the S andwich I slander believes that the strength

and valor of the enemy he kills passes into himself,

so we gain the strength of the temptations we resist.”

—  E merson

“ A L L  the world is crying, ‘we want a man.’  Do not

look so far for this true man. Y ou have him right at

hand. This man —  it is you, it is I , it is each one of us.

B ut how to constitute oneself such a man?  N othing

harder if one knows not how to do it. N othing easier

if one wills it.” —  A lex ander Dumas

“  ‘H O W  am I  going to lift myself out of the mud in

which I  am immersed?  W hen I  think of the things

I  have done, how I  loathe myself!  A nd yet how I

long to be clean and self-respecting?

“ That self you are when you long to be clean is not

unclean. H ow could that which is really bad wish to

be good?  S tep right out of longing into being. Dare

to assert your right to be as pure as you wish to be;

put the past resolutely out of sight;  take one step

forward. Think of the thousands held down by the

same feeling of helplessness. That forward step of

yours will sound on the inner planes of life a sweet,

strong note of music that will echo in other longing

hearts, and raise them to the tone of yours —  and you

will have helped another out of the mire. Try.” — E . D.

“ TH O S E  who shirk from facing trouble, fi nd that

trouble comes to them.” -—  S miles

“ TO MO R R O W ’ S  character is determined by today' s

action. Therefore it is not only possible to control

the future: it is our positive duty to do so. W hether

we will or no, we are making or unmaking character

today, for ‘character is habit crystallized.’  To recog-

nise this ought to help us to take the higher ground

always. N o man can safely say that he will ‘take

things easy’  today, and tomorrow do differently.

Tomorrow may not come;  but if it does come, he is

less likely to do well than he was today, if today he

has shoved character a peg downward.”

“ CO UL D you and I  but to each other say

F rom what a lordly H ouse we took our way,

A nd to what H ostel of the Gods we wend,

O h, would we not anticipate the end?

O h, would we not have paradise today? ”

“ W H E lee ascend a hill, do we rise in spite of it, or

because of it?  Manifestly we do both. The hill tends

to force us back, downward, and so we rise in spite of it.

O n the other hand, we could not rise without it.

Unlimited energy on a dead level will not carry us

upward. O ur rising, in spite of the hill, then, is to be

credited to our energy or our will;  and our rising be-

cause of it is to be credited to our wisdom in taking

advantage of circumstances, and making of them an

opportunity of rising. I n either case we must do —

the hill does nothing. Difl iculties, losses, sorrows, tend

to depress and throw us backward. They are circum-

stances which we must regard as opportunities. W e

can rise in spite of them, and rise because of them."

—  Patterson du B ois

“ TH E R E  is in man a power to see the invisible, to

hear the inaudible, to know the unknowable, to enter

into the non-sensuous and the spiritual;  but this

power lies in many a man dormant. Glimmerings of

light come to him, glimpses of the invisible are afforded

to him;  but for the most part he walks by sight and

not by faith. H e must be born from above. The power

to see the invisible must be awakened. H e must be

lifted out of his lower self;  out of a lower realm into a

higher realm. Then he sees what he did not before

see;  he understands what he did not before under-

stand. H e fi nds himself in a world of which before he

knew nothing, although it was all about him.”

—  L yman A bbott

“ I  H A V E  lived to know that the great secret of hu-

man happiness is this: never suffer your energies to

stagnate. The old adage, ‘too many irons in the fi re,’

conveys an abominable falsehood. Y ou cannot have

too many —  poker, tongs, and all: keep them all

going.” —  Dr. A dam Clark

“ A L TH O UGH  men are accused for not knowing their

own weakness, yet perhaps as few know their own

strength. I t is in men as in soils, where‘ sometimes

there is a vein of gold which the owner knows not of."

—  S wift

“ S O B E R L Y  and with clear eyes believe in your own

time and place. There is not, there never has been, a

better time or a better place to live in. O nly with this

belief can you believe in hope.” —  Phillips B rooks

“ N E V E R  did any soul do good but it came readier

to do the same again, with more enj oyment. N ever

was love or gratitude, or bounty practised, but with

increasing j oy, which made the practiser still more in

love with the fair act.” —  E arl of S haftesbury
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Quotes from Many Sources

“The successive incarnation of God."
(Dean Stubbs). “A picture that the Divine Artist is
perpetually working at.” (Vine!) "Fallen gods, who
have a recollection of heaven.”(Lamartine)

HUMANITY:

“OVER in the immemorial desert yonder there goes
the Arab. . . .

The desert is a desert to him. It is
merely sand, and nothing more. But one day there
comes a man who . . . pauses at the same place in the
uncharted desert. And he says, “Dig there." . . .

And presently they lay bare a temple filled with me-~
morials of a great past, a temple of which the frescoes
are as fresh as when they were painted. He knew it
was there. There is a buried magnificence in every
man. There is a hidden splendor, a secret temple, and
God alone knows that it is there.”— W. J. Dawson

“ As theSandwich Islander believesthatthestrength
and valor of the enemy he kills passes into himself,
so we gain the strength of the temptations we resist.”

— Emerson
"ALL the world is crying, ‘we want a man.’ Do not

look so far for this true man. You have him right at
hand. This man — it is you, it is I, it is each one of us.
But how to constitute oneself such a man? Nothing
harder if one knows not how to do it. Nothingeasier
if one wills it.”— Alexander Dumas

“ 'HOWam I going to lift myself out of the mud in
which I am immersed? When I think of the things
I have done, how I loathe myself! And yet how I
long to be clean and self-respecting!’

“That self you are when you long to be clean is not
unclean. How could that which is really bad wish to
be good? Step right out of longing into being. Dare
to assert your right to be as pure as you wish to be;
put the past resolutely out of sight; take one step
forward. Think of the thousands held down by the
same feeling of helplessness. That forward step of
yours will sound on the inner planes of life a sweet,
strong note of music that will echo in other longing
hearts, and raise themto the tone of yours — and you
willhave helped anotherout of themire. Try.”—E. D.

“THOSE who shirk from facing trouble, find that
trouble comes to them.”—Smiles

“ToMoRRoW’s character is determined by today's
action. Therefore it is not only possible to control
the future: it is our positive duty to do so. Whether
we will or no, we are making or unmaking character
today, for ‘characteris habit crystallized.’ To recog-
nise this ought to help us to take the higher ground
always. No man can safely say that he will ‘take
things easy’ today, and tomorrow do differently.
Tomorrow may not come; but if it does come, he is
less likely to do well than he ‘was today, if today he
has shoved character a peg downward."

» G0 gin:

“COULD you and I but to each other say
From what a lordly House we took our way,
And to what Hostel of the Gods we wend,
Oh, would we not anticipate the end?
Oh, would we not have paradise today?"

“WHEN_we ascend a hill, do we rise in spite of it, or
becauseof it? Manifestly we do both. The hill tends
to force us back, downward, and so we rise in spite of it.
On the other hand, we could not rise without it.
Unlimited energy on a dead level will not carry us

upward. Our rising, in spite of the hill, then, is to be
credited to our energy or our will; and our rising be-
cause of it is to be credited to our wisdom in taking
advantage of circumstances, and making of them an
opportunity of rising. In either case we must do —

thehilldoes nothing. Difficulties. losses, sorrows, tend
to depress and throw us backward. They are circum-
stances which we must regard as opportunities. We
can rise in spite of them, and rise because of them.”

— Patterson du Bois
“THERE is in man a power to see the invisible, to

hear the inaudible, to know the unknowable, to enter
into the non-sensuous and the spiritual; but this
power lies in many a man dormant. Glimmerings of
light come to him, glimpses of theinvisibleare afforded
to him; but for the most part he walks by sight and
not by faith. He must be born from above. The power
to see the invisible must be awakened. He must be
lifted out of his lower self; out of a lower realm into a
higher realm. Then he sees what he did not before
see; he understands what he did not before under-
stand. He finds himself in a world of which before he
knew nothing, although it was all about him."

— Lyman Abbott
“I HAVE lived to know that the great secret of hu-

man happiness is this: never suffer your energies to
stagnate. The old adage, ‘too many irons in the fire,’
conveys an abominable falsehood. You cannot have
too many —poker, tongs, and all: keep them all
going."— Dr. Adam Clark

“ALTHOUGH men are accused for not knowing their
own weakness, yet perhaps as few know their own
strength. It is in men as in soils, where‘ sometimes
there is a vein of gold which the owner knows not of.”

— Swift
“SOBERLY and with clear eyes believe in your own

time and place. There is not, there never has been. a
better time or a better place to live in. Only withthis
belief can you believe in hope.”— Phillips Brooks

“NEVER did any soul do good but it came readier
to do the same again, with more enjoyment. Never
was love or gratitude, or bounty practised, but with
increasing joy, which made the practiser still more in
love with the fair act.”—Earl of Shaftesbury
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The highest of the reptiles, closely related to our little lizard friends of the front door-step, j ust as fond of
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in the top of his head, the pineal eye. E ven we humans have traces of the same.

The W hite W ings of Trouble F ooling myself?  N o, sir!  I  used to think it was,

, reckoned it was j ust a nice way of looking at troubles

A N  O L D W A Y F A R E R  s PH I L O S O PH Y  and disappointments so as to make them easier. E ven

H E  fi rst thing I  always say to myself when any so, if it was fooling myself, it worked;  it made the

trouble comes upon me is, W hat can I  get out troubles and disappointments easier to go through —

of it?  W hat is there in it ex pressly for me to get?  easier and easier ever since, in fact. B ut in the

put there for me?  end I  found there was an actual live meaning in
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CROCODILE ON A SAND-BANK. UPPER NILE. EGYPT

The highest of the reptiles. closely related to our little lizard friends of the front door-step. just as fond of
music (when he can get any) as they are, and, like them. possessing the remains of a now disused third eye

in the top of his head. the pineal eye. Even we humans have traces of the same.

The White Wings of Trouble ‘Fooling myself? No, sir! I used to think it was,
. reckoned it was just a nice way of looking at troublesAN OLD WAYFARERS PHILOSOPHY and disappointments so as to make themeasier. Even

HE first thing I always say to myself when any so, if it was fooling myself, it worked; it made the
trouble comes upon me is, What can I get out troubles and disappointments easier to go through—

of it? What is there in it expressly for me to get? easier and easier ever since, in fact. But in the
put there for me? end I found there was an actual live meaning in
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them, a meaning that was meant for me to fi nd.

S omewhere in the deep inwardnesses of his mind

I  reckon every fellow has knowledge of how he ought

to act and how he ought not in every set of circum-

stances, pleasant or unpleasant;  also, what q ualities

he ought to acq uire and what tendencies to get rid of.

B ut we’ ve disregarded this fi ne intuition so long and

so thoroughly that we hardly hear it at all. The

half-heard and occasionally-heard bits of it that we

do get we call conscience. B ut something has to be

done to reinforce it. W hat do you do if a man can’ t

take a hint?  S peak a bit more plainly, don’ t you?

A nd if he still can’ t see what you’ re driving at you

probably do something to get him wise to what

you want.

N ow, that ’ s j ust what troubles and disappointments

mostly are, to my thinking. The Power that runs

this universe, and the power in the deep inwardness

of our minds that understands things, the soul part

of us — these two are in collusion for our profi t.

I f we can’ t hear the soul from inside, the diffi culty is

reported, so to speak, to the grand Power outside,

the grand S oul;  and that proceeds to do something

that will get us awake to our own needs and defi -

ciencies and superfl uities of character. (S uperfl uities,

you understand, is a polite word.)

A  trouble, then, is or contains a message to us from

the grand Power that’ s all around our lives, saying

(in the only way it can), “ S on, you’ ve got a weakness;

correct it. Y ou lack something in your character;

get it. Y ou give way in some points to what shouldn’ t

be yielded to;  stop that. Y ou haven’ t taken ad-

vantage of your opportunities or you’ ve misused

them;  screw yourself tighter and do better. Get on

top of that temptation that you’ re always allowing

to get on top of you.”  A nd sometimes the worst

suffering a man gets is to knock the callousness out of

him to the suffering of others, make him tender and

sympathetic and rouse in him the urge to help.

Y ou understand?  Messages like this.

it’ s q uite a while before you see what the message is

talking about, what you ’ re wanted to do. B ut if you

look out you’ ll see it in the end. N o need to wait

till death opens your eyes to the meaning of life.

E ven if you can’ t see it in any ex act way that you can

put to yourself, you’ ll fi nd (if you’ re trying to live

rightly at all) that the trouble has done a work upon

you that’ s bettered you or strengthened you in

some way.

S ome troubles come upon us from the inj ustice of

other men. Did the grand Power send them?  ,I

guess not!  B ut it’ ll use them in its work for us,

j ust the same, get a message into them for us;  and

it won’ t forget, either, to attend to the case of those

other fellows later on and bring their inj ustice home

to their earnest consideration!  I n the meantime

as I  said, it ’ 11 take advantage of the situation for our

benefi t if we hold our end of the line right. The inside

S ometimes ’

help it gives to a man in bad trouble, the sustaining

compassion —  which he can knowingly feel if he will —

is one of its ways of making itself known to us. The

great end of human life is knowledge of and one-

ness with that Power. A nd when the trouble is over,

met like that, when the. wounded man has recovered,

he will fi nd himself stronger, richer in character in

some way, than he ever was before.

Co-operation, I  say, is the key to meeting troubles.

L ook out for what’ s in them. Take the hint;  follow

it up. The things that happen to us ~ —  sometimes

even the very smallest, the most chancey-looking,

a word dropped by somebody, any little half-noticed

trifl e — are a language, a set of messages. K eep

your eyes open. A nd when a man does you an ill

turn, put your thought into what you can get out of it

for your growth rather than into dislike of the man

and the ways to get even with him. A ll this is philo-

sophy, son: natural philosophy, if you like.

J

Climb, E ver K eep Climbing

E  all know the man who lets every trifl ing

uneasiness or temporary touch of bodily

trouble pull on his attention so that his mind

is never really free ex cept when his bodily machinery

happens to be in perfect running order. H e does not

see that he can never come to his best or get any

mental effi ciency till he has acq uired the habit of

disregarding and putting his foot down on these small

unpleasantnesses. -

The same with our surroundings. “ N ever take

into consideration whether circumstances or duties

are pleasant or unpleasant,"  said the great I ndian

Teacher, Gautama B uddha. I f you habitually put

your foot down on the thought that something is or

will be or has been unpleasant or pleasant, it becomes

a step upward to a level where a new mental life

opens out, one that cannot be disturbed in its peace

and strength by any outside conditions whatever.

The way of ascent to all the heights of life is by states

of mind one rising above another like the steps of a

ladder. B ut we must put our foot on a lower step to

reach the nex t higher, always thinking of this ladder

of mind as having its top in the uttermost L ight

whilst its foot is on the earth —  in the body, if you

like. The man who can disregard bodily discomforts

and go ahead energetically with his work, takes one

great step upward. I f he will do it habitually, in a

little while he scores that step for good. The man

who can disregard the unpleasantness of circumstances

or duties, taking. them as they come and continuing

his inner life undisturbed, will score the nex t step.

I f he can disregard an inj ury or humiliation or affront,

and forgive and keep serene, there’ s another and

a big one. B e always looking out for the chance of
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2 THE NEW WAY
 

them, a meaning that was meant for me to find.
Somewhere in the deep inwardnesses of his mind

I reckon every fellow has knowledge of how he ought
to act and how he ought not in every set of circum-
stances, pleasant or unpleasant; also, what qualities
he ought to acquire and what tendencies to get rid of.
But we’ve disregarded this fine intuition so long and
so thoroughly that we hardly hear it at all. The
half-heard and occasionally-heard bits of it that we
do get we call conscience. But somethinghas to be
done to reinforce it. What do you do if a man can’t
take a hint? Speak a bit more plainly, don't you?
And if he still can’t see what you’re driving at you
probably do something to get him wise to what
you want.

Now, that'sjust what troubles and disappointments
mostly are, to my thinking. The Power that runs
this universe, and the power in the deep inwardness
of our minds that understands things, the soul part
of us— these two are in collusion for our profit.
If we can’t hear the soul from inside, the difficulty is
reported, so to speak, to the grand Power outside,
the grand Soul; and that proceeds to do something
that will get us awake to our own needs and defi-
ciencies and superfluities of character. (Superfluities,
you understand, is a polite word.)

A trouble, then, is or contains a message to us from
the grand Power that's all around our lives, saying
(in the only way it can), “Son, you've got a weakness;
correct it. You lack something in your character;
get it. You give way in some points to what shouldn't
be yielded to; stop that. You haven ’t taken ad-
vantage of your opportunities or you've misused
them; screw yourself tighter and do better. Get on

top of that temptation that you ‘re always allowing
to get on top of you.” And sometimes the worst
suffering a man gets is to knock the callousness out of
him to the suffering of others, make him tender and
sympathetic and rouse in him the urge to help.

You understand?
it's quite a while before you see what the message is
talking about, what you 're wanted to do. But if you
look out you ’ll see it in the end. No need to wait
till death opens your eyes to the meaning of life.
Even if you can’t see it in any exact way thatyou can

put to yourself, you’ll find (if you’re trying to live
rightly at all) that the trouble has done a work upon
you that's bettered you or strengthened you in
some way.

Some troubles come upon us from the injustice of
other men. Did the grand Power send them? ,I
guess not! But it ’ll use them in its work for us,
just the same, get a” message into them for us; and
it won't forget, either, to attend to the case of those
other fellows later on and bring their injustice home
to their earnest consideration! In the meantime
as I said, it'll take advantage of the situation for our
benefitif we hold our end of the line right. The inside

» Cu git

Messages like this. Sometimes '

help it gives to a man in bad trouble, the sustaining
compassion —— which he can knowinglyfeel if he will —

is one of its ways of making itself known to us. The
great end of human life is knowledge of and one-
ness with that Power. And when the trouble is over,
met like that, when thewounded man has recovered,
he will find himself stronger, richer in character in
some way, than he ever was before.

Co-operation, I say, is the key to meeting troubles.
Look out for what ’s in them. Take the hint; follow
it up. The things that happen to us -sometimes
even the very smallest, the most chancey-looking,
a word dropped by somebody, any little half-noticed
trifle— are a language, a set of messages. Keep
your eyes open. And when a man does you an ill
turn, put your thought into what you can get out of it
for your growth rather than into dislike of the man
and the ways to get even with him. All this is philo-
sophy, son: natural philosophy, if you like.

I

Climb, Ever Keep Climbing
E all know the man who lets every trifling

uneasiness or temporary touch of bodily
trouble pull on his attention so that his mind

is never really free except when his bodily machinery
happens to be in perfect running order. He does not
see that he can never come to his best or get any
mental efficiency till he has acquired the habit of
disregarding and putting his foot down on these small
unpleasantnesses. -

The same with our surroundings. “Never take
into consideration whether circumstances or duties
are pleasant or unpleasant," said the great Indian
Teacher, Gautama Buddha. If you habitually put
your foot down on the thought that something is or
will be or has been unpleasant or pleasant, it becomes
a step upward to a level where a new mental life
opens out, one that cannot be disturbed in its peace
and strength by any outside conditions whatever.
The way of ascent to all the heights of life is by states
of mind one rising above another like the steps of a
ladder. But we must put our foot on a lower step to
reach the next higher, always thinkingof this ladder
of mind as having its top in the uttermost Light
whilst its foot is on the earth — in the body, if you
like. The man who can disregard bodily discomforts
and go ahead energetically with his work, takes one
great step upward. If he will do it habitually, in a
little while he scores that step for good. The man
who can disregard the unpleasantnessof circumstances
or duties, taking them as they come and continuing
his inner life undisturbed, will score the next step.
If he can disregard an injury or humiliationor affront,
and forgive and keep serene, there’s another and
a big one. Be always looking out for the chance Of
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a step and always think of the S oul as on the very

highest steps of this ascending ladder of mental states,

way up in the L ight and always with a hand stretched

down to you for you to grasp and climb by.

' Make a picture of all this and live with it: The

ladder of mind, the steps below to be trodden on, and

the steps above with increasing L ight upon them as

they range higher and higher;  and the L ight itself

shining down from the top, with the S oul standing in

the full L ight like some fi gure on the horizon with

the rising sun behind it. W e can always work better

on ourselves’ if we make a mental picture and keep

hold of it and touch it up now and then with our

imagination. “ Climb, ever keep climbing,”  is the

watchword corresponding to the picture. S TUDE N T

0'

B egin E ach Day A new

(F rom the Dearborn I ndependent)

PR O MI N E N T business man, who always seemed

fresh and full of vim and vigor, although he had

a multitude of cares in the corporation with

which he was connected, was asked one day how he

managed to keep himself in such good physical and

mental condition, free from worry and distraction.

H is reply is well worth remembering:

“ I  retire from business every night when I  leave

the offi ce,”  he said, “ and begin business afresh, every

morning.”

I n other words, he meant that he did not allow the

cares and worries of business to stand over him as a

threatening menace when the day’ s work was done.

W hen he left the office, he literally retired from busi-

ness until the nex t morning. H is home life, his social

duties, his pleasures, were never tinged with the

thought of the perplex ing problems that the nex t day

was sure to bring. B y this method, old age was kept

at a distance, worry was a stranger, and each day

was begun anew with a fresh inspiration to meet and

overcome the diffi culties which might arise in the

complex ity of business life.

W hat is true regarding business is eq ually true in

relation to the other activities and ex periences of life.

Many persons will not allow their yesterdays to re-

main buried. They still live in the past and constantly

keep the sorrows and, perhaps, misdeeds of bygone

years before them. . . .

To the man and woman whose ex periences of yester-

years have been bitter, and still rankle in the memory,

reaching out to clutch the heart and cause it pain,

to begin afresh each day is a solution of their trouble.

W hat if the years have been wasted, what if they have

brought sorrow and distress and bitterness?  They are

gone, never to return. B lot them out of your memory

as if they had never been. Think no more of the past,

but greet the dawn of each day as the birth of a new

world for you;  a world which pain and sorrow has not

touched;  a world that by your own actions you can

make worth living in, for yourself and others.

A nd don’ t let the clouds of today reach over and

make tomorrow a day of gloom. Perhaps at this very

moment things are going wrong with you. Today you

have passed through an unpleasant ex perience. Y ou

have been hurt by an acq uaintance, knowingly

wounded by one whom you have considered your

friend, defrauded, perhaps, by one in whom you had

implicit trust. Don’ t let that cause you to be cast

down. W hen you retire and close your eyes, say to

yourself “ Tomorrow will be a new day;  I  shall

awake upon a world made new.”

I

The Two I deals ,

H A T is the mission of Man on E arth?  That is

a q uestion that each man has to meet in some

form even if he refuse to put it into words,

or even though he decline to think about it at all.

The q uestion is there for him to answer, and he

answers it with his life. H e may indeed never have

given it a thought, but he has given it an answer by

the way he is living. The same is true of the man who

thinks and talks a great deal about the purpose of

life: it is his actual way of living that is his real

answer to the voiceless q uestion that N ature puts

before him when he enters the natural world, and that

q uestion remains with him till he q uits the sphere of

human action and returns to his spiritual condition.

There are two great ideals of life that answer this

q uestion. The one is the ideal of giving;  the other is

that of getting. A ltruism and egotism. S elf-sacrifi ce

and self-aggrandizement. These are the two ideals

between which a man must choose, and does choose,

whether he will or no;  for a man must act in some

way and his acts are his life, whatever his ex planation

of his acts may be;  and his life shows his choice, even

though his words and wishes seem to point another

way.

B ut what is giving?  and what is getting?  W hat is

it that enables a man to choose whether he will be a

giver or a getter?

I t is said “ the divine give . . . and to become

divine a man must act divinely. H ow is this possible

if man is but man?  S imply by the fact that the divine

is universal and is potentially present in every man:

but while man is man he can shut his eyes to his own

inherent divinity and act as if he were an animal of

that strange kind that materialistic science has in-

vented, an animal that is free from the restrictions of

natural law, (which is the ex pression of the divine in

nature) and that is not bound by the higher law of

the human kingdom.

This false ideal of man as a creature of matter,
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THE NEW WAY 3

a step and always think of the Soul as on the very
highest steps of thisascending ladder of mental states,
way up in theLight and alwayswitha hand stretched
down to you for you to grasp and climb by.
-Make a picture of all this and live with it: The

ladder of mind, the steps below to be trodden on, and
the steps above with increasing Light upon them as
they range higher and higher; and the Light itself
shining down from the top, with the Soul standing in
the full Light like some figure on the horizon with
the rising sun behind it. We can always work better
on ourselves‘if we make a mental picture and keep
hold of it and touch it up now and then with our
imagination. “Climb, ever keep climbing,” is the
watchword corresponding to the picture. STUDENT

.3

Begin Each Day Anew

(From the Dearborn Independent)
PROMINENTbusinessman, who alwaysseemed

fresh and full of vim and vigor, althoughhe had
a multitude of cares in the corporation with

which he was connected, was asked one day how he
managed to keep himself in such good physical and
mental condition, free from worry and distraction.
His reply is well worth remembering:
“I retire from business every night when I leave

the oflioe,” he said, “and begin business afresh, every
morning."

In other words, he meant that he did not allow the
cares and worries of business to stand over him as a
threatening menace when the day's work was done.
When he left the office, he literally retired from busi-
ness until the next morning. His home life, his social
duties, his pleasures, were never tinged with the
thought of the perplexing problems that the next day
was sure to bring. By this method, old age was kept
at a distance, worry was a stranger, and each day
was begun anew with a fresh inspiration to meet and
overcome the difliculties which might arise in the
complexity of business life.

What is true regarding business is equally true in
relation to the other activitiesand experiences of life.
Many persons will not allow their yesterdays to re-
main buried. They still live in thepast and constantly
keep the sorrows and, perhaps, misdeeds of bygone
years before them. . . .

To theman and woman whose experiencesof yester- .

years have been bitter, and still rankle in thememory,
reaching out to clutch the heart and cause it pain,
to begin afresh each day is a solution of their trouble.
What if theyears have been wasted, what if theyhave
brought sorrow and distress and bitterness? They are
gone, never to return. Blot themout of your memory
as if theyhad never been. Thinkno more of the past,
but greet the dawn of each day as the birthof a new

.
.-Gt) glc

world for you; a world which pain and sorrow has not
touched; a world that by your own actions you can
make worth living in, for yourself and others.

And don't let the clouds of today reach over and
make tomorrow a day of gloom. Perhaps at thisvery
moment thingsare going wrong withyou. Today you
have passed through an unpleasant experience. You
have been hurt by an acquaintance, knowingly
wounded by one whom you have considered your
friend, defrauded, perhaps, by one in whom you had
implicit trust. Don't let that cause you to be cast
down. When you retire and close your eyes, say to
yourself “Tomorrow will be a new day; I shall
awake upon a world made new."

J

The Two Ideals .

HAT is the mission of Man on Earth? That is
a question thateach man has to meet in some
form even if he refuse to put it into words,

or even though he decline to think about it at all.
The question is there for him to answer, and he
answers it with his life. He may indeed never have
given it a thought, but he has given it an answer by
theway he is living. The same is true of theman who
thinks and talks a great deal about the purpose of
life: it is his actual way of living that is his real
answer to the voiceless question that Nature puts
before him when he enters thenatural world, and that
question remains with him till he quits the sphere of
human action and returns to his spiritual condition.

There are two great ideals of life that answer this
question. The one is the ideal of giving; the other is
that of getting. Altruism and egotism. Self-sacrifice
and self-aggrandizement. These are the two ideals
between which a man must choose, and does choose,
whether he will or no; for a man must act in some
way and his acts are his life, whatever his explanation
of his acts may be; and his life shows his choice, even
though his words and wishes seem to point another
way.

But what is giving? and what is getting? What is
it that enables a man to choose whether he will be a
giver or a getter?

It is said “the divine give . .
." and to become

divine a man must act divinely. How is thispossible
if man is but man? Simply by the factthatthedivine
is universal and is potentially present in every man:
but while man is man he can shut his eyes to his own
inherent divinity and act as if he were an animal of
that strange kind that materialistic science has in-
vented, an animal that is free from the restrictions of
natural law, (which is the expression of the divine in
nature) and that is not bound by the higher law of
the human kingdom.

This false ideal of man as a creature of matter,
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soulless, less than an animal, the willing slave of his

own passions, knowing no law but desire and no

limitation to his greed or lust but that imposed by

mere force: this degrading ideal places man in the

region O f chaos, where the unconscious atoms blindly

obey the laws of chaos, which is matter in its lowest

and simplest stage O f evolution. This idea!  in prac-

tice makes a man absolutely selfi sh and absolutely

unmoral. W hile such a man thinks he is growing

great and strong in his self-development, he is in

reality falling at every step back on the path of evolu-

tion towards chaos, to be again the sport of the titanic

forces of primitive nature.

B ut the divine give. H ow can a man give unless he

has fi rst gotten something to give?  There lies the real

point of interest in the whole subj ect: for it forces us

to ask, what can a man really get?  what does he

really own?  and what can he give?

Property, wealth, position, are so little his, that in

a moment he may lose them all by no fault of his own:

nor can he really give these things to others, (as all

who think deeply know) for there is no real or per-

manent possession of things possible in the world

as we know it here.

The only real possession a man can have is that

which he has made a part of his own character, a part

of himself. A  brave man can give courage to others,

a cheerful man can give hope, a generous man can

give love, a capable man can give efl iciency, a true

poet, musician, artist or orator can give inspiration.

A  religious man can give devotion or j ust such other

q ualities as his religion has developed in him. A  man

can give what he 13 because that is all he has to give.

A nd the mission of man is to give, because the destiny

of man is to become divine.

Divinity is the goal of human evolution. R . M.

I

The Mountain and the S un

S  a rule our dreams are as foolish as they are

fantastic. W hen nobody is there to keep it

in check, the mind seems to enj oy itself by

preposterous mix tures of any materials that may be

at hand;  thoughts or ex periences we had during the

day;  impressions that came to us;  things we saw or

would like to have seen —  what not.

N O W  and then however, we have a dream, so

different from the usual ones, so lofty and coherent

that we feel as if something higher than the mere

mind had had a hand in it. S uch a dream came to

me last night. I  shall not try to ex plain it;  it carries

its own ex planation.

I n my dream I  was a young man, almost a boy, full

of hope and generous enthusiasms. I  was in a thor-

oughfare, somewhere in a big city. There were high

houses on both sides and the side-walks were crowded

t"

/

. she said. A nd on she went.

with people. W hen I  looked closer, I  saw that every-

body was weighed down by a heavy load. O ld men

and boys, O ld women and young girls, even the tots

were carrying their burden. Most of them walked

with utmost diffi culty;  they stumbled along one side

of the street and when they came to the end, they j ust

crossed and came back on the other side. They were

working hard, but were getting nowhere;  though most

O f them seemed not to know that.

I  asked a woman who happened to pass: “  W hy do

you walk in this senseless way? ”  S he looked at me,

astonished. “ W hat other way is there to walk? ”

A gain I  asked a man:

“ W hat’ s the use of all this? ”  “ W hat’ s the use O f

kicking against it? ”  he answered. “ A sk him there,

he’ s a philosopher.”  A nd he went on.

I  waited till the philosopher came along. I  saw

that his burden was even heavier than that of the

others. “ W hat’ s the meaning of all this? ”  I  asked.

“ W hat makes you think the thing has a meaning

at all? ”  he said and stumbled on.

I  was greatly puzzled and stood there for a while,

thinking it over. Until then I  had not noticed what

was at the far end O f the street. B ut there I  saw

that it opened upon a green plain and beyond that

was a high Mountain. There were dark pine-forests

at its foot;  higher up there came meadows full of

fl owers. I ts top was covered with gleaming snow.

A bove it the sky was of a marvellous deep blue.

A s I  stood there, watching it, the S un rose slowly from

behind the Mountain. I ts gold blended with the

deep-blue sky and with the sparkling whiteness of the

snow. I t was magnifi cent. I  felt thrilled with j oy

and could not help crying out: “ The S un!  The S un

is on the Mountain! "

N obody in the street looked up;  nobody seemed to

notice anything. I  could not understand it. I  rushed

to a woman and cried: “ H ave you seen the S un? ”

S he looked at me, almost angry. “ I  have other things

to think about,”  she said and went on. I  tried a

young man nex t. “ L ook up!  the S un is overhead! "

H e laughed bitterly. “ N ot for such ones as we are,”

he said. “ My load is too heavy;  I  cannot even stand

straight;  I  cannot lift my head.”

I  didn’ t give up yet. A n old woman passed. “ The

S un is shining,”  I  said;  “ wouldn’ t you like to take a

look at it? ”  S he stared at me, puzzled. “ The S un? ”

she asked. “ The S un? ”  S he had never heard of

the S un.

I  felt discouraged. I  began to q uestion myself.

W hat was the use of the S un shining above the

Mountain while nobody noticed it?

A lmost mechanically, I  j oined the others in walking

up and down. I  thought it all over. I  ceased to look

at the S un;  I  became too occupied with the scene

around me, gradually becoming accustomed to it,

gradually coming to do j ust as the rest.

I n my dream it seemed as if I  walked up and down
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4 THE NEW WAY

soulless, less than an animal, the willing slave of his
own passions, knowing no law but desire and no
limitation to his greed or lust but that imposed by
mere force: this degrading ideal places man in the
region of chaos, where the unconscious atoms blindly
obey the laws of chaos, which is matter in its lowest
and simplest stage of evolution. This ideal in prac-
tice makes a man absolutely selfish and absolutely
unmoral. While such a man thinks he is growing
great and strong in his self-development, he is in
reality falling at every step back on the path of evolu-
tion towards chaos, to be again the sport of the titanic
forces of primitive nature.

But the divine give. How can a man give unless he
has first gotten somethingto give? There lies the real
point of interest in the whole subject: for it forces us
to ask, what can a man really get? what does he
really om? and what can he give?

Property, wealth, position, are so little his, that in
a moment he may lose themall by no fault of his own:
nor can he really give these things to others, (as all
who think deeply know) for there is no real or per-
manent possession of things possible in the world
as we know it here.

The only real possession a man can have is that
which he has made a part of his own character, a part
of himself. A brave man can give courage to others,
a cheerful man can give hope, a generous man can
give love, a capable man can give efficiency, a true
poet, musician, artist or orator can give inspiration.
A religious man can give devotion or just such other
qualities as his religion has developed in him. A man
can give what he is because that is all he has to give.
And the mission of man is to give, because the destiny
of man is to becomedivine.

Divinity is the goal of human evolution. R. M.

J

The Mountain and the Sun

S a rule our dreams are as foolish as they are
fantastic. When nobody is there to keep it
in check, the mind seems to enjoy itself by

preposterous mixtures of any materials that may be
at hand; thoughts or experiences we had during the
day; impressions that came to us; things we saw or
would like to have seen — what not.

Now and then however, we have a dream, so
different from the usual ones, so lofty and coherent
that we feel as if something higher than the mere
mind had had a hand in it. Such a dream came to
me last night. I shall not try to explain it; it carries
its own explanation.

In my dream I was a young man, almost a boy, full
of hope and generous enthusiasms. I was in a thor-
oughfare, somewhere in a big city. There were high
houses on both sides and the side-walks were crowded

» C0 gig;

.

she said. And on she went.

with people. When I looked closer, I saw thatevery-
body was weighed down by a heavy load. Old men
and boys, old women and young girls, even the tots
were carrying their burden. Most of them walked
with utmost difliculty; they stumbled along one side
of the street and when theycame to theend, theyjust
crossed and came back on the other side. They were
workinghard, but were getting nowhere; though most
of them seemed not to know that.

I asked a woman who happened to pass: “Why do
you walk in this senseless way?” She looked at me,
astonished. “What other way is there to walk?”

Again I asked a man:
“What’s the use of all this?” “What's the use of
kicking against it?” he answered. “Ask him there,
he's a philosopher.” And he went on.

I waited till the philosopher came along. I saw
that his burden was even heavier than that of the
others. “What's the meaning of all this?” I asked.
“What makes you think the thing has a meaning
at all?" he said and stumbled on.

I was greatly puzzled and stood there for a while,
thinkingit over. Until then I had not noticed what
was at the far end of the street. But there I saw
that it opened upon a green plain and beyond that
was a high Mountain. There were dark pine-forests
at its foot; higher up there came meadows full of
flowers. Its top was covered with gleaming snow.
Above it the sky was of a marvellous deep blue.
As I stood there, watching it, theSun rose slowlyfrom
behind the Mountain. Its gold blended with the
deep-blue sky and with the sparklingwhiteness of the
snow. It was magnificent. I felt thrilled with joy
and could not help crying out: “The Sun! The Sun
is on the Mountain!”

Nobody in the street looked up; nobody seemed to
notice anything. I could not understand it. I rushed
to a woman and cried: “Have you seen the Sun?”
She looked at me, almost angry. “I have other things
to think about," she said and went on. I tried a
young man next. “Look up! the Sun is overhead!"
He laughed bitterly. “Not for such ones as we are,"
he said. “My load is too heavy; I cannot even stand
straight; I cannot lift my head.”

I didn't give up yet. An old woman passed. “The
Sun is shining,” I said; “wouldn't you like to take a
look at it?” She stared at me. puzzled. “The Sun?”
she‘ asked. “The Sun?” She had never heard of
the Sun.

I felt discouraged. I began to question myself.
What was the use of the Sun shining above the
Mountain while nobody noticed it?

Almost mechanically, I joined the others in walking
up and down. I thought it all over. I ceased to look
at the Sun; I became too occupied with the scene
around me, gradually becoming accustomed to it.
gradually coming to do just as the rest.

In my dream it seemed as if I walked up and down
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with the others for many years. O nce or twice I

tried to look up. The S un was still there but there

was a fi lm before my eyes. I  couldn’ t see clearly.

The white snow, the blue sky, they looked gray and

somber. The S un itself could only j ust be seen

through the fog. “ N o use kicking against things,”

I  said to myself."

O nce I  suddenly caught sight of myself in a mirror.

I t startled me, but then, I  really had already known

it for years. I  saw that my load had grown as big as

that of the others. I  had become one of the crowd, as

burdened and careworn as they.

Then one day it happened. A  young man with

whom I  had been walking along for some time, gave

L omalaml Pholo &  E ngrarl' ng Dept.

‘TH E  L A S T MO V E ' : H E N R I E TTE  R O N N E R

They checkmate the old lady.

it up. H e tumbled down. “ I t’ s no use,”  he said;

“ the thing ' s too heavy. I  can’ t stand it any longer;

I  am out of the game.”  I  tried to cheer him up;

asked him to try once more. B ut it was useless.

Then, suddenly, a strange thought fl ashed through

my brain. “ L ift some of his load! ”  I  was already

carrying as much as I  could manage. A  little more

and I  would have to give up myself, I  was sure of it.

B ut the thought came back all the time, growing more

and more insistent. “ L ift some of his load! "  I

obeyed. Q uietly I  took some of it and threw it on

my own back. H e did not perceive it, but when I

asked him to try to go on again, he did try. B ut it

was in vain. I  took some more, still without his

knowing. S lowly he picked up. H e began to walk on

unsteadily. I  took some more, a little at a time.

I  was ready to fall down;  I  felt I  couldn’ t keep it up

much longer. Things went better with him though,

and he knew it. H e grew more cheerful and walked

straighter. “ Y ou’ re a magician,”  he said;  “ what

have you done? ”  H e had taken my hand. I  was

afraid he would fi nd out by the way it trembled, how

faint I  was. I  felt that I  had gone too far. The end

had come. My heart seemed about to stop;  I  had to

close my eyes. I  wanted to tell him I  must rest for

a few moments. Then suddenly he himself stopped.

H e drew a deep breath;  he straightened up;  he threw

back his head. A nd then I  heard him cry: “  The S un!

I  see the S un! ”  H is voice rang with the same j oy

I  had felt years ago. L ike lightning the past fl ashed

back to me. I  saw myself once more, watching the

Mountain and the S un.

“ The S un!  The S un!  I  see the glorious Mountain

and the S un! ”  H e suddenly rushed away from me.

I  knew what would happen to him;  had I  not gone

through it myself?

H owever the j oy I  had heard

in his voice had given me new

courage. I  went on;  it seemed

almost as if my load had grown

lighter. I  began to walk straight-

er myself. A nd suddenly I  heard

a woman behind me cry out:

“ The S un!  I  see the S un! ”

S tartled, I  turned round. I  saw

my companion;  I  saw how he

had taken part of the woman’ s

burden and thrown it on his own

back. W ho had taught him?

W here had he picked up the

trick?  I  had been very careful in

keeping it away from him. B ut

I  saw him;  he carried a huge

load but was standing straight,

staring upward. I  saw the j oy

in his eyes. A nd I  understood

that we had solved the riddle.

I  saw the meaning of it, and an

immense j oy came over me. I  straightened up and

threw back my head. I  too saw the Mountain;  I  saw

the S un once more. There was the sparkling whiteness

of the snow;  there was the deep-blue sky;  there was

the gold of the S un.

I  believe we worked for years in the street of the

city. A t fi rst we were two only;  then three, then fi ve.

W herever anybody gave up, we took some of his load.

There was magic in it, for the more we piled on our

backs, the more we could carry;  there seemed to be

no limit to our strength. W e would hear the cry:

“ The S un!  The S un! ”  more often all the time.

S lowly it began to dawn upon the people as a whole

that something was going on, that there was a new

hope and promise in life, that a new day had begun

for them.

Then I  felt that I  was going to wake up. The

picture grew fainter. The last I  saw was the picture

of a few beginning to climb the Mountain. The

last I  heard was the outcry of a hundred voices:

“ The S un!  The S un! "  I  woke up. P. B .
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

with the others for many years. Once or twice I
tried to look up. The Sun was still there but there
was a film before my eyes. I couldn’t see clearly.
The white snow. the blue sky, they looked gray and
somber. The Sun itself could only just be seen
through the fog. “No use kicking against thi.ngs,"
I said to myself.

Once I suddenly caught sight of myself in a mirror.
It startled me, but then. I really had already known
it for years. I saw thatmy load had grown as big as
thatof theothers. I had becomeone of thecrowd, as
burdened and carewom as they.

Then one day it happened. A young man with
whom I had been walking along for some time, gave 

Landau! P5010 If Engraving DIN.
‘THE LAST MOVE’: HENRIETTE RONNER

They Checkmate the old lady.
it up. He tumbled down. “It's no use." he said;
"the thing's too heavy. I can't stand it any longer;
I am out of the game." I tried to cheer him up;
asked him to try once more. But it was useless.
Then, suddenly, a strange thought flashed through
my brain. “Lift some of his load!" I was already
carrying as much as I could manage. A little more
and I would have to give up myself. I was sure of it.
But the thoughtcame back all the time, growing more
and more insistent. “Lift some of his load!" I
obeyed. Quietly I took some of it and threw it on
my own back. He did not perceive it, but when I
asked him to try to go on again. he did try. But it
was in vain. I took some more. still without his
knowing. Slowly he picked up. He began to walk on
unsteadily. I took some more. a little at a time.
I was ready to fall down; I felt I couldn't keep it up
much longer. Things went better with him though.
and he knew it. He grew more cheerful and walked
straighter. "You're a magician," he said; "what
have you done?" He had taken my hand. I was

I.-.;I'i~.;-. »;,- GO; -816

afraid he would find out by the way it trembled, how
faint I was. I felt that I had gone too far. The end
had come. My heart seemed about to stop; I had to
close my eyes. I wanted to tell him I must rest for
a few moments. Then suddenly he himself stopped.
He drew a deep breath; he straightened up; he threw
back his head. And then I heard him cry: “ The Sun!
I see the Sun!" His voice rang with the same joy
I had felt years ago. Like lightning the past flashed
back to me. I saw myself once more. watching the
Mountain and the Sun.

“The Sun! The Sun! I see the glorious Mountain
and the Sun!" He suddenly rushed away from me.
I knew what would happen to him; had I not gone

through it myself?
However the joy I had heard

in his voice had given me new
courage. I went on; it seemed
almost as if my load had grown
lighter. I began to walk straight-
er myself. And suddenly I heard
a woman behind me cry out:
“The Sun! I see the Sun!"
Startled. I turned round. I saw
my companion; I saw how he
had taken part of the woman's
burden and thrown it on his own
back. Who had taught him?
Where had he picked up the
trick? I had been very careful in
keeping it away from him. But
I saw him; he carried a huge
load but was standing straight,
staring upward. I saw the joy
in his eyes. And I understood
that we had solved the riddle.
I saw the meaning of it, and an

immense joy came over me. I straightened up and
threw back my head. I too saw theMountain; I saw
theSun once more. There was thesparklingwhiteness
of the snow; there was the deep—blue sky; there was
the gold of the Sun.

I believe we worked for years in the street of the
city. At first we were two only; then three, thenfive.
Wherever anybody gave up, we took some of his load.
There was magic in it, for the more we piled on our
backs. the more we could carry; there seemed to be
no limit to our strength. We would hear the cry:
"The Sun! The Sun!" more often all the time.
Slowly it began to dawn upon the people as a whole
that something was going on. that there was a new
hope and promise in life. that a new day had begun
for them.

Then I felt that I was going to wake up. The
picture grew fainter. The last I saw was the picture
of a few beginning to climb the Mountain. The
last I heard was the outcry of a hundred voices:
“The Sun! The Sun!" I woke up. P. B.
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“ I  L ike That F ellow”

UR I O US  mix -up of reasons we have for liking

and disliking other men!  —  some creditable to

us and some not, and a good deal of a philo-

sophy of human nature mix ed up among them.

F irst, then, we like them when they do things for

us, show us attentions. Then we purr like stroked cats.

S econdly, we like them when, as we talk to them or

contact them, we catch off their minds —  feel in their

minds —  a favorable and pleasant picture of our noble

selves. W e feel that in their notion of us they endow

us with q ualities we like to be thought to have. Then

we purr again, perhaps a little more inwardly and

unconsciously than in the fi rst case. W e may accept

their picture of us, too, and go round strutting in the

proud consciousness of q ualities we haven’ t got —

courage, for instance, when in reality we may be a

coward. I t may be some time before inevitable circum-

stances come round that puncture the bladder and

show us (to ourselves and others) in our real shape.

Take notice that we fall into this trap because we

get the picture straight from mind to mind, very

insidiously, conseq uently. I f the other man said in

words that we had the q ualities he credits us with or

pictures us as having, we might see the mistake at

once and privately rej ect it.

Thirdly, we like them (if we ourselves have a S treak

of good —  and who has none? ) when we see them doing

fi ne, noble, courageous or self-sacrifi cing things.

A nd, fourthly, we like them when in our inner

nature we get a direct feel of their inner nature and

fi nd it genial and kindly. This, as you see, like the

second reason, is a touch from inside to inside, not

dependent on anything outward.

F ifthly, there are various mix tures of all these.

The fi rst reason for liking another man, taken alone,

is not particularly creditable to us. B ut it may be

mix ed with reasons three and four. N or is the second

one creditable, and it is a subtle pitfall, parent, fi rst

of vanity, and then of falls into the pit.

R easons three and four are ex cellent. The more

we hunt for them and are glad to fi nd them, the mbre

progress we ourselves make on the N ew W ay.

The reasons for disliking other men are— well,

never mind. They are all bad. The furthest we

should go on this line is to the point of disapproval of

their conduct, leading, in proper cases, to proper resis-

tance to it.

L et us remember that what is good in any man is

part of his real self, and survives with that self.

W hat is bad will sometime, somewhere, dissolve off

and leave the other standing eternally. A s this is

true of you and me as well as of the other man, we

might as well take a hand in the dissolving of this

transient part of ourselves, escape thus a lot of

trouble, and immensely q uicken our progress. I t

is always better to be your own pruner. S TUDE N T

The B ig F ellow L ooking O n

“  H  that ain’ t nothing! ” —  it was the voice of

H umpback Dick~  “ you’ d ought to have

seen the time when the old north wing burnt

down. The fi re started in the carpenter’ s shop—

chockful of chips and shavings — —  and almost before

you could say Jack R obinson everything was ablaze.

There was a q uiet sort of a fellow here then that the

boys used to call Mouse W illiams, because he soft-

pedaled his chin music all the time and was a sure

’ nough miser in his use of words, and yet he was a good

steady worker all right.

“ W ell, sir, the most of the gang was a-rushing

around like a bunch of chicken with their heads cut

off;  every other man was getting in the way of the

nex t fellow, and he was doing the same to the man by

him, and nothing was getting itself done and there

was danger that the boys up in the building would be

burnt to death, you understand. W ell, up comes

Mouse W illiams and everything was changed. H e

got the fellers into a bucket-line and passing along the

water so q uick that you' d a-thought that it had all

been practised beforehand. There wasn’ t nothing

that the fellow didn’ t think of and start a-going,

and when the warders come up he never batted an

eyelid, but kep’  right on;  and seeing that it was all

going so smooth, they let him boss everything and

so he was H igh Muckamuck until the fi re was got

under.”

“ The fact is,”  remarked L ong Torn, “ we' re all a

heap bigger fellers down under than we’ ve any idea of.

The trouble is that the little scrub fellow on top runs

the show the most of the time, and a precious mess he

makes of it too. N ow Mouse W illiams, as I  take it,

had kind of come into touch with the big fellow down

under as he was steadily plugging away with his work

day after day, and when he seed the danger those

fellers was in, he j est stepped aside, gave a call to the

big fellow and simply carried out the ideas as best

he saw them. There’ s lots of times, as I ’ ve seed

meself, when one of these q uiet, no-account, sawn off.

two-by-four chaps stepped to the front and acted

like you say Mouse W illiams acted that time. I t' s

j ust a matter of calling for help as if you wanted it,

and believed in it, and then standing by and doing

the best you see.”

“  ’ T is my belief,”  remarked the yard philosopher,

“ that we’ d get along a heap better if we realized that

’ tisn’ t only on the speshul occasions that we need

the help of the big fellow. W hat’ s the matter with

looking at every minute as a speshul occasion?  I sn’ t

it the little mistakes that we make in common moments

that get us into trouble half the time?  There’ s lots

of fellers in this place who would‘be outside the walls

today if only they’ d been wise to the fact that j est a

little slip-up in the matter of self-control, which may

happen any minute, may land you safe in the arms
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6 THE NEW WAY

“I Like That Fellow”

URIOUS mix-up of reasons we have for liking
and disliking other men! — some creditable to
us and some not, and a good deal of a philo-

sophy of human nature mixed up among them.
First, then, we like them when they do things for

us, show us attentions. Then we purr like stroked cats.
Secondly,we like them when, as we talk to themor

contact them, we catch off their minds — feel in their
minds — a favorableand pleasant picture of our noble
selves. We feel that in their notion of us theyendow
us with qualities we like to be thought to have. Then
we purr again, perhaps a little more inwardly and
unconsciously than in the first case. We may accept
their picture of us, too, and go round strutting in the
proud consciousness of qualities we haven't got-
courage, for instance, when in reality we may be a
coward. It may be some time before inevitablecircum-
stances come round that puncture the bladder and
show us (to ourselves and others) in our real shape.

Take notice that we fall into this trap because we
get the picture straight from mind to mind, very
insidiously, consequently. If the other man said in
words that we had the qualities he credits us with or
pictures us as having, we might see the mistake at
once and privately reject it.

Thirdly,we like them (if we ourselves have a streak
of good — and who has none?) when we see themdoing
fine, noble, courageous or self-sacrificing things.

And, fourthly, we like them when in our inner
nature we get a direct feel of their inner nature and
find it genial and kindly. This, as you see, like the
second reason, is a touch from inside to inside, not
dependent on anything outward.

Fifthly, there are various mixtures of all these.
The first reason for liking another man, taken alone,

is not particularly creditable to us. But it may be
mixed with reasons three and four. Nor is the second
one creditable, and it is a subtle pitfall, parent, first
of vanity, and then of falls into the pit.

Reasons three and four are excellent. The more
we hunt for them and are glad to find them, the mbre
progress we ourselves make on the New Way.

The reasons for disliking other men are—well,
never mind. They are all bad. The furthest we
should go on this line is to the point of disapproval of
their conduct, leading, in proper cases, to proper resis-
tance to it.

Let us remember that what is good in any man is
part of his real self, and survives with that self.
What is bad will sometime, somewhere, dissolve off
and leave the other standing eternally. As this is
true of you and me as well as of the other man, we
might as well take a hand in the dissolving of this
transient part of ourselves, escape thus a lot of
trouble, and immensely quicken our progress. It
is always better to be your own pruner. STUDENT

» Cu glc

The Big Fellow Looking On

“ H that ain’t nothing!”—it was the voice of
Humpback Dick — “you’d ought to have
seen the time when the old north wing burnt

down. The fire started in the carpenter's shop-
chockful of chips and shavings — and almost before
you could say Jack Robinson everything was ablaze.
There was a quiet sort of a fellow here then that the
boys used to call Mouse Williams, because he soft-
pedaled his chin music all the time and was a sure
'nough miser in his use of words, and yet he was a good
steady worker all right.

“Well, sir, the most of the gang was a-rushing
around like a bunch of chicken with their heads cut
off; every other man was getting in the way of the
next fellow, and he was doing the same to the man by
him, and nothing was getting itself done and there
was danger that the boys up in the building would be
burnt to death, you understand. Well, up comes
Mouse Williams and everything was changed. He
got the fellers into a bucket-line and passing along the
water so quick that you ’d a-thought that it had all
been practised beforehand. There wasn't nothing
that the fellow didn't think of and start a-going,
and when the warders come up he never batted an
eyelid, but kep’ right on; and seeing that it was all
going so smooth, they let him boss everything and
so he was High Muckamuck until the fire was got
under.”

“The fact is,” remarked Long Tom, “we're all a
heap bigger fellers down under thanwe've any idea of.
The trouble is that the little scrub fellow on top runs
the show the most of the time, and a precious mess he
makes of it too. Now Mouse Williams, as I take it.
had kind of come into touch with the big fellow down
under as he was steadilyplugging away with his work
day after day, and when he seed the danger those
fellers was in, he jest stepped aside, gave a call to the
big fellow and simply carried out the ideas as best
he saw them. There ’s lots of times, as I've seed
meself, when one of these quiet, no-account, sawn off,
two-by-four chaps stepped to the front and acted
like you say Mouse Williams acted that time. It's
just a matter of calling for help as if you wanted it,
and believed in it, and then standing by and doing
the best you see.”

“ 'Tis my belief," remarked the yard philosopher,
“thatwe’d get along a heap better if we realized that
’tisn’t only on the speshul occasions that we need
the help of the big fellow. What ’s the matter with
looking at every minute as a speshul occasion? Isn't
it thelittle mistakes thatwe make in common moments
that get us into trouble half the‘ time? There's lots
of fellers in this place who would be outside the walls
today if only they’d been wise to the fact that jest a
little slip-up in the matter of self-control, which may
happen any minute, may land you safe in the arms
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of apolicemen, and that the little slip-up would never

have hapPened if only the big fellow had been allowed

on deck as a habit. There’ s many a man has q uite a

notion about the big fellow (who is nothing in the

world but their own better natures);  but they reckon

he wouldn’ t do as a chum to go through the day with

because he’ d be a wet blanket and a spoil-sport when

they wanted to have a gay time and paint the city

limits a tomato red. I t’ s a mistake they’ re making,

that’ s sure, for while of course they’ d have to cut out

a lot of high j inks— which is really low j inks and

make a beast of a man —  they’ d have a steady flow

of satisfaction that would last the day through. S ay

boys, wouldn’ t that be something worth while?  W ell,

it don’ t pay to brag about what you’ re going to do,

and hot air is a cheap thing anyway you look at it;

but I ’ ve made up my mind under my own hat and its

up to each of you fellers to do the same for him-

self.”  I t’ s a game that grows on you. P. L .

J

Get B ehind I t

A TCH  your own mind-talk—  that’ s the fi rst

step inward to self-knowledge. H ow would

it read afterwards if a stenographer were to

take it down?  “ I ’ ll do this or that” ;  “ I  wish he

hadn’ t . . .” ;  “ I f only I  could . . .” ;  “ W hy mayn' t

I  . . .? ”  etc., etc. E ach of us knows the stream of

talk-flow that runs along incessantly in the mind, all

of it centering around “ I  . . ."  even when it seems to

be centering around some ‘he’  or ‘she.’

W hat’ s the good of all that stuff?  W hat does it

come to but worry and irritation?  A nyhow, the man

that wants to fi nd his soul, his true self, to fi nd and

recognise himself as a soul —  which he is all the time ' —

must get behind all that chatter, get into the silent

place, the silence, within. There, when he can get

there for a few moments, he is the soul. The soul

comes to itself only in what seems at fi rst to be

silence and void. B ut there is thought there, though

of another and much higher sort than most of what we

now call thought;  the void is really a fullness;  there

is realization of immortality and of God.

The great Teachers of humanity learned to stop

for a while, when they would, all the surface thought

that we live in;  they made silence in the mind till

they could realize the other thought and give it voice

for the teaching and help of humanity. That is why

their message went home to the hearts of the peoples

they taught. They spoke the eternal truths they had

found, in such varying forms as suited the peoples

they spoke to. The place where they sought and

found these deepest truths of life is within each of us,

and we too can fi nd it. “ S ecreted and hidden in the

heart of the world and in the heart of man is the light

which can illumine all life, the future and the past.

S hall we not search for it? ”  S TUDE N T

R E S PO N S I B I L I TY

“  I F  this life be not a real fi ght, in which something

is eternally gained for the universe by success, it is

no better than a game of private theatricals from which

one may withdraw at will. B ut it feels like a real

fi ght. . . .

“ B e not afraid of life. B elieve that life is worth

living, and your belief will help create the fact. The

‘scientifi c’  proof that you are right may not be clear

before the day of j udgment is reached (or some stage

of being which that ex pression may serve to sym-

bolize). B ut the faithful fi ghters of this hour, or the

beings that then and there will represent them, may

then turn to the faint-hearted who now decline to

go on, with words like those with which H enry I V

greeted the tardy Crillon after a great battle had been

gained: ‘H ang yourself, Crillon!  W e fought at

A rq ues, and you were not there! ’  ”

—  Professor W illiam j ames

.I

I t Can B e Done

S O ME B O DY  said that it couldn' t be done,

B ut he, with a chuckle, replied

That maybe it couldn’ t, but he would be one

W ho wouldn' t say so till he' d tried.

S o he buckled right in, with the trace of a grin

O n his face;  if he worried, he hid it.

H e started to sing as he tackled the thing

That couldn' t be done— and he did it.

S omebody scoffed: " O h. you' ll never do that —

A t least, no one ever has done it."

B ut he took off his coat, and he took off his hat,

A nd the fi rst thing we knew he' d begun it;

W ith the lift of his chin and a bit of a grin,

W ithout any doubting or q uiddit;

H e started to sing as he tackled the thing

That couldn' t be done —  and he did it.

There are thousands to tell you it cannot be done;

There are thousands to prophesy failure;

There are thousands to point out to you, one by one,

The dangers that wait to assail you.

B ut j ust buckle in with a bit of a grin,

Then take off your coat and go to it.

Just start in to sing as you tackle the thing

That “ cannot be done"  —  and you' ll do it.

— S cleclcd
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THE NEW WAY 7

of apolicemen, and that the little slip-up would never
have happened 2')‘ only the big fellow had been allowed
on deck as a habit. There ’s many a man has quite a
notion about the big fellow (who is nothing in the
world but their own better natures); but they reckon
he wouldn't do as a chum to go through the day with
because he’d be a wet blanket and a spoil-sport when
they wanted to have a gay time and paint the city
limits a tomato red. It’s a mistake they're making,
that’s sure, for while of course they'd have to cut out
a lot of high jinks——which is really low jinks and
make a beast of a man —— they’d have a steady flow
of satisfaction that would last the day through. Say
boys, wouldn't thatbe somethingworth while? Well,
it don’t pay to brag about what you're going to do,
and hot air is a cheap thing anyway you look at it;
but I've made up my mind under my«own hat and its
up to each of you fellers to do the same for him-
self.” It's a game thatgrows on you. P. L.

J

Get Behind It

ATCH your own mind-talk—— that’s the first
step inward to self-knowledge. How would
it read afterwards if a stenographer were to

take it down? “I'll do this or that”; “I wish he
hadn't . . .”; “If only I could

. . ."; “Why mayn’t
I . .

.?” etc., etc. Each of us knows the stream of
talk-flowthat runs along incessantly in the mind, all
of it centering around “I . . .” even when it seems to
be centering around some ‘he’ or ‘she.’

What ’s the good of all that stuff? What does it
come to but worry and irritation? Anyhow, the man
that wants to find his soul, his true self, to find and
recognise himself as a soul — which he is all thetime —

must get behind all that chatter, get into the silent
place, the silence, within. There, when he can get
there for a few moments, he is the soul. The soul
comes to itself only in what seems at first to be
silence and void. But there is thought there, though
of anotherand much higher sort than most of what we
now call thought; the void is really a fullness; there
is realization of immortality and of God.

The great Teachers of humanity learned to stop
I

for a while, when they would, all the surface thought
that we live in; they made silence in the mind till
they could realize the other thought and give it voice
for the teaching and help of humanity. That is why
their message went home to the hearts of the peoples
they taught. They spoke the eternal truths they had
found, in such varying forms as suited the peoples
they spoke to. The place where they sought and
found these deepest truths of life is within each of us,
and we too can find it. “Secreted and hidden in the
heart of the world and in the heart of man is the light
which can illumine all life, the future and the past.
Shall we not search for it?” STUDENT

.L.-I0 git’

RESPONSIBILITY

“IF this life be not a real fight, in which something
is eternally gained for the universe by success, it is
no better thana game of private theatricalsfrom which
one may withdraw at will. But it feels like a real
fight. . . .

“Be not afraid of life. Believe that life is worth
living, and your belief will help create the fact. The
‘scientific’ proof that you are right may not be clear
before the day of judgment is reached (or some stage
of being which that expression may serve to sym-
bolize). But the faithful fighters of this hour, or the
beings that then and there will represent them, may
then turn to the faint-hearted who now decline to
go on, with words like those with which Henry IV
greeted the tardy Crillon after a great battle had been
gained: ‘Hang yourself, Crillon! We fought at
Arques, and you were not there!’ ”

~— Professor William James
J

It Can Be Done

OMEBODY said that it couldn't be done,
But he, with a chuckle, replied

That maybe it couldn't, but he would be one
Who wouldn't say so till he’d tried.

So he buckled right in, with the trace of a grin
On his face; if he worried. he hid it.

He started to sing as he tackled the thing
That couldn't be done —- and he did it.

Somebody scoffed: "Oh. you'll never do that—

At least, no one ever has done it."
But he took off his coat, and he took off his hat,

And the first thingwe knew he'd begun it:
With the lift of his chin and a bit of a grin,

Without any doubting or quiddit;
He started to sing as he tackled the thing

That couldn't be done — and he did it.
There are thousandsto tell you it cannot be done;

There are thousands to prophesy failure;
There are thousands to point out to you. one by one,

The dangers that wait to assail you.
But just buckle in with a bit of a grin,

Then take off your coat and go to it.
Just start in to sing as you tackle the thing

That "cannot be done" -— and you'll do it.
—SeIecled
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

“ O F  what does the great wisdom of all ages and all

nations speak?  I t speaks of the human spirit. Pene-

trate in thought into the deep signifi cance of these

words and into the meaning of your life. Y ou know

not the limits to the power of the spirit. Y ou do not

know over what impassable obstacles your spirit bears

you, but some day you shall awake, unharmed and

everlastingly regenerated. A nd when life is hard and

weary and there seems to be no way out, do you not

feel that some helper, your own divine spirit, is speed-

ing to your aid?  B ut his path is long and your faint-

heartedness' is swift. Y et does the helper come, bring-

ing you both the ‘sword of courage’  and the ‘smile

of daring.’  ” —  Professor N . R oerich

“ I  CO N CE I V E  a man as always spoken to from be-

hind, and unable to turn his head and see the speaker.

I n all the millions who have heard the voice, none

ever saw the face. A s'  children in their play turn

behind each other, and seize one by the ears and make

him walk before them, so is the S pirit our unseen

pilot. That well-known voice speaks in all languages,

governs all men, and none ever caught a glimpse of

its form. I f the man will ex actly obey it, it will adopt

him, so that he shall not any longer separate it from

himself in his thought, he shall seem to be it, he shall

be it. I f he listen with insatiable ears, wider and

greater wisdom is taught him.” — ~  E merson

“ H ow shall a man think on that which belongs to

his peace, if he yields himself wholly a servant to those

things which be without;  and how shall he carry any

message to others, who cannot hearken to the voice

of his own soul? ” —  L A DY  DI L K E , The B ook of the

S piritual L ife

“ PL A TO  believed, and I  believe with him, in the

ex istence of a spiritual antitype of the soul, so that

when we are born there is something within us which,

from the instant we live and move, thirsts after its

likeness. This propensity develops itself with the

development of our nature.” —  B eaconsfi eld

“ TH E R E  are many things made in this world from

day to day, there is a great deal of making that goes on,

but the most important kind of making that goes on

is that which goes on most silently, and that is man-

making. Man is the great commodity, so to speak,

which the whole structure of this world and society has

been organized to produce — —  to produce, I  mean, a

state of his nature in which all that is best shall be

developed in the best manner. The nature of man is

capable of sinking to the most deplorable depth of

corruption;  but is also capable of becoming a work so

noble that we can hardly conceive how creative power

itself can go further." —  W . E . Gladstone

“ L E T me, as an old man, who ought by this time to

have profi ted by ex perience, say that when I  was

younger I  found I  often misrepresented the intentions

of people, and that they did not mean what at the

time I  supposed they meant;  and, further, that, as a

general rule, it was better to be a little dull of appre-

hension where phrases seemed to imply piq ue;  and

q uick in perception when, on the contrary, they seemed

to imply kindly feeling. The real truth never fails

ultimately to appear;  and opposing parties, if wrong.

are sooner convinced when replied to forbearingly

than when overwhelmed.” —  Professor Tyndall

“ TH E  sower sows the seed, which mouldering

Deep cofi ined in the earth,

I s buried now, but with the future spring

W ill q uicken into birth.

“ (I  poles of birth and death!  Controlling Powers

O f human toil and need!

O n this fair earth all men are surely sowers,

S urely all life is seed!

“ A ll life is seed, dropped in Time’ s yawning furrow.

W hich with slow sprout and shoot,

I n the revolving world’ s unfathomed morrow,

W ill blossom and bear fruit.” —  Mathilde B lind

“ W E  make ourselves more inj uries than are offered

us;  they many times pass for wrongs in our own

thoughts, that were never meant so by the heart of

him that spoke them. W ords do sometimes fl y from

the tongue that the heart did neither hatch nor har-

bor. W hile we think to revenge an inj ury, we many

times begin one;  and, after that, repent our miscon-

ceptions. '  I  n things that may have a double sense, it is

good to think the better was intended;  so shall we still

both keep our friends and q uietness.” —  O wen F  eltham

“ A T the age of seventy-fi ve one must, of course.

think sometimes of death. B ut this thought never

gives me the least uneasiness, for I  am fully convinced

that our spirit is a being of a nature q uite indestructi-

ble, and that its activity continues from eternity to

eternity. I t is like the sun which seems to set only to

our earthly eyes, but which in reality never sets but

shines on unceasingly.” —  Goethe

“ TH E R E  is a right and a wrong way of setting about

everything, and, to my thinking, the right way is to

take a thing up heartily, if it is only making a bed-

W hy —  ah!  dear me!  —  making a bed may be done

after a Christian fashion, I  take it, or else what is to

come of such as we in heaven, who’ ve had little enough

time on earth for clapping ourselves down on our

knees for set prayers. Just try for a day to think of

all the odd j obs to be done well and truly in God' s

sight, not j ust slurred over anyhow, and you’ ll get

through them twice as cheerfully.” —  Mrs. Gasket!
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Quotebook
“OF what does the great wisdom of all ages and all

nations speak? It speaks of the human spirit. Pene-
trate in thought into the deep significance of these
words and into the meaning of your life. You know
not the limits to the power of the spirit. You do not
know over what impassable obstaclesyour spirit bears
you, but some day you shall awake, unharmed and
everlastinglyregenerated. And when life is hard and
weary and there seems to be no way out, do you not
feel that some helper, your own divine spirit, is speed-
ing to your aid? But his path is long and your faint-
heartednessis swift. Yet does the helper come, bring-
ing you both the ‘sword of courage’ and the ‘smile
of daring.’ "——— Professor N. Raerich

“I CONCEIVE a man as always spoken to from be-
hind, and unable to turn his head and see the speaker.
In all the millions who have heard the voice, none
ever saw the face. As" children in their play turn
behindeach other, and seize one by the ears and make
him walk before them, so is the Spirit our unseen
pilot. That well-known voice speaks in all languages,
governs all men, and none ever caught a glimpse of
its form. If the man will exactlyobey it, it will adopt
him, so that he shall not any longer separate it from
himself in his thought, he shall seem to be it, he shall
be it. If he listen with insatiable ears, wider and
greater wisdom is taught him."— Emerson

“How shall a man thinkon that which belongs to
his peace, if he yields himself wholly a servant to those
things which be without; and how shall he carry any
message to others, who cannot hearken to the voice
of his own soul?”— LADY DILKE, The Book of the
Spiritual Life

“PLATO believed, and I believe with him, in the
existence of a spiritual antitype of the soul, so that
when we are born there is somethingwithinus which,
from the instant we live and move, thirsts after its
likeness. This propensity develops itself with the
development of our nature.”— Beaconsfield

“TH!-:RI«: are many things made in this world from
day to day, there is a great deal of making thatgoes on,
but the most important kind of making that goes on
is that which goes on most silently,and that is man-
making. Man is the great commodity, so to speak,
which the whole structure of thisworld and society has
been organized to produce — to produce, I mean, a
state of his nature in which all that is best shall be
developed in the best manner. The nature of man is
capable of sinking to the most deplorable depth of
corruption; but is also capable of becoming a work so
noble thatwe can hardly conceive how creative power
itself can go further.”— W. E. Gladstone

IL-In git’

“L1-:1‘ me, as an old man, who ought by this time to
have profited by experience, say that when I was
younger I found I often misrepresented the intentions
of people, and that they did not mean what at the
time I supposed they meant; and, further, that, as a
general rule, it was better to be a little dull of appre-
hension where phrases seemed to imply pique; and
quick in perception when, on thecontrary, theyseemed
to imply kindly feeling. The real truth never fails
ultimately to appear; and opposing parties, if wrong.
are sooner convinced when replied to forbearingly
than when overwhelmed."— Professor Tyndall
“THE sower sows the seed, which mouldering

Deep coflined in the earth,
Is buried now, but with the_future spring

Will quicken into birth.
“(R poles of birth and death! Controlling Powers

Of human toil and need!
On this fair earth all men are surely sowers,

Surely all life is seed!
“All life is seed, dropped in Time's yawning furrow,

Which with slow sprout and shoot,
In the revolving world's unfathomed morrow,

Will blossom and bear fruit."— Mathilde Blind

“WE make ourselves more injuries than are offered
us; they many times pass for wrongs in our own
thoughts, that were never meant so by the heart of
him that spoke them. Words do sometimes fly from
the tongue that the heart did neither hatch nor har-
bor. While we think to revenge an injury, we many
times begin one; and, after that, repent our miscon-
ceptions. ‘In thingsthatmay have a double sense, it is
good to thinkthebetter was intended; so shall we still
both keep our friends and quietness.”— Owen Feltham

“AT the age of seventy-five one must, of course.
think sometimes of death. But this thought never
gives me the least uneasiness, for I am fully convinced
thatour spirit is a being of a nature quite indestructi-
ble, and that its activity continues from eternity to
eternity. It is like the sun which seems to set only to
our earthly eyes, but which in reality never sets but
shines on unceasingly.”—Goethe

“THERE is a right and a wrong way of setting about
everything, and, to my thinking, the right way is to
take a thing up heartily, if it is only making a bed.
Why—ah! dear me!—making a bed may be done
after a Christian fashion, I take it, or else what is to
come of such as we in heaven, who've had little enough
time on earth for clapping ourselves down on our
knees for set prayers. Just try for a day to thinkof
all the odd jobs to be done well and truly in God's
sight, not just slurred over anyhow, and you'll get
through them twice as cheerfully.”— Mrs. Gaskell
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A rt is older than we commonly realize.

S cience now thinks that these ancient cave-dwellers may have

been putting in their spare time adorning the walls of their underground home as much as 250,000 years ago.
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A  L etter

To O N E  B E H I N D TH E  B A R S

H O E V E R  you are, wherever you are, whatever

your mistake or misfortune —  you are a mem-

ber of this great human family still. L ife has probably

not been so kind a school to you as to some. W hen

you began to study in it you may not have been told

that it was a thing of infi nite nobility, infi nite beauty

and infi nite possibilities of growth.

I n the early days when F ather and Mother were

at hand to guide you, with all their love they may not

have fully known the secret of human Duality, which

would have enabled them to ex plain to you that there
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A Letter
To om: BEHIND THE BARS

HOEVER you are, wherever you are, whatever
your mistake or misfortune — you are a mem-

ber of thisgreat human familystill. Life has probably
not been so kind a school to you as to some. When

l_.n;.?.'I ‘:4. I: .‘

you began to study in it you may not have been told
that it was a thingof infinite nobility,infinite beauty
and infinite possibilitiesof growth.

In the early days when Father and Mother were
at hand to guide you, withall their love they may not
have fully known the secret of human Duality, which
would have enabled them to explain to you that there

I. .—. : .~ 3‘ —.~. », .__J ,‘
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were two contending forces inside you all the time:

one, the divine power O f good, the ‘A ngel’ ;  the other

of darkness, selfi shness, sensuality, the ‘Demon,’

whose watchword is ever ‘I  W A N T.’  Y ou probably

never knew that all your young life was a swinging to

and fro between these two selves, in which little by

little the pull of the ‘Demon’  grew stronger, and the

call O f the ‘A ngel’  less clear to you. S O  life became

confused to your eyes, and Desire usurped the place

of Duty, and “ that little spark O f celestial fi re, called

Conscience”  becoming dim, you started to drift down-

stream. A nd the drifting was so easy and so imper-

ceptible, and there were so few ready or able to say

j ust the right thing to help you, and when they said it,

the ‘Demon’  managed to keep your attention else-

where and prevent you from responding to the ‘ A ngel,’

so that at last the " long series of small victories for

the ‘Demon’  and small defeats for the ‘A ngel’  led

to the big mistake, which the ‘A ngel’  would never

have permitted you to make had you let him guide

your life in the past. A nd that mistake has placed

you behind the bars.

There is an ancient motto that some of us live by.

I t consists of the one word, N O W , but it holds the

key to self-redemption. A nd ex perience has taught us

that this is the only time that counts —  N O W . Y ester-

day has gone, and won’ t be back;  tomorrow is ex -

pected, but not here yet. I t is N ow: and about all

you or I  know about ourselves actually, can be summed

up in the two words: H E R E , N O W . A nd this N ow

is always full of opportunities—  opportunities that

were not here yesterday, perhaps, and may not be

here tomorrow, because they j ust belong particularly

to N O W . S o N O W  _is your chance to begin putting

your house in order, to begin taking advantage of the

opportunities for growth which this particular ex -

perience is offering you.

The fi rst thing to remember is that humanity and

society need you. Y ou are a part O f the world-life,

one note in the great human chord. Y ou are here for

a purpose, and were you to shirk your responsibilities

by trying to get out O f the body before the H igher

L aw releases you, then there would be one note missing

in that great human chord. B ecause you have been

sounding your note out of tune all these years, and

adding to the all-too-prevalent discord of the world,

that does not entitle you to cease sounding your note

at all. A nd you will not learn to sound your note

more harmoniously by seeking to escape this present

ex perience behind the bars;  you have sown the seed

and your manhood calls upon you to reap the harvest

and learn your lesson in the reaping!  Y our being in

this particular position is an opportunity to discover

your bad intonation and correct it. W hen hate, des-

pair, revenge, indifference have left your heart, your

note will sound out in tune, and because it is in tune,

the great human chord will be richer and grander.

Then some fellow who has perhaps fallen lower

than you, and may not yet have had the good fortune

to have been brought to his senses by an ex perience

such as yours, may, for some (to him) inex plicable

reason, ‘get a hunch,’  as we say, to straighten up and

be a man. H e has never heard of you;  you have

never heard of him. B ut you are both parts of the

great universal scheme of things, and on inner lines

you are inseparabe connected. A nd so your new note

strikes his inner ear and he gets that ‘hunch.’  A nd

you have taken the fi rst step —  proved yourself a

part, and a necessary part, of this great universe!

I t always helps to remember this: we never act

alone;  every time the ‘ Demon’  in us scores one small

point, the lower forces throughout the entire universe

have been strengthened by an infi nitesimal fraction

and some one, or more, is fi nding it easier to slide

downhill than he did yesterday. S imilarly the smallest

obedience to the better part O f ourselves is a blow

struck for the divine S elf O f the universe, and some-

body is going to get up in the morning a little less

selfi sh, a little more kind-hearted because of our vic-

tory, morally a little stronger.

Don’ t forget that life— real life, that isn’ t j ust

vegetating,—  is a fi ght for all of us, in which the

forces of good are for ever doing battle against those

of evil in us. W e are left to choose with which side

we will league ourselves, for we are always on one side

or the other. W hen we j ust let ourselves go with

' whatever impulse happens to be uppermost, we have

stepped out of the great battle and are for the time

useless to the world. B ut when we take up the fi ght

with ourselves the sense of usefulness and self-respect

come back;  when we step beneath the banner of the

‘A ngel,’  then new things begin to happen and we

realize what an eventful and stimulating business

‘j ust living’  is.

W e need never give way to discouragement, even

when all seems hopeless. F or we can always remind

ourselves that life and the universe have L aw at the

heart of them. A nd this L aw is j ust, merciful, divine.

H e who serves under the ‘A ngel’ s’  banner has all the

constructive energies of the universe behind him;  is,

in fact, an ex ponent of this H igher L aw. H e who

serves the ‘Demon’  is working against N ature. S o

the great thing is to fi ght on, cheerfully and manfully,

and j ust cut all acq uaintance with Despair— drop

him from the visiting list!

A  certain little book which is highly prized by

thousands who are earnestly engaged in this great

battle, says:

“ I f thou hast tried and failed, 0 dauntless fi ghter.

yet lose not courage: fi ght on and to the charge

return again, and yet again. . . .

“  R emember, thou that fi ghtest for man’ s liberation.

each failure is success, and each sincere attempt wins

its reward in time.”

L et the knowledge O f fellowship in the fi ght add

strength to your arm and courage to your heart, and
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2 THE NEW WAY

were two contending forces inside you all the time:
one, the divine power of good, the ‘Angel’; the other
of darkness, selfishness, sensuality, the ‘Demon,’
whose watchword is ever ‘I WANT.’ You probably
never knew thatall your young life was a swinging to
and fro between these two selves, in which little by
little the pull of the ‘Demon’ grew stronger, and the
call of the ‘Angel’ less clear to you. So life became
confused to your eyes, and Desire usurped the place
of Duty, and “thatlittle spark of celestial fire, called
Conscience" becomingdim, you started to drift down-
stream. And the drifting was so easy and so imper-
ceptible, and there were‘ so few ready or able to say
just theright thingto help you, and when theysaid it,
the ‘Demon’ managed to keep your attention else-
where and prevent you from responding to the ‘ Angel,’
so that at last the‘long series of small victories for
the ‘Demon’ and small defeats for the ‘Angel’ led
to the big mistake, which the ‘Angel’ would never
have permitted you to make had you let him guide
your life in the past. And that mistake has placed
you behind the bars.

There is an ancient motto that some of us live by.
It consists of the one word, Now, but it holds the
key to self-redemption. And experience has taught us
thatthisis theonlytime thatcounts —— Now. Yester-
day has gone, and won't be back: tomorrow is ex-
pected, but not here yet. It is Now: and about all
you or I know about ourselves actually,can be sununed
up in the two words: HERE, Now. And this Now
is always full of opportunities——opportunities that
were not here yesterday, perhaps, and may not be
here tomorrow, because they just belong particularly
to Now. So Now is your chance to begin putting
your house in order, to begin taking advantage of the
opportunities for growth which this particular ex-
perience is offering you.

The first thing to remember is that humanity and
society need you. You are a part of the world-life,
one note in the great human chord. You are here for
a purpose, and were you to shirk your responsibilities
by trying to get out of the body before the Higher
Law releases you, thentherewould beone note missing
in that great human chord. Because you have been
sounding your note out of tune all these years, and
adding to the a1l—too-prevalent discord of the world,
thatdoes not entitle you to cease sounding your note
at all. And you will not learn to sound your note
more harmoniously by seeking to escape this present
experience behind the bars; you have sown the seed
and your manhood calls upon you to reap the harvest
and learn your lesson in the reaping! Your being in
this particular position is an opportunity to discover
your bad intonation and correct it. When hate, des-
pair, revenge, indifference have left your heart, your
note will sound out in tune, and because it is in tune,
the great human chord will be richer and grander.

Then some fellow who has perhaps fallen lower

A
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than you, and may not yet have had the good fortune
to have been brought to his senses by an experience
such as yours, may, for some (to him) inexplicable
reason, ‘get a hunch,’ as we say, to straighten up and
be a man. He has never heard of you; you have
never heard of him. But you are both parts of the
great universal scheme of things, and on inner lines
you are inseparably connected. And so your new note
strikes his inner ear and he gets that ‘hunch.’ And
you have taken the first step—proved yourself a
part, and a necessary part, of this great universe!

It always helps to remember this: we never act
alone; every time the ‘Demon’ in us scores one small
point, the lower forces throughout the entire universe
have been strengthened by an infinitesimal fraction
and some one, or more, is finding it easier to slide
downhillthanhe did yesterday. Similarlythesmallest
obedience to the better part of ourselves is a blow
struck for the divine Self of the universe, and some-
body is going to get up in the morning a little less
selfish, a little more kind-hearted because of our vic-
tory, morally a little stronger.

Don’t forget that life—real life, that isn't just
vegetating,—— is a fight for all of us, in which the
forces of good are for ever doing battle against those
of evil in us. We are left to choose with which side
we will league ourselves, for we are always on one side
or the other. When we just let ourselves go with
whatever impulse happens to be uppermost, we have
stepped out of the great battle and are for the time
useless to the world. But when we take up the fight
with ourselves the sense of usefulness and self-respect
come back; when we step beneaththe banner of the
‘Angel,’ then new things begin to happen and we
realize what an eventful and stimulating business
‘just living’ is.

We need never give way to discouragement, even
when all seems hopeless. For we can always remind
ourselves that life and the universe have Law at the
heart of them. And thisLaw is just, merciful, divine.
He who serves under the ‘Angel's’ banner has all the
constructive energies of the universe behind him; is,
in fact, an exponent of this Higher Law. He who
serves the ‘Demon’ is working against Nature. 50
the great thingis to fight on, cheerfully and manfully.
and just cut all acquaintance with Despair—drop
him from the visiting list!

A certain little book which is highly prized by
thousands who are earnestly engaged in this great
battle, says:

“If thou hast tried and failed, 0 dauntless fighter,
yet lose not courage: fight on and to the charge
return again, and yet again. . . .

“ Remember,thouthatfightest for man's liberation.
each failure is success, and each sincere attempt wins
its reward in time.”

Let the knowledge of fellowship in the fight add
strength to your arm and courage to your heart, and
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the certainty that a benediction is bestowed upon the

world by every man who dedicates his manhood to

this eternal fi ght. S TUDE N T

.al

F reedom

“  L I V E R  GO L DS MI TH ,"  said Dr. Johnson,

“ wrote like an angel but talked like poor poll”

—  that is, had nex t to nothing to say for himself.

The real man came out only when he took up his pen.

S hould we say that the real hidden man of each of us

is the part that could come out under certain circum-

stances, but is ordinarily a shut-in?  A nd sometimes

so fully shut in that we ourselves never suspect him

to be there at all?  I n that last case the unfortunate

‘real man’  never fi nds any circumstances in which he

can come into action. B ut if he cannot come into

action we cannot know him. F ora man really only

knows as much of himself as he has been able to

bring into action of some sort, speech being, of course,

one sort of action. O therwise he will only have a

vague feeling that somewhere in him there is some-

thing more than he has ever been able to get at. The

hidden man is really an ex tension of (and the best

and divinest part of) the man we already know our-

selves as.

B ut what are the hindrances?  W hat prevents the

best that is in us from getting out and staying out?

The hindrances are, in each man, simply and solely

the things in his nature that he ought to conq uer.

H ere, then, is a new reason which will help us to

undertake the great task of self-conq uest, as it is

called. A  bad phrase, though;  for the self is not

what is conq uered, but what does the conq uering, and

in the conq uering comes to his proper freedom. H ow

many of us have fully won our freedom in this glori-

ous sense?

Do we always know our faults and failings and

weaknesses?  N ot all of them. B ut we always know

one or two chief ones to begin upon. A nd as soon as

we have seriously begun upon them the nex t layer

will come into view.

A  man who begins this sort of fi ght with himself

for his own freedom becomes an optimist at onCe, and

wherever he is he fi nds life worth living. The pessimist

and the sneering cynic are self-revealed as men who

are knowingly shirking the work of self-conq uest.

They want to paralyse and sneer away the initiative

and confi dence and moral strength of others in order

to have plenty of company in the spiritual poverty

they themselves live in. The way not to be chilled by

the pessimist and cynic is to treat them as materials

for good-humored study. A s soon as they fi nd you are

doing that and that they cannot affect you they will

sit up and take notice what is the matter with them.

Don’ t try to be ‘good.’  That isn’ t the way to look

at this j ob. Try to be free —  from weaknesses. Try

to be always coming more and more into action as a

self-conq ueror. That is the ‘feel of oneself’  that

gives happiness and self-respect. I t is the beginning

of self-knowledge.

There is a kind of pleasure in yielding to a weakness

—  j ust at the time. B ut the pleasure we are after is

of another sort, one that stays by you, that bears

looking back upon, the sort that comes from saying

to oneself: “ N o, you don’ t;  I  propose to run this

show,”  and then winning out. I n the evening look

back along the day and see which pleasure you are

glad of having had.

W ell then, self-conq uest is the one thing splendidly

worth doing in life, the one way of realizing how great

a thing is man when he has won his freedom. L et us

take this as our idea of the soul —  the man himself in

perfect freedom, self-guided along the highest lines.

This man is strong, clean, compassionate, unselfi sh;

lives above anger, envy, contempt;  is sought as helper,

friend, counsellor;  is in conscious touch with Divinity

and knows his own divinity. A nd therefore to him

L ife is j oy!  S TUDE N T

6'

W hat about Tomorrow?

H I S  morning I  woke up with a feeling of immense

relief. A  heavy weight that was crushing me had

been taken away. I  had dreamed and my dream

was a pretty bad one. A fter a while I  could recall it

and understand why I  was so glad to wake up and fi nd

that a new day had begun. I t was this:

B efore waking in reality, I  dreamed that I  awoke,

and the fi rst thought I  had was: “ Y ou’ ll have to die

at sunset.”  F or a moment I  was dazed, but the

thought came back and I  felt that there was no

getting out of it. “ Die at sunset;  die at sunset.”

I  resolved to make the best of it. A fter all I  had a

whole day before me and much could be done. I  sat

down and made some kind of a schedule. To my

alarm I  saw that I  wouldn’ t be able to go through the

tenth part of my program. The difl iculty was that

I  didn’ t know what to drop and what to go for. F inal-

1y I  resolved to start at the top of my list and simply

work down until sunset.

I  set to work. N ot a minute to be lost. A ll went

well for a short time. I t was still morning and I  was

full of energy. The one thing that troubled me was

that ‘die at sunset’  business. I t seemed to come

nearer and nearer and grew more threatening all the

time. I  clenched my teeth together and forced myself

not to listen to it.

N oon came;  the sun had reached its highest point;

from then on it would go down steadily, slowly at fi rst,

then faster and faster. I t meant the beginning of the
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THE NEW WAY 3

the certainty thata benedictionis bestowed upon the
world by every man who dedicates his manhood to
this eternal fight. STUDENT

at

Freedom

“ LIVER GOLDSMITH,” said Dr. Johnson,
1‘ wrote like an angel but talked like poor poll”

—— thatis, had next to nothingto say for himself.
The real man came out only when he took up his pen.

Should we say thatthereal hidden man of each of us
is the part that could come out under certain circum-
stances, but is ordinarilya shut-in? And sometimes
so fully shut in that we ourselves never suspect him
to be there at all? In that last case the unfortunate
‘real man’ never finds any circumstances in which he
can come into action. But if he cannot come into
action we cannot know him. For‘ a man really only
knows as much of himself as he has been able to
bring into actionof some sort, speech being, of course,
one sort of action. Otherwise he will only have a
vague feeling that somewhere in him there is some-
thing more than he has ever been able to get at. The
hidden man is really an extension of (and the best
and divinest part of) the man we already know our-
selves as.

But what are the hindrances? What prevents the
best that is in us from getting out and staying out?

The hindrances are, in each man, simply and solely
the things in his nature that he ought to conquer.

Here, then, is a new reason which will help us to
undertake the great task of self-conquest, as it is
called. A bad phrase, though; for the self is not
what is conquered, but what does the conquering, and
in the conquering comes to his proper freedom. How
many of us have fully won our freedom in this glori-
ous sense?

Do we always know our faults and failings and
weaknesses? Not all of them. But we always know
one or two chief ones to begin upon. And as soon as
we have seriously begun upon them the next layer
will come into view.

A man who begins this sort of fight with himself
for his own freedom becomes an optimist at once, and
wherever he is he finds life worth living. The pessimist
and the sneering cynic are self-revealed as men who
are knowingly shirking the work of self-conquest.
They want to paralyse and sneer away the initiative
and confidence and moral strength of others in order
to have plenty of company in the spiritual poverty
they themselves live in. The way not to be chilled by
the pessimist and cynic is to treat them as materials
for good-humored study. As soon as theyfind you are
doing that and that theycannot affect you they will
sit up and take notice what is the matter with them.

4
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Don't try to be ‘good.’ That isn't the way to look
at this job. Try to be free — from weaknesses. Try
to be always coming more and more into action as a
self-conqueror. That is the ‘feel of oneself’ that
gives happiness and self-respect. It is the beginning
of self-knowledge.

There is a kind of pleasure in yielding to a weakness
— just at the time. But the pleasure we are after is
of another sort, one that stays by you, that bears
looking back upon, the sort that comes from saying
to oneself: “No, you don't; I propose to run this
show,” and then winning out. In the evening look
back along the day and see which pleasure you are
glad of having had.

Well then, self-conquest is the one thingsplendidly
worth doing in life, the one way of realizinghow great
a thing is man when he has won his freedom. Let us
take this as our idea of the soul — the man himself in
perfect freedom, self-guided along the highest lines.
This man is strong, clean, compassionate, unselfish;
lives above anger, envy, contempt; is sought as helper,
friend, counsellor; is in conscious touch with Divinity
and knows his own divinity. And therefore to him
Life is joy! STUDENT

.5

What about Tomorrow?

HIS morning I- woke up with a feeling of immense
relief. A heavy weight thatwas crushing me had
been taken away. I had dreamed and my dream

was a pretty bad one. After a while I could recall it
and understand why I was so glad to wake up and find
that a new day had begun. It was this:

Before waking in reality, I dreamed that I awoke,
and the first thought I had was: “You'll have to die
at sunset." For a moment I was dazed, but the
thought came back and I felt that there was no
getting out of it. “Die at sunset; die at sunset.”

I resolved to make the best of it. Afterall I had a
whole day before me and much could be done. I sat
down and made some kind of a schedule. To my
alarm I saw that I wouldn't be able to go through the
tenth part of my program. The difficulty was that
I didn't know what to drop and what to go for. Final-
ly I resolved to start at the top of my list and simply
work down until sunset.

I set to work. Not a minute to be lost. All went
well for a short time. It was still morning and I was
full of energy. The one thing that troubled me was
that ‘die at sunset’ business. It seemed to come
nearer and nearer and grew more threatening all the
time. I clenched my teeth together and forced myself
not to listen to it.

Noon came; the sun had reached its highest point;
from thenon it would go down steadily,slowlyat first,
then faster and faster. It meant the beginningof the
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end for me. I  had seven hours and a half more.

I  worked feverishly;  tried to do an hour’ s work in

fi ve minutes. N ow and then I  would begin to doubt

whether my schedule was right. There seemed to be

many important things that had no place on my

program. A nd then I  knew that I  would never get

what I  was working for. The time was too short.

There was no proportion whatever between the time

given me and my aspirations. I t did not seem j ust

somehow.

B ut I  threw off my doubt;  I  braced up again and

went forward once more. L ouder and louder it

banged through my head: “ Die at sunset;  die at

sunset."  I t was like the somber notes of a huge gong

that somebody was striking not very far off. My

doubt came back, stronger than before. W ith it came

fear. My schedule was utterly wrong, I  was sure of it:

I  had better change it before it was too late;  still

better— start something altogether new, something

really worth while. I  did not know what. I t was

four o’ clock;  I  had three hours and a half more. A ll

my self-confi dence of the morning had gone. I  didn’ t

know what I  wanted myself, and even if I  had known

it, what could I  do in the few hours I  had left?  The

whole thing was ridiculous;  a mad rushing about and

a getting nowhere. F ive o’ clock. I t was booming in

my head: “ Die at sunset, die at sunset.”

S ix  o’ clock. I  gave it up;  I  was down and out.

W as it j ust to give me one day and then to demand of

me to do something really worth while?  A nd then,

what would happen to me after sunset?  I  couldn’ t

fi nd an answer ~ —  all was blank after seven-thirty.

W hat had happened to me before waking up?  A nother

riddle —  another blank.

I t was roaring like thunder in my head: “ Die at

sunset;  die at sunset.”  S even o’ clock. I  did not

want to die;  I  wanted more time, another day. I f I

only had another day, I  might still be able to do some-

thing. A nother day would mean another chance.

“ Die at sunset.”  B ut a few minutes left. I  had

wasted my day;  I  had done nothing. The whole

thing was unj ust. A ll my hope of the morning was

gone: all my energy gone. A ll my faith in myself was

gone: nothing left but indifference, doubt, fear, bitter-

ness. “ Die at sunset.”  There was no meaning to it.

The whole thing was silly, silly, unutterably silly.

— —  The sun was down — —  I  waited. . . . I  woke up in

reality —  and found that a new day had begun!

O f course, all this was sheer nonsense. I  had no

business to think that sunset would be the end of

everything. There would be a sunrise nex t morning.

Just the same, what interests me about this dream

is the fact that in real life we act as a rule ex actly as

I  acted in my dream. The same vain rushing about;

the same feverish haste and no real, worth-while ac-

complishment;  the same desperate attempts to get

somewhere;  the same doubt and fear and disappoint-

ment. N o time to go for something real, no j ustice,

no meaning to it all. Coming from nowhere, we

plunge into life, live one day of six ty or seventy years

and then there’ s another nowhere. W e die at sunset;

that’ s the end —  so we think.

W hat’ s the matter with us?  A re we all having a

bad dream?  A re we going to wake up one of these

days and fi nd that our sunset is followed by a sunrise.

that there are somewhere many more days to come,

many more chances somewhere to make good, to cor-

rect our mistakes, to conq uer our failings, to attain our

ideals of manhood and nobility of character?  I  haven' t

a doubt of it. P. B .

.3

Just a Minute!

F  the circumstances in which a man fi nds himself

don’ t suit him he will always try to make some

adj ustment of them. I f you are learning a foreign

language and there is some sound you can’ t get, you

practise at it till you can. Y ou don' t accept the

diffi culty as inevitable any more than the other man

accepts the circumstances.

W hy don’ t we treat our own natures in the same

way?  W hy do we accept as inevitable such parts of

our natures as are always giving us trouble?  W hy

don’ t we practise till painful diffi culties in our tem-

peraments have disappeared, till we can speak with

ease the language of a larger life?

Y ou can see in the faces of some men that they live

with worry as a constant companion. The machinery

of their minds runs always with grains of sand in it,

grates and scrapes, never works easily and steadily.

They are always in a stew about the unpleasantness or

inj ustice of what is, or an unpleasantness or restriction

that may happen, or one that has been. “ I ’ m as my

maker made me,”  they may say, or, “ I  was always

of a worrying nature.”  A s if that settled it!  A s if it

wasn’ t precisely the purpose of life to get a better and

stronger nature than the one we started with!

A  week. O ne minute. W hy should we not try to

make the coming week interesting by the use of one-

minutes?  W hy not take the enemy by surprise and

disconcert him by one minute of wholly unex pected

treatment?  H e will never be q uite himself again.

S uppose I  get a bit of an insult, an intentional slight

from somebody. I  don’ t perhaps feel it so much at

the moment, but later in the evening it begins to

work around in my mind and I  can’ t turn it out,

keeps coming back and back at me like a wasp. I

think of it when I  wake in the night and I  don' t get

to sleep for an hour.

A t last I  face the trouble in a new way and say

to it: “ Y es, you happened;  you or the like of you

will happen again. B ut for one minute I ’ m going to

accept you, feel q uite peaceful about you, feel that
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4 THE NEW WAY

end for me. I had seven hours and a half more.
I worked feverishly; tried to do an hour’s work in
five minutes. Now and then I would begin to doubt
whether my schedule was right. There seemed to be
many important things that had no place on my
program. And then I knew that I would never get
what I was working for. The time was too short.
There was no proportion whatever between the time
given me and my aspirations. It did not seem just
somehow.

But I threw off my doubt; I braced up again and
went forward once more. Louder and louder it
banged through my head: “Die at sunset; die at
sunset.” It was like the somber notes of a huge gong
that somebody was striking not very far off. My
doubt came back, stronger than before. With it came
fear. My schedule was utterly wrong, I was sure of it:
I had better change it before it was too late; still
better— start something altogether new, something
really worth while. I did not know what. It was
four o'clock; I had three hours and a half more. All
my self-confidence of the morning had gone. I didn't
know what I wanted myself, and even if I had known
it, what could I do in the few hours I had left? The

' whole thing was ridiculous; a mad rushing about and
a getting nowhere. Five o’clock. It was booming in
my head: “Die at sunset. die at sunset."

Six o'clock. I gave it up; I was down and out.
Was it just to give me one day and then to demand of
me to do something really worth while? And then,
what would happen to me after sunset? I couldn't
find an answer — all was blank after seven—thirty.
What had happened to me beforewaking up? Another
riddle — another blank.

It was roaring like thunder in my head: “Die at
sunset; die at sunset.” Seven o'clock. I did not
want to die; I wanted more time, another day. If I
only had anotherday, I might still be able to do some-
thing. Another day would mean another chance.
“Die at sunset.” But a few minutes left. I had
wasted my day; I had done nothing. The whole
thing was unjust. All my hope of the morning was
gone: all my energy gone. All my faithin myself was

gone: nothingleft but indifference, doubt, fear, bitter-
ness. “Die at sunset.” There was no meaning to it.
The whole thing was silly, silly,unutterably silly.
—— The sun was down — I waited.

. . .
I woke up in

reality — and found that a new day had begun!
Of course, all this was sheer nonsense. I had no

business to think that sunset would be the end of
everything. There would be a sunrise next morning.

Just the same, what interests me about this dream
is the fact that in real life we act as a rule exactlyas
I acted in my dream. The same vain rushing about;
the same feverish haste and no real, worth-whileac-
complishment; the same desperate attempts to get
somewhere; the same doubt and fear and disappoint-
ment. No time to go for something real, no justice,

.L.-I0 git

no meaning to it all. Coming from nowhere, we
plunge into life, live one day of sixty or seventy years
and then there's another nowhere. We die at sunset;
that's the end — so we think.

What’s the matter with us? Are we all having a
bad dream? Are we going to wake up one of these
days and find thatour sunset is followed by a sunrise,
that there are somewhere many more days to come,
many more chances-somewhere to make good, to cor-
rect our mistakes, to conquer our failings, to attain our
ideals of manhood and nobilityof character? I haven't
a doubt of it. P. B.

I

Just a Minute!

F the circumstances in which a man finds himself
don’t suit him he will always try to make some
adjustmentof them. If you are learning a foreign

language and there is some sound you can't get, you
practise at it till you can. You don’t accept the
difficulty as inevitable any more than the other man
accepts the circumstances.

Why don't we treat our own natures in the same
way? Why do we accept as inevitable such parts of
our natures as are always giving us trouble? Why
don’t we practise till painful difficulties in our tem-
peraments have disappeared, till we can speak with
ease the language of a larger life?

You can see in the faces of some men that they live
with worry as a constant companion. The machinery
of their minds runs always with grains of sand in it,
grates and scrapes, never works easily and steadily.
They are always in a stew about the unpleasantnessor
injustice of what is, or an unpleasantnessor restriction
that may happen, or one that has been. “ I ’m as my
maker made me,” they may say, or, “I was always
of a worrying nature.” As if that settled it! As if it
wasn't precisely the purpose of life to get a better and
stronger nature than the one we started with!

A week. One minute. Why should we not try to
make the coming week interesting by the use of one-
minutes? Why not take the enemy by surprise and
disconcert him by one minute of wholly unexpected
treatment? He will never be quite himself again.

Suppose I get a bitof an insult, an intentional slight
from somebody. I don't perhaps feel it so much at
the moment, but later in the evening it begins to
work around in my mind and I can't turn it out,
keeps coming back and back at me like a wasp. I
thinkof it when I wake in the night and I don't get
to sleep for an hour.

At last I face the trouble in a new way and say
to it: “Yes, you happened; you or the like of you
will happen again. But for one minute I’m going to
accept you, feel quite peaceful about you, feel that
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you are good for me as a bit of ex ercise in eq uanimity

and disregard, a curative and ex cellent drop of medi-

cine for my tendency to want everything always my

own way. I  ’ m glad of you.

I ’ m going ahead with my

(A B O V E )

‘ ME R CH A N T’ S  TA B L E ’ ,

(B E L O W )

.l. v‘ ‘7 _ ' h

.'  ' 6 ~  \  ‘ .

L ama!  nd Photo &  E ngraving Dept.

L O CMA R I A Q UE R . B R I TTA N Y , F R A N CE

UN DE R N E A TH  TH E  ‘ME R CH A N T' S  TA B L E ’

of dismissal, of peace, several times a day, letting

happen what will happen in my mind in between,

but every now and then taking this small, potent

dose of peace and acceptance. _

A  week, W hat have I  done?

F irst, had a q uite interesting

week;  second, begun to gain a

power over my mind which I

had never thought was possible,

and seen the way to gain ten

times as much of it in a few

more weeks;  third, formed the

beginnings of a habit of rousing

myself and facing myself and

ruling myself along the line I

want. A nd lastly, begun to

get sight of the possibility of a

new grade of mental effi ciency,

a mind that will stay where it

is put without sliding away

towards irrelevant topics and

memories and states of feeling.

N ow j ust you try this for a

week. I t won’ t be many weeks

before you fi nd you have the

power not only of dismissing

unpleasantnesses from the mind

after they have happened, but

of going through them without

loss of eq uanimity even while

they are happening.

R emember that these one-

minutes of mind-silence fi nally

become occasions in which a

man can feel the help and light

and presence of his soul. B e-

sides all that we have said in

their favor, they are steps to

the highest knowledge man can

gain, steps to the recognition of

himself as more than anything

he has hitherto imagined,—

divine and immortal. S TUDE N T

A !

W e haven ' t a guess how those ancient builders got the mighty roof-stones up

on the supports, nor why —  ex cept perhaps to show us down the ages that they

knew a thing or two in mechanics!

life, leaving you behind to do what you choose.”

A nd then I  dismiss it and stay peaceful about it —  for

the one minute.

I  never did that before. My worrying department

has got a j olt, something to think about.

S uppose that for a week I  treat all my wasps like

that —  with one-minute doses of peaceful facing and

acceptance and disregard: — envy, dislike, resent-

ment, criticism, apprehension of trouble, unpleasant

memory, anger — —  whatever I  fi nd, one-minute doses

V oices from N owhere

PI CK E D up a book the other day which purported

to be a history of Christianity. I  read the fi rst

chapter and then put the book down to do some

thinking. F or it had informed me that the F ounder

of Christianity was a myth, never ex isted, was j ust a

meeting-point for some old Jewish traditions and

prophecies, an invented fi gure into whose mouth had

been put a number of fi ne-sounding sayings from

various sources. I ncidentally the writer ascribed to

Gautama B uddha, K rishna, Z oroaster and three or
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THE NEW WAY 5

you are good for me as a bit of exercise in equanimity
and disregard, a curative and excellent drop of medi-
cine for my tendency to want everything always my
own way. I'm glad of you. I'm going ahead with my  

(ABOVE) ‘MERCHANTS TABLE'.
(BELOW)

Lmndand Photo cl Engraving Dapl.
LOCMARIAQUER. BRITTANY. FRANCE

UNDERNEATH THE ‘MERCHANTS TABLE‘

of dismissal, of peace. several times a day, letting
happen what will happen in my mind in between.
but every now and then taking this small, potent
close of peace and acceptance.

A week. What have I done?
First. had a quite interesting
week; second, begun to gain a
power over my mind which I
had never thoughtwas possible.
and seen the way to gain ten
times as much of it in a few
more weeks; third, formed the
beginningsof a habit of rousing
myself and facing myself and
ruling myself along the line I
want. And lastly, begun to
get sight of the possibilityof a
new grade of mental efficiency,
a mind that will stay where it
is put without sliding away
towards irrelevant topics and
memories and states of feeling.

Now just you try this for a
week. It won't be many weeks
before you find you have the
power not only of dismissing
unpleasantnessesfrom themind
after they have happened. but
of going through them without
loss of equanimity even while

_

they are happening.
Remember that these one-

minutes of mind-silence finally
become occasions in which a
man can feel the help and light
and presence of his soul. Be-
sides all that we have said in
their favor. they are steps to
the highest knowledge man can

_

gain. steps to the recognition of
'~ himself as more than anything

he has hitherto imagined,-
divine and immortal. STUDENT

.1
We haven't a guess how those ancient builders got the mighty roofstones up
on the supports. nor why — except perhaps to show us down the ages that they

knew a thing or two in mechanics!

life, leaving you behind to do what you choose."
And then I dismiss it and stay peacefulabout it — for
the one minute.

I never did that before. My worrying department
has got a jolt, something to think about.

Suppose that for a week I treat all my wasps like
that—— with one-minute doses of peaceful facing and
acceptance and disregard: —envy. dislike, resent-
ment, criticism, apprehension of trouble, unpleasant
memory. anger — whatever I find, one-minute doses

.~ G0. -318

Voices from Nowhere

PICKED up a book theotherday which purported
to be a history of Christianity. I read the first
chapter and then put the book down to do some

thinking. For it had informed me that the Founder
of Christianity was a myth. never existed, was just a
meeting-point for some old Jewish traditions and
prophecies, an invented figure into whose mouth had
been put a number of fine-sounding sayings from
various sources. Incidentally the writer ascribed to
Gautama Buddha, Krishna, Zoroaster and three or
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four other great fi gures the same purely mythical

and unreal character.

I  thought that I  would for the time try to make

myself believe this nonsense and see what came of it.

Most of man’ s ‘natural’  impulses are selfi sh and

sensual. A ll of these ‘mythical’  Teachers are made

to say: “ Man, don’ t follow these impulses, don’ t be

ruled by them. Deny them gratifi cation. B e un-

selfi sh and compassionate and self-controlled. That is

the way to a certain ex traordinary and penetrating

and satisfying kind of happiness or j oy or bliss which

the natural impulses can never lead to —  namely the

felt presence of the L ight of God in your hearts and

minds and souls.”  O f course they used different

ex pressions, but the idea was always the same.

A nd the curious thing was that in all times and in

all nations, men and women in their countless masses

had welcomed and rej oiced in this ex traordinary mes-

sage to them from no one, this invented message;  had

tried to follow this advice that they should cease to

be run by their merely ‘human nature’  and should

alter themselves into a new pattern;  and had kept

alive for century after century the vivid memory of

sublime Teachers who had never ex isted, products of

their own imagination!  Those, moreover, who serious-

ly tried the prescription given ~ —  by these myths and

nobodies!  —  and stuck to it were at one in saying that

it was a valuable prescription, a valid one. I t worked.

I t did, they asserted, bring the loyal and persistent

practitioner into knowledge of God — or whatever

terms for God were in use among the various peoples —

and that this knowledge was not only supremely j oy-

giving but brought with it the knowledge of immor-

tality and much else. A nd even those who were less

assiduous found somewhat of the same satisfaction

and peace in their hearts —  j ust in proportion to their

assiduity. This was the uniform testimony of all

ages and peoples.

The book began to seem rather absurd. Men, it

seemed, had invented an idea that they were ‘spiritual-

ly’  brothers and had far better so act instead of follow-

ing the natural impulse to inj ure each other or dis-

regard each other’ s welfare;  had invented the baseless

ideas clustering round the very word spiritual;  had

gratuitously asserted to each other and accepted the

absolute desirability of leading an at fi rst rather

diffi cult kind of life called lofty;  had in all ages in-

vented an essentially similar line of teachings about

life, the soul, and Deity;  and had backed the whole

with purely imaginary fi gures of Teachers who were

supposed to have said all this.

F inally I  gratefully threw the book away. That’ s a

strange phrase, but it can’ t be helped. F or the book

in its very absurdity had established my confi dence

and lit up my hope. I  could see now for sure that

there were great Teachers in all ages, among all

peoples, who had taught what they absolutely knew

and what others who would follow their teachings

might know too;  taught it in different ways and

terms so as best to suit the differing times and peoples;

that humanity had never been and never would be

without guidance;  and that the j oy and knowledge

crowning right life was as accessible to each of us now

as it ever had been in the past. S TUDE N T

J

“ The Mills of God”

‘ ‘ H E  Mills of God grind slowly,”  says the poem,

“ but they grind ex ceeding small.”  I  was

thinking of that q uotation recently in con-

nex ion with that popular defi nition of life: that it was

“ one darned thing after another.”  T hat’ s what it

looks like at times. I  remember watching the old

mill-wheel at home, as the water at the lower end of

our fi sh-pond came down on it: fl op, fl op, fl op, it went

round;  and there was a creaking and clanking of

- iron, chains and such, I  didn’ t know how it worked;

and then round and round over the luckless grain,

inside the mill-house, rolled the mill-stone;  no time,

I  used to think, fO r the grain to breathe, shake itself

together, and recover a bit, before that rolling crushing

thing came round again, gr-r-r-r-rrrach!  W hat in

thunder is the meaning of it all?  I  seemed to hear the

grain groaning. Y ou know how it is with children:

they think half the time that everything is alive and

feeling things and thinking like themselves.

I n everyone there is a hidden H elper of the R ace:

something fi ne and splendid. W e catch glimpses of it

sometimes, when we think things over;  and then often

it seems to us as if everything outside ourselves had

conspired through all our lives to beat that splendid

thing back and never let it show itself;  and that we

have never had a real chance. There is a partial

truth in this view: it is the outside things that con-

found and baffle us and will not let us be what we

might. B ut let us remember that those outside things

could not hinder us if it were not for our weaknesses.

S ay someone insults you or does you wrong;  and

then for a week or more you don’ t get a chance of

really feeling good and doing your best work because

you are chewing over the cud of that and picturing

yourself hitting back and getting even with him. I t

looks as if he were the cause of your trouble;  but

really there was that weakness in yourself, and all he

has done is to call it up and out and put it before your

attention: advertise it to you in such a way that it

hurts you, until you really take it in hand. I t always

lay as an obstruction between the N oble Part of yon

and that N oble Part’ s success;  and all the mill-wheel

and the mill-stones wanted was to get you free from it.

I  guess it is an immense step forward to get the idea

that all these weaknesses are really things outside of

our true selves: j ust as much outside us as a heavy

load on our backs might be, or chains on our limbs.
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6 THE NEW WAY

four other great figures the same purely mythical
and unreal character.

I thought that I would for the time try to make
myself believe this nonsense and see what came of it.

Most of man's ‘natural’ impulses are selfish and
sensual. All of these ‘mythical’ Teachers are made
to say: “Man, don't follow these impulses, don't be
ruled by them. Deny them gratification. Be un-
selfish and compassionate and self-controlled. That is
the way to a certain extraordinary and penetrating
and satisfying kind of happiness or joy or bliss which
the natural impulses can never lead to — namely the
felt presence of the Light of God in your hearts and
minds and souls." Of course they used different
expressions, but the idea was always the same.

And the curious thing was that in all times and in
all nations, men and women in their countless masses
had welcomed and rejoiced in this extraordinary mes-
sage to themfrom no one, this invented message; had
tried to follow this advice that they should cease to
be run by their merely ‘human nature’ and should
alter themselves into a new pattern; and had kept
alive for century after century the vivid memory of
sublime Teachers who had never existed, products of
theirown imagination! Those, moreover, who serious-
ly tried the prescription given — by these myths and
nobodies! — and stuck to it were at one in saying that
it was a valuable prescription, a valid one. It worked.
It did, they asserted, bring the loyal and persistent
practitioner into knowledge of God —or whatever
terms for God were in use among thevariouspeoples —

and that this knowledge was not only supremely joy-
giving but brought with it the knowledge of immor-
tality and much else. And even those who were less
assiduous found somewhat of the same satisfaction
and peace in their hearts —— just in proportion to their
assiduity. This was the uniform testimony of all
ages and peoples.

The book began to seem rather absurd. Men, it
seemed, had invented an idea thattheywere ‘spiritual-
ly’ brothersand had far better so act instead of follow-
ing the natural impulse to injure each other or dis-
regard each other’s welfare; had invented the baseless
ideas clustering round the very word spiritual; had
gratuitously asserted to each other and accepted the
absolute desirability of leading an at first rather
difiicult kind of life called lofty; had in all ages in-
vented an essentially similar line of teachings about
life, the soul, and Deity; and had backed the whole
with purely imaginary figures of Teachers who were
supposed to have said all this.

Finally I gratefully threwthebook away. That's a
strange phrase, but it can't be helped. For the book
in its very absurdity had established my confidence
and lit up my hope. I could see now for sure that
there were great Teachers in all ages, among all
peoples, who had taught what they absolutely knew
and what others who would follow their teachings

» Cu glc

might know too; taught it in different ways and
terms so as best to suit thediffering times and peoples;
that humanity had never been and never would be
without guidance; and that the joy and knowledge
crowning right life was as accessible to each of us now
as it ever had been in the past. STUDENT

J

“The Mills of God”

“ HE Mills of God grind slowly,”says the poem,
“but they grind exceeding small." I was
thinking of that quotation recently in con-

nexion with thatpopular definition of life: that it was
“one darned thing after another.” That's what it
looks like at times. I remember watching the old
mill-wheel at home, as the water at the lower end of
our fish-pond came down on it: flop, flop, flop, it went
round; and there was a creaking and clanking of

4 iron, chains and such, I didn't know how it worked;
and then round and round over the luckless grain.
inside the mill-house, rolled the mill-stone; no time,
I used to think, for the grain to breathe, shake itself
together, and recover a bit, before thatrolling crushing
thing came round again, gr-1-r-r-rrrach! What in
thunder is the meaning of it all? I seemed to hear the
grain groaning. You know how it is with children:
they thinkhalf the time that everything is alive and
feeling things and thinking like themselves.

In everyone there is a hidden Helper of the Race:
somethingfine and splendid. We catch glimpses of it
sometimes, when we thinkthingsover; and thenoften
it seems to us as if everything outside ourselves had
conspired through all our lives to beat that splendid
thing back and never let it show itself; and that we
have never had a real chance. There is a partial
truth in this view: it is the outside things that con-
found and baffle us and will not let us be what we
might. But let us rememberthat those outside things
could not hinder us if it were not for our weaknesses.

Say someone insults you or does you wrong; and
then for a week or more you don't get a chance of
really feeling good and doing your best work because
you are chewing over the cud of that and picturing
yourself hitting back and getting even with him. It
looks as if he were the cause of your trouble; but
really there was that weakness in yourself, and all he
has done is to call it up and out and put it before your
attention: advertise it to you in such a way that it
hurts you, until you really take it in hand. It always
lay as an obstruction between the Noble Part of you
and that Noble Part’s success; and all the mill-wheel
and the rnill-stoneswanted was to get you free from it.

I guess it is an immense step forward to get the idea
that all these weaknesses are really things outside of
our true selves: just as much outside us as a heavy
load on our backs might be, or chains on our limbs.
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A nd I  guess it is another big step, if we can get the

idea that the Universe is so tender to that R eal Part

of us, so anx ious to have it out and doing its great

work, that it hurls all the events of our lives at us as a

kind of challenge, and calls up and wears away and

grinds down all the weaknesses, all the selfi shness, that

obstruct that R eal Part and keep it buried;  and the

end and aim of all things is that that should make

good, and come to its own. R . P. J.

J!

S elf-K nowledge

E S I R I N G to know my S elf, I  sat down to fi nd

my S elf.

B ut I  was hungry and my mind gave me pictures

of eating and drinking and the laughter and

wit of comrades,

Desiring to know my S elf, I  sat down to fi nd my S elf.

B ut I  was in a great city and my mind gave me pic-

tures of the sea, of forests and of silent lakes.

Desiring to know my S elf, I  sat down to fi nd my S elf.

B ut I  began to hear strains of ethereal music. Great

harmonies stirred and went to and fro in my

inner hearing.

Desiring to know my S elf, I  sat down to fi nd my S elf.

B ut the desire to know awoke profound thought.

Thought followed thought along the ways of

philosophy.

A nd O ne said:

H e who would approach the Temple door, the Temple

of himS elf, will fi nd luring by-paths up to the

very last step. A nd the nearer he approaches

that last, the more will those by-paths seem to

be the path itself. I t is only when thought and

desire come to perfect silence that the way to

S elf is seen.

I  stood in my heart, there where love of comrades

shines forth. A nd then I  saw the open door and

the S elf. A nd in the strength of that love I

attained;  no otherwise.

as

A n O ld S candinavian S tory

“  UT of the darkness —  for a moment in the

light -—  out into the darkness again. S o the

soul of man. I t comes into the light of life;

fi its across the years;  then vanishes again into the

same darkness of the unknown.”

The chieftains sat in the great hall at their evening

feast, after the chase. I n the dim light of the torches

they had seen a bird fl y in from the night, cross the

hall beneath the smoke-blackened roof, and pass out

again into the dark. A nd the king had likened the

fl uttering, bewildered creature to the soul.

“ N ot so, 0 king,”  said the bard at his right. “ F or

verily the darkness is light, had we but eyes to see,

soft, silver, radiant light from a thousand thousand

stars. To one whose eyes were attuned to the intense,

stedfast glory of that heavenly light, it were we in

this shadowy, smoke-grimed chamber that sat in the

darkness, darkness but made visible by the sullen

yellow glare of the flickering torches. F rom divine

light and life comes the soul, forgets its godhood,

fl ies troubled and uncertain across the years, and

then — —  home once more to the light and its fellow-gods

of light. That is my thought, 0 king;  and thine own

kingliness and courage are because thou hast the god-

light glowing hidden in thine heart. Y ea, it is in the

hearts of us all that are true men.”  S TUDE N T

J

Drop a Pebble in the W ater

Gus \ vlL L lA MS

R O P a pebble in the water: j ust a splash, and it is gone,

B ut there' s half a hundred ripples circling on and on

and on,

S preading, spreading, from the center, flowing on out to the sea,

A nd there is no way of telling where the end is going to be.

Drop a pebble in the water;  in a minute you forget,

B ut there' s little waves a-fl owing, and there' s ripples circling yet,

A nd those little waves a-flowing to a great big wave have

grown,

Y ou' ve disturbed a mighty river j ust by dropping in a stone.

Drop an unkind word, or careless;  in a minute it is gone,

B ut there' s half a hundred ripples circling on and on and on,

They keep spreading, spreading, spreading from the center

as they go,

A nd there is no way to stop them once you' ve started them

to fl ow.

Drop an unkind word, or careless;  in a minute you forget,

B ut there' s little waves a-fl owing and there' s ripples circling yet,

A nd perhaps in some sad heart a mighty wave of tears you' ve

stirred,

A nd disturbed a life once happy when you dropped that un-

kind word.

Drop a word of cheer and kindness, j ust a fl ash, and it is gone,

B ut there' s half a hundred ripples circling on and on, and on,

B earing hope and j oy and comfort on each splashing, dashing

wave,

Till you wouldn' t believe the volume of one kind word you gave.

Drop a word of cheer and kindness, in a minute you forget,

B ut there' s gladness still a-swelling, and there' s j oy a-circling

yet.

A nd you' ve rolled a wave of comfort whose sweet music can

be heard

O ver miles and miles of water j ust by dropping one kind word.

—  S clecled

I
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And I guess it is another big step, if we can get the
idea that the Universe is so tender to that Real Part
of us, so anxious to have it out and doing its great
work, thatit hurls all the events of our lives at us as a
kind of challenge, and calls up and wears away and
grinds down all the weaknesses, all the selfishness, that
obstruct that Real Part and keep it buried; and the
end and aim of all things is that that should make
good, and come to its own. R. P. J.

J

Self-Knowledge
ESIRING to know my Self, I sat down to find

my Self.
But I was hungry and my mind gave me pictures
of eating and drinking and the laughter and
wit of comrades._

_Desiring to know my Self, I sat down to find my Self.
But I was in a great city and my mind gave me pic-

tures of the sea, of forests and of silent lakes.
Desiring to know my Self, I sat down to find my Self.
But I began to hear strains of ethereal music. Great

harmonies stirred and went to and fro in my
inner hearing.

Desiring to know my Self, I sat down to find my Self.
But the desire to know awoke profound thought.

Thought followed thought along the ways of
philosophy.

And One said:
He who would approach theTemple door, the Temple

of himSelf, will find luring by-paths up to the
very last step. And the nearer he approaches
that last, the more will those by-paths seem to
be the path itself. It is only when thought and
desire come to perfect silence that the way to
Self is seen.

I stood in my heart, there where love of comrades
shines forth. And then I saw theopen door and
the Self. And in the strength of that love I
attained; no otherwise.

.3

An Old Scandinavian Story
“ UT of the darkness—for a moment in the

light — out into the darkness again. So the
soul of man. It comes into the light of life;

flits across the years; then vanishes again into the
same darkness of the unknown.”

The chieftains sat in the great hall at their evening
feast, after the chase. In the dim light of the torches
they had seen a bird fly in from the night, cross the
hall beneaththe smoke—blackenedroof, and pass out
again into the dark. And the king had likened the
fluttering, bewildered creature to the soul.

“Not so, 0 king,” said the bard at his right. “For
verily the darkness is light, had we but eyes to see,
soft, silver, radiant light from a thousand thousand

» C0 git

stars. To one whose eyes were attuned to the intense,
stedfast glory of that heavenly light, it were we in
this shadowy, smoke-grimed chamber that sat in the
darkness, darkness but made visible by the sullen
yellow glare of the flickering torches. From divine
light and life comes the soul, forgets its godhood,
flies troubled and uncertain across the years, and
then— home once more to thelight and its fellow-gods
of light. That is my thought, 0 king; and thineown
kingliness and courage are because thou hast the god-
light glowing hidden in thine’heart. Yea, it is in the
hearts of us all that are true men.” STUDENT

J

Drop a Pebble in the Water
Gus WILLIAMS

ROP a pebble in the water: just a splash. and it is gone.
But there's half a hundred ripples circling on and on

and on.
Spreading. spreading. from thecenter. flowingon out to the sea,
And there is no way of telling where the end is going to be.
Drop a pebble in the water: in a minute you forget.
But there'slittle waves a-flowing,and there'sripples circling yet.
And those little waves s-flowing to a great big wave have

grown,
You've disturbed a mighty river just by dropping in a stone.

Drop an unkind word, or careless: in a minute it is gone,
But there's half a hundred ripples circling on and on and on.
They keep spreading. spreading, spreading from the center

as they go.
And there is no way to stop them once you've started them

to flow.
Drop an unkind word, or careless: in a minute you forget.
But there's little waves a-flowingand there'sripples,circling yet,
And perhaps in some sad heart a mighty wave of tears you've

stirred.
And disturbed a life once happy when you dropped that un-

kind word.
Drop a word of cheer and kindness. just a flash, and it is gone.
But there's half a hundred ripples circling on and on. and on. -

Bearing hope and joy and comfort on each splashing. dashing
wave,

Till you wouldn't believethevolumeof one kind word you gave.
Drop a word of cheer and kindness. in a minute you forget.
But there's gladness still a-swelling, and there's joy a-circling

Yet.
And you've rolled a wave of comfort whose sweet music can

be heard
Over miles and miles of water just by dropping one kind word.

— Selected
I
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

GR A TI TUDE  does even more good to him who feels it

than to him for whom it is felt.

“ I  H A V E  lived to thank God that all my prayers

have not been answered.” —  j ean I ngelow

DO N ’ T refuse to do anything because you can’ t

do everything.

TH E R E  is one sort of great man who makes every

man feel small: but the real great man is the man

who makes every man feel great.

“ I N  warm moments make your resolution, and in

cold moments make that resolution good.” —  Tyndall

“ GI V E  us not men like weathercocks that ' change

with every wind, but men like mountains, who

change the wind themselves.”

“ TH O S E  who bring sunshine into the lives of others,

cannot keep it from themselves." —  J. M. B arrie

“ A  MA N  cannot touch his neighbor' s heart with

anything less than his own.” —  George Macdonald

“ L A B O R  to keep alive in your breast that little

spark of celestial fi re, called CO N S CI E N CE .”

—  George W ashington

“ PUTTI N G off an easy thing makes it hard and

putting off a hard thing makes it impossible."

—  George H orace L orimer

“  H E  who holds back rising anger as a man restrains

the horses of a chariot, him I  call a real driver;  others

are but holders of the reins." —  E astern

L E T us remember that in life we never pass into a

place, merely, whether pleasant or unpleasant, but

through it. F or we are all j ourneyers along the path

of time. I t is therefore in the nature of things that the

pleasant and painful are successively entered, traversed

and left behind again and again. L et us accept them

as they come and press forward.

“ O N E  good deed does not make a good habit.

Many of us are self-deceived j ust here. W hen a man

has resolved to get up at six  every morning, and has

actually done so one morning, he is liable on that day

to think complacently that he is in the habit of rising

at six . L et us be frank with ourselves. That which

we contentedly imagine to be our practice may be

what we have done only once or twice. A nd one of

the surest ways of preventing a good habit is to go

cheerfully about our business imagining that we have

that habit, when we have nothing of the sort, but only

a spasmodic yearning for it and an empty dream about

it. The way to get the habit of rising at six  is to rise

at six .” — —  Great Thoughts

“  N 0 human being can come into this world without

increasing or diminishing the sum-total of human

happiness, not only of the present, but of every subse-

q uent age of humanity. N o one can detach himself

from this connex ion. There is no seq uestered spot in

the universe, no dark niche along the disc of non-

ex istence, to which he can retreat from his relations

to others, where he can withdraw the influence of his

ex istence upon the moral destiny of the world;  every-

where his presence or absence will be felt — every-

where he will have companions who will be better or

worse for his infl uence. I t is an old saying, and one of

fearful and fathomless import, that we are forming

characters for eternity. F orming characters!  W hose?

our own or others?  B oth —  and in that momentous

fact lies the peril and responsibility of our ex istence.

W ho is suffi cient for the thought?  Thousands of my

fellow-beings will yearly enter eternity with characters

differing from those they would have carried thither

had I  never lived. The sunlight of that world will

reveal my fi nger-marks in their primary formations,

and in their successive strata of thought and life."

—  E lihu B urritl

“ TH E  one opportunity that lies ready for the stu-

dent' s effort is the present time. The hour at hand has

always its duty, perhaps only some neglected mending

or an overlooked letter that ought to be written.

Y et there within that duty lies the soul’ s immediate

opportunity for self-mastery. F aithfully performed,

it fi nds the soul with a stronger, surer grasp of itself.

I f neglected because of laziness, vacillation, or in-

difference, the cloud settles a little lower over the inner

vision and obscures the path of development.

“ O pportunities for supreme self-sacrifi ce come to

few. B ut every student, in every moment, has a vital

opportunity to do some one positive thing, make one

more defi nite step towards fi nal perfection.”

—  L eoline W right

“ I T is weak to be scared at diffi culties, seeing that

they generally diminish as they are approached, and

oftentimes even entirely vanish. N o man can tell

what he can do till he tries. Confi dence of success is

almost success, the obstacles often fall of themselves

before a determination to overcome them. There is

something in resolution which has an influence beyond

itself, and it marches on like a mighty lord amongst

slaves: all is prostration where it appears.”

—  Great Thoughts

“ TH E R E  is no day born but comes like a stroke of

music into the world, and sings itself all the way

through. W e need not j oin in the music, and help it

along, unless we choose. W e can make discords and

strike all sorts of j arring notes instead. B ut the day-

music is there;  and it is our own fault if we miss it."

—  Great Thoughts
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The New Way Quotebook
GRATITUDE does even more good to him who feels it

than to him for whom it is felt.
“I HAVE lived to thank God that all my prayers

have not been answered."— Jean Ingelow
DON'T refuse to do anything because you can't

do everything.
THERE is one sort of great‘ man who makes every

man feel small: but the real great man is the man
who makes every man feel great.

“IN warm moments make your resolution, and in
cold moments make that resolution good.”— Tyndall

“GIVE us not men like weathercocks that change
with every wind, but men like mountains, who
change the wind themselves.”

"THOSE who bring sunshine into the lives of others,
cannot keep it from themselves.”— J. M. Barrie

“A MAN cannot touch his neighbor's heart with
anything less than his own.”— George Macdonald

“LABOR to keep alive in your breast that little
spark of celestial fire, called CONSCIENCE.”

— George Washington
“PUTTING ofl an easy thing makes it hard and

putting off a hard thing makes it impossible.”
— George Horace Lorimer

“HE who holds back rising anger as a man restrains
the horses of a chariot, him I call a real driver; others
are but holders of the reins."— Eastern

LET us remember that in life we never pass into a
place, merely, whether pleasant or unpleasant, but
through it. For we are all journeyers along the path
of time. It is therefore in the nature of thingsthatthe
pleasant and painful are successively entered, traversed
and left behind again and again. Let us accept them
as they come and press forward.

“ONE good deed does not make a good habit.
Many of us are self-deceived just here. When a man
has resolved to get up at six every morning, and has
actuallydone so one morning, he is liable on thatday
to thinkcomplacentlythat he is in the habit of rising
at six. Let us be frank with ourselves. That which
we contentedly imagine to be our practice may be
what we have done only once or twice. And one of
the surest ways of preventing a good habit is to go
cheerfully about our business imagining that we have
thathabit, when we have nothingof the sort, but only
a spasmodicyearning for it and an empty dream about
it. The way to get the habit of rising at six is to rise
at six.”— Great Thoughts

.L.-I0 git

“No human being can come into thisworld without
increasing or diminishing the sum-total of human
happiness, not only of the present, but of every subse-
quent age of humanity. No one can detach himself
from this connexion. There is no sequestered spot in
the universe, no dark niche along, the disc of non-
existence, to which he can retreat from his relations
to others, where he can withdraw the influenceof his
existence upon the moral destiny of the world; every-
where his presence or absence will be felt—every-
where he will have companions who will be better or
worse for his influence. It is an old saying, and one of
fearful and fathomless import, that we are forming
characters for eternity. Forming characters! Whose?
our own or others? Both— and in that momentous
fact lies the peril and responsibilityof our existence.
Who is sufficient for the thought? Thousands of my
fellow-beingswill yearly enter eternity withcharacters
differing from those they would have carried thither
had I never lived. The sunlight of that world will
reveal my finger-marks in their primary formations,
and in their successive strata of thought and life."

—— Elihu Burrill

“THE one opportunity that lies ready for the stu-
dent's effort is the present time. The hour at hand has
always its duty, perhaps only some neglected mending
or an overlooked letter that ought to be written.
Yet there within that duty lies the soul's immediate
opportunity for self-mastery. Faithfully performed,
it finds the soul with a stronger, surer grasp of itself.
If neglected because of laziness, vacillation, or in-
difference, the cloud settles a little lower over the inner
vision and obscures the path of development.

“Opportunities for supreme self-sacrifice come to
few. But every student, in every moment, has a vital
opportunity to do some one positive thing, make one
more definite step towards final perfection."

— Leoline Wright
“IT is weak to be scared at difficulties, seeing that

they generally diminish as they are approached, and
oftentimes even entirely vanish. No man can tell
what he can do till he tries. Confidence of success is
almost success, the obstacles often fall of themselves
before a determination to overcome them. There is
somethingin resolution which has an influencebeyond
itself, and it marches on like a mighty lord amongst
slaves: all is prostration where it appears."

— Great Thoughts
“THERE is no day born but comes like a stroke of

music into the world, and sings itself all the way
through. We need not join in the music, and help it
along, unless we choose. We can make discords and
strike all sorts of jarring notes instead. But the day-
music is there; and it is our own fault if we miss it."

—— Great Thoughts
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S elf-Creation cured himself. A nd then he ex plained that one day

when there was the usual temptation to have his

“  O W  did you do it? ”  I  asked.

“ I  didn' t do it at all, in one way of speak-

ing: it did itself.”

H e had been telling me that he had once had the

drink habit —  pretty badly;  though it had not gone

so far as with some poor chaps;  and that he no longer

had it. N aturally I  wanted to know how he had

dose he had suddenly felt that he didn’ t want to do

that any more, and that after a few minutes balancing

of the situation he had let the thing go —  for good,

as it turned out.

“ I  have never wanted to touch the stuff again.

I t was a radical cure, and it did itself. I ’ ve never

felt that I  could ex actly claim the credit. S ome
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Self-Creation

“ OW did you do it?" I asked.
“I didn't do it at all, in one way of speak-

ing: it did itself."
He had been telling me that he had once had the

drink habit — pretty badly; though it had not gone
so far as withsome poor chaps; and thathe no longer
had it. Naturally I wanted to know how he had

L.-.;:vt~.;~ 6.‘ GO‘. ngle

cured himself. And then he explained that one day
when there was the usual temptation to have his
dose he had suddenly felt that he didn't want to do
thatany more. and thatafter a few minutes balancing
of the situation he had let the thing go—- for good,
as it turned out.

"1 have never wanted to touch the stuff again.
It was a radical cure. and it did itself. I've never
felt that I could exactly claim the credit. Some
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power in me suddenly stepped forth and took charge."

“ Y ou had never struggled? ”  I  asked.

“ O h, there was struggle, good and plenty, but it

never came to anything. I t was a q ueer-feeling

situation. W hen I  was in the thick of the trouble

and the time came for the dose, temptation hot and

strong, it used to seem to me that there was three of

us at the business. O ne fellow, or one part of me, was

set on his dose and going to have it anyhow. A nother

was putting up a fi ght or protest against it. A nd I

seemed to be j ust watching till a decision was re-

gistered.”

“ A nd the fellow that was going to have it anyhow

always won out and got it? ”  I  asked.

“ Y es, till the day I  told you of. Then he seemed

to wilt away or pack up his traps and q uit. I  told

you I  used to struggle. W ell, for a long time I  thought

I  struggled more than I  did. W hat I  thought was

struggling was j ust grieving and cussing myself for

yielding, and feeling agonized and helpless, like a

chap slipping over a precipice with nothing to hold to.

“ O ne day I  said to myself, ‘ This ain’ t struggling;

it ’ s j ust whining. Can’ t I  do something more?  May-

be it’ s me feeling helpless that gives the enemy his

main hold.’  I  thought to myself, ‘A  man acts accord-

ing to a program that ’ s got fi x ed in his mind, whether

he knows it’ s there or not. This whining and grieving

comes out of the thought of failing, and that thought

is really a program.’  I  remember going along the

street one day and seeing a big poster about a play

in one of the theaters. The scene out of the play

that was on the wall was one man stabbing another.

A nd I  thought, ‘There’ s a lot of fellows going along

here that looks at that, some of them sensitive or

negative, and some of them inclined already to slip

loose on occasion and do a brutal thing. They get

that picture printed in the back of their minds, and

some day, before they know what’ s happening, and

the provocation’ s hot and a knife’ s handy, the picture

slips out into the front of their brains and before they

know it they’ ve done the murder. The picture was

a program, though they never knew it was there

waiting and ready.

“  ‘W ell, it’ s up to a man to make his own program

and not have it made for him by a red and yellow

poster on the wall, or anything else. A nd if he can’ t

make it right away let him keep at it till he does

make it.’

“ A nd so, every time when I ’ d come to myself

after a dose and knew I ’ d been beaten again, I

turned down the lamenting business and the struggle

idea. I  looked back at the situation and called up the

memory of the desire coming on and rushing in on

me —  like a sort of separate thing waking up —  and

I  made myself feel in imagination bigger than that

thing and saying, ‘N o you don’ t!  O ut you go! ’

A nd in imagination winning out, as the stronger party,

the man of me bossing a dirty crave, the will crushing

a low-down seduction which had no place in me.

“ W ell, for a long, long time I  never took a dose

without afterwards going back in mind or memory

and making a picture —  a sort of inside picture —  of

myself as not having yielded, as riding over that chap

and crushing him down.

“ N ow, this was a Program inside me, neck and

neck with the other program of taking the stuff as

usual. A nd my new program got stronger and strong-

er, q uiet, all to itself in the back of my mind. A nd so,

one day, it was strong enough for business and it

stepped forward and did the trick once and for all.

“ Man, they say, is a creator. S o he is—  of him-

self, if he chooses. A nd he does it with his imagination

of himself as triumphing over something low in him-

self. N othing to do with making a big show, no

imagining of himself as strutting about in the admira-

tion of others. N othing to do with others at all.

A  private affair of self-conq uest, as they call it. A

private realization of his dignity as a man amidst

and over the low things in his nature. A nd the self

he imagines or makes himself feel himself as —  strong,

fearless, self-ruling, self-restrained, kindly and friend-

ly and considerate, not to be run by passions and

lusts —  comes gradually to be, with these powers he’ s

created into it. A nd at last it wins out.

“ I n this drink business I  don’ t say that the crave

may not in some cases get so far hold of a man that

outside help is needed. I  wasn’ t that far, as the

event showed. Perhaps nobody is that far who has a

steady, honest wish for his own freedom from it.

B ut in regard to all the ordinary failings a man has,

bad temper, lust, laziness, ill-feeling to others, resent-

ments, selfi shness and so on, I  say he can create him-

self different with the power of his imagination. E very

time he fails along his particular line he can look

back afterwards, perhaps in the q uiet of the evening,

and recall his failure and create a picture of not

failing, of being too strong and big;  and in time, if

he’ s got grit enough to persevere, he can win out,

create himself a winner.

I  “ A nd that’ s the way to the soul. F or the stuff

of which creative imagination is made, and the energy

of will in it, are the stuff and the energy of the soul

itself.”  S TUDE N T

J

L etters to a S on

Y  DE A R  S O N  JO H N : I n this letter we will go

a little deeper into human life, looking for

the forces which control it.

Y ou only need_to notice what is going on within

yourself to know that there are two main forces in

your nature, one good and the other bad: one knows.

and tries always to lead you to do right, while the

other, always scheming out what it thinks will be
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2 ~ THE NEW WAY

power in me suddenly stepped forthand took charge.”
“You had never struggled?" I asked.
“Oh, there was struggle, good and plenty, but it

never came to anything. It was a queer-feeling
situation. When I was in the thick of the trouble
and the time came for the dose, temptation hot and
strong, it used to seem to me that there was three of
us at the business. One fellow, or one part of me, was
set on his dose and going to have it anyhow. Another
was putting up a fight or protest against it. And I
seemed to be just watching till a decision was re-
gistered."

“And the fellow that was going to have it anyhow
always won out and got it?" I asked.

“Yes, till the day I told you of. Then he seemed
to wilt away or pack up his traps and quit. I told
you I used to struggle. Well, for a long time I thought
I struggled more than I did. What I thought was
struggling was just grieving and cussing myself for
yielding, and feeling agonized and helpless, like a
chap slipping over a precipice withnothingto hold to.

“One day I said to myself, ‘ This ain't struggling;
it ’s just whining. Can't I do somethingmore? May-
be it's me feeling helpless that gives the enemy his
main hold.’ I thought to myself, ‘A man acts accord-
ing to a program that’s got fixed in his mind, whether
he knows it's thereor not. This whining and grieving
comes out of the thought of failing,and that thought
is really a program.’ I remember going along the
street one day and seeing a big poster about a play
in one of the theaters. The scene out of the play
that was on the wall was one man stabbing another.
And I thought, ‘There’s a lot of fellows going along
here that looks at that, some of them sensitive or
negative, and some of them inclined already to slip
loose on occasion and do a brutal thing. They get
that picture printed in the back of their minds, and
some day. before they know what's happening, and
theprovocation’s hot and a knife’s handy, thepicture
slips out into the front of theirbrains and before they
know it they've done the murder. The picture was
a program, though they never knew it was there
waiting and ready.

“ ‘Well, it's up to a man to make his own program
and not have it made for him by a red and yellow
poster on the wall, or anythingelse. And if he can't
make it right away let him keep at it till he does
make it.’

“And so, every time when I'd come to myself
after a dose and knew I’d been beaten again, I
turned down the lamenting business and the struggle
idea. I looked back at the situation and called up the
memory of the desire coming on and rushing in on
me — like a sort of separate thing waking up —— and
I made myself feel in imagination bigger than that
thing and saying, ‘No you don't! Out you go!’
And in imaginationwinning out, as thestronger party,
theman of me bossing a dirty crave, the will crushing

a
«C0 glc

a low-down seduction which had no place in me.
“Well, for a long, long time I never took a dose

without afterwards going back in mind or memory
and making a picture —— a sort of inside picture — of
myself as not having yielded, as riding over thatchap
and crushing him down.

“Now, this was a program inside me, neck and
neck with the other program of taking the stuff as
usual. And my new program got stronger and strong-
er, quiet, all to itself in thebackof my mind. And so,
one day, it was strong enough _for business and it
stepped forward and did the trick once and for all.

“Man, they say, is a creator. So he is — of him-
self, if he chooses. And he does it withhis imagination
of himself as triumphing over something low in him-
self. Nothing to do with making a big show, no
imaginingof himself as strutting about in the admira-
tion of others. Nothing to do with others at all.
A private affair of self-conquest, as they call it. A
private realization of his dignity as a man amidst
and over the low things in his nature. And the self
he imaginesor makes himself feel himself as — strong,
fearless, self-ruling, self-restrained, kindly and friend-
ly and considerate, not to be run by passions and
lusts — comes gradually to be, with these powers he ’s
created into it. And at last it wins out.

“In this drink business I don't say that the crave
may not in some cases get so far hold of a man that
outside help is needed. I wasn't that far, as the
event showed. Perhaps nobody is that far who has a
steady, honest wish for his own freedom from it.
But in regard to all the ordinary failings a man has,
bad temper, lust, laziness, ill-feelingto others, resent-
ments, selfishness and so on, I say he can create him-
self difierentwiththepower of his imagination. Every
time he fails along his particular line he can look
back afterwards, perhaps in the quiet of the evening,
and recall his failure and create a picture of not
failing, of being too strong and big; and in time, if
he's got grit enough to persevere, he can win out,
create himself a winner.
_

“And that's the way to the soul. For the stuff
of which creative imaginationis made, and theenergy
of will in it, are the stufl‘ and the energy of the soul
itself.” STUDENT

J

Letters to a Son

DEAR SON JOHN: In this letter we will go
a little deeper into human life, looking for
the forces which control it.

You only need_to notice what is going on within
yourself to know that there are two main forces in
your nature, one good and the other bad: one knows.
and tries always to lead you to do right, while the
other, always scheming out what it thinks will be
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a pleasanter path, will ultimately get you into nothing

but trouble. These you can observe in yourself as

plainly as in N ature about you —  as light and dark-

ness, for instance. The one acting for right gives

you the light of true knowledge, and the other holds

you in the dark, blind to Truth.

W hen a man has become conscious of his dual

nature he gains knowledge of the contest constantly

going on within himself and in which he is the deciding

power. S o awakened to himself, the man can no

longer stand an idle or curious spectator of the confl ict.

I f he throws his infl uence and will on the side of the

S elf which knows the right of things, then, gradually

he will become that H igher S elf of right knowledge

and god-like power. A  lost soul will have found itself,

redeemed itself, from then on to live and work in

the light of true knowledge. The man has ‘worked

out his own salvation.’  This is the process of salva-

tion, and there is no other, S on.

A s I  have already said, you can easily identify

your H igher and lower self by comparison with ex -

terior N ature. Y our H igher S elf is like sunshine,

tending to make you healthy and happy. I t loves

brightness and harmony;  while the lower self loves

darkness and discord and gives way to passion and

crime. I t seeks to destroy rather than to create and

build up, making life gloomy and selfi sh instead of

cheerful and genial. Persons in whom the heart-

force controls have the sunshine in their hearts and

radiate warmth and j oy, while the selfi sh and self-

seeking have night in their hearts and live in the

shadows;  are more or less secretive, deceptive, and

not to be trusted. A nd as there are degrees of sun-

light and darkness, so are there all degrees of natures.

This is your dual make-up, S on. A nd there is not

an ex ception in L ife. The essential difference in

people is, which ' of these two forces is the main control

in their lives. W hich do they love most, light or

darkness, and to what degree?

S urely the outward appearances of people are tell-

tales of these forces in them, infallible in measure as

one has observed and knows one’ s self;  for, being

essentially of one nature, there are certain traits and

characteristics common to all people, and on occasion

these will make like showing, any differences in ap-

pearance being due to the varied development of

individuals. These common traits are sometimes seen

in involuntary and unconscious acts which the indi-

vidual does not think to conceal, and which, for this

reason, are true to the nature of the thing thought

or desire hidden, good or bad.

F ix  this in your mind. To the ex tent that selfi sh-

ness acts in any life (including yours, my boy! ) is

that person untrue and is not to be fully trusted in

any matter. S elfi shness blinds such people even to

their own vital interests. They betray themselves.

H ow can then they always keep from betraying you?

Make it a habit to keep the skylight of your mind

/

open. Then the sunshine will come in and will reach

and warm the rooms of your heart, and the mind,

heart, and soul of you will be in unison, making a

harmony which will fi ll your being and pour out into

life as a great j oy. This done, then the bats will

vacate your house!

Think of it, John!  W hat a warm, sunny stretch

of heaven the earth would be if only men and women

would become like little children in their heart-life!

B ecome worthy of simple confi dence and trust —

loving one another unselfi shly!  B ecome what most

of us yearn to be, once we could move out of the

somber shades and cheerless night into the warm,

glowing sun with the desire uppermost to give (and so

have) happiness!  H ow easy this would be to bring

about!

B oth forces are subj ect to the call and direction

of the human mind. E very thought we have and

every impulse we feel sets one or the other of these

forces into action. S o you see that everyone, save

a fool, has a god-like power of producing either evil

or good in life. Compound interest scarcely touches

the return your thoughts and acts will bring you, S on.

A waken in your nature that S elf which stands as

spectator;  observe it adj udging each thing and inci-

dent, telling you the truth as to every impulse,

thought, and deed. L isten to it counseling you to

throw your weight of will on the side of right. O bey

this, your in-dwelling God, if you would fi nd happi-

ness and growth, and be a self-respecting and noble

man. L et your heart bloom under life’ s divinely and

compassionately adj usted discipline.

—  Y O UR  A F F E CTI O N A TE  F A TH E R

I

Three S uits of Clothes

H A V E  been thinking about ex temals and the

difference they make to a man’ s feel of himself.

Take clothes, for instance. “ Clothes make the

man,’  say the F rench. I f you doubt the truth of

that, go round a bit in your old working togs and then

change into your spruce, well-pressed, new, ‘company’

ones. A ny difference in your feel of yourself?  The

musician W agner used to dress himself in a tiger-skin

when he wanted to compose music of a certain sort.

Get further in —  to that more intimate suit of

clothes we call the body. W e take it new from the

factory of nature, I n' the course of its life it goes

through a long, slow series of appointed changes and

becomes at last so threadbare that it has to be re-

turned again to the factory for thorough re-winding

and renewal. A nd all along this series of changes in

the suit of live ‘clothes’  there is a similar series in our

feel of ourselves —  childhood feel, manhood feel, old-

age feel. A nd our feel of ourselves is also at the

mercy of most of the body’ s swings to and fro
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THE NEW WAY 3

a pleasanter path,will ultimatelyget you into nothing
but trouble. These you can observe in yourself as
plainly as in Nature about you — as light and dark-
nes, for instance. The one acting for right gives
you the light of true knowledge, and the other holds
you in the dark, blind to Truth.

When a man has become conscious of his dual
nature he gains knowledge of the contest constantly
going on withinhimself and in which he is thedeciding
power. So awakened to himself, the man can no
longer stand an idle or curious spectator of theconflict.
If he throws his influence and will on the side of the
Self which knows the right of things, then, gradually
he will become that Higher Self of right knowledge
and god-like power. A lost soul will have found itself,
redeemed itself, from then on to live and work in
the light of true knowledge. The man has ‘worked
out his own salvation.’ This is the process of salva-
tion, and there is no other, Son.

As I have already said, you can easily identify
your Higher and lower self by comparison with ex-
terior Nature. Your Higher Self is like sunshine,
tending to make you healthy and happy. It loves
brightness and harmony; while the lower self loves
darkness and discord and gives way to passion and
crime. It seeks to destroy rather than to create and
build up, making life gloomy and selfish instead of
cheerful and genial. Persons in whom the heart-
force controls have the sunshine in their hearts and
radiate warmth and joy, while the selfish and self-
seeking have night in their hearts and live in the
shadows; are more or less secretive, deceptive, and
not to be trusted. And as there are degrees of sun-
light and darkness, so are there all degrees of natures.

This is your dual make-up, Son. And there is not
an exception in Life. The essential difierence in
people is, which‘of these two forces is the main control
in their lives. Which do they love most, light or
darkness, and to what degree?

Surely the outward appearances of people are tell-
tales of these forces in them, infallible in measure as
one has observed and knows one’s self; for, being
essentially of one nature, there are certain traits and
characteristics common to all people, and on occasion
these will make like showing, any difierences in ap-
pearance being due to the varied development of
individuals. These common traits are sometimes seen
in involuntary and unconscious acts which the indi-
vidual does not think to conceal, and which, for this
reason, are true to the nature of the thing thought
or desire hidden, good or bad.

Fix this in your mind. To the extent that selfish-
ness acts in any life (including yours, my boy!) is
that person untrue and is not to be fully trusted in
any matter. Selfishness blinds such people even to
their own vital interests. They betray themselves.
How can then they always keep from betraying you?

Make it a habit to keep the skylight of your mind

it-In git’

open. Then the sunshine will come in and will reach
and warm the rooms of your heart, and the mind,
heart, and soul of you will be in unison, making a
harmony which will fill your being and pour out into
life as a great joy. This done, then the bats will
vacate your house!

Think of it, John! What a warm, sunny stretch
of heaven theearth would be if only men and women
would become like little children in their heart-life!
Become worthy of simple confidence and trust-
loving one another unselfishly! Become what most
of us yearn to be, once we could move out of the
somber shades and cheerless night into the warm,
glowing sun with the desire uppermost to give (and so
have) happiness! How easy this would be to bring
about!

Both forces are subject to the call and direction
of the human mind. Every thought we have and
every impulse we feel sets one or the other of these
forces into action. So you see that everyone, save
a fool, has a god-like power of producing either evil
or good in life. Compound interest scarcely touches
the return your thoughts and acts will bring you, Son.

Awaken in your nature that Self which stands as
spectator; observe it adjudging each thing and inci-
dent, telling you the truth as to every impulse,
thought, and deed. Listen to it counseling you to
throw your weight of will on the side of right. Obey
this, your in-dwelling God, if_you would find happi-
ness and growth, and be a self-respecting and noble
man. Let your heart bloom under life's divinely and
compassionately adjusted discipline.

—YOUR AFFECTIONATE FATHER

of

Three Suite of Clothes

HAVE been thinking about externals and the
difference they make to a man’s feel of himself.

Take clothes, for instance. “Clothesmake the
man,” say the French. If you doubt the truth of
that, go round a bit in your old workingtogs and then
change into your spruce, well-pressed, new, ‘company’
ones. Any difference in your feel of yourself? The
musician Wagner used to dress himself in a tiger-skin
when he wanted to compose music of a certain sort.

Get further in—to that more intimate suit of
clothes we call the body. We take it new from the
factory of nature, In'the course of its life it goes
through a long, slow series of appointed changes and
becomes at last so threadbare that it has to be re-
turned again to the factory for thorough re-winding
and renewal. And all along this series of changes in
the suit of live ‘clothes’there is a similar series in our
feel of ourselves — childhood feel, manhood feel, old-
age feel. And our feel of ourselves is also at the
mercy of most of the body's swings to and fro
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across the upright line of perfect health and function.

A nd then the thoughts in our minds. S ome men

feel so chronically mean and small because of the

mean, small, crooked thoughts in'  their minds, that

they can never look anybody straight in the eye.

N ow and then one of them makes a fi ne effort, puts

on a new set of clean, open, manly, friendly thoughts

(with deeds to correspond), and he feels himself (and

looks) another man at once.

I ’ d say, then, that a man has at least three suits

of clothes: the fi rst, what we call clothes proper;

second, the body, always on the change;  third, the

mind, woven of thoughts and prompting deeds to

correspond with them.

A nd inside of all there ’ s the man himself, altered

in his feel of himself by the condition of each of

these S uits.

The most important is of course the mind-suit,

or mind-deed-suit. I f he’ ll take charge there, or

in proportion as he takes charge there, he won’ t be

at the mercy of the other two suits.

I t’ s the effort to take charge, the will to take charge,

that brings to a man the feel of himself as he actually

is, that fi nally shows him what he is. W e are nearly

all of us weak commanders of our mental forces and

bodily impulses, mostly don’ t take real command

at all, don’ t know that we can do so, don’ t know

ourselves, in fact, as commanders, don ’ t suspect our

own proper and separate ex istence (as far as any

understanding feel of it goes), are willingly pulled off

our base by every impulse and thought that takes

hold of the rope we allow ourselves to be made to

dance to. W e go unresistingly with what is pulling.

I f we were to think every time, I  am being pulled

and run, we could soon come to understand the

situation, alter it, send the puller to heel and take up

the dignity of our proper place as commanders.

I  suppose we are essentially young, as souls —  not

the same as being young as bodies!  — or have for-

gotten the j ob we were commissioned to come into

the body to do. A ll the pains of human life have

come upon us by that forgetting. W e are comrade

chiefs by nature;  but instead of supporting each

other we ignore or oppress or fi ght each other, and

all is confusion, darkness, and trouble. F or our

business is to make life in this world a j oy and splendor

that none of us can imagine, to bring out all its

hidden possibilities and our hidden possibilities.

W hile waiting for that, waiting for a general waking

up, let us each make a beginning for and in himself.

R ight action is the key, action against the pull of

something in our natures that doesn’ t want it or

that wants something else, action that gives at once

the feeling of self-respect. F or then we stand up as

commanders, and the beginning of self-command is

the beginning of the feel of ourselves as souls. K eep

the feeling;  keep it working out into actions. A nd

we shall presently know that we are no more the body

than we are the shirt that clothes it, no more wear out

because the body does than we wear out because

the shirt does;  and that the mind, rightly guided

and controlled, has the power of knowing things we

now suppose to be beyond any human knowing,—

Divinity, I mmortality, and the L ife which is L ight.

S TUDE N T

3

H idden R eserves

E V E R  j udge a man by what he seems. Y ou

don’ t know what’ s behind. N or does he,

mostly. Jones, at college, may be a brilliant

student in classics, but you could never guess it in

watching him blundering and fl oundering in mathe-

matics. L isten to ever so fi ne a pianist beginning on

the violin, scraping and sq uawking on the strings

j ust like any other beginner, nothing to give you the

least suspicion of what he can do at his previous

instrument.

I  often think of that when I  look at a baby or a

child. “ B eginner on a new instrument, perhaps,”

I  say;  “ who knows what capacities are hidden there,

unable to make the least showing of themselves? ”

The “ little soul of a child”  might look like a pretty

big and mature soul if it were seen at its previous

‘ instrument.’

B ut the pianist must learn the violin too, if he’ s

to round himself out as a full musician;  and for that

learning must become (musically speaking) a ‘baby’

again, with a wholly new set of movements to acq uire,

a new set of mistakes and incapacities to get over.

That thought cleared away what had been consi-

derable of a difl ‘iculty to me. E very man is a soul:

I  always believed that. A nd a soul with a great

stretch of ex perience behind it. B ut here, on this

earth, it may seem like a beginnner at the j ob of living,

committing follies and mistakes of every kind, grave

or trifl ing —  with corresponding pain to follow. B ut

the pain is the necessary teaching. A nd all the while,

what powers and capacities may there not be latent,

inactive while this ‘instrument’  is learned?  A n ‘in-

strument,’  too, so diffi cult as is the body and req uiring

so much attention, new ex periences so painful and

pleasurable by turns, that for the time these blot out

all memories of the past. Y et perhaps not q uite;

for a sort of a vague feeling is there in the background

of the mind. S ome of the poets have the idea. H ere

is James R ussell L owell, for instance:

“ S ometimes a breath fl oats by me,

A n odor from Dreamland sent,

W hich makes the ghost seem nigh me

O f a something that came and went,

O f a life lived somewhere, I  know not

I n what diviner sphere:

O f mem’ ries that come and go not;

L ike music once heard by an ear
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4' THE NEW WAY

across the upright line of perfect health and function.
And then the thoughts in our minds. Some men

feel so chronically mean and small because of the
mean, small, crooked thoughts in‘ their minds, that
they can never look anybody straight in the eye.
Now and then one of them makes a fine effort, puts
on a new set of clean, open, manly, friendlythoughts
(with deeds to correspond), and he feels himself (and
looks) another man at once.

I'd say, then, that a man has at least three suits
of clothes: the first, what we call clothes proper;
second, the body, always on the change; third, the
mind, woven of thoughts and prompting deeds to
correspond with them.

And inside of all there's the man himself, altered
in his feel of himself by the condition of each of
these suits.

The most important is of course the mind-suit,
or mind-deed-suit. If he'll take charge there, or
in proportion as he takes charge there, he won't be
at the mercy of the other two suits.

It's theeffort to take charge, thewill to take charge,
thatbrings to a man the feel of himself as he actually
is, that finally shows him what he is. We are nearly
all of us weak commanders of our mental forces and
bodily impulses, mostly don't take real command
at all, don't know that we can do so, don't know
ourselves, in fact, as commanders, don't suspect our
own proper and separate existence (as far as any
understanding feel of it goes), are willinglypulled off
our base by every impulse and thought that takes
hold of the rope we allow ourselves to be made to
dance to. We go unresistingly with what is pulling.
If we were to think every time, I am being pulled
and run, we could soon come to understand the
situation, alter it, send the puller to heel and take up
the dignity of our proper place as commanders.

I suppose we are essentially young, as souls — not
the same as being young as bodies! — or have for-
gotten the job we were commissioned to come into
the body to do. All the pains of human life have
come upon us by that forgetting. We are comrade
chiefs by nature; but instead of supporting each
other we ignore or oppress or fight each other, and
all is confusion, darkness, and trouble. For our
business is to make life in thisworld a joy and splendor
that none of us can imagine, to bring out all its
hidden possibilities and our hidden possibilities.

While waiting for that,waiting for a general waking
up, let us each make a beginning for and in himself.
Right action is the key, action against the pull of
something in our natures that doesn't want it or
that wants something else, action that gives at once
the feeling of self-respect. For then we stand up as
commanders, and the beginning of self-command is
the beginning of the feel of ourselves as souls. Keep
the feeling; keep it working out into actions. And
we shall presently know thatwe are no more the body

» C0 git

thanwe are the shirt thatclothes it, no more wear out
because the body does than we wear out because
the shirt does; and that the mind, rightly guided
and controlled, has the power of knowing things we
now suppose to be beyond any human knowing,—
Divinity, Immortality, and the Life which is Light.

STUDENT

.1

Hidden Reserves

EVER judge a man by what he seems. You
don't know what's behind. Nor does he,
mostly. Jones, at college, may be a brilliant

student in classics, but you could never guess it in
watching him blundering and floundering in mathe-
matics. Listen to ever so fine a pianist beginningon
the violin, scraping and squawking on the strings
just like any other beginner, nothing to give you the
least suspicion of what he can do at his previous
instrument.

I often think of that when I look at a baby or a
child. “Beginner on a new instrument, perhaps,"
I say; “who knows what capacities are hidden there,
unable to make the least showing of themselves?"
The “little soul of a child" might look like a pretty
big and mature soul if it were seen at its previous
‘instrument.’

But the pianist must learn the violin too, if he's
to round himself out as a full musician; and for that
learning must become (musically speaking) a ‘baby’
again, witha wholly new set of movements to acquire,
a new set of mistakes and incapacities to get over.

That thought cleared away what had been consi-
derable of a difficulty to me. Every man is a soul:
I always believed that. And a soul with a great
stretch of experience behind it. But here, on this
earth, it mayseem like a beginnnerat the job of living,
committing follies and mistakes of every kind, grave
or trifling— with corresponding pain to follow. But
the pain is the necessary teaching. And all the while,
what powers and capacities may there not be latent,
inactive while this ‘instrument’ is learned? An ‘in-
strument,’ too, so diflicultas is the body and requiring
so much attention, new experiences so painful and
pleasurable by turns, that for the time these blot out
all memories of the past. Yet perhaps not quite;
for a sort of a vague feeling is there in thebackground
of the mind. Some of the poets have the idea. Here
is James Russell Lowell, for instance:

“Sometimes a breath floats by me,
An odor from Dreamland sent,

Which makes the ghost seem nigh me
Of a something that came and went.

Of a life lived somewhere, I know not
In what diviner sphere:

Of mem’ries that come and go not;
Like music once heard by an ear
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That cannot forget or reclaim it;

A  something so shy it would shame it

To make it a show.

A  something too vague, could I  name it,

F or others to know:

A s though I  had lived it and dreamed it,

A s though I  had acted and schemed it

L ong ago."

A nd L . E . L andon:

“ Methinks we must have known some former state

More glorious than our present, and the heart

I s haunted with dim memories, shadows left

B y past magnifi cence;  and hence we pine

W ith vain aspirings, hopes that fi ll the eyes

W ith bitter tears for their own vanity.

—  A re we then fallen from some noble star,

W hose consciousness is as an unknown curse.

“ DO N ' T Y O U W A N T TO  TH R O W  TH I S  B A L L  F O R  ME ? "

A nd we feel capable of happiness

O nly to know it is not of our sphere?  "

A nd of course W ordsworth:

“ O ur birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:

The S oul that rises with us, our life’ s S tar,

H ath elsewhere had its setting,

A nd cometh from afar:"

L et us remember that there may be more human

homes in the universe than this earth;  and that we

can’ t be full-grown musicians till we have got perfect

and competent on all instruments of the grand or—

chestra. S TUDE N T

I

E fficiency

O O S E V E L T did not invent the wordeffi ciency,

but he gave it a new currency. H e preached it

and he was himself an ex ample of what he

preached. W hatsoever his hand found to do he did it

with his might. F or the moment there was nothing

else for him but that one thing, anywhere in view.

The novelist H . G. W ells once wrote a story of a

scientist who had invented a “ time-machine,”  a

vehicle that moved in time instead of space, forward or

backward into the tomorrows or yesterdays of any

remoteness.

A s a matter of fact we all have a machine of that

kind, fl itting to and fro in time. I ts fl ittings are the

cause of all our ineffi ciency and unhappiness and

ignorance. I f the mind would stay still, even for a

few moments, we should be able to get some notion

of what we really are in ourselves. B ut we have to sit

in this machine so ceaselessly moving to and fro, and

our whole attention is tied up in its movements.

I n some degree men like R oosevelt are able to stop

this fl uttering and hold their machine

steady upon whatever they wish.

They have some of the N ow power.

The N ow power is the power of hold-

ing the mind upon what you are

now doing and compelling it to think

only of that. S o the that, whatever

it may be, is done more and more

effi ciently. I t is the power to create

a temporary interest and even en-

thusiasm in the mind with regard

to that thing, j ust like your enthusi-

asm and concentration over some-

thing that really appeals to you.

W hy should we not become effi cients

in everything that we have to do?

W hy not make a bed, if it has to be

made, with every last touch of per-

fection?  The bit of N ow power ac-

q uired in compelling the mind to

attend only to the making of the bed

till the little j ob is fi nished, is then available for every

other thing we do in life. N o effort is lost. W e can

be adding to our all-round effi ciency j ust as well in

making a bed as in doing anything else.

W e should keep the will and the mind always at a

stand-up fi ght till the latter yields, little by little,

and consents at last — —  at long last —  to do ex actly

and only what is wanted of it, to attend to the thing,

the whole thing, and nothing but the thing.

A nd that is the way out of nearly all our troubles,

worries and fears. I t is, in a sense, not we who have

these. I t is in the mind that they arise. They come

from thoughts. S o that if we have in any degree

practised the disciplining of mind, we can ex pel such

thoughts directly they show up, stop worrying and

fearing instantly. O ur mind-time-machine runs for-

ward or backward into an unpleasant place, a painful

memory or an anticipation of evil, and it wants

(for some strange reason) to stay there and suffer.

W ell, we have learned to pull it back into the N ow,

learned by the practice of bed-making et all “ W hat-

soever thy hand fi ndeth to do,"  etc.
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

That mnnot forget or reclaim it;
A somethingso shy it would shame it

To make it a show.
A something too vague. could I name it.

For others to know:
As though I had lived it and dreamed it.
As though I had acted and schemed it

Long ago."
And L. E. Landon:

"Methinkswe must have known some former state
More glorious than our pruent. and the heart
Is haunted with dim memories, shadows left
By past magnificence; and hence we pine
With vain aspirings. hopes that fill the eyes
With bitter tears for their own vanity.
—Are we then fallen from some noble star.
Whose consciousness is as an unknown curse. 

Lunoloud Photo ‘ Engraiug Drpl.
"DON'T YOU WANT TO THROW THIS BALL FOR ME?"

And we feel capable of happiness
Only to know it is not of our sphere?"

And of course Wordsworth:
“Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:
The Soul that rises with us. our life's Star,

Hath elsewhere had its setting.
And oometh from afar:"

Let us remember that there may be more human
homes in the universe than this earth; and that we
can't be full-grown musicians till we have got perfect
and competent on all instruments of the grand or-
chestra. STUDENT

J

Efficiency
OOSEVELT did not invent the wordefiiciency,

but he gave it a new currency. He preached it
and he was himself an example of what he

preached. Whatsoever his hand found to do he did it
with his might. For the moment there was nothing

L'..;2:I.'cr. i: ,1 GO; 3816

else for him but that one thing, anywhere in view.
The novelist H. G. Wells once wrote a story of a

scientist who had invented a “time-machine." a
vehicle thatmoved in time instead of space. forward or
backward into the tomorrows or yesterdays of any
remoteness.

As a matter of fact we all have a machine of that
kind. flitting to and fro in time. Its flittings are the
cause of all our inefficiency and unhappiness and
ignorance. If the mind would stay still, even for a
few moments, we should be able to get some notion
of what we really are in ourselves. But we have to sit
in this machine so ceaselessly moving to and fro. and
our whole attention is tied up in its movements.
In some degree men like Roosevelt are able to stop

thisflutteringand hold theirmachine
steady upon whatever they wish.
They have some of the Now power.
The Now power is the power of hold-
ing the mind upon what you are
now doing and compelling it to think
only of that. So the that. whatever
it may be, is done more and more
efficiently. It is the power to create
a temporary interest and even en-
thusiasm in the mind with regard
to that thing, just like your enthusi-
asm and concentration over sortie-
thing that really appeals to you.
Why should we not become efficients
in everything that we have to do?
Why notrnakeabed.ifithastobe
made. with every last touch of per-
fection? The bit of Now power ac-
quired in compelling the mind to
attend only to the making of thebed

till the little job is finished, is then availablefor every
other thing we do in life. No effort is lost. We can
be adding to our all-round efliciency just as well in
making a bed as in doing anything else.

We should keep the will and the mind always at a
stand-up fight till the latter yields. little by little,
and consents at last —at long last —to do exactly
and only what is wanted of it, to attend to the thing,
the whole thing, and nothing but the thing.

And that is the way out of nearly all our troubles,
worries and fears. It is. in a sense. not we who have
these. It is in the mind that they arise. They come
from thoughts. So that if we have in any degree
practised the disciplining of mind. we can expel such
thoughts directly they show up, stop worrying and
fearing instantly. Our mind-time-machineruns for-
ward or backward into an unpleasant place. a painful
memory or an anticipation of evil, and it wants
(for some strange reason) to stay there and suffer.
Well, we have learned to pull it back into the Now,
learned by the practice of bed-makingat at! " What-
soever thy hand findeth to do." etc.

[II i:;:iI 3| ll :::r-1
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6 TH E  N E W  W A Y

Then with this N ow power, stilling the mind now

and then for a few moments into silence, we can

begin to appreciate that we who have this power are

souls, rooted in the Great S oul;  lights from the Great

L ight. A nd that is the highest reward of ‘effi ciency.’

W e, who have to live a while in the time-machine,

are really beyond it and its changes and out-wear.

S TUDE N T

Jl

Getting a Glimpse of O neself

O W  and then as he goes along the street, a man

will suddenly get a sight of himself refl ected

in one of those full-length mirrors in a store-

window. H e doesn’ t generally recognise right away

who it is, though there will seem to be something

familiar about the fi gure. A nd when he does catch on

he is more likely to be humbled than fl attered. “ S o

that’ s what I ’ m like, is it? ”  he says to himself. H is

private photograph had not contained any of those

disagreeable features that he now notices in the

original.

B ut we sometimes get a deeper sight of ourselves

than that, a sight of our character;  and the sudden

ex posure may give us a worse shock than in the other

case, fi ll us with utter loathing and contempt for

ourselves, and chill out of the heart all hope of living

a higher and nobler life. “ S o that’ s the creature I

really am,”  we say to ourselves. “ There isn’ t a man

who’ d associate with me if he knew what a cur he

was talking to. I  ought to be kicked out of the place."

I t is a valuable ex perience, a long step to self-

knowledge if we treat it the right way and don' t

get frightened or discouraged. There’ s no harm in

that case in being suddenly blinded for a while to

the good in one’ s nature. I t shows us at once what

to get to work on in ourselves. W e ’ ve got a compass

to steer by. W e ’ ve a newly-opened eye to keep on

ourselves through the day. W e can now see the real

nature of some of those little crooked ways and shady

tricks of ours. W e never gave them a critical thought

before;  it seemed j ust natural to do them. I t' s a

chance to begin cutting free of them and fi nding

pleasure in the self-respect that comes with every

touch of our knife, every little act of self-restraint.

The picture of what we are and have been has wakened

up an ideal of what we would like to be in the future.

B ut there’ s more than this in the ex perience. To

' see one' s own personality in that clear way can only

have been possible because for a moment we got out

of it, for a moment were separate from it and above

it and could look down on it. A nd we can only guide

it henceforth to better ways by practising every day

the taking of this same attitude towards it, the atti-

tude or feeling of holding reins and whip for it.

This is self-knowledge —  to feel ourselves as not that

part which needs control but as that which proposes

from now on, more and more as strength comes, to

do the controlling. I t is separating self from what is

not truly self, that head-strong creature that has

hitherto pulled us about wherever it wished to go,

along any line of conduct it wanted. I t is beginning

to fi nd oneself as soul. H uman nature is always divine;

there is always soul in it. B ut there are not many of us

who have found that out. S TUDE N T

.1

R eading H uman N ature

“  E  ’ S  a keen reader of human nature” : don’ t we

mostly mean by that, the weaknesses of hu-

man nature?  F  or it is curious how seldom we

apply the phrase to the man who sees the latent

best in other men. B ut would you say a man had

read a novel if he had read only those pages of it

that were concerned with the doings of the villain,

and nothing about the hero?

“ I  can’ t stand that fellow with his. . . ."  (H ere

we specify some peculiarity, fault, weakness, obj ec-

tionable trick of some sort.) I f we dwell on this

long enough we are q uite likely to feel we could give

him a blow, so irritated do we become. H ow many

murders, even, come out of letting that sort of thing

grow and grow?

“ L et something good be said,”  is the refrain of an

old song. L et something good be seen. B ut you

can’ t see that something if you let your mind be

fogged and obstructed with dislike or contempt, or

heated with hate. Y ou are no reader of human nature.

Y ou haven’ t insisted on seeing the whole picture.

Y ou haven ’ t read about the hero.

The real artist sees more than we do in a sunset

or a bit of natural scenery. W hy?  B ecause that

aspect or department of his higher nature —  the artist

aspect,—  is more awake than in the rest of us. I n

the same way any real reading of human nature is

done —  when it is done at all —  by a higher part of us

than that by which we pass our ordinary j udgments

on each other, the part that gets irritated or con-

temptuous. To awaken and use this higher part,

contempt and irritation must be wiped out. W e

must see what we do see in other men without letting

the clouds and obstructions of dislike come across our

mental eyes. Then only do our eyes get clear and

see all—  the really latent or hidden good, and the

good that was merely hidden from us. W e begin to

understand why men do and are what we fi nd them

doing and being. A nd the good in ourselves now sees

and welcomes and responds to the good that is mix ed

up in their failings and weaknesses. The good in

ourselves grows by the good it sees and dwells on in

others;  and the evil and weakness in ourselves by

the evil and weakness of others which we dwell on
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6 THE NEW WAY

Then with this Now power. stilling the mind now
and then for a few moments into silence, we can
begin to appreciate that we who have this power are
souls, rooted in the Great Soul; lights from the Great
Light. And that is the highest reward of ‘efficiency.’
We, who have to live a while in the time-machine,
are really beyond it and its changes and out-wear.

STUDENT

J

Getting a Glimpse of Oneself

OW and then as he goes along the street. a man
will suddenly get a sight of himself reflected
in one of those full-lengthmirrors in a store-

window. He doesn't generally recognise right away
who it is, though there will seem to be something
familiarabout the figure. And when he does catch on
he is more likely to be humblul than flattered. “So
that's what I'm like, is it?" he says to himself. His

' private photograph had not contained any of those
disagreeable features that he now notices in the

But we sometimes get a deeper sight of ourselves
than that, a sight of our character; and the sudden
exposure may give us a worse shock than in the other
case, fill us with utter loathing and contempt for
ourselves, and chill out of the heart all hope of living
a higher and nobler life. “So that's the creature I
really am,” we say to ourselves. “There isn't a man
who'd associate with me if he knew what a cur he
was talkingto. I ought to be kicked out of theplace."

It is a valuable experience, a long step to self-
knowledge if we treat it the right way and don't
get frightened or discouraged. There's no harm in
that case in being suddenly blinded for a while to
the good in one’s nature. It shows us at once what
to get to work on in ourselves. We've got a compass
to steer by. We've a newly-opened eye to keep on
ourselves through the day. We can now see the real
nature of some of those little crooked ways and shady
tricks of ours. We never gave thema critical thought
before; it seemed just natural to do them. It's a
chance to begin cutting free of them and finding
pleasure in the self-respect that comes with every
touch of our knife, every little act of self-restraint.
The picture of what we are and have been has wakened
up an ideal of what we would like to be in the future.

But there's more than this in the experience. To
‘see one’s own personality in that clear way can only
have been possible because for a moment we got out
of it, for a moment were separate from it and above
it and could look down on it. And we can only guide
it henceforth to better ways by practising every day
the taking of this same attitude towards it, the atti-
tude or feeling of holding reins and whip for it.
This is self-knowledge— to feel ourselves as not that

a
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part which needs control but as that which proposes
from now on, more and more as strength comes, to
do the controlling. It is separating self from what is
not truly self, that head-strong creature that has
hitherto pulled us about wherever it wished to go,
along any line of conduct it wanted. It is beginning
to find oneselfas soul. Human nature is alwaysdivine;
thereis alwayssoul in it. But thereare not manyof us
who have found that out. STUDENT

Reading Human Nature

“ E’S a keen readerof human nature": don't we
mostly mean by that, the weaknesses of hu-
man nature? For it is curious how seldom we

apply the phrase to the man who sees the latent
best in other men. But would you say a man had
read a novel if he had read only those pages of it
that were concerned with the doings of the villain.
and nothing about the hero?

“I can't stand that fellow with his. . . ." (Here
we specify some peculiarity, fault, weakness, objec-
tionable trick of some sort.) If we dwell on this
long enough we are quite likely to feel we could give
him a blow, so irritated do we become. How many
murders, even, come out of letting that sort of thing
grow and grow? -

“Let somethinggood be said," is the refrain of an
old song. Let something good be seen. But you
can't see that something if you let your mind he
fogged and obstructed with dislike or contempt, or
heated withhate. You are no reader of human nature.
You haven't insisted on seeing the whole picture.
You haven't read about thehero.

Therealartistseesmorethanwedoinasunset
or a bit of natural scenery. Why? Because that
aspect or department of his higher nature — theartist
aspect,— is more awake than in the rest of us. In
the same way any real reading of human nature is
done — when it is done at all — by a higher part of us
than that by which we pass our ordinary judgments
on each other, the part that gets irritated or con-
temptuous. To awaken and use this higher part.
contempt and irritation must be wiped out. We
must see what we do see in other men without letting
the clouds and obstructions of dislike come across our
mental eyes. Then only do our eyes get clear and
see all— the really latent or hidden good, and the
good that was merely hidden from us. We begin to
understand why men do and are what we find them
doing and being. And the good in ourselves now sees
and welcomes and responds to the good that is mixed
up in their failings and weaknesses. The good in
ourselves grows by the good it sees and dwells on in
others; and the evil and weakness in ourselves by
the evil and weakness of others which we dwell on
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and permit to stir us into ill-feeling. “ Judge not

that ye be not j udged.”  “ Judge not"  does not mean

see not. The ‘j udging,’  in this sense, is the ill-feeling,

the dislike, contempt or hate with which we usually

see the faults and failings of others. W hile we have

these we can neither appreciate their good nor de-

velop our own. The steady will to see this good will

cure the tendency to dislike and contempt. W e must

surely get that cure if we want to win out for our-

selves, to help others to win out, or to ‘read human

nature.’  I ll will towards others, active or latent, is

the great vampire of our own spiritual strength and

manhood. I t keeps us bankrupt in the energy we

need for our growth. S TUDE N T

J

O utgrowing Y ourself

“  O I N G up in life means growing greater in our

life. W e may grow very great and go very

high, and yet never get out of our kitchen

or out of our shop. B ut we will take the kitchen or

shop right up with us. . W e get great on the

inside, not on the outside. Greatness is not measured

in inches, dollars, acres, hurrahs, or by any other of

the world’ s yardsticks or barometers. . . . W e get

up by our own growing. N obody can do it for us.”

S ome fellows are always measuring themselves

against others. A m I  smarter, cleverer or what not,

than he?

That’ s a mistake. E ach of us should measure

himself against himself. F ace your three or four

chief failings— you know them!  — and say, A m I

any further forward in conq uering them today than

I  was yesterday?

Put in that way you may not be able to answer

your own q uestion. Try it this way: H ave I  stood up

and done some actual thing today, however small,

that one of those failings tried to get me not to do,

or refused to do something that one of them wanted

me to do?  I f you can say, ‘yes,’  you are further

forward: if not, not. There ’ s no cure for vanity and

self-patting like a straight q uestion of this sort.

' Growth’  means will-growth, and will grows only by

use against resistance, inner resistance, the resistance

of one’ s own weaknesses and failings,—  no other way

for it. S o we can even be glad of them. S TUDE N T

J

A  W ish

F rederick L ocker-L ampson

O  the south of the church, and beneath yonder yew,

I  have watch' d two child-lovers, unseen;

More than once were they there, and the years of the two.

W hen united, might number thirteen.

They sat by a grave that had never a. stone

The name of the dead to determine;

I t was L ife paying Death a brief visit— a known

A nd a noble tex t for a sermon.

They tenderly prattled: ah, what did they say?

The turf on that hillock was new:

L ittle F riends, did ye know aught of death or decay?

Could the dead be regardful of you?

I  wish to believe, and believe it I  must,

That her father beneath them was laid:

I  wish to believe— I  will take it on trust—

That father knew all that they said.

My own, you are fi ve, very nearly the age

O f that poor little fatherless child;

A y, and some day a true-love your heart will engage,

W hen on earth I  my last may have smiled.

Then visit my grave like a good little lass,

W here' er it may happen to be;

A nd any daisies should peer through the grass,

0 be sure they are kisses from me.

A nd place not a stone to distinguish my name,

F or the stranger and gossip to see;

B ut come with your lover, as these lovers came,

A nd talk to him sweetly of me.

A nd while you are smiling, O ne Greater will smile

O n the clear little daughter H e gave;

—  B ut mind, 0 yes, mind you are happy the while —

I  wish you to visit my grave. —  S elected

.8

Permanence

R . A . V . Morris

O T all our work to nothingness will go.

The greedy. harsh, inex orable years

O bliterate alike our hopes and fears;

A nd arrogant and humble, high and low

I n dust will intermix ;  as A pril snow,

S o empires vanish;  and the fane that rears

Today its pinnacles to heaven, appears

Tomorrow but a cairn where lichens grow.

Y et of our acts a remnant will survive;

A nd of our thoughts the essence will remain.

-The fi ner deeds we do. while yet alive,

W ill yield some lasting good. N ot all in vain

W e grope and toil and struggle, urge and strive

Towards a goal we never q uite attain.

I
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THE NEW WAY 7

and permit to stir us into ill-feeling. “Judge not
that ye be not judged.” “Judge not” does not mean
see not. The ‘judging,’ in this sense, is the ill-feeling,
the dislike, contempt or hate with which we usually
see the faults and failings of others. While we have
these we can neither appreciate their good nor de-
velop our own. The steady will to see this good will
cure the tendency to dislike and contempt. We must
surely get that cure if we want to win out for our-
selves, to help others to win out, or to ‘read human
nature.’ Ill will towards others, active or latent, is
the great vampire of our own spiritual strength and
manhood. It keeps us bankrupt in the energy we
need for our growth. STUDENT

J

Outgrowing Yourself

“ OING up in life means growing greater in our
life. We may grow very great and go very
high, and yet never get out of our kitchen

or out of our shop. But we will take the kitchen or
shop right up with us. . We get great on the
inside, not on the outside. Greatness is not measured
in inches, dollars, acres, hurrahs, or by any other of
the world's yardsticks or barometers. . . . We get
up by our own growing. Nobody can do it for us."

Some fellows are always measuring themselves
against others. Am I smarter, cleverer or what not,
than he?

That's a mistake. Each of us should measure
himself against himself. Face your three or four
chief failings—you know them!—and say, Am I
any further forward in conquering them today than
I was yesterday?

Put in that way_ you may not be able to answer
your own question. Try it thisway: Have I stood up
and done some actual thing today, however small,
that one of those failings tried to get me not to do,
or refused to do somethingthat one of them wanted
me to do? If you can say, ‘yes,’ you are further
forward: if not, not. There's no cure for vanity and
self-patting like a straight question of this sort.
‘Growth’ means will-growth,and will grows only by
use against resistance, inner resistance, the resistance
of one’s own weaknesses and failings,—no other way
for it. So we can even be glad of them. STUDENT

J

A Wish
Frederick Locker-Lampson

O the south of the church. and beneathyonder yew,
l have watch'd two child-lovers. unseen:

More than once were they there, and the years of the two.
When united, might number thirteen.

.
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They sat by a grave that had never a stone
The name of the dead to determine;
It was Life paying Death a brief visit—a known
And a noble text for a sermon.

They tenderly prattled: ah, what did they say?
The turf on that hillock was new:
Little Friends. did ye know aught of death or decay?
Could the dead be regardful of you?
I wish to believe. and believe it I must,
That her fatherbeneaththem was laid:
I wish to believe-—I will take it on trust —

That father knew all that they said.
My own. you are five, very nearly the age
Of that poor little fatherless child;
Ay. and some day a true-love your heart will engage.
When on earth I my last may have smiled.
Then visit my grave like a good little lass,
Where'er it may happen to be;
And 17' any daisies should peer through the grass,
0 he sure they are kisses from me.

And place not a stone to distinguish my name,
For the stranger and gossip to see;
But come with your lover. as these lovers came.
And talk to him sweetly of me.

And while you are smiling. One Greater will smile
On the dear little daughter He gave;
— But mind, 0 yes, mind you are happy the while-
I wish you to visit my grave. — Selected

J

Permanence
R. A. V. Morris

OT all our work to nothingnesswill go.
The greedy. harsh, inexorable years

Obliterate alike our hopes and fears;
And arrogant and humble. high and low
In dust will intermix; as April snow.

So empires vanish; and the fane that rears
Today its pinnacles to heaven, appears

Tomorrow but a cairn where lichens grow.
Yet of our acts a remnant will survive;

And of our thoughts the essence will remain.
-The finer deeds we do. while yet alive,

Will yield some lasting good. Not all in vain
We grape and toil and struggle. urge and strive

Towards a goal we never quite attain.

I
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

“ W H E N  you get into a tight place, and everything

goes against you, till it seems as if you couldn’ t hold

on a minute longer, never give up then, for that is

j ust the place and time the tide will turn.”

—  H arriet B . S towe

PH I L L I PS  B R O O K S  says: “ A sk yourself what you

would have been if you had never been tempted, and

own what a blessed thing temptation is.”  S uppose

we amplify: A sk yourself what chance you would

have of knowing your true self if, through temptation,

you had not learned to separate the part tempted from

that part that can outride any temptation.

“ I N  that last and fi nal account it will be happy for

us if we shall then fi nd that our infl uence through life

has tended to feed the hungry, to clothe the naked,

and soothe the sorrows of those who were sick and

in prison." —  Peter Cooper

“ O UT of the common stones of your daily work

you may build yourself a temple which shall shelter

your head from all harm, and bring down on you

the inspiration of God.” —  Theodore Parker

I  H A V E  always noticed that men can look their best,

or their worst and most animal, while eating. I t is a

q uestion of whether they have learned to feel them-

selves as superintending the animal, or are letting the

animal absorb them. O n the wall of the dining-room

of the school where I  boarded, behind the head-

master’ s chair, there were three sentences done in

gold letters: ‘L ook up: L ook pleasant: L eave a bit.’

A  man changes his body all through, they say,

every seven years. W hat a difference it must make

to the body he comes out with at the end of the

seven, whether he has eaten those 7665 meals one way

or the other!  W hy not give the food the right send-off

for its long j ob?

“ W H A T I  feel sure I  know by this time is that all

the things we think happen by chance and accident

are only part of the weaving of the scheme of life.

W hen you begin to suspect this and to watch closely

you also begin to see how trifl es connect themselves

with one another, and seem in the end to have led

to a reason and a meaning, though we may not be

clever enough to see it clearly. N othing is an accident.

W e make everything happen ourselves: the wrong

things because we do not know or care whether we

are wrong or right, the right ones because we un-

consciously or consciously choose the right ones even

in the midst of our ignorance.”

— F rances H odgson B urnett

A L L  life is a school, a preparation, a purpose: nor

can we pass current in a higher college if we do not

undergo the tedium of education in this lower one.

W H A T I  am learning in life is that action and re-

action are eq ual and opposite —  that if a man grasps

special pleasures for himself, he has in the same act

grasped eq uivalent, pains to develop later. A  man’ s

higher nature cares nothing one way or the other for

what we call pleasures and pains, and if we would

only learn little by little to live up there in the L ight

we should not care either.

Using the body in the regulated movements of

work and ex ercise, is good for it;  letting it make any

movements it liked would be its ruin as an instrument

of service. Using the mind in study and real thought,

is its tonic;  letting it ramble where it likes —  is its

ruin as a fi ne instrument. B ut as we all have in

greater or less degree unmastered minds we don’ t

notice it till the unruliness and incapacity have passed

a certain far point.

“ I  TH I N K  it ’ s al’ ays the plan in a dielemma to pray

God and walk forward."

— - Mrs. B erry in R ichard F  everel

TI -I I s inj ury —  shall I  resent it, remonstrate, or

try to get even with the man who did it to me?

O r shall I  get more permanent good out of it by

shoving it out of my mind, rising up altogether over it

to ‘The H eights’  and keeping serene?  I n ten years

which shall I  be more glad that I  did?  ‘The H eights

of L ight’  —  those words stirred my very soul and

I  won out.

“ H A R DL Y  any faculty is more important for the

intellectual progress of man than the power of attention.

A nimals clearly manifest this power, as when a cat

watches by a hole and prepares to spring on its prey.

W ild animals sometimes become so absorbed when

thus engaged that they may be easily approached.

Mr. B artlett has given me a curious proof how variable

this faculty is in monkeys. A  man who trains monkeys

to act used to purchase common kinds from the

Z oological S ociety at the price of fi ve pounds for each;

but he offered to give double the price if he might

keep three or four of them for a few days in order to

select one. W hen asked how he could possibly so

soon learn whether a particular monkey would turn

out a good actor, he answered that it all depended on

their power of attention. I f when he was talking and

ex plaining anything to a monkey its attention was

easily distracted, as by a fl y on the wall, or other

trifl ing obj ect, the case was hopeless. I f he tried by

punishment to make an inattentive monkey act, it

turned sulky. O n the other hand, a monkey which

carefully attended to him could always be trained."

—  Darwin

“ I  US E D to say, ‘N obody uses me right. N obody

gives me a chance.’  B ut if chances had been snakes

I  would have been bitten a hundred times a day.

W e need oculists, not opportunities.” —  R alph Parlette
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Quotobook
“WHEN you get into a tight place, and everything

goes against you, till it seems as if you couldn't hold
on a minute longer, never give up then, for that is
just the place and time the tide will turn."

— Harriet B. Stowe
PHILLIPS BROOKS says: “Ask yourself what you

would have been if you had never been tempted, and
own what a blessed thing temptation is." Suppose
we amplify: Ask yourself what chance you would
have of knowing your true self if, throughtemptation,
you had not learned to separate thepart tempted from
that part that can outride any temptation.

"IN that last and final account it will be happy for
us if we shall then find thatour influencethrough life
has tended to feed the hungry, to clothe the naked,
and soothe the sorrows of those who were sick and
in prison."— Peter Cooper

“OUT of the common stones of your daily work
you may build yourself a temple which shall shelter
your head from all harm, and bring down on you
the inspiration of God."—— Theodore Parker

I HAVEalwaysnoticed thatmen can look theirbest,
or their worst and most animal, while eating. It is a
question of whether they have learned to feel them-
selves as superintending the animal, or are letting the
animal absorb them. On the wall of the dining-room
of the school where I boarded, behind the head-
master's chair, there were three sentences done in
gold letters: ‘Look up: Look pleasant: Leave a bit.’

A man changes his body all through, they say,
every seven years. What a difference it must make
to the body he comes out with at the end of the
seven, whetherhe has eaten those 7665 meals one way
or theother! Why not give thefood theright send-otf
for its long job?

“WHAT I feel sure I know by this time is that all
the things we thinkhappen by ‘chance and accident
are only part of the weaving of the scheme of life.
When you begin to suspect this and to watch closely
you also begin to see how trifles connect themselves
with one another, and seem in the end to have led
to a reason and a meaning, though we may not be
cleverenough to see it clearly. Nothingis an accident.
We make everything happen ourselves: the wrong
things because we do not know or care whether we
are wrong or right, the right ones because we un-
consciously or consciously choose the right ones even
in the midst of our ignorance."

—Fram:es Hodgson Burnett

ALL life is a school, a preparation, a purpose: nor
can we pass current in a higher college if we do not
undergo the tedium of education in this lower one.

.
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WHAT I am learning in life is that action and re-
action are equal and opposite — that if a man grasps
special pleasures for himself, he has in the same act
grasped equivalent.pains to develop later. A man's
higher nature cares nothingone way or the other for
what we call pleasures and pains, and if we would
only learn little by little to live up there in the Light
we should not care either.

Using the body in the regulated movements of
work and exercise, is good for it; letting it make any
movements it liked would be its ruin as an instrument
of service. Using the mind in study and real thought,
is its tonic; letting it ramble where it likes — is its
ruin as a fine instrument. But as we all have in
greater or less degree unmastered minds we don't
notice it till theunruliness and incapacityhave passed
a certain far point.
“I THINKit's al'ays the plan in a dielemmato pray

God and walklforward."
— Mrs. Berry in Richard Feoerel

THIS injury—shall I resent it, remonstrate, or
try to get even with the man who did it to me?
Or shall I get more permanent good out of it by
shoving it out of my mind, rising up altogetherover it
to ‘The Heights’ and keeping serene? In ten years
which shall I be more glad that I did? ‘The Heights
of Light’—those words stirred my very soul and
I won out.

“HARDLY any faculty is more important for the
intellectual progress of man thanthepower of attention.
Animals clearly manifest this power, as when a cat
watches by a hole and prepares to spring on its prey.
Wild animals sometimes become so absorbed when
thus engaged that they may be easily approached.
Mr. Bartlett has given me a curious proofhow variable
thisfacultyis in monkeys. A man who trains monkeys
to act used to purchase common kinds from the
Zoological Society at theprice of five pounds for each;
but he oflered to give double the price if he might
keep three or four of them for a few days in order to
select one. When asked how he could possibly so
soon learn whether a particular monkey would turn
out a good actor, he answered thatit all depended on
their power of attention. If when he was talkingand
explaining anything to a monkey its attention was
easily distracted, as by a fly on the wall, or other
trifling object, the case was hopeless. If he tried by
punishment to make an inattentive monkey act, it
turned sulky. On the other hand, a monkey which
carefully attended to him could always be

— Darwin
“I USED to say, ‘Nobody uses me right. Nobody

gives me a chance.’ But if chances had been snakes
I would have been bitten a hundred times a day.
We need oculists, not opportunities."— Ralph Parlette
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Just Drop I t!

H E R E  are some fellows that never seem to have

any troubles of their own on hand. W hen you

go to them you fi nd the attentive and sympa-

thetic listener to your troubles and worries. A nd not

O PI Y  is their advice good, but even when they cannot

8 W 8  any the mere fact of your having been with them

seems to smooth out your mind and make the going

easier for you. W hat is the secret of these men?

Y ou fi nd them of course in the pulpits as well as in

ordinary life. Those of them that are in the pulpits

may not be eloq uent or profound or learned or with

any command of fi ne phrases. B ut what they say

goes home to you. They make you want to do and be

better than you have previously done and been.
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Just Drop It!

HERE are some fellows that never seem to have
any troubles of their own on hand. When you
go to them you find the attentive and sympa-thetic listener to your troubles and worries. And not

°_T11Y is their advice good, but even when they cannot
Ewe any the mere fact of your having been with them

G0 316

seems to smooth out your mind and make the going
easier for you. What is the secret of these men?

You find them of course in the pulpits as well as in
ordinary life. Those of them that are in the pulpits
may not be eloquent or profound or learned or with
any command of fine phrases. But what they say
goes home to you. They make you want to do and be
better than you have previously done and been.

,l"J 2333‘) V" '1:
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They raise you: you actually are better.

W ell, if we could look right into the minds and inner

lives of these people we should fi nd two or three q uite

plain acq uirements that it would be well worth our

while too to get. They are not acq uirements that can

be made in a moment, but they are such as begin to

yield good results from the very earliest attempts at

the practice of them.

The fi rst thing we should notice in these men is that

they live in the present, the N ow.

W e all know that the present never grows any

worries of its own. W orries always root in the past

or the future, come always of looking backwards or

forwards. “ There was nothing to be done about the

thing,”  said one of these strong, helpful men once to

the writer, “ so I  dropped it from my mind.”  W hat

he ‘dropped’  from his mind was a serious attack on

him that he knew to be coming. B ut there was

nothing he could yet do about it. S o he ‘dropped’  it

till the time for useful action. I t did not belong to

the present and had no right there, and he accordingly

turned it out of doors. That left him free to deal

q uietly with whatever the present happened to con-

tain. W hat the present happened then to contain was

a trouble of mine upon which I  wanted advice and

help. A nd he gave them along with an attentive

sympathy that of itself doubled my strength and

courage. H e showed me too how advisable it was to

begin to get the power of closing up the past behind

you as you went along, and refusing to let the mind fl y

off into the future and imagine troubles that might

never come, and how much better you would deal

with them when they did come if you could meet them

with a mind trained not to worry, not to cross bridges

till you came to them nor keep crossing them after

you had left them behind.

A ll that he said appealed to me with great force,

and I  knew that it did so because it came from a man

who was himself actually doing and had done what he

was advising me to do.

A nd that leads right up to the q uestion of the two

sorts of men in the pulpits: the one that doesn’ t

move you, however fi ne the language and delivery and

learning and even intellect;  and the one that comes

right home to you. F or the latter is the man that is

actually trying all the time and in all sincerity and all

humility and modesty to practise himself what he is

urging his hearers to practise. H e is opening to us

his own heart and inner life and letting out the soul

in its desire for the good and welfare of others. The

light that he gets himself in his moments of q uiet

thought and aspiration day by day he is trying to

share. H e takes the attitude of sharer and comrade

rather than that of superior and instructor. A nd he is

further along the path than those he talks to in pro-

portion as he has more than they of this divine wish to

share the light.

W hich brings us to the third point. These men have

a constant warmth of benevolence in their hearts.

W e all have some of that, more or less hidden even

from ourselves. A nd one O f the chief infl uences that

prevent its doing its full work in us and so getting out

for the help of others is our habit of dwelling on what

is past and what is not yet come, letting these dis-

turbances in on us so that our minds and feelings are

fi lled up with our own personalities and unable to

appreciate the troubles and needs of others. W e are

all naturally sympathetic, but the sympathy is over-

laid and blotted out by this more than by anything else.

W e spoke of “ q uiet thought and aspiration.”  W hat

does that mean?  I f we could look into the minds and

hearts of these men I  think that we should never fi nd

an atheist. W e might fi nd that the benefi cent Power

and Presence they aspired to was variously named by

them, variously pictured and thought of. B ut we

should fi nd in the case of every one that however they

might name and speak of it they all recognised and

in their silent moments and hours felt after something

higher than their personal selves, something they

looked to as the source of their best, that they felt to

come in sustainineg upon their aspirations and to be

present with them in their troubles, that gave mental

light beyond ex pression in words and that increased

their desire to help.

I n all this we have the whole way of life, the N ew

W ay, fourfold: To live calmly in the present;  to be

ever ready to sympathize;  to keep climbing whatever

the falls and failures;  and to search daily for the

touch and companionship of the H ighest —  call that

H ighest what you will. S TUDE N T

J

Under the Chisel

F  the statue under the hands of the sculptor were

conscious it would make endless complaint of the

pain of the chiseling. Till the work was over it

could perhaps never understand that the pain was

all along a necessity for the fi nal perfection. “ W e

fail,”  says a recent writer, “ before our misfortunes

and we scarcely have the courage, much less the

sagacity, to look beyond them and see in the scourgings

of Today the healings, and even the greater beautify-

ings of the Morrow. W e are apt to consider each of

them as a crisis or as a catastrophe, when, in truth, it

is but a surpassing tangle, or an accidental knot, or

ravelling of the silken cord on which our lives are

strung. The pain is very real in the enduring, and

the consolations of religion are ofttimes absent, and

the arguments of philosophy are most unsatisfying.

even if they come not too late;  and ’ tis only in the

retrospection that the true harmonies, and the sweet

uses of the cruel-seeming mercies, become apparent

to us.”

Pleasure comes from the successful attainment of
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2 THE NEW WAY

They raise you: you actually are better.
Well, if we could look right into theminds and inner

lives of these people we should find two or three quite
plain acquirements that it would be well worth our
while too to get. They are not acquirementsthatcan
be made in a moment, but they are such as begin to
yield good results from the very earliest attempts at
the practice of them.

The first thingwe should notice in these men is that
they live in the present, the Now.

We all know that the present never grows any
worries of its own. Worries always root in the past
or the future, come always of looking backwards or
forwards. “There was nothing to be done about the
thing,” said one of these strong, helpful men once to
the writer, “so I dropped it from my mind.” What
he ‘dropped’ from his mind was a serious attack on
him that he knew to be coming. But there was
nothing he could yet do about it. So he ‘dropped’ it
till the time for useful action. It did not belong to
thepresent and had no right there, and he accordingly
turned it out of doors. That left him free to deal
quietly with whatever the present happened to con-
tain. What thepresent happened then to contain was
a trouble of mine upon which I wanted advice and
help. And he gave them along with an attentive
sympathy that of itself doubled my strength and
courage. He showed me too how advisable it was to
begin to get the power of closing up the past behind
you as you went along, and refusing to let the mind fly
off into the future and imagine troubles that might
never come, and how much better you would deal
withthemwhen theydid come if you could meet them
with a mind trained not to worry, not to cross bridges
till you came to them nor keep crossing them after
you had left them behind.

All that he said appealed to me with great force,
and I knew that it did so because it came from a man
who was himself actuallydoing and had done what he
was advising me to do.

And that leads right up to the question of the two
sorts of men in the pulpits: the one that doesn’t
move you, however fine the language and delivery and
learning and even intellect; and the one that comes
right home to you. For the latter is the man that is
actuallytrying all the time and in all sincerity and all
humility and modesty to practise himself what he is
urging his hearers to practise. He is opening to us
his own heart and inner life and letting out the soul
in its desire for the good and welfare of others. The
light that he gets himself in his moments of quiet
thought and aspiration day by day he is trying to
share. He takes the attitude of sharer and comrade
rather than thatof superior and instructor. And he is
further along the path than those he talks to in pro-
portion as he has more thantheyof thisdivine wish to
share the light.

Which brings us to the thirdpoint. These men have

Go Sit’

a constant warmth of benevolence in their hearts.
We all have some of that, more or less hidden even
from ourselves. And one of the chief influences that
prevent its doing its full work in us and so getting out
for the help of others is our habit of dwelling on what
is past and what is not yet come, letting these dis-
turbances in on us so that our minds and feelings are
filled up with our own personalities and unable to
appreciate the troubles and needs of others. We are
all naturally sympathetic, but the sympathy is over-
laid and blotted out by thismore thanby anythingelse.

We spoke of “quiet thoughtand aspiration.” What
does that mean? If we could look into the minds and
hearts of these men I thinkthat we should never find
an atheist. We might find that the beneficentPower
and Presence they aspired to was variously named by
them, variously pictured and thought of. But we
should find in the case of every one thathowever they
might name and speak of it they all recognised and
in their silent moments and hours felt after something
higher than their personal selves, something they
looked to as the source of their best, that they felt to
come in sustainingly upon their aspirations and to be
present with them in their troubles, that gave mental
light beyond expression in words and that increased
their desire to help.

In all this we have the whole way of life, the New
Way, fourfold: To live calmly in the present; to be
ever ready to sympathize; to keep climbingwhatever
the falls and failures; and to search daily for the
touch and companionship of the Highest —- call that
Highest what you will. STUDENT

J

Under the Chisel
F the statue under the hands of the sculptor were
conscious it would make endless complaint of the
pain of the chiseling. Till the work was over it

could perhaps never understand that the pain was
all along a necessity for the final perfection. “We
fa’ ,” says a recent writer, “before our misfortunes
and we scarcely have the courage, much less the
sagacity,to look beyondthemand see in thescourgings
of Today the healings, and even the greater beautify-
ings of the Morrow. We are apt to consider each of
them as a crisis or as a catastrophe, when, in truth, it
is but a surpassing tangle, or an accidental knot, or
ravelling of the silken cord on which our lives are
strtmg. The pain is very real in the enduring, and
the consolations of religion are ofttimes absent, and
the arguments of philosophy are most unsatisfying.
even if they come not too late; and ’tis only in the
retrospection that the true harmonies, and the sweet
uses of the cruel-seeming mercies, become apparent
to us."

Pleasure comes from the successful attainment of
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something we want or the successful elimination of

something we desire to be rid of. Pain is inability in

respect of one of these aims. B ut none of us, looking

at the lives and characters of others, would say that it

would be good for them to have all they wanted or to

be delivered from all they disliked.

‘Good for them ’ —  in using those words we show at

once that we are thinking of growth of character and

seeing that such growth may be brought about pre-

cisely by the thwarting of desire,—  that is, by pain.

W e can see that so far as others are concerned. W hy

should we not try to see it where it is we ourselves

who are concerned?  W hat is true for others must be

true for us too. W hy should we not try to see that the

L omaland Photo &  E ngraving Dept.

TA K I N G I T E A S Y  A F TE R  B R E A K F A S T

Great S culptor —  Divine L aw —  has the good of each

of us in view and that all pains are the mark of its

planned work for us and on us?  E ach of us is the

statue, the perfected soul, in the making, needing

the A rtist’ s hand.

N or is there need for mere blind faith in this. F or

whoever will look back from a far enough remove at

the great pains and stresses of his life and try to read

and estimate himself, can easily become assured that

without any one of these keen troubles he would have

been in some way less than he now is, in some way

lacking in something his character now possesses.

Then we can q uietly face anything, knowing that

when its work on us is done it will be no longer there,

or we so changed and grown that we no longer care

whether it is there or not.

B ut let us remember that much of our trouble

never came from the Great S culptor at all, but was

made by ourselves in unnecessary re-living of the past

in memory and in foolish anticipations of evil that will

mostly never be realized. A ctive and confi dent life

in the N ow, is one of the ways of co-operating with

the S culptor and one of the fruits of trust therein.

S TUDE N T

J

W hich are W e?

“  O U never know what a man really is till he' s

partways drunk.”  Just one of those snatches

of conversation you hear as you pass people

in the street.

B ut what a view of human nature!  A s a man gets

drunk his worst q ualities gradually come up into view,

one after another. A fter a while there’ s nothing but

worst q ualities. A nd so that’ s

what a man ‘really is,’  underneath:

a mass of worst q ualities waiting

for drink or something to take the

lid ofl ‘!

Certainly we all do have a lot of

evil hidden in there behind. B ut

isn’ t there also a lot of good, eq ually

waiting its chance?  I t isn’ t often

that all the good or all the evil in us

gets its opportunity for a full fl ing.

B ut there’ s never a fi re or a ship-

wreck or a general peril of any sort,

but what some q uite ordinary-

appearing chap suddenly stands out

for a moment as a hero and risks or

sacrifi ces his life for others. W hy

shouldn’ t we say that’ s what the

man ‘really is’ —  a hero?  The writer

once knew a young fellow that was

—  outwardly and to talk to —  a

half-wit that could hardly get off a

coherent sentence. B ut he was

nevertheless the author of some anonymous articles

appearing in one of our monthlies that could hardly

have their better for poetic intensity and elevation of

thought. H e said they ‘came to him’  when he was

sitting q uiet and not doing anything. That was what

he ‘really was,’  in behind.

Men sometimes say they don’ t believe in the soul.

W hat they mostly mean is that they don’ t believe in

a lot of ideas attached to the word soul that have no

business there. B ut a man who doesn’ t believe that

there is something higher in him than the ordinary

self of his daily life must be very rare. I sn’ t it reason-

able to think that if there is something lower in us

than our ordinary work-a-day self, something that

sometimes suddenly gets its chance and sweeps us off

into some action which we are ashamed of even as we

do it,—  so there must be something higher, at the

other pole, eq ually ready, if its chance comes, to

sweep us into an action or ex pression as much higher

as the other was lower than our normal?

S o we live our days and lives between these two,
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THE NEW WAY 3

something we want or the successful elimination of
somethingwe desire to be rid of. Pain is inabilityin
respect of one of these aims. But none of us, looking
at the lives and characters of others, would say that it
would be good for them to have all they wanted or to
be delivered from all they disliked.

‘Good for them'—in using those words we show at
once that we are thinkingof growth of character and
seeing that such growth may be brought about pre-
cisely by the thwarting of desire.—— that is, by pain.
We can see that so far as others are concerned. Why
should we not try to see it where it is we ourselves
who are concerned? What is true for others must be
true for us too. Why should we not try to see that the 

Lonualand Photo 1! Engraving Dept.

TAKING IT EASY AFTER BREAKFAST

Great Sculptor — Divine Law — has the good of each
of us in view and that all pains are the mark of its
planned work for us and on us? Each of us is the
statue. the perfected soul, in the making. needing
the Artist's hand.

Nor is there need for mere blind faith in this. For
whoever will look back from a far enough remove at
the great pains and stresses of his life and try to read
and estimate himself. can easily become assured that
without any one of these keen troubles he would have
been in some way less than he now is, in some way
lacking in something his character now possesses.
Then we can quietly face anything, knowing that
when its work on us is done it will be no longer there,
or we so changed and grown that we no longer care
whether it is thereor not.

But let us remember that much of our trouble
never came from the Great Sculptor at all, but was
made by ourselves in unnecessary re-living of the past
in memory and in foolish anticipationsof evil that will
mostly never be realized. Active and confident life

:...;:~:~.;.. ., G0; .8]e

in the Now. is one of the ways of co-operating with
the Sculptor and one of the fruits of trust therein.

Srunem
J

Which are We?
“ OU never know what a man really is till he's

partways drunk.” Just one of those snatches
of conversation you hear as you pass people

in the street.
But what a view of human nature! As a man gets

drunk his worst qualities gradually come up into view,
one after another. After a while there's nothing but

worst qualities. And so that's
what a man ‘really is,’ underneath:
a mass of worst qualities waiting
for drink or something to take the
lid off!

Certainly we all do have a lot of
evil hidden in there behind. But
isn't therealso a lot of good, equally
waiting its chance? It isn‘t often
thatall the good or all theevil in us
gets its opportunity for a full fling.
But there's never a fire or a ship-
wreck or a general peril of any sort.
but what some quite ordinary-
appearing chap suddenly stands out
for a moment as a hero and risks or
sacrifices his life for others. Why
shouldn't we say that's what the
man ‘really is '— a hero? The writer
once knew a young fellow that was
— outwardly and to talk to — a
half-wit that could hardly get off a
coherent sentence. But he was

nevertheless the author of some anonymous articles
appearing in one of our monthlies that could hardly
have their better for poetic intensity and elevation of
thought. He said they ‘came to him‘ when he was
sitting quiet and not doing anything. That was what
he ‘really was,‘ in behind.

Men sometimes say they don't believe in the soul.
What they mostly mean is that they don ‘t believe in
a lot of ideas attached to the word soul that have no
business there. But a man who doesn't believe that
there is something higher in him than the ordinary
self of his daily life must be very rare. Isn't it reason-
able to think that if there is something lower in us
than our ordinary work-a-day self, something that
sometimes suddenly gets its chance and sweeps us on’
into some action which we are ashamed of even as we
do it,—so there must be something higher, at the
other pole. equally ready, if its chance comes. to
sweep us into an action or expression as much higher
as the other was lower than our normal?

So we live our days and lives between these two.

L 3 |:::| :I_ '2] L.‘
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oscillating up and down towards one or the other, the

angel or the demon: one of them using life for the

grandest purposes, the other misusing and ex hausting

it for selfi sh gratifi cation. H e who will co-operate

with this using of life is beyond the reach of death,

whilst the misuse is death itself. S TUDE N T

6'

H it the Mark

R CH E R Y  is a practice that symbolizes concen-

tration. There is the archer, the arrow, the

bow, and the target to be hit. To reach the

mark it is necessary to concentrate the mind, the eye,

and the body upon many points at once, while at the

same time the string must be let go without disturbing

the aim. The draw of the string with the arrow must

be even and steady on the line of sight, and when

grasp, draw, aim and line are perfected, the arrow must

be loosed smoothly at the moment of full draw, so

that by the bow’ s recoil it may be carried straight to

the mark. S o those who truly seek wisdom are archers

trying to hit the mark. This is spiritual archery. . . .

I n archery among men a fi rm position must be

assumed, and in the pursuit of truth this fi rm position

must be taken up and not relax ed, if the obj ect in view

is to be ever attained. The eye must not wander from

the target, for if it does the arrow will fl y wide or fall

short of its goal. S o, if we start out to reach the goal

of wisdom, the mind and heart must not be permitted

to wander, for the path is narrow and the wanderings

of a day may cause us years of effort to fi nd the

road again.

The q uality of the bow makes a great difference in

the results attained by the archer. I f it is not a good

bow of strong tex ture and with a good spring to it,

the missiles will not fl y straight or with sufficient

force to do the work req uired;  and so with the man

himself, who is his own bow, if he has not the sort of

nature that enables him to meet all the req uirements,

his work as a spiritual archer will fall that much short.

. . . The archer says too that the bow often seems to

alter with the weather or other earthly changes, and

will on some days do much better work than on others.

The same thing is found by the observing student,

who comes to know that he too is subj ect from time

to time to changes in his nature which enable him to

accomplish more and to be nearer the spiritual condi-

tion. B ut the string of the bow must always be strung

tight;  and this, in spiritual archery, is the fi x ed

determination to strive always for the goal.

W hen the arrow is aimed and loosed it must be

slightly raised to allow for the traj ectory, for if not

it will fall short. This corresponds on its plane with

one of the necessities of our human constitution, in

that we must have a high mental and spiritual aim

if we are to hit high. W e cannot go q uite as high

as the aim, but have thus to allow for the traj ectory

that comes about from the limitations of our nature;

the traj ectory of the arrow is due to the force of

gravity acting on it, and our aspirations have the same

curve in conseq uence of the calls of the senses, here-

ditary defects, and wrong habits that never permit us

to do as much as we would wish to do.

L et us hit the mark, 0 friend!  and that mark is the

highest spiritual life we are at any time capable of.

—  W . Q . JUDGE , from The Path

I

Porpoise Philosophy

E N  don’ t talk secrets in the yard so that others

can hear, and so it will do nobody any harm

if I  j ust set down what I  heard last S unday

between Tom S traker of the one part, and Crabbie

Johnson of the other part, as the lawyers say.

“ W hat’ s that about ‘porpoise philosophy,’  Tom?

I  never heard of that before,”  said Crabbie Johnson.

“ O h well, it’ s j ust a name I  give it, that’ s all, be-

cause it all come to me through watching a porpoise

in the bay, way back when I  was an innocent young

kid. ’ Twas j ust like this: the porpoise would come

heaving out of the water every once in so often, and

then plunge down under again. Up in the air and

sunshine once more, and down in the cold dark water

again. ’ Peared to me j ust like life, you know. W e

have our good times and then our bad times;  our

health and our sickness;  our good luck and our bad

luck. E verything seems to keep on a-corning and

a-going the same as that there porpoise what I ’ m

telling you on. ' Taint in the nature of things to

travel on the level all the time, no, nor even to go

q uietly traveling up a light gradient to H eaven and

the road getting easier and your burden getting lighter

as you go on. That ain’ t the way of it at all as I

fi gure it out. L ife is like a porpoise;  up and down;

day and night;  summer and winter;  pleasure and

pain;  fi rst one and then the other. A nd a feller may

do what he will but he can’ t sidestep a law of N ature

like that.

“ P’ raps a guy is on the upward heave and he takes

the notion to get hold of himself, live on the sq uare

you know and act decent all round, and for a time

everything goes on greased wheels. Then comes the

downward curve —  he can' t help it — and the light

seems to fade out of his heart, and he don’ t have any

spring in his step any more. H e thinks he ’ s going

rotten, that it ain’ t no use to try and that it’ s j ust a

case of ‘L et her go Gallagher’  and he q uits trying

any more.

“ A  fellow’ s got to have the grit to hold on through

the dark times and feel sure that the light will come

again j ust as certain as tomorrow’ s sun. I f you go

and get too chockful of hope and spirits on the up-
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4 THE NEW WAY

oscillatingup and down towards one or the other, the
angel or the demon: one of them using life for the
grandest purposes, the other misusing and exhausting
it for selfish gratification. He who will co-operate
with this using of life is beyond the reach of death,
whilst the misuse is death itself. STUDENT

.3!

Hit the Mark

RCHERY is a practice that symbolizes concen-
tration. There is the archer, the arrow, the
bow, and the target to be hit. To reach the

mark it is necessary to concentrate the mind, the eye,
and the body upon many points at once, while at the
same time the string must be let go withoutdisturbing
the aim. The draw of the string with the arrow must
be even and steady on the line of sight, and when
grasp, draw, aim and line are perfected, the arrow must
be loosed smoothly at the moment of full draw, so
that by the bow’s recoil it may be carried straight to
themark. So thosewho truly seek wisdom are archers
trying to hit the mark. This is spiritual archery. . . .

In archery among men a firm position must be
assumed, and in the pursuit of truth this firm position
must be taken up and not relaxed, if theobject in view
is to be ever attained. The eye must not wander from
the target, for if it does the arrow will fly wide or fall
short of its goal. So, if we start out to reach the goal
of wisdom, the mind and heart must not be permitted
to wander, for the path is narrow and the wanderings
of a day may cause us years of effort to find the
road again.

The quality of the bow makes a great difference in
the results attained by the archer. If it is not a good
bow of strong texture and with a good spring to it,
the missiles will not fly straight or with sufficient
force to do the work required; and so with the man
himself, who is his own bow, if he has not the sort of
nature that enables him to meet all the requirements,
his work as a spiritual archer will fall thatmuch short.
. . . The archer says too that the bow often seems to
alter with the weather or other earthly changes, and
willon some days do much betterwork thanon others.
The same thing is found by the observing student,
who comes to know that he too is subject from time
to time to changes in his nature which enable him to
accomplish more and to be nearer the spiritual condi-
tion. But thestring of the bow must always be strung
tight; and this, in spiritual archery, is the fixed
determination to strive always for the goal.

When the arrow is aimed and loosed it must be
slightly raised to allow for the trajectory, for if not
it will fall short. This corresponds on its plane with
one of the necessities of our human constitution, in
that we must have a high mental and spiritual aim
if we are to hit high. We cannot go quite as high

CO 8lC

as the aim, but have thus to allow for the trajectory
that comes about from the limitations of our nature;
the trajectory of the arrow is due to the force of
gravity actingon it, and our aspirations have thesame
curve in consequence of the calls of the senses, here-
ditary defects, and wrong habits that never permit us
to do as much as we would wish to do.

Let us hit the mark, 0 friend! and thatmark is the
highest spiritual life we are at any time capable of.

V — W. Q. JUDGE, from The Path

.3

Porpoise Philosophy
EN don’t talk secrets in the yard so that others

can hear, and so it will do nobody any harm
if I just set down what I heard last Sunday

between Tom Straker of the one part, and Crabbie
Johnson of the other part, as the lawyers say.

“What’s that about ‘porpoise philosophy.’ Tom?
I never heard of that before,” said Crabbie Johnson.

“Oh well, it 's just a name I give it, that's all, be-
cause it all come to me through watching a porpoise
in the bay, way back when I was an innocent young
kid. ’Twas just like this: the porpoise would come
heaving out of the water every once in so often, and
then plunge down under again. Up in the air and
sunshine once more, and down in the cold dark water
again. ’Peared to me just like life, you know. We
have our good times and then our bad times; our
health and our sickness; our good luck and our bad
luck. Everything seems to keep on a-coming and
a-going the same as that there porpoise what I’m
telling you on. ’Taint in the nature of things to
travel on the level all the time, no, nor even to go
quietly traveling up a light gradient to Heaven and
the road getting easier and your burden getting lighter
as you go on. That ain’t the way of it at all as I
figure it out. Life is like a porpoise; up and down;
day and night; summer and winter; pleasure and
pain; first one and then the other. And a feller may
do what he will but he can’t sidestep a law of Nature
like that.

“P’raps a guy is on the upward heave and he takes
the notion to get hold of himself, live on the square
you know and act decent all round, and for a time
everything goes on greased wheels. Then comes the
downward curve —he can’t help it — and the light
seems to fade out of his heart, and he don't have any
spring in his step any more. He thinks he's going
rotten, that it ain’t no use to try and that it ’s just a
case of ‘Let her go Gallagher’ and he quits trying
any more.

“A fe1low’s got to have the grit to hold on through
the dark times and feel sure that the light will come
again just as certain as tomorrow’s sun. If you go
and get too chockful of hope and spirits on the up-

o
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curve, you’ ll feel it all the worse when you go down,

j ust the same as that there porpoise would dive the

deeper the higher he j umped out of the water.

“ The proper caper for you and me as I  see it is j ust

to go plugging steadily on, taking the light and the

dark and the up and the down j ust as they come, but

forging ahead all the time for where you' re bound for

the same as that there porpoise. Y ou know how it is

with a kid —  give him a new toy and he’ s all cock-a-

hoop and ex cited, and then he takes a tumble and

barks his knees and the waterworks begin to play.

Y ou’ ve ' ust got to fi nd something fi rm and steady

inside of1 you that doesn’ t fl oat up and down as the

tide rises and falls.

“ I t’ s easy to be good on the up-curve, but it’ s the

down-curve as shows the stuff a man’ s made of.

Y es indeed, and what’ s more it gives a feller the chance

to get his sleepy will into action and make a little real

progress. W e grow by hard times, I  know that for

sure. Did you ever see a fl ea in a basin of water?

’ Tis a pitiful sight I ’ m telling you, Crabbie my boy.

The pore, unfortunate insec'  kicks out with both his

legs;  but the soft stuff he’ s fl oating in don’ t give him

no manner of a kick-off, you understand. Y ou can

fi sh him out if you’ ve a mind to and set him on the

soap-dish and by Jiminy once he’ s got something

hard underfoot —  click goes his heels and he’ s gone,

or what’ s worse, come to you likely enough.

“ W hat with the fl eas and porpoises this sounds

like a lecture on N atural H istory;  but boiled down it

j ust comes to this: up and down is a law of life and

we’ ve j ust got to put up with it. Take advantage of

the up and hold on tight when you’ re down and wait

for the turn of the tide.

“ W hat’ s more, don’ t kick and whine about your

temptations, because it’ s in the resisting of ’ em that

a feller gets his strength. The good old universe is

all right, Crabbie my boy;  but you’ ve got to do your

part with a good will and you want to know the ropes

and work in with the rest of the boys like a good feller.

“ W ell I ’ ll be switched if I  haven’ t left my matches

behind, so I  must trouble you for one of your spark-

splinters if you’ ve no obj ection, Crabbie.”  P. L .

J

Tomorrow’ s Troubles

R O UB L E S  are always ninety per cent. easier

when they come than they looked before they

came. I n other words ninety per cent. of the

blackness and diffi culty is imagined into them by the

mind. Most of them would be hardly black or painful

at all if when they actually came we were not multi-

plying their painfulness by the thought of their staying

a long time or coming again in the future or leading to

others still worse.

A nd as to the diffi culty, there is always a path

through, very likely narrow, but wide enough, and

with the peculiarity of never being visible till you get

to it. E ven then it may not be visible because of the

imagined obstacles and shadows the mind has thrown

over it in advance. The writer was once going up a

little narrow winding river by steamboat. The high

cliffs seemed to close in ahead, showing no way

through. B ut always as we got close enough to the

apparently unbroken rocky barrier in front an open-

ing appeared and we wound our way through it.

Don’ t be frightened at anything and don’ t look

forward. F or if the mind is allowed to do that it

'  will surely fi ll up the scene with imagined obstacles

and menaces. ‘L iving like an animal’  does not sound

like a very high ideal. B ut so far as not looking for-

ward at possible coming troubles is concerned it is

fi rst-class wisdom. I n a few years this A ct of the

grand Drama of our lives will be over and we move

forward to the nex t with whatever powers over our-

selves we have acq uired, and lacking whatever powers

we failed to acq uire. Things are much easier to put

up with if we keep this thought in mind till it is a

living and self-acting power from moment to moment.

L et us practise taking this sort of looking ahead.

S TUDE N T

Jl

F acing the L ight

F E W  days ago a woman burdened by what

seemed to her an unavoidable affliction came

into my offi ce and said: “ I  am in the shadow

of a great sorrow. W hat shall I  do? ”

Y ears ago I  heard the same q uestion asked, and I

seized upon the answer of that far away time and

said: “ Turn to the light."

I t is impossible to cast a shadow without a light.

A nd the one way to eliminate all impressions of

shadow is to face the light. O nce you do that the

shadow disappears from view.

Do you know that shadow is the only thing in all

the world you can see that has absolutely no thick-

ness?  B readth and length it has, according to the

obj ect, but there is no third dimension. I t has no

edge;  a million of them piled one upon another would

be as thin as one itself. B ut, impalpable and un-

substantial as it is, all creation is impressed by a

shadow. The dog barks at it. The horse shies at it.

A nd man, superior as he conceives himself to be,

contributes his share of the universal alarm.

I t is fear that cripples the most of us in life’ s race.

N ot fear of realities nor of things present, but the fear

of anticipated evils, the shadows of things ex pected.

The things we fear assume a greater horror than is

their own in reality. Job, who was about eq ually

affl icted with fear and boils, said:

“ The thing which I  greatly feared is come upon
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THE NEW WAY 5

curve, you'll feel it all the worse when you go down,
just the same as that there porpoise would dive the
deeper the higher he jumped out of the water.

“The proper caper for you and me as I see it is just
to go plugging steadily on, taking the light and the
dark and the up and the down just as they come, but
forging ahead all the time for where you’re bound for
the same as that there porpoise. You know how it is
with a kid — give him a new toy and he’s all cock-a-
hoop and excited, and then he takes a tumble and
barks his knees and the waterworks begin to play.
You’ve 'ust got to find something firm and steady
inside of] you that doesn't float up and down as the
tide rises and falls.

“It's easy to be good on the up-curve, but it ’s the
down-curve as shows the stufi a man's made of.
Yes indeed, and what ‘s more it gives a feller thechance
to get his sleepy will into action and make a little real
progress. We grow by hard times, I know that for
sure. Did you ever see a flea in a basin of water?
'Tis a pitiful sight I’m telling you, Crabbie my boy.
The pore, unfortunate insec' kicks out with both his
legs; but the soft stuff he's floating in don't give him
no manner of a kick-off, you understand. You can
fish him out if you've a mind to and set him on the
soap-dish and by Jiminy once he's got something
hard underfoot —- click goes his heels and he's gone.
or what ‘s worse, come to you likely enough.

“What with the fleas and porpoises this sounds
like a lecture on Natural History; but boiled down it
just comes to this: up and down is a law of life and
we've just got to put up with it. Take advantage of
the up and hold on tight when you 're down and wait
for the turn of the tide.

“What's more, don't kick and whine about your
temptations, because it ‘s in the resisting of ‘em that
a feller gets his strength. The good old universe is
all right, Crabbie my boy; but you've got to do your
part with a good will and you want to know the ropes
and work in withthe rest of theboys like a good feller.

“Well I'll be switched if I haven't left my matches
behind, so I must trouble you for one of your spark-
splinters if you've no objection, Crabbie." P. L.

.3

Tomorrow’: Troubles

ROUBLES are always ninety per cent. easier
when they come than they looked before they
came. In other words ninety per cent. of the

blackness and difficulty is imagined into them by the
mind. Most of them would be hardly blackor painful
at all if when they actually came we were not multi-
plyingtheirpainfulness by thethoughtof their staying
a long time or coming again in the future or leading to
others still worse.

And as to the difliculty, there is always a path

» Go git

through, very likely narrow, but wide enough, and
with the peculiarity of never being visible till you get
to it. Even then it may not be visible because of the
imagined obstacles and shadows the mind has thrown
over it in advance. The writer was once going up a
little narrow winding river by steamboat. The high
cliffs seemed to close in ahead, showing no way
through. But always as we got close enough to the
apparently unbroken rocky barrier in front an open-
ing appeared and we wound our way through it.

Don't be frightened at anything and don’t look
forward. For if the mind is allowed to do that it

° will surely fill up the scene with imagined obstacles
and menaces. ‘Living like an animal’ does not sound
like a very high ideal. But so far as not looking for-
ward at possible coming troubles is concerned it is
first-class wisdom. In a few years this Act of the
grand Drama of our lives will be over and we move
forward to the next with whatever powers over our-
selves we have acquired, and lackingwhatever powers
we failed to acquire. Things are much easier to put
up with if we keep this thought in mind till it is a
living and self-acting power from moment to moment.
Let us practise taking this sort of looking ahead.

STUDENT

JG

Facing the Light
FEW days ago a woman burdened by what
seemed to her an unavoidable afliiction came
into my office and said: “I am in the shadow

of a great sorrow. What shall I do?”
Years ago I heard the same question asked, and I

seized upon the answer of that far away time and
said: “Turn to the light.”

It is impossible to cast a shadow without a light.
And the one way to eliminate all impressions of

shadow is to face the light. Once you do that the
shadow disappears from view.

Do you know that shadow is the only thing in all
the world you can see that has absolutely no thick-
ness? Breadth and length it has, according to the
object, but there is no third dimension. It has no
edge; a millionof thempiled one upon another would
be as thin as one itself. But, impalpable and un-
substantial as it is, all creation is impressed by a
shadow. The dog barks at it. The horse shies at it.
And man, superior as he conceives himself to be,
contributes his share of the universal alarm.

It is fear that cripples the most of us in life's race.
Not fear of realities nor of thingspresent, but the fear
of anticipated evils, the shadows of things expected.

The things we fear assume a greater horror than is
their own in reality. Job, who was about equally
afflicted with fear and boils, said:

“The thing which I greatly feared is come upon
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me, and that which I  was afraid of is come unto me.”

Perhaps if he had not so “ greatly feared”  them they

would not have become so seemingly actual.

Don’ t mistake unreality for substance.

Don’ t tremble about something you only fear may

happen. A nd especially don’ t be afraid of shadows.

Turn about. F ace the light.

~  F . A . W A L K E R , in The N ew E ngland Craftsman

4 '

Capital Punishment

E DI TO R  S an Diego Union: This appeal is made to

all citizens of California. I t is upon a subj ect that

touches closely the dignity and honor of the state,

that is, the people of the state. A  bill to abolish

capital punishment for minors is being introduced

into the state legislature by A ssemblywoman A nna

S aylor. W hatever our views \ in regard to capital

punishment for adults, surely we should ponder very

seriously before, by our silence and apathy, we with-

hold our support to this bill. The following are a few

of the reasons for the abolishing of capital punishment

for minors:

1. B ecause minors in the eyes of the law are children

and have not yet come to years of full j udgment and

discretion. H ow then can they be held to be fully

accountable for any crime they may commit?  A nd if

they are not fully accountable the state has no right

to infl ict upon them the supreme penalty of capital

punishment.

2. Capital punishment is an irrevocable penalty.

I f a man or boy is hanged and afterwards new evidence

proves his innocence, the state cannot undo the terrible

wrong. Capital punishment was abolished in R hode

I sland in 18 52 because it was found that the state had

hanged an innocent man, and in Maine because in'

18 8 7 two innocent men had been hanged. _ The state

can restore property, reputation, citizenship —  it can-

not restore life. S hall California show itself less en-

lightened in this respect than R hode I sland, Maine,

and other states?

3. B ecause there will be greater certainty of con-

viction if the death penalty is abolished. Many a man

on a j ury has held out against conviction of a boy or

man simply because of the horror he has had of

sending him to death.

4 . B ecause to take iuman life is unnatural: it

offends every noble instinct, it is purely revenge and

not in any sense remedial, it does not undo the

fi rst wrong.

5. B ecause life taken by the state is as much murder

as if taken by an individual and is a violation of the

Mosaic commandment, “ Thou shalt not kill.”

6. B ecause enlightened men and women in all ages

and countries have held and now hold that penalties

infl icted by the state should not be for punishment

only or mainly, but for reformation. I f minors, i. e..

the children of the state, commit crime, is not that

proof in itself that they have not been properly trained,

and may it not be that the state, as well as the parents

and guardians of those minors, those children, has

failed in some respect in its whole duty to them?  I f a

minor then, has committed a crime, what should we

do —  for we are the state?  S hould we hang him and

then think we have done our duty to him —  a child,

a minor?  I  say, shame on us, if that is our response.

W e cannot, like a minor, claim we are not fully ac-

countable. W e are supposed, at least, to have reached

years of discretion, and for us, i. e., the state, for we

are the state, to hang a minor would be a thousand-

fold worse crime than any which he might have com-

mitted;  for our crime would be done in cold blood,

whereas almost certainly his was done on impulse,

unpremeditated and as a result of sudden passion.

W hat, then, is our duty to him?  S urely, to give

him another chance —  to use K atherine T ingley' s

words —  to grant him continued life at least, and, if

we are wise, an opportunity and our help to reform-

Capital punishment is a blot upon the statute book

of California. S hall we, the people of California,

permit it to stay, or shall we remove it?  A t least let

us not be so small-minded, so lacking in dignity and

self-respect, or so lacking in resourcefulness, as to

demand the life of a child for any crime he may

have committed.

I  appeal to you to support this bill to abolish capital

punishment for minors. W rite to the senator or as-

semblyman of your district (address them at the

Capitol, S acramento), urging them to support the bill.

—  J O S E PH  H . F US S E L L , I nternational Theosophical

H eadq uarters, Point L oma, California.

~ F rom the S an Diego Union, March 5, 19 21

E DI TO R  S an Diego Union: Mme. K atherine Tingley,

the Theosophical L eader, is giving energetic support

to the bill to amend S ection 19 0 of the Penal Code, by

which the death penalty for minors will be abolished

in this state. This bill will be brought before the state

legislature at S acramento by A ssemblywoman A nna

S aylor within a very short time. Through the

W oman’ s I nternational Theosophical L eague and the

Men’ s I nternational Theosophical L eague of H u-

manity, which were founded by Mme. T ingley some

years ago for educational and humanitarian work and

both of which have for one of their stated obj ects

“ to abolish capital punishment,”  Mme. Tingley is

making a special appeal to workers for human uplift.

particularly along lines of education and prison re-

form. A s she said in her lecture at I sis Theater.

S unday evening, “ I t is a monstrous thing that murder

should be legalized, but it is more than monstrous in

the case of the youth. There is no logic in it and

no j ustice.”
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6 THE NEW WAY
 

me, and thatwhich I was afraid of is come unto me."
Perhaps if he had not so "greatly fear ” them they
would not have become so seemingly actual.

Don’t mistake unreality for substance.
Don’t tremble about somethingyou only fear may

happen. And especially don't be afraid of shadows.
Turn about. Face the light.

— F. A. WALKER, in The New England Craftsman
J

Capital Punishment

EDITOR San Diego Union: This appeal is made to
all citizens of California. It is upon a subject that
touches closely the dignity and honor of the state,
that is, the people of the state. A bill to abolish
capital punishment for minors is being introduced
into the state legislature by Assemblywoman Anna
Saylor. Whatever our views \in regard to capital
punishment for adults, surely we should ponder very
seriously before, by our silence and apathy,we with-
hold our support to this bill. The following are a few
of the reasons for the abolishing of capital punishment
for minors:

1. Because minors in theeyes of the law are children
and have not yet come to years of full judgment and
discretion. How then can they be held to be fully
accountable for any crime they may commit? And if
they are not fully accountable the state has no right
to inflict- upon them the supreme penalty of capital
punishment.

2. Capital punishment is an irrevocable penalty.
If a man or boy is hanged and afterwards new evidence
proves his innocence, thestate cannot undo theterrible
wrong. Capital punishment was abolished in Rhode
Island in 1852 because it was found thatthestate had
hanged an innocent man, and in Maine because in"
1887 two innocent men had been hanged. ,

The state
can restore property, reputation, citizenship —— it can-
not restore life. Shall California show itself less en-
lightened in this respect than Rhode Island, Maine,
and other states?

3. Because there will be greater certainty of con-
viction if the deathpenalty is abolished. Many a man
on a jury has held out against conviction of a boy or
man simply because of the horror he has had of
sending him to death.

4. Because to take iuman life is unnatural: it
offends every noble instinct, it is purely revenge and
not in any sense remedial, it does not undo the
first wrong.

5. Because life taken by the state is as much murder
as if taken by an individual and is a violation of the
Mosaic commandment, “Thou shalt not kill.”

6. Because enlightened men and women in all ages
and countries have held and now hold that penalties
inflicted by the state should not be for punishment

IL.-I0 glc

only or mainly, but for reformation. If minors, i. e.,
the children of the state, commit crime, is not that
proof in itself thattheyhave not beenproperly trained,
and may it not be thatthestate, as well as theparents
and guardians of those minors, those children, has
failed in some respect in its whole duty to them? If a
minor then, has committed a crime, what should we
do — for we are the state? Should we hang him and
then thinkwe have done our duty to him — a child,
a minor? I say, shame on us, if that is our response.
We cannot, like a minor, claim we are not fully ac-

L

countable. We are supposed, at least, to have reached
years of discretion, and for us, i. e., the state, for we
are the state, to hang a minor would be a thousand-
fold worse crime than any which he might have com-
mitted; for our crime would be done in cold blood,
whereas almost certainly his was done on impulse,
unpremeditated and as a result of sudden passion.

What, then, is our duty to him? Surely, to give
him another chance — to use Katherine Tingley’s
words — to grant him continued life at least, and, if
we are wise, an opportunity and our help to reform.

Capital punishment is a blot upon the statute book
of California. Shall we, the people of California,
permit it to stay, or shall we remove it? At least let
us not be so small-rninded, so lacking in dignity and
self-respect, or so lacking in resourcefulness, as to
demand the life of a child for any crime he may
have committed.

I appeal to you to support thisbillto abolish capital
punishment for minors. Write to the senator or as-
semblyman of your district (address them at the
Capitol, Sacramento),urging themto support thebill.

— JOSEPH H. FUSSELL, International Theosophical
Headquarters, Point Lorna, California.

—From the San Diego Union, March 5, 1921

EDITOR San Diego Union: Mme. KatherineTingley,
the Theosophical Leader, is giving energetic support
to thebillto amend Section 190 of the Penal Code, by
which the death penalty for minors will be abolished
in thisstate. This billwill be brought before thestate
legislature at Sacramento by Assemblywoman Anna
Saylor within a very short time. Through the
Woman’s International Theosophical League and the
Men's International Theosophical League of Hu-
manity, which were founded by Mme. Tingley some
years ago for educational and humanitarian work and
both of which have for one of their stated objects
“to abolish capital punishment," Mme. Tingley is
making a special appeal to workers for human uplift.
particularly along lines of education and prison re-
form. As she said in her lecture at Isis Theater.
Sunday evening, “It is a monstrous thingthatmurder
should be legalized, but it is more than monstrous in
the case of the youth. There is no logic in it and
no justice.”
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W e shall hear many arguments pro and con regard-

ing this moot q uestion, doubtless, but Mme. Tingley,

who has been engaged in prison-work and in work for

the abolition of the death-penalty in several states

and for a period of more than thirty years, declares

that capital punishment is retrogressive, unj ust, bar-

barous, inhuman and an interference with divine law,

because it is contrary to the divine commands, “ Thou

shalt not kill,”  and “  Do unto others as ye would that

they should do unto you.”  I t makes of our common

law an instrument of retrogression rather than of

j ustice and upliftment, for it is manifestly contra-

dictory and illogical for our laws to indorse in the state

an act that in the case of the private citizen they both

prohibit and condemn. Moreover, capital punishment

is no deterrent of crime, a fact established by testi-

mony dating from the dawn of history, and brought

out by B lackstone, among others, who cites instances

from the history of R ussia, E ngland, and R ome in

derogation of cruel punishments, and who sagely ob-

serves (what might be pondered over today with

profi t) that “ sanguinary laws are a bad symptom of

the distemper of any state, or at least of its weak

constitution."

W e hear a great deal from opponents of a more

hu nane interpretation of our laws about the old

Mosaic inj unction, “ A n eye for an eye and a tooth for

a tooth.”  B ut that argument is weak, for logic some-

times keeps going when to be gracious it really ought

to stop. B lackstone observes very keenly 0n the

lex  laliom' s, or ‘law of retaliation,’  that “ there are

very many crimes that will in no shape admit of these

penalties, without manifest absurdity and wickedness.

Theft cannot be punished with theft, defamation by

defamation, forgery by forgery, adultery by adultery,

and the like” ;  and he adds, with regard to " removing

one murderer from the earth and setting a dreadful

ex ample to deter others,"  that even this instance

“ proceeds upon other principles than those of re-

talitation.”  Q uite outside of the pleading of ' com-

passion, here is something to think about. Can we

afford to be so behind the times?

A nd also, can we afford to discredit our beloved

state in the eyes of the world by allowing this amend-

ment to be lost?  I t is so even with enlightened public

conscience, and so in line with the policies of our more

progressive states and nations, particularly those who

have already abolished the death-penalty and given

the departure a fair trial, that patriotic reasons alone

should make us pause and q uestion. B ut behind all

argument there looms the pathetic shadow of the con-

demned, children in the eyes of the law, bewildered,

unbefriended, often ignorant and alone. H as not

mercy a right to plead for those who cannot plead

for themselves?

I f this bill is to receive your support in time, imme-

diate action is imperative, and all who feel urged to

support it are asked to write or wire, without delay,

I

to the senator and assemblyman of their district, ad-

dressing them ‘The Capitol, S acramento, California.’

—  GR A CE  K N O CH E , I nternational Theosophical

H eadq uarters, Point L orna, California, March 7, 19 21

— F rom the S an Diego Union, March 8 , 19 21

J

The K ings

L ouise lmogen Cuiney (l8 6l-l9 20)

MA N  said unto his angel:

" My spirits are fallen thro' ,

A nd I  cannot carry this battle;

0, brotherl what shall I  do?

" The terrible K ings are on me,

W ith spears that are deadly bright,

A gainst me so from the cradle

Do fate and my fathers fi ght."

Then said to the man his angel:

“ Thou wavering, foolish soul,

B ack to the ranks!  W hat matter

To win or to lose the whole,

“ A s j udged by the little j udges

. W ho hearken not well, nor see!

N ot thus. by the outer issue,

The W ise shall interpret thee.

uThy will is the very, the only,

The solemn event of things;

The weakest of hearts defying

is stronger than all these K ings.

“ Tho'  out of the past they gather,

Mind' s Doubt and B odily Pain,

A nd pallid Thirst of the S pirit

That is kin to the other twain,

“ A nd Grief, in a cloud of banners,

A nd ringleted V ain Desires,

A nd V ice, with the spoils upon him

O f thee and thy beaten sires,

“ W hile K ings of eternal evil

Y et darken the hills about,

Thy part is with broken saber

To rise on the last redoubt,

“ To fear not sensible failure,

N or covet the game at all,

B ut fi ghting, fi ghting, fi ghting,

Die, driven against the wall! " —  S elected

I
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We shall hear many arguments pro and con regard-
ing this moot question, doubtless, but Mme. Tingley,
who has been engaged in prison-work and in work for
the abolition of the death-penalty in several states
and for a period of more than thirty years, declares
that capital punishment is retrogressive, unjust, bar-
barous, inhuman and an interference with divine law,
becauseit is contrary to the divine commands, “Thou
shalt not kill," and “ Do unto others as ye would that
they should do unto you.” It makes of our common
law an instrument of retrogression rather than of
justice and upliftment, for it is manifestly contra-
dictory and illogicalfor our laws to indorse in thestate
an act that in the case of the private citizen theyboth
prohibitand condemn. Moreover, capital punishment
is no deterrent of crime, a fact established by testi-
mony dating from the dawn of history, and brought
out by Blackstone, among others, who cites instances
from the history of Russia, England, and Rome in
derogation of cruel punishments, and who sagely ob-
serves (what might be pondered over today with
profit) that “sanguinary laws are a bad symptom of
the distemper of any state, or at least of its weak
constitution."

We hear a great deal from opponents of a more
hu nane interpretation of our laws about the old
Mosaic injunction, “An eye for an eye and a tooth for
a tooth.” But thatargument is weak, for logic some-
times keeps going when to be gracious it really ought
to stop. Blackstone observes very keenly ‘on the
lex lalionis, or ‘law of retaliation,’ that “there are
very many crimes thatwill in no shape admit of these
penalties, without manifest absurdity and wickedness.
Theft cannot be punished with theft, defamation by
defamation, forgery by forgery, adultery by adultery,
and thelike”; and he adds, with regard to "removing
one murderer from the earth and setting a dreadful
example to deter others,” that even this instance
"proceeds upon other principles than those of re-
talitation.” Quite outside of the pleading of ‘com-
passion, here is something to think about. Can we
afford to be so behind the times?

And also, can we afford to discredit our beloved
state in the eyes of the world by allowing this amend-
ment to be lost? It is so even withenlightened public
conscience, and so in line with thepolicies of our more
progressive states and nations, particularly those who
have already abolished the death-penalty and given
the departure a fair trial, that patriotic reasons alone
should make us pause and question. But behind all
argument there looms the patheticshadow of the con-
demned, children in the eyes of the law, bewildered,
unbefriended, often ignorant and alone. Has not
mercy a right to plead for those who cannot plead
for themselves?

If thisbillis to receive your support in time, imme-
diate action is imperative, and all who feel urged to
support it are asked to write or wire, without delay,

Lin git’

to the senator and assemblyman of their district, ad-
dressing them ‘The Capitol, Sacramento, California.’

— GRACE KNOCI-IE, International Theosophical
Headquarters, Point Loma, California, March 7, 1921

—From the San Diego Union, March 8, 1921
Jl

The Kings
Louise lmogen Guiney (l86l-I920)

MAN said unto his angel:
"My spirits are fallen thro',

And I cannot carry this battle;
0. brotherl what shall I do?

"The terrible Kings are on me,
With spears thatare deadly bright,

Against me so from the cradle
Do fate and my fathers fight."

Then said to the man his angel:
"Thou wavering, foolish soul,

Back to the ranks! What matter
To win or to lose the whole,

"As judged by the little judges
Who hearken not well, nor seel

Not thus, by the outer issue.
The Wise shall interpret thee.

"Thy will is the very, the only,
The solemn event of things;

The weakest of hearts defying
is stronger than all these Kings.

"Tho' out of the past they gather.
Mind's Doubt and Bodily Pain.

And pallid Thirst of the Spirit
That is ltin to the other twain.

"And Grief. in a cloud of banners,
And ringleted Vain Desires,

And Vice. with the spoils upon him
Of thee and thy beaten sires,

"While Kings of eternal evil
Yet darken the hills about,

Thy part _is with broken saber
To rise on the last redoubt.

"To fear not sensible failure.
Nor covet the game at all,

But fighting, fighting, fighting.
Die, driven against the walll"— Selected

«I
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

“ MA N K I N D is not only the whole in general, but

everyone in particular. E very man or woman is one

of mankind’ s dear possessions;  to his or her j ust

brain and kind heart and active hands mankind in-

trusts some of its hopes for the future;  he or she is a

possible wellspring of good acts and source of blessings

to the race.” — —  R . L . S tevenson

“ E V E R Y  man has chums, one or more, men whom he

loves— if I  may use that much-misused word. I f

now, setting aside those particular men, he will fi nd in

his heart the love he has for them, and radiate it

universally, and hold that attitude, recurring to it day

,by day, he will soon fi nd a permanent j oy in life

whatever be the outer conditions, j oy and light in

mind and body.”

“ F E L L O W S H I P is heaven, and lack of fellowship is

hell;  fellowship is life, and lack of fellowship is death;

and the deeds that ye do upon the earth, it is for fellow-

ships’ s sake that ye shall do them." —  W illiam Morris

“ I N  the best of times, it is but by fl ashes, when our

whole nature is clear, strong, and conscious, that we

enj oy communion with our soul. A t the worst we are

so fallen and passive that we may say shortly we have

none. . . . Consciousness becomes engrossed among

the mechanical parts of life, and soon loses both the

will and the power to look higher considerations in

the face. This is ruin;  this is the last failure in life;

this is temporal damnation, damnation on the spot

and without the formality of j udgment. ‘W hat shall

it profi t a man if he gain the whole world and lose

himself? ’  " —  R . L . S tevenson

“ S E L F -K N O W L E DGE  begins when a man, trying to

hold his mind silent a few moments in aspiration,

turns inward to what is holding it as well as outward

to what is being held. W hen this holding can be to

any degree accomplished he may become conscious

of his greater self, his immortality, his divinity. B ut

there are few that persevere to this point.”

“ B UT we, who cannot fl y the world, must seek

To live two separate lives;  one in the world

W hich we must ever seem to treat as real;

The other in ourselves behind a veil

N ot to be raised without disturbing both.”

— H enry A dams

“ TH E  supreme task of culture is to possess oneself

of one’ s overstanding self, to be truly the S E L F  of

one’ s self.” —  N ovalis

“ W H E N  you play, play hard;  when you work,

don’ t play at all." —  Theodore R oosevelt

“ I F  thy soul is a stranger to thee, the whole world

is unhornelike."

“ E V E R Y  ex perience in life has something to do in

shaping character, j ust as every rain has something

to do in forming the hills and saying where the

rivers shall run.”

“ TH E  soul does not age with the body. O n the

borders of the grave the wise man looks forward with

eq ual elasticity of mind and hope;  and why not, after

millions of years, on the verge of still newer ex istence?

F or it is the nature of intelligent beings to be for ever

new to life.” — —  E merson

“ MY  humor does not depend on the weather. I

have my fogs and my sunshine in myself. The going

ill or well of my affairs even counts for little. I  try

sometimes to set ill fortune at defi ance, and to con-

q uer. The glory of conq uest makes me conq uer gaily,

while on the contrary I  sometimes feel disgust in

good fortune.” — —  Pascal

“ L E T fortune empty all her q uiver on me,

I  have a soul that, like an ample shield,

Can take it all, and verge enough for more.

F ate was not mine, nor am I  F ate’ s.

— —  Dryden

“ TH E R E  is no place in the life of the successful

man for idle hours. W hen he works, he (works;

when he plays, he plays. H e does each in its ap-

pointed time and with purpose. B ut he is never

found j ust waiting for ‘something to turn up.’  I t

is necessary that healthy minds have a certain amount

of recreation, but when playtime comes he seeks

the kind of diversion that appeals to him and pur-

sues it j ust as assiduously as he does his work. H ours

wisely spent are an investment which will pay divi-

dends during your whole life;  hours spent in idle-

ness are a depreciation charge that must be added

to your overhead when striking a balance in your

B ook of L ife.” -—  F rom Monotype

“  W H A T helped you over the great obstacles of life? "

was asked a successful man. “ The other obstacles,"

he replied.

“ I T is not in my power to hinder something dis-

agreeable from happening to me. B ut it is in my

power to refuse to be anx ious before it comes or

disturbed when it has come. B y which you see the

division between what is not in our power to regulate,

and what is. The Gods demand of us that we act

well and bear ourselves like men, inwardly and out-

wardly. More than this they ask not. A nd this they

will greatly reward. B ut how should we bear ourselves

like men if there were nothing in circumstances to

call forth this manhood?  Cry not, therefore, for

fair weather and a smooth sea.” —  S toic Max ims
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Quotebook
“MANKIND is not only the whole in general, but

everyone in particular. Every man or woman is one
of mankind's dear possessions; to his or her just
brain and kind heart and active hands mankind in-
trusts some of its hopes for the future; he or she is a
possible wellspring of good acts and source of blessings
to the race.”— R. L. Stevenson

“ EVERY man has chums, one or more, men whom he
loves — if I may use that much-misused word. If
now, setting aside those particular men, he will find in
his heart the love he has for them, and radiate it
universally, and hold thatattitude, recurring to it day

,by day, he will soon find a permanent joy in life
whatever be the outer conditions, joy and light in
mind and body."

“FELLOWSHIP is heaven, and lack of fellowship is
hell; fellowship is life, and lack of fellowship is death;
and thedeeds thatye do upon theearth, it is for fellow-
ships’s sake that ye shall do them."-— William Morris

“IN the best of times, it is but by flashes, when our
whole nature is clear. strong, and conscious, that we
enjoy communion with our soul. At the worst we are
so fallen and passive that we may say shortly we have
none. . . . Consciousness becomes engrossed among
the mechanical parts of life, and soon loses both the
will and the power to look higher considerations in
the face. This is ruin; this is the last failure in life;
this is temporal damnation, damnation on the spot
and without the formality of judgment. ‘What shall
it profit a man if he gain the whole world and lose
himself?’ ”— R. L. Stevenson

“SELF-KNOWLEDGE begins when a man, trying to
hold his mind silent a few moments in aspiration,
turns inward to what is holding it as well as outward
to what is being held. When this holding can be to
any degree accomplished he may become conscious
of his greater self, his immortality, his divinity. But
there are few that persevere to this point."

“BUT we, who cannot fly the world, must seek
To live two separate lives; one in the world
Which we must ever seem to treat as real;
The other in ourselves behind a veil
Not to be raised without disturbing both."

—Hemy Adams

“THE supreme task of culture is to possess oneself
of one’s overstanding self, to be truly the SELF of
one’s self.”—— Novalis

“WHEN you play, play hard; when you work,
don't play at all.”—- Theodore Roosevelt

L10 git’

“IF thy soul is a stranger to thee, the whole world
is unhornelike.”

“EVERY experience in life has something to do in
shaping character, just as every rain has something
to do in forming the hills and saying where the
rivers shall run.”

“THE soul does not age with the body. On the
borders of the grave the wise man looks forward with
equal elasticity of mind and hope; and why not, after
millionsof years, on the verge of still newer existence?
For it is the nature of intelligent beings to be for ever
new to life.”— Ernerson

“MY humor does not depend on the weather. I
have my fogs and my sunshine in myself. The going
ill or well of my affairs even counts for little. I try
sometimes to set ill fortune at defiance, and to con-
quer. The glory of conquest makes me conquer gaily.
while on the contrary I sometimes feel disgust in
good fortune.”— Pascal

“LET fortune empty all her quiver on me,
I have a soul that, like an ample shield,
Can take it all, and verge enough for more.
Fate was not mine, nor am I Fate’s.

— Dryden
“THERI-: is no place in the life of the successful

man for idle hours. When he works, he ‘works;
when he plays, he plays. He does each in its ap-
pointed time and with purpose. But he is never
found just waiting for ‘something to turn up.’ It
is necessary thathealthy minds have a certain amount
of recreation, but when playtime comes he seeks
the kind of diversion that appeals to him and pur-
sues it just as assiduously as he does his work. Hours
wisely spent are an investment which will pay divi-
dends during your whole life; hours spent in idle-
ness are a depreciation charge that must be added
to your overhead when striking a balance in your
Book of Life."—— From Monotype

“ WHAT helped you over the great obstaclesof life?"
was asked a successful man. “The other obstacles,"
he replied.

“IT is not in my power to hinder something dis-
agreeable from happening to me. But it is in my
power to refuse to be anxious before it comes or
disturbed when it has come. By which you see the
division between what is not in our power to regulate‘,
and what is. The Gods demand of us that we act
well and bear ourselves like men, inwardly and out-
wardly. More than this they ask not. And this they
will greatly reward. But how should we bearourselves
like men if there were nothing in circumstances to
call forth this manhood? Cry not, therefore, for
fair weather and a smooth sea.”— Stoic Maxims
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W ho is ‘1’ ?

L D man S mith stood on the brow of a hill over-

looking the sea, where the sun was going down

in fl ame-pink and gold. H e smoked a short

black pipe, and his rustic weather-beaten features

wore an ex pression of calm reverence N eighbor Jones,

also out for his evening pipe, came up beside him

with a cordial, “ H owdy, S mith! ”

“ H owdy Jones!  S eems like heaven had got a bit

nearer earth than usual tonight,”  replied the other,

nodding to the splendor before him.

“ H m! ”  assented Jones, “ it do look good, don’ t it.”

Then, after a moment’ s pause: “ E ver tasted my

wife’ s Mother H ubbard pie?  B eats anything you

ever set your teeth into.”

S mith looked at him a moment, turned to the

sunset again, and said nothing. The silence con-

tinued while the sun sank below the horizon. W hen

the dazzling wonder of the scene had waned to the
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Who is ‘I’?

LD man Smith stood on the brow of a hill over-
looking the sea. where the sun was going down
in flame-pink and gold. He smoked a short

black pipe, and his rustic weather-beaten features
wore an expression of calm reverence Neighbor Jones,
also out for his evening pipe, came up beside him
with a cordial, “Howdy, Smith!"

“Howdy Jones! Seems like heaven had got a bit

~ Gov -gle

nearer earth than usual tonight,” replied the other,
nodding to the splendor before him.

“Hm!" assented Jones, "it do look good, don't it."
Then. after a moment's pause: “Ever tasted my
wife's Mother Hubbard pie? Beats anything you
ever set your teeth into.”

Smith looked at him a moment, turned to the
sunset again, and said nothing. The silence con-
tinued while the sun sank below the horizon. When
the dazzling wonder of the scene had waned to the
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merest shadow of what had been, S mith turned and

eyed Jones for a moment or two q uizzically, then

observed:

“ Y ou sure are some q ueer outfi t, Jones!  Didn’ t

you and me stand in this identical spot yesterday

evening at this identical time watching this identical

sun go down?  A nd didn' t I  commence, when that old

sun was getting ' along towards his last lap, to talk

crops to you?  A nd what did you do?  Y ou let out at

me almighty hot: ‘ Don’ t you reckon them crops will

keep till this here old sun gets down?  Carrots and

potatoes and onions! ’  A nd here tonight you stand in

front of one of the biggest blazes of color a man ever

set eyes on, and you can’ t see anything for Mother

H ubbard pie! ”

Jones grinned, smoked in silence for a little time,

then said, meditatively:

“ L ast night I  didn’ t care for pies and I  sure did

enj oy that sunset. Tonight that pie is to the front of

my mind.”  '

“ Cal’ late they both hit you in the same place? "

q ueried S mith q uietly.

“ N — no!  don’ t calc’ late they did.”

“ O ne a bit higher in your make-up, the other

a mite lower? ”

“ Maybe.”

“ Cal’ late they both hit the same man. eh? ”

“ Y ou don’ t fi gure there’ s more than one man in

one man, do you, S mith? ”

“ L ooks like there might be. T here’ s one that can

see sunsets and forget pies and carrots, and one that

dotes on pies and don’ t see nothing in sunsets.”

“ Then,”  said Jones, “ you fi gure that the part of

you that wouldn’ t stand crops last night because of

the sunset, and the part that might have talked pie

tonight in the face of that sunset, were two different

outfi ts? ”

“ That’ s so,”  replied S mith, q uietly, “ I  cal’ late

we ’ re all that way, double, body and soul. S een ’ em

in myself as plain as black and white— and, by

George!  that' s j ust about what they can be if they get

their full fl ing— pitch black and clear white. A nd

from my ex perience of ’ em, fondness for pie is j ust

about the decentest kind of hankering of the body feller,

sort of legitimate, you might say, in its place and time,

but what he’ s capable of hankering after when he’ s

het up and havin’  things all his own way I  don’ t guess

was ever written or told, leastways, I  hope not!  A nd

you can take it from me”  —  here S mith took his pipe

from his mouth and laid one hand on Jones’  arm —

“ that there sunset we watched tonight wasn’ t more’ n

j ust sign painting to what the soul feller can see and

can be, when he gets to lifting his great white wings

and sweeping straight for the everlastin’  glory of

things! ”

“ H m, how do you tell when the white feller’ s on

deck, and when the one you was alludin’  to as a trifl e

dusky has the reins loose and is runnin'  the concern

all his own way? ”

“ Tell?  —  no trouble about tellin' . Just ask your-

self any time of the day or night who‘s at home, and

you won’ t be needin’  any intelligence bureau to give

you your answer. N o sir!  W e all know, once we

stop to think a piece, j ust which feller has hold of

things. B ut the thing we’ ve got to do —  the way I

fi gure it —  is to be everlastingly reminding ourselves

that we are the white feller, and we are not the other

one, the body chap. A nd I  fi gure we’ ve got to go

right on hammerin’  that fact into our thinkin’  appara-

tus until we can catch that dark chap every time he

tries to run us —  j ust see him for what he is and put

the curb on him. The trouble, the way I  see it, is that

if you’ re not everlastingly on the j ump, he’ ll get

ahead of you, and you’ ll get to talking about ‘I  want

this,’  ‘I ’ m going to do that,’  ‘I  don’ t feel up to this.’

A nd all the time perhaps you’ re not on deck at all,

and it ain’ t your voice that' s speaking.”

“ A nd you don’ t have no q uestion but what the

white feller is the real man? ”

“ N o sir, I  haven’ t. A nd I  notice that he' s the one

that’ s wantin’  the big, clean, beautiful things of life —

things that go with the sunshine, the stars and that

big blue sea out there, honor and right. N o sir, no

q uestion;  and I ’ m tellin’  you, when you feel him

stirring, you know you’ re more than the body and

are right sure that death can’ t touch you, and your

selfi shness lets go of you and you want to open your

arms and take every man, woman and child up out

of the darkness and sorrows.”

A s he said these words, the man stood transfi gured.

illumined with his own aspiration. Jones looked at

his neighbor with a touch of awe, then said q uietly:

“ Y ou’ re right, I  j ust know you’ re right. A nd

you’ ve shown me a bit of the place, tonight, where the

greatest sunsets and sunrises that were ever seen,

come from. I  want to think it over with nobody but

my pipe for company. Good-night, S mith! "

A nd the two men clasped hands in silence. M. M.

Jl

This ‘A ge of E ducation’

“  N D so, in this age of ours, the A ge of E duca-

tion, the sun of mental enlightenment will

rise higher and higher. W ho can foresee the

grandeur of the future? ”

I t was the eloq uent conclusion of an auditorium

address by one of our brightest fellows, a university

graduate. I  was considerably impressed by it, and

correspondingly surprised, therefore, to hear my neigh-

bor mutter ‘poppycock! ’  under his breath.

“ Y ou don’ t seem to have thought much of that."

I  said, after we got out. “ W hat’ s the matter with it? "

“ Matter with it! "  he said. “ There' s more than
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2 THE NEW WAY

merest shadow of what had been, Smith turned and
eyed Jones for a moment or two quizzically, then
observed:

“You sure are some queer outfit, Jones! Didn’t
you and me stand in this identical spot yesterday
evening at this identical time watching this identical
sun go down? And didn't I commence, when thatold
sun was getting ‘along towards his last lap, to talk_
crops to you? And what did you do? You let out at
me almighty hot: ‘Don't you reckon them crops will
keep till this here old sun gets down? Carrots and
potatoes and onions!’ And here tonight you stand in
front of one of the biggest blazes of color a man ever
set eyes on, and you can't see anything for Mother
Hubbard pie!"

Jones grinned, smoked in silence for a little time,
then said, meditativelyz

“Last night I didn't care for pies and I sure did
enjoy that sunset. Tonight thatpie is to the front of
my min ." ‘

“Cal’late they both hit you in the same place?"
queried Smith quietly.

“N—no! don't calc'late they did."
“One a bit higher in your make-up, the other

a mite lower?"
“Maybe."
“Cal ’late they both hit the same man, eh?"
“You don’t figure there's more than one man in

one man, do you, Smith?"
“Looks like there might be. There's one that can

see sunsets and forget pies and carrots, and one that
dotes on pies and don't see nothing in sunsets."

“Then,” said Jones, “you figure that the part of
you that wouldn't stand crops last night because of
the sunset, and the part that might have talked pie
tonight in the face of that sunset, were two different
outfits?” '

“That's so," replied Smith, quietly, “I cal ‘late
we're all that way, double, body and soul. Seen 'em
in myself as plain as black and white—and, by
George! that'sjust about what they can be if they get
their full fling—pitch black and clear white. And
from my experience of ‘em, fondness for pie is just
about thedecentest kind of hankeringof thebody feller,
sort of legitimate, you might say, in its place and time,
but what he’s capable of hankering after when he 's
het up and havin' thingsall his own way I don’t guess
was ever written or told, leastways, I hope not! And
you can take it from me" — here Smith took his pipe
from his mouth and laid one hand on Jones’ arm —

“thatthere sunset we watched tonight wasn't more'n
just sign painting to what the soul feller can see and
can be, when he gets to lifting his great white wings
and sweeping straight for the everlastin’ glory of
things!"

“Hm, how do you tell when the white feller’s on
deck, and when the one you was alludin’ to as a trifle

IL.-I0 git

dusky has the reins loose and is runnin' the concern
all his own way?"

“Tell? — no trouble about tellin’. Just ask your-
self any time of the day or night who's at home, and
you won't be needin’ any intelligence bureau to give
you your answer. No sir! We all know, once we
stop to think a piece, just which feller has hold of
things. But the thing we've got to do —— the way I
figure it — is to be everlastinglyreminding ourselves
that we are the white feller, and we are not the other
one, the body chap. And I figure we've got to go
right on hammerin' that fact into our thinkin’appara-
tus until we can catch that dark chap every time he
tries to run us — just see him for what he is and put
the curb on him. The trouble, the way I see it, is that
if you're not everlastingly on the jump, he'll get
ahead of you, and you'll get to talking about ‘I want
this,’ ‘I'm going to do that,’ ‘I don't feel up to this.’
And all the time perhaps you're not on deck at all,
and it ain't your voice that's speaking.”

“And you don’t have no question but what the
white feller is the real man?"

“No sir, I haven't. And I notice that he's the one
that'swantin' the big, clean, beautifulthingsof life ——

things that go with the sunshine, the stars and that
big blue sea out there, honor and right. No sir, no
question; and I'm tellin’ you, when you feel him
stirring, you know you're more than the body and
are right sure that death can't touch you, and your
selfishness lets go of you and you want to open your
arms and take every man, woman and child up out
of the darkness and sorrows."

As he said these words, the man stood transfigured.
illumined with his own aspiration. Jones looked at
his neighbor with a touch of awe, then said quietly:

“You‘re right, I just know you're right. And
you've shown me a bitof the place, tonight, where the
greatest sunsets and sunrises ‘that were ever seen,
come from. I want to thinkit over with nobody but
my pipe for company. Good-night, Smith!"

_

And the two men clasped hands in silence. M. M.

Jl

This ‘Age of Education’

“ ND so, in this age of ours, the Age of Educa-
tion, the sun of mental enlightenment will
rise higher and higher. Who can foresee the

grandeur of the future?"
It was the eloquent conclusion of an auditorium

address by one of our brightest fellows, a university
graduate. I was considerably impressed by it, and
correspondinglysurprised, therefore, to hear my neigh-
bor mutter ‘poppycock!’ under his breath.

“You don 't seem to have thought much of that."
I said, after we got out. “ What's thematter withit?"

“Matter with it!" he said. “There's more than
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six  hundred fellows in this institution of ours and

there’ s a new wing a-building. Got to be building a

new wing, I  reckon, in half the prisons in the country.

W hat’ s that mean?  Crime increasing, of course, year

by year— in this ‘age of education’ !  Moreover if

this ‘education’  of ours that we’ re so proud of goes on

another two or three generations there won’ t be any-

body left to educate. L eaving out of count the babies

and young children, reared according to better medical

science and more common sense than they used to be,

the general life length’ s shortening decade by decade.

H eart disease and artery hardening and kidney trouble

and cancer, catch more and more of us all the time

and earlier and earlier in life. I n 19 10 fi ve times as

many died of heart disease as in 19 00. W hat‘s the

good of the ‘sun of enlightenment’  rising higher year

by year if there’ s more and more of us dying before

it gets a chance to enlighten us.

“  ‘A ge of education’ !  A ge of mis-education. E du-

cation upside down, I  call it. E ducation that makes

criminals;  education that does nothing for the will

and nex t to nothing for character, education that

leaves young fellows in the power of all the habits and

tendencies that shorten life.”

“  ‘E ducation upside down’ ? ”  I  q ueried.

“ Y es sir, upside down, hind end before, mentality

before philosophy."

“  Philosophy!  ”

“ A ll serene, my son. Philosophy I  said and philo-

sophy I  meant. Can ’ t teach ' a child L atin or mathe-

matics, can you, when he' s three years old?  H asn’ t

got the brain for it. B ut you can teach him sense of

.duty —  to do his little chores right;  and self-control — ~

not to gorge himself and not to let his temper get on

top of him, for instance;  and the idea of helping and

sharing — —  true comradeship with his little chums,

unselfi shness. I n other words you can teach him

what R ight means. That’ s practical philosophy, ain’ t

it, right conduct?  A nd if you teach him that he’ s got

a higher and a lower nature, a part that can control

and a part that needs the controlling;  a part that’ s

unselfi sh and likes right and duty, and an animal part

that’ s selfi sh and only wants a good time;  a soul part,

in fact, and a human-animal part, and that the soul

part’ s divine —  why, that’ s theoretical philosophy, the

counterpart of the practical. A nd you can get in

your work with that and lay the foundation for a fi ne

lifelong before you can open up much on the mentality

line. To begin with philosophy is the natural seq uence.

“ Y es sir, education is wrong end fi rst and right end

mostly nowhere. W hy' s all these fellows here and a

new wing a-building to accommodate another fi ve

hundred of them?  B ecause they didn’ t learn R ight,

W asn’ t it, and didn’ t learn self-control, and did learn

that the right way to treat all other fellows was to get

ahead of them —  in school-days and right onward

through life —  and get all you could out of them and

get them out of your way whenever they stood in it

and never think of their rights and interests and wel-

fare and happiness —  ex cept so far as the law com-

pelled?  W ant of self-control makes a man do all the

things with his body —  from over-eating downwards—

that bring on its diseases and bring it prematurely to

the scrap-heap. L ack of self-control makes a man

want what isn’ t his, want it so much that he’ s going

to take it anyhow. S ee any reason for that new

wing now?  W ant of self-control makes a man do

something with his knife or his six -shooter that can

never be undone nor wiped out. A nd the I  ’ m-looking-

after-number-one proposition is responsible for making

social and family life as much of a hell as it might

be a heaven.

“ There’ s a ‘sun of enlightenment’  all right, sure

and eternal, the grand ‘S un’  of all;  and a sure and

eternal refl ex ion of it as the soul and higher nature of

every man, woman and child of us. I t don' t need to

‘rise.’  I t’ s risen and there anyhow. I t’ s we that

have to do the rising, rising to a perception of it in our

hearts and thoughts. That’ s what I  call education

right side fi rst, education that makes the child grow

up sound-bodied, self-ruling and with a ready mind

that can learn more of your mathematics or what else

in a concentrated half hour than our present young

folk can learn in a week of lessons. Teach ’ em philo-

sophy —  which, if you come right down to it, is reli-

gion —  and the mentality following on will be some-

thing we don’ t dream of in its unspoiled growth

and power.

“ I  reckon I ’ ll put up a paper myself for the audi-

torium nex t S unday and get after that chap a bit.

‘A ge of education,’  indeed!  —  L et’ s go and have a

look at the new cell blocks. R E PO R TE R

.al

A  F orgotten Medicine

“  T’ S  a right curious power duty has to burn up

disease, a power you never thought of, I ’ ll bet.

N ot every disease —  no, no;  I  never said that.

Y ou wouldn’ t ex pect that of the fi nest of cure-all

specifi cs from the drug-store, would you?  B ut you

take it j ust the same. I  want you to give duty a try.

“ Y ou take your cure-all in a hopeful believin’  way,

don' t you, positive-like?  Don’ t let it mosey down

your throat as if you didn’ t care whether you swal-

lowed it or not?

“ I  want you to try your duties in the same way, do

them in a positive hopeful, believin’  spirit and see if

they don’ t help that old chronic trouble of yours.

There’ s better reasons, of course, for doing your

duties with some vim and go and fi nish;  but j ust you

try that reason till you do see your way to a better.

“ R emember the story of that woman that was bit,

one morning by a rattlesnake that crawled out of the

woodpile and took a snatch at her fi nger?  S he had
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THE NEW WAY 3
 

six hundred fellows in this institution of ours and
there's a new wing a-building. Got to be building a
new wing, I reckon, in half the prisons in the country.
What's that mean? Crime increasing, of course, year
by year—in this ‘age of education’! Moreover if
this ‘education’ of ours thatwe're so proud of goes on
another two or three generations there won’t be any-
body left to educate. Leaving out of count the babies
and young children, reared according to better medical
science and more common sense than they used to be,
the general life length's shortening decade by decade.
Heart disease and artery hardening and kidney trouble
and cancer, catch more and more of us all the time
and earlier and earlier in life. In 1910 five times as
many died of heart disease as in 1900. What‘s the
good of the ‘sun of enlightenment’ rising higher year
by year if there's more and more of us dying before
it gets a chance to enlighten us.

“ ‘Age of education‘! Age of mis-education. Edu-
cation upside down, I call it. Education that makes
criminals; education that does nothing for the will
and next to nothing for character, education that
leaves young fellows in the power of all the habits and
tendencies that shorten life."

“ ‘Education upside down’?" I queried.
“Yes sir, upside down, hind end before, mentality

before philosophy."
“ Philosophy! "
“All serene, my son. Philosophy I said and philo-

sophy I meant. Can ’t teach 'a child Latin or mathe-
matics, can you, when he’s three years old? Hasn't
got the brain for it. But you can teach him sense of
.duty — to do his little chores right; and self-control —

not to gorge himself and not to let his temper get on
top of him, for instance; and the idea of helping and
sharing — true comradeship with his little chums,
unselfishness. In other words you can teach him
what Right means. That's practicalphilosophy,ain't
it, right conduct? And if you teach him thathe's got
a higher and a lower nature, a part that can control
and a part that needs the controlling; a part that's
unselfish and likes right and duty, and an animal part
that'sselfish and only wants a good time; a soul part,
in fact, and a human-animal part, and that the soul
pax’t's divine —— why, that’s theoreticalphilosophy,the
counterpart of the practical. And you can get in
your work with that and lay the foundation for a fine
life long before you can open up much on the mentality
line. To beginwithphilosophyis thenatural sequence.

“Yessir, education is wrong end first and right end
mostly nowhere. Why ‘s all these fellows here and a
new wing a-building to accommodate another five
hundred of them? Because they didn't learn Right,
wasn't it, and didn't learn self-control, and did learn
that the right way to treat all other fellows was to get
ahead of them— in school-days and right onward
through life — and get all you could out of them and
get them out of your way whenever they stood in it

L-I0 gig’

and never thinkof their rights and interests and wel-
fare and happiness — except so far as the law com-
pelled? Want of self-control makes a man do all the
thingswithhis body — from over-eatingdownwards-
that bring on its diseases and bring it prematurely to
the scrap-heap. Lack of self-control makes a man
want what isn't his, want it so much that he’s going
to take it anyhow. See any reason for that new
wing now? Want of self-control makes a man do
something with his knife or his six-shooter that can
never be undone nor wiped out. And the I ’m-looking-
after-number-oneproposition is responsible for making
social and family life as much of a hell as it might
be a heaven.

“There’s a ‘sun of enlightenment’ all right, sure.
and eternal, the grand ‘Sun’ of all; and a sure and
eternal reflexion of it as the soul and higher nature of
every man, woman and child of us. It don’t need to
‘rise.’ It's risen and there anyhow. it's we that
have to do the rising, rising to a perception of it in our
hearts and thoughts. That's what I call education
right side first, education that makes the child grow
up sound-bodied, self-ruling and with a ready mind
thatcan learn more of your mathematicsor what else
in a concentrated half hour than our present young
folk can learn in a week of lessons. Teach 'em philo-
sophy — which, if you come right down to it, is reli-
gion — and the mentality following on will be some-
thing we don’t dream of in its unspoiled growth
and power.

‘‘I reckon I'll put up a paper myself for the audi-
torium .next Sunday and get after that chap a bit.
‘Age of education,’ indeed! '-—— Let's go and have a
look at the new cell blocks. REPORTER

J

A Forgotten Medicine

“IT'S a right curious power duty has to burn up
disease, a power you never thought of, I'll bet.
Not every disease —— no, no; I never said that.

You wouldn't expect that of the finest of cure-all
specifics from the drug-store, would you? But you
take it just the same. I want you to give duty a try.

“ You take your cure-all in a hopeful believin’way,
don't you, positive-like? Don't let it mosey down
your throat as if you didn't care whether you swal-
lowed it or not?

“I want you to try your duties in the same way, do
them in a positive hopeful, believin’ spirit and see if
they don’t help that old chronic trouble of yours.
There's better reasons, of course, for doing your
duties with some vim and go and finish; but just you
try that reason till you do see your way to a better.

“Remember the story of that woman that was hit.
one morning by a rattlesnake that crawled out of the
woodpile and took a snatch at her finger? She had
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three or four little children and her husband was away

for the day and she was miles from the nearest

neighbor. ’

“ W ell, she let on to herself that she’ d got to die

and her husband had got to fi nd her stretched out cold

when he came back. B ut, by j imini, she said to her-

self, he shall fi nd the place all in apple-pie order and

the children all fed and washed and tended same as

usual and me all decently laid out for the coroner and

a letter alongside to ex plain. S o she set to, and hour

by hour she went for the usual chores and cleaned and

scrubbed and fi x ed things up. A nd she felt ghastly

faint and sick and all in a bath of cold sweat and her

heart and breath like to stop every minute. B ut she

grit her teeth and went at it all the same and forced

herself to drag along. A nd after an hour or two it

seemed to her she didn’ t feel q uite so bad and her skin

not q uite so clammy and her breath a bit fuller. A nd

in an hour or two more she was sure she was a bit bet-

ter. A nd to cut a long story short, by the mid-after-

noon she was a heap better but ’ most too tired _—

healthy tired —  to stir another fi nger. B ut she stirred

it, I ’ m tellin’  you, a while yet, and fed the kids and

swallowed a go of strong tea and along about sun-

down she threw herself on the bed and slept. A nd

when her husband came in and she told him and he

got her some broth or something, she was right, son,

but, of course, all-fi red weak.

“ A nyway you get the moral. N ow j ust you stop

grizzling over that old rheumatism of yours and

thinkin’  it’ s goin’  to your heart and is bound to fi nish

you up. Don’ t you let the thought of anything the

matter with you, or your wearing out, or failure, or

old age, or worseness with the years, or no-useness, or

death, get in on you one moment — —  anyway not the

fear of any of it. Get the sunshine in your heart and

keep it there. A nd buckle away at all your j obs and

duties with the full of your strength, not anywise

overdoin’ , mind you, j ust q uiet and peaceful but

steady and confi dent-like, and allers with that sun-

shine-and-spring-mornin’  cheerfulness and goodwill in

your heart and no grouch against anyone nor anything,

j ust contentness, and see where you get to in half a

year of it. Take a feel then, of your rheumatics or

your bad liver and digestion or whatever it is, and see

what’ s happened to them. I  tell you, man, you can

burn up a lot of diseased stuff that way and put in a

healthy new supply. B ody changes all the time,

don’ t it, new for old?  W ell, you put your mind on

this j ob and the old will get dug out as it never was

before, and new put in to replace it as was never the

like of it for you before.

“ Y ou try it, I  say, and all the best part 0’  your

nature — — soul part—  ’ 11 lend a hand and show you

presently that this last-touch-o’ -the-hammer way of

doin’  duties is not only a grand tonic and cleaner

for the body, and helpful even against some diseases

it as can’ t cure outright, but the same for the

mind and feelin’ s and all the rest of the make-up.

“ S ail in, S am!  W ake up. Take a hold. Get busy,

etc., etc., you supplyin’  what them phrases may have

forgot to say."  R E PO R TE R

J

A  H opeful F ailure

A CK  R A DDL E  was planting onions as I  passed

J his house;  but I  j udged by the grin on his face

that he was not too busy to swap stories with a

friend, so I  stepped in.

“  ’ Pears to me ” , he said, as he straightened his back

and looked around him, “ as if some folks h’ aint got

no more notion of good manners than a turtle has of

dancing. There was young Trotter in here last night

and he put in a good half hour in handing me a whole

raft’ s load of pointers on the raisin’  of pertaters.”

A t this point Jack chuckled softly into his whiskers

for a while, from which I  gathered that he rather

fancied that the information was a trifl e superfl uous.

“ I  don’ t know what I  done, I ’ m sure” , he went on,

“ but I  seem to have rubbed his fur the wrong way

somehow, and before he left he told me that a party

he knew had give it out at the grocery round the

corner that I  was a sure ’ nough hopeless failure. I

guess he wanted to get back at me because I  didn' t

swallow his line of garden talk at a gulp and ask for

more. N ow it didn’ t bother me any to be called a

failure ’ cause I ’ ve allers felt that the man with the

right kind of ambition in him was bound to be a

failure —  for a time at all events. I t’ s j ust like this:

Y ou make a picter like what you want to be and try

to live up' to it and the fi rst thing you know is that

you’ ve taken a tumble in the dirt. I t comes hard on a

man to change his ways, and he ’ s set and hardened

the same as cement. W hat’ s more, it’ s a new stunt

for him and he’ d best make up his mind to fail, like a

guy who’ s learning to skate reckons on sitting down

sudden every once in a while as a matter of course.

“ B ut what I  gagged at was the ‘hopeless’  part of it.

N ow I  may be short as far as succeeding goes;  but

I ’ m long on hope all right. I f I  was a sure ’ nough

hopeless failure I  should be a down-and-out and no

mistake, like a ship at sea with her boiler bust, or a

grasshopper with the rheumatism in his hind legs.

B ut it allers seems to me that no matter how often

you tumble, it don’ t count for nothing so long as you

come up smiling and make a new start. A nd look’ ee

here a minute: I f you didn’ t have a pattern in your

mind to work to, you ' d never have found out that

you’ d failed, that’ s what I  say.

“ Y es, sirree;  I  call myself a hopeful failure ’ cause

I ’ m one of that breed of pups that tries again after a

million falls. O ne of the kind that never knows when

he’ s beaten ’ cause he never is beaten s’ long as there' s

a glimmer of hope left in him. N o, I  don’ t care a
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-three or four little children and her husband was away
for the day and she was miles from the nearest
neighbor. ‘

“Well, she let on to herself that she ’d got to die
and her husband had got to find her stretched out cold
when he came back. But, by jimini, she said to her-
self, he shall find the place all in apple-pie order and
the children all fed and washed and tended same as
usual and me all decently laid out for the coroner and
a letter alongside to explain. So she set to, and hour
by hour she went for the usual chores and cleaned and
scrubbed and fixed things up. And she felt ghastly
faint and sick and all in a bath of cold sweat and her
heart and breath like to stop every minute. But she
grit her teeth and went at it all the same and forced
herself to drag along. And after an hour or two it
seemed to her she didn't feel quite so bad and her skin
not quite so clammy and her breath a bit fuller. And
in an hour or two more she was sure she was a bit bet-
ter. And to cut a long story short, by the mid-after-
noon she was a heap better but ’most too tired _—
healthy tired — to stir another finger. But she stirred
it, I'm tellin' you, a while yet, and fed the kids and
swallowed a go of strong tea and along about sun-
down she threw herself on the bed and slept. And
when her husband came in and she told him and he
got her some broth or something, she was right, son,
but. of course, all-fired weak.

“Anyway you get the moral. Now just you stop
grizzling over that old rheumatism of yours and
thinkin’it ’s goin’ to your heart and is bound to finish
you up. Don't you let the thought of anything the
matter with you, or your wearing out, or failure, or
old age, or worseness with the years, or no-useness, or
death, get in on you one moment — anyway not the
fear of any of it. Get the sunshine in your heart and
keep it there. And buckle away at all your jobs and
duties with the full of your strength, not anywise
overdoin’, mind you, just quiet and peaceful but
steady and confident-like, and allers with that sun-
shine-and-spring-momin'cheerfulness and goodwill in
your heart and no grouch against anyone nor anything,
just contentness, and see where you get to in half a
year of it. Take a feel then, of your rheumatics or
your badliver and digestion or whatever it is, and see
what ’s happened to them. I tell you, man, you can
burn up a lot of diseased stuff that way and put in a
healthy new supply. Body changes all the time,
don ’t it, new for old? Well, you put your mind on
this job and the old will get dug out as it never was
before, and new put in to replace it as was never the
like of it for you before.

“You try it, I say, and all the best part 0’ your
nature — soul part — '11 lend a hand and show you
presently that this last-touch-o’-the-hammer way of
doin’ duties is not only a grand tonic and cleaner
for the body, and helpful even against some diseases
it as can't cu1e outright, but the same for the

» C0 git

THE NEW WAY

' mind and feelin’s and all the rest of the make-up.
“Sail in, Sam! Wake up. Take a hold. Get busy,

etc., etc., you supplyin’ what them phrases may have
forgot to say." REPORTER

J

A Hopeful Failure

ACK RADDLE was planting onions as I passed
his house; but I judged by the grin on his face
that he was not too busy to swap stories with a

friend, so I stepped in.
“ ‘Pears to me”, he said, as he straightened his back

and looked around him, “as if some folks h'a.int got
no more notion of good manners than a turtle has of
dancing. There was young Trotter in here last night
and he put in a good half hour in handing _me a whole
raft’s load of pointers on the raisin’ of pertaters."

At this point Jack chuckled softly into his whiskers
for a while, from which I gathered that he rather
fancied that the information was a trifle superfluous.
“I don ’t know what I done, I'm sure”, he went on,

“but I seem to have rubbed his fur the wrong way
somehow, and before he left he told me that a party
he knew had give it out at the grocery round the
corner that I was a sure ’nough hopeless failure. I
guess he wanted to get back at me because I didn't
swallow his line of garden talk at a gulp and ask for
more. Now it didn't bother me any to be called a
failure 'cause I've allers felt that the man with the
right kind of ambition in him was bound to be a
failure— for a time at all events. It's just like this:
You make a picter like what you want to be and try
to live up'to it and the first thing you know is that
you've taken a tumble in thedirt. It comes hard on a
man to change his ways, and he's set and hardened
the same as cement. What's more, it's a new stunt
for him and he'd best make up his mind to fail, like a
guy who's learning to skate reckons on sitting down
sudden every once in a while as a matter of course.

“But what I gagged at was the ‘hopeless’ part of it.
Now I may be short as far as succeeding goes; but
I'm long on hope all right. If I was a sure ’nough
hopeless failure I should be a down—and-out and no
mistake, like a ship at sea with her boiler bust, or a
grasshopper with the rheumatism in his hind legs.
But it allers seems to me that no matter how often
you tumble, it don't count for nothing so long as you
come up smilingand make a new start. And look’ee
here a minute: If you didn't have a pattern in your
mind to work to, you'd never have found out that
you'd failed, that's what I say.

“Yes, sirree; I call myself a hopeful failure 'cause
I'm one of that breed of pups that tries again after a
million falls. One of the kind that never knows when
he's beaten 'cause he never is beaten s’long as there's
a glimmer of hope left in him. No, I don't care a
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great heap about success;  that comes as a dead cert if

you keep on trying. I  never was one of that kind

that likes to sit down and fi gure out how much he’ s

done a’ ready, ’ cause I  feels it more interesting to

try for something j ust ahead.

“ B ut hold on. Y ou never asked me for a sermon,

not that I  knows on. S o if you' ll come into the barn

I ’ ll give you a settin’  of eggs from the fi nest leghorn

that ever scratched dirt, to pay you for listening

to my gag. A nd look‘ee here;  no matter if the rats

swipe the eggs, or they get smashed on the way

home, or go addled in the nest, my old leghorn is

a-layin’  more all the time and you shall have an-

other try.

“ A s I  look at it there’ s an

everlasting leghorn right inside a

feller that never lets up on her

j ob, and it don’ t matter a con-

tinental how many settin’ s go

wrong;  the eggs keep a-comin’

all the time and some fi ne day

you’ ll hatch out your chicken

all right.

“ Y es sir, I  call myself a hope-

ful failure —  failure with a small

‘f’ ;  but large caps for the

H O PE F  UL . They ’ 11 travel safer

if I  put a bit of straw in the

bottom of the basket, I  reckon.”

R E PO R TE R

J

A  B lind Man’ s S ight

O R  some years there was a

fi ne-featured old fellow, gray

and bronzed, who stood

every day on N assau S treet, N ew

Y ork, by the curb, with a tray in front of him. H e

stood there calling, “ R azors to sell! ”  —  a fi gure and

personality to attract, even to command attention.

There was a dignity about him which forbade the

slightest ex pression of charity or patronage. H e was a

gentleman engaged in an honorable business, and his

bearing and voice told it as he called, “  R azors for sale! "

The appearance of the old man greatly interested

me and I  made a purchase so as to get him into

conversation.

Disguising my curiosity, we met as man to man;

on my part feeling myself in no way the better of him,

though I  presently saw that he was blind. Perhaps

this discovery brought a sympathy into my voice

while we traded, and I  delicately spoke of his mis-

fortune.

H e responded at once to my tone, as his slightly

changed attitude and voice showed. This gave me

permission for a more personal and intimate conversa-

‘ smile over his face.

L omaland Photo &  E ngraving Dcpl.

A  B I T O F  O F F I CE  F UR N I TUR E

tion, in which I  learned that he was once a well-

known fi gure on the W all S treet E x change and that

he had been ruined in one of its crises of speculation,

at the same time suddenly going blind. L oss of

health and a train of other misfortunes followed and

at last he was left absolutely without resource.

S o he came at last to ‘operating’  in razors, “ con-

venient to his old acq uaintances,”  he said, a fl it of a

I n that venture getting some-

thing of a living, he had time and opportunity to

think and gain a new insight into people and life.

H e told me that when gradually coming into this

new perception, what he fi rst saw in himself and

others was so mean and small

that he almost wished to go spirit-

ually sightless again;  that as he

became more and more under-

standing and sympathetic he be-

gan to sense that in nearly all

men, though often far in the back-

ground, was a heart waiting to

come out. This discovery had

made up for a lot of evil things

with which men cover their hearts

over, as once had been the case

with himself.

S o to him life had taken on a

new aspect, principally because

he had become awakened to him-

self and to life in general and had

got a clear view of the realities

and hidden possibilities of hu-

man nature. H e said: “ N ow

no one speaks to me that I  don ’ t

feel to know. S elfi sh people are

like a passing ice-cart, while those

with hearts feel like sunshine,

each in degree as they let their

hearts warm their lives. 8 0 in a

very real way there is compensation for me, and I

have come to believe that behind every calamity, once

the shock has gone by, there is a compensation wait-

ing, if the man looks for it;  a deeper understanding of

what life means, and more sympathy. I t' s good to

know that life really has a meaning and a purpose

in it for us all and is —  yes, overwatched. I t’ s worth

being blind outside if you see more of the inside.

“ N o, my friend, I  am a larger and happier man

since being let out into life through being shut in

with myself. I t concentrated my attention on my

own smallness till I  had to get out into the bigger

life. N ow I  know more and have a new peace.

A nyone shut in with himself is not much of a man if

it don' t let him out into this. fuller and freer life.

“ The razor will suit you, I  think, and you will

fi nd it a good one. Good day and many thanks

to you."

The old razor man had set me thinking. W as I
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THE NEW WA‘! 5

great heap about success; thatcomes as a dead cert if
you keep on trying. I never was one of that kind
that likes to sit down and figure out how much he's
done a'ready, 'cause I feels it more interesting to
try for something just ahead.

"But hold on. You never asked me for a sermon,
not that I knows on. So if you'll come into the barn
I'll give you a settin' of eggs from the finest leghorn
that ever scratched dirt. to pay you for listening '

to my gag. And look'ee here; no matter if the rats
swipe the eggs. or they get smashed on the way
home. or go addled in the nest, my old leghorn is
a-layin' more all the time and you shall have an-
other try.

"As I look at it there's an
everlasting leghorn right inside a
feller that never lets up on her
job. and it don't matter a con-
tinental how many settin's go
wrong: the eggs keep a-comin'
all the time and some fine day
you'll hatch out your chicken
all right.

"Yes sir. I call myself a hope-
ful failure -— failure with a small
‘I’; but large caps for the
HOPEI-‘UL. They'll travel safer
if I put a bit of straw in the
bottom of the basket. I reckon."

REPORTER

J

A Blind Man’: Sight
R some years there was a

fine—featured old fellow, gray :.....:...« pm. a x....«... pm.

A BIT OF OFFICE FURNITUREand bronzed, who stood
every day on NassauStreet. New
York, by the curb, with a tray in front of him. He
stood there calling, “Razors to sell!" — a figure and
personality to attract. even to command attention.
There was a dignity about him which forbade the
slightest expression of charity or patronage. He was a
gentleman engaged in an honorable business. and his
bearingand voice told it as he called, “ Razors for sale!"

The appearance of the old man greatly interested
me and I made a purchase so as to get him into
conversation.

Disguising my curiosity, we met as man to man;
on my part feeling myself in no way the better of him.
though I presently saw that he was blind. Perhaps
this discovery brought a sympathy into my voice
while we traded. and I delicately spoke of his nus-
fortune.

He responded at once to my tone, as his slightly
changed attitude and voice showed. This gave me
permission for a more personal and intimate conversa-

co. -git‘

tion, in which I learned that he was once a well-
known figure on the Wall Street Exchange and that
he had been ruined in one of its crises of speculation.
at the same time suddenly going blind. Loss of
health and a train of other misfortunes followed and
at last he was left absolutely without resource.

So he came at last to ‘operating’ in razors, “con-
venient to his old acquaintances," he said. a flit of a
smile over his face. In that venture getting some-
thing of a living, he had time and opportunity to
think and gain a new insight into people and life.

He told me that when gradually coming into this
new perception, what he first saw in himself and

others was so mean and small
thathe almost wished to go spirit-
ually sightless again; that as he
became more and more under-
standing and sympathetic he be-
gan to sense that in nearly all
men, thoughoften far in theback-
ground, was a heart waiting to
come out. This discovery had
made up for a lot of evil things
withwhich men cover theirhearts
over. as once had been the case
with himself.

So to him life had taken on a
new aspect, principally because
he had become awakened to him-
self and to life in general and had
got a clear view of the realities
and hidden possibilities of hu-
man nature. He said: "Now
no one speaks to me that I don't
feel to know. Selfish people are
like a passing ice-cart, while those
with hearts feel like sunshine,
each in degree as they let their
hearts warm their lives. So in a

very real way there is compensation for me, and I
have come to believethatbehindevery calamity, once
the shock has gone by, there is a compensation wait-
ing, if the man looks for it; a deeper understanding of
what life means, and more sympathy. It's good to
know that life really has a meaning and a purpose
in it for us all and is — yes, overwatched. It's worth
being blind outside if you see more of the inside.

"No, my friend, I am a larger and happier man
since being let out into life through being shut in
with myself. It concentrated my attention on my
own smallness till I had to get out into the bigger
life. Now I know more and have a new peace.
Anyone shut in with himself is not much of a man if
it don't let him out into this fuller and freer life.

“The razor will suit you, I think, and you will
find it a good one. Good day and many thanks
to you."

The old razor man had set me thinking. Was I
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a spiritual blind man without any real sight and

with no faith or insight into life?  S TUDE N T

I

Get up and Do it!

O ME  of the older nations, in their sacred writings,

used the snake as their q uaint symbol of spiritual

regeneration. The snake sheds his old skin

and becomes clothed with a new one.

B ut the snake sheds his skin as a whole, and even

the strongest and most eager of us humans don’ t

usually regenerate our characters at one go. R ather

little by little, drop by drop, something each day.

The bird in the late autumn, moulting a few feathers

every day, would seem a better symbol.

Most men end the days j ust about the same sort

of man as they were at the beginning of them. S o

they must end life j ust about the same sort of man as

they were at the beginning of it —  ex cept of course

the changes done on them by the years. Done on

them, not by them with their active will. S o after all

the snake may be a better symbol of spiritual re-

generation, for he crawls out of his old skin by will and

effort, whilst the bird takes no more part in the

moulting than we in the changes wrought on our

bodies and minds by the fl owing years.

A  man who forces himself to do a courageous thing I

when there is fear in his heart, fi nds, the nex t time the

need for courage arises, that there is less fear to ham-

per him. S ome, even men timid at fi rst, fi nally kill

fear altogether out of their natures in this way.

E vidently every action has two effects, one out-

ward — —  the thing, whatever it was, that was accom-

plished;  the other inward —  the alteration of some

part of the character, good or bad. The deed and

back-tell, the shot and the recoil.

sorts of fi ne ideals and aspirations and never does

any actions that correspond with them is like a man

pointing a gun for a shot and never pulling the trigger.

I t would not matter how perfect his aim was;  he

would never hit anything nor learn to better his

shooting. The musician sits down to his instrument

to play outwardly to himself what he is inwardly

hearing. This is, in one sense, a ‘right action.’  A nd

the back-tell, the recoil, consists in the growth and

nourishment of, that part of his nature in which his

inspiration arose. I f he never thus outwardised his

inner music by his action upon the instrument, the

center of his inspiration would gradually wilt and fade

away. W henever you think of a feasible right action,

do it, remembering the back-tell, the growth of charac-

ter and will. ' I f no action is done, there is no back-tell,

and the part of the nature where thoughts of right

action arise, wilts and decays from disuse and starva-

tion. F or right actions are the food of right thought

and its stimulant, necessary for its health.

A  man who has all

A nd so every wrong action stimulates and feeds

the wrong part of our natures, the lower, the part

that gets us into all our troubles, the part that is

essentially ignorant of our divinity and immortality,

and insensible to the unwisdom, the un-horse-sense, of

such conduct. A  man may think he cannot kill out

or even weaken this part, that it is too strong for him.

W ell, let him feed and strengthen the other part,

doing all the right actions he can see open to him;

and then this other part will grow and grow, grow

when he is sleeping, grow when he is not thinking

about it at all, grow at the ex pense of the evil in him,

and at last he will fi nd that he is easily winning, one

by one, the victories, the self-conq uests, that he for-

merly thought impossible.

“ L et us end the day with more power of thought

for self-conq uest than we had at the beginning of

the day.

“ L et us close our eyes tonight with a clean con-

science and with a feeling of generous love for all that

breathes, which is the best side of our natures.

“ L et us seek more knowledge, more light, more

strength, in the silence of our last thoughts before

retiring.”  S TUDE N T

Jl

Man and A nimal

R O M time to time we hear of some good boy

who, falling on his head, is thereafter a bad

boy. Taken to a surgeon it turns out that a

splinter of bone is pressing on his brain. This is

raised or removed and he is a good boy again.

Deduction: W e are therefore not responsible for

our tempers or temperaments. They come from bodily

conditions, and we cannot help our own feelings

or conduct.

A  convenient plea, perhaps, for some of us, if it

would hold water!  B ut will it?

The ordinary man, who does not know much about

his own power, may be more or less at the mercy of

his bodily condition. I f his liver is our of order he is

cross and may accept the crossness as a phase of

himself, knowing no remedy but a pill. A n animal

whose liver was out of order would have no choice

but crossness. R oughly speaking, the animal’ s feeling

is conditioned and complex ioned by the bodily con-

dition. S o is man’ s, to the ex tent that he is an animal.

B ut he is a man. more than animal, precisely because

there is awake in him, present in him, a center of

conscious will capable of dominating the animal, of

permitting or refusing to permit any phase of temper

and emotion. H e is of course not wholly independent.

I f his liver is out of order he will have diffi culty in

suppressing irritability and substituting geniality and

placidity. B ut he can do so, fi rst and easily in speech

and act;  with more diffi culty —  which diminishes and
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6 THE NEW WAY

a spiritual blind man without any real sight and
with no faith or insight into life? STUDENT

3

Get up and Do it!

OME of the older nations, in their sacred writings,
used the snake as their quaint symbol of spiritual
regeneration. The snake sheds his old skin

and becomes clothed with a new one.
But the snake sheds his skin as a whole, and even

the strongest and most eager of us humans don't
usually regenerate our characters at one go. Rather
little by little, drop by drop, something each day.
The bird in the late autumn, moulting a few feathers
every day, would seem a better symbol.

Most men end the days just about the same sort
of man as they were at the beginning of them. So
they must end life just about the same sort of man as
they were at the beginning of it — except of course
the changes done on them by the years. Done on
them, not by them with their active will. So after all
the snake may be a better symbol of spiritual re-
generation, for he crawls out of his old skin by will and
effort, whilst the bird takes no more part in the
moulting than we in the changes wrought on our
bodies and minds by the flowing years.

A man who forces himself to do a courageous thing i

when there is fear in his heart, finds, the next time the
need for courage arises, that there is less fear to ham-
per him. Some, even men timid at first, finally kill
fear altogether out of their natures in this way.

Evidently every action has two effects, one out-
ward — the thing, whatever it was, that was accom-
plished; the other inward —the alteration of some
part of the character, good or bad. The deed and
back-tell, the shot and the recoil.
sorts of fine ideals and aspirations and never does
any actions that correspond with them is like a man
pointing a gun for a shot and never pulling the trigger.
It would not matter how perfect his aim was; he
would never hit anything nor learn to better his
shooting. The musician sits down to his instrument
to play outwardly to himself what he is inwardly
hearing. This is, in one sense, a ‘right action.’ And
the back-tell, the recoil, consists in the growth and
nourishment of. that part of his nature in which his
inspiration arose. If he never thus outwardised his
inner music by his action upon the instrument, the
center of his inspiration would gradually wilt and fade
away. Whenever you thinkof a feasible right action,
do it, rememberingthe back-tell, the growthof charac-
ter and will. ‘If no action is done, there is no back-tell,
and the part of the nature where thoughts of right
action arise, wilts and decays from disuse and starva-
tion. For right actions are the food of right thought
and its stimulant, necessary for its health.

Go glc

A man who has all

And so every wrong action stimulates and feeds
the wrong part of our natures, the lower, the part
that gets us into all our troubles, the part that is
essentially ignorant of our divinity and immortality,
and insensible to the unwisdom, the un-horse-sense, of
such conduct. A man may think he carmot kill out
or even weaken thispart, that it is too strong for him.
Well, let him feed and strengthen the other part,
doing all the fight actions he can see open to him;
and then this other part will grow and grow, grow
when he is sleeping, grow when he is not thinking
about it at all, grow at the expense of the evil in him,
and at last he will find that he is easily winning, one
by one, the victories, the self-conquests, that he for-
merly thought impossible.

“Let us end the day with more power of thought
for self-conquest than we had at the beginning of
the day.

“Let us close our eyes tonight with a clean con-
science and with a feeling of generous love for all that
breathes, which is the best side of our natures.

“Let us seek more knowledge, more light, more
strength, in the silence of our last thoughts before
retiring.” STUDENT

.5:
Man and Animal

ROM time to time we hear of some good boy
who, falling on his head, is thereafter a bad
boy. Taken to a surgeon it turns out that a

splinter of bone is pressing on his brain. This is
raised or removed and he is a good boy again.

Deduction: We are therefore not responsible for
our tempers or temperaments. They come from bodily
conditions, and we cannot help our own feelings
or conduct.

A convenient plea, perhaps, for some of us, if it
would hold water! But will it?

The ordinary man, who does not know much about
his own power, may be more or less at the mercy of
his bodily condition. If his liver is our of order he is
cross and may accept the crossness as a phase of
himself, knowing no remedy but a pill. An animal
whose liver was out of order would have no choice
but crossness. Roughly speaking, the animal's feeling
is conditioned and complexioned by the bodily con-
dition. So is man’s, to the extent that he is an animal.
But he is a man, more than animal, precisely because
there is awake in him, present in him, a center of
conscious will capable of dominating the animal, of
permitting or refusing to permit any phase of temper
and emotion. He is of course not wholly independent.
If his liver is out of order he will have ditjficulty in
suppressing irritabilityand substituting geniality and
placidity. But he can do so, first and easily in speech
and act; with more difficulty -— which diminishes and
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vanishes with practice —  in feeling. The slightest

study of his own nature will convince anyone of that

simple fact in practical psychology;  the slightest at-

tempt along that line will show him his duality, show

him ex actly where he differs radically from the mere

animal, and enable him to face the fact of the restora-

tion to goodness of the bad boy with no loss of his

sense of human dignity. I ndeed if that very boy had

been properly trained to know himself and his power,

it would have been left for slighter or merely physical

symptoms to indicate the need for the surgeon.

Man is, in fact, a soul, associated with and in charge

of an animal, and if he is willing that the animal should

have him in charge he has lost his dignity. The

fi rst step to recovering it is to study his own nature,

feel himself for what he is —  the properly controlling

soul— and begin acting accordingly. S TUDE N T

J .

The Pessimist F irefl y

S . W . F oss

PE S S lMlS T fi refl y sat on a weed

ln the dark of a moonless night;

W ith folded wings drooped over his breast

H e moped and he moaned for light.

" There is nothing but weeds on the earth,"  said he

“ A nd there isn' t a star in the sky;

A nd the best I  can do in a world like this

I s to sit on this weed and die;

Y es, all that I  need

I s to sit on this weed,

Just to sit on this weed and die.

“ There is naught but this miserable swamp beneath,

A nd there isn' t a star overhead."

“ Then be your own star!  then be your own star! "

A n optimist fi refl y said.

" I f you' ll leap from your weed, and will open your wings

A nd bravely fl y afar,

Y ou will fi nd you will shine like a star yourself.

Y ou will be yourself a star;

A nd the thing you need

I s to leap from your weed

A nd be yourself a star."

Then the pessimist fi refl y leaped from his weed

A nd fl oated far and free;

A nd he found that he shone like a star himself,

L ike a living star was he.

A nd the optimist fi refl y followed and said:

" W hy sit on a weed and groani>

F or the fi refl y, friend, who uses his wings

H as plenty of light of his own;

H e has plenty of light

F or the darkest night,

H e has plenty of light of his own.”

Y e fi refl y souls with your folded wings,

W hy sit with the weeds in the night?

L ift up your wings and illumine the dark

W ith your own self-luminant light.

F or darkness comes with the folded wings

A nd shrouds the starless land;

B ut there' s light enough for the darkest way,

I f you' ll let your wings ex pand.

There' s plenty of light

F or the darkest night,

I f you let your wings ex pand.—  S elected

J

June

‘ E L CO ME  to you sweet, mellow ~ lune

Come softly down from merry May.

The birds more gently pour their tune

A s milder breezes round them play.

The fl owers maturing, smile to bloom

ln fi elds assured of rich increase.

F or coming S ummer you make room — —

A nd in my heart for dreams of peace.' —  S tudent

I

The S oul to its H igher S elf

E V A N GE L I N E  R Y V E S

I

M l thy S hadow~  thou my S un or S tar?

A m I  thy word, and thou the Thought unspent?

V ainly l seek to ask thee what we are:

Thou art: I  feel thee, and must be content.

I  am the Q uestion, thou the A nswer whole.

Thou the swift lightning, I  the restless thunder.

Thou keep' st the key and seal of all my soul,

N o force in H eaven could set our lives asunder.

Thou art my Music, I  the broken lyre;

A nd though so faint thy spheric whisper blows,

lt drowns my soul in limitless desire,

I t wafts me upward to the S elf that knows.

Thou knowest, my Daemon, and thou speakest ever,

Crying through all the winds, " A wake!  awake! "

Giving to dreams the glory of endeavor

Till shadows fl ee, and till the day shall break.

a.
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THE NEW WAY 7

vanishes with practice— in feeling. The slightest
study of his own nature will convince anyone of that
simple fact in practical psychology; the slightest at-
tempt along that line will show him his duality, show
him exactlywhere he differs radically from the mere
animal, and enable him to face the fact of the restora-
tion to goodness of the bad boy with no loss of his
sense of human dignity. Indeed if that very boy had
been properly trained to know himself and his power,
it would have been left for slighter or merely physical
symptoms to indicate the need for the surgeon.

Man is, in fact, a soul, associated withand in charge
of an animal, and if he is willingthattheanimal should
have him in charge he has lost his dignity. The
first step to recovering it is to study his own nature,
feel himself for what he is — the properly controlling
soul —and begin acting accordingly. STUDENT

J
.

The Pessimist Firefly
S. W. Foss

PESSIMIST firefly sat on a weed
In the dark of a moonless night;

With folded wings drooped over his breast
He moped and he moaned for light.

"There is nothingbut weeds on theearth."said he
"And there isn't a star in the sky:

And the best I can do in a world like this
Is to sit on this weed and die;

Yes, all that I need
Is to sit on this weed,

Just to sit on this weed and die.

"There is naught but this miserable swamp beneath,
And there isn't a star overhead."

“Then be your own star! then be your own starl"
An optimist firefly said.

"If you'll leap from your weed, and will open your wings
And bravely fly afar,

You will find you will shine like a star yourself,
You will be yourself a star;

And the thing you need
Is to leap from your weed

And be yourself a star."

Then the pessimist firefly leaped from his weed
And floated far and free;

And he found that he shone like a star himself.
like a living star was he.

And the optimist firefly followed and said:
"Why sit on a weed and groan?

For the firefly, friend. who uses his wings
Has plenty of light of his own;

He has plenty of light
For the darkest night.

He has plenty of light of his own."

a
C0 glc

Ye firefly souls with your folded wings,
Why sit with the weeds in the night?

Lift up your wings and illumine the dark
With your own self-luminant light.

For darkness comes with the folded wings
And shrouds the starless land;

But there's light enough for the darkest way.
If you'll let your wings expand.

There's plenty of light
For the darkest night,

If you let your wings expand.— Selected

J

June

\ ELCOME to you sweet. mellow June
Come softly down from merry May.

The birds more gently pour their tune
As milder breezes round them play.
The flowers maturing, smile to bloom
ln fields assured of rich increase.
For coming Summer you make room —

And in my heart for dreams of peace.'—Sludcnl

J

The Soul to its Higher Self
EVANC-ELINE RYVES

M l thy Shadow— thou my Sun or Star?
Am I thy word, and thou the Thought unspent?

Vainly I seek to ask thee what we are:
Thou art: I feel thee, and must be content.

I am the Question, thou the Answer whole.
Thou the swift lightning, I the restless thunder.

Thou keep'st the key and seal of all my soul.
No force in Heaven could set our lives asunder.

Thou art my Music, I the broken lyre;
And though so faint thy spheric whisper blows,

It drowns my soul in limitless desire,
lt wafts me upward to the Self that knows.

Thou knowest. my Daemon, and thou speakest ever.
Crying through all the winds. "Awake! awake!"

Giving to dreams the glory of endeavor
Till shadows flee. and till the day shall break.

THE NEW WAY. Subscription price (Domestic). Sevent -five
Cents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions 0 four
or more. ryear. each, Fift Cents. Get your friends to 'oin
you in_su scribing. Foreigln ubscriptions per year 31.00. ive
subscriptions for $3.00. en subscriptions for $5.00.

Mone orders and checks should be made payable to THE
NEW AY. and all subscriptions and correspondence should be
addressed to: THE NEW WAY. Point Lorna. California.
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

To the strong man diffi culties are only a lens

through which he sees success.

S O ME  people are always grumbling because roses

have thorns;  I  am always thankful thorns have roses.

K E E P your eyes towards the sunshine and the

shadows will always fall behind you.

“ TH E  dog in the kennel barks at his fl eas, but the

dog who is hunting does not feel them.”

—  Chinese Proverb

I N  raising us to recognise our divinity the S oul

makes itself felt and known by its insistent presence

as ideals, aspirations and conscience. This method

of the H igher S elf in man proves its divinity;  for it is

the same we attribute to God;  hence, is God with

and in us.

TH E  offi ce of pain is to teach where our mistakes

have been. I t is not the act of a revengeful God.

The L aw of H armony as been transgressed, and

rights itself.

“ O H , if my spirit may foretell

O r earlier impart

I t is because I  always dwell

W ith morning in my heart.”

S PI R I TUA L  S E L F -DI S CI PL I N E

“ W H E N  a man, becoming conscious of his own

divine nature, in the silence, begins to think himself

different from what he seems, begins to think he is

divine, begins to let the imagination pulse through

his heart telling him of mighty things beyond ordi-

nary comprehension, begins to feel something that

reminds him of his duty to humanity —  that is dis-

cipline.” —  K atherine Tingley

“ W E  cannot eliminate fear from the mind of man

if we are full of fear ourselves. W e cannot teach

him the divinity of his own being, when we do not

recognise it in ourselves. W e cannot show him that

B rotherhood is a fact in nature, when we do not

act upon it. The age of mere theory has passed, the

teachers of the present and the future must be living

ex amples of their teachings. B y their works ye shall

know them." —  K atherine Tingley

“ W I TH  the great maj ority of us happiness is like

the moon, it comes and goes. W e lack that fi rm grip

of it which carries the undaunted minority cheerfully

through the whole day, and leaves them in the evening

as it found them in the morning, smiling upon their

fellow-creatures, pulling them out of the ruts of life,

themselves unconscious what a power for good lies

embodied in their character.” — - Great Thoughts

“ Y O UR  fi rst duty in life is toward your after-self.

S o live that your after-self —  the man you ought to

be—  may in his time be possible and actual. F ar

away in the twenties, the thirties of the twentieth

century, he is awaiting his turn. H is body, his brain,

his soul, are in your hands. H e cannot help himself.

W hat will you leave for him?  W ill it be a brain

unspoiled by lust or dissipation, a mind trained to

think and act, a nervous system true as a dial in its

response to the truth about you?  O r will you turn

over to him a brain distorted, a mind diseased, a

spinal cord grown through and through with the devil

grass of that vile harvest we call wild oats?  W ill

you let him come, taking your place, gaining through

your ex periences, hallowed through your j oys, build-

ing on them his own, or will you fl ing his hope away,

decreeing, wanton-like, that the man you might have

been shall never be? ” —  Prof. j ordan

PR O MI S E  Y O UR S E L F

“ To be so strong that nothing can disturb your

peace of mind.

“ To talk health, happiness and prosperity to every

person you meet.

“ To make all your friends feel that there is some-

thing in them.

“ T 0 look on the sunny side of everything and

make your optimism come true.

“ To think only of the best, to work only for the

best and to ex pect only the best.

“ To be j ust as enthusiastic about success of others

as you are about your own.

“ To forget the mistake of the past and press on

to greater achievements of the future.

“ To wear a cheerful countenance at all times and

to have a smile ready for every living creature you

meet.

“ To give so much time to the improvement of

yourself that you have no time to criticize others.

“ To be too large to worry, too noble for anger.

too strong for fear and too happy to permit presence

of trouble." — —  The Messenger

“ S I L E N CE  is the absolute poise or balance of body.

mind and spirit. The man who preserves his selfhood

ever calm and unshaken by the storms of ex istence —

not a leaf, as it were, astir on the tree, not a ripple

on the shining pool —  his, in the mind of the S age.

is the ideal attitude and conduct of life. I f you ask

him, ‘W hat is silence? ’  he will answer, ‘I t is the

Great Mystery. The H oly S ilence is H is V oice.’

I f you ask, ‘W hat are the fruits of silence? ’  he will

answer, ‘They are self-control, true courage or en-

durance, patience, dignity and reverence. S ilence is

the keystone of character.” —  Dr. Charles E astman

“ W E  know that this long life is in itself another

initiation wherein we succeed or fail j ust as we learn

the lessons of life.” — - W illiam Q uan j udge
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The New Way Quotebook
To the strong man difliculties are only a lens

through which he sees success.

SOME people are always grumbling because roses
have thorns; I am always thankfulthornshave roses.

KEEP your eyes towards the sunshine and the
shadows will always fall behind you.

“THE dog in the kennel barks at his fleas, but the
dog who is hunting does not feel them.”

— Chinese Proverb

IN raising us to recognise our divinity the Soul
makes itself felt and known by its insistent presence
as ideals. aspirations and conscience. This method
of the Higher Self in man proves its divinity; for it is
the same we attribute to God; hence, is God with
and in us.

THE office of pain is to teach where our mistakes
have been. It is not the act of a revengeful God.
The Law of Harmony as been transgressed, and
rights itself.

“On. if my spirit may foretell
Or earlier impart

It is because I always dwell
With morning in my heart."

SPIRITUAL SELF-DISCIPLINE
“WHEN a man, becoming conscious of his own

.

divine nature, in the silence, begins to think himself
different from what he seems, begins to think he is
divine, begins to let the imagination pulse through
his heart telling him of mighty things beyond ordi-
nary comprehension, begins to feel something that
reminds him of his duty to humanity —— that is dis-
cip1ine.”—— Katherine Tingley

“WE cannot eliminate fear from the mind of man
if we are full of fear ourselves. We cannot teach
him the divinity of his ownbeing, when we do not
recognise it in ourselves. We cannot show him that
Brotherhood is a fact in nature, when we do not
act upon it. The age of mere theory has passed, the
teachers of the present and the future must be living
examples of their teachings. By their works ye shall
know them.”~Katherine Tingley

“WITH the great majority of us happiness is like
the moon, it comes and goes. We lack that firm grip
of it which carries the undaunted minority cheerfully
throughthewhole day, and leaves themin theevening
as it found them in the morning, smiling upon their
fellow-creatures, pulling them out of the ruts of life,
themselves unconscious what a power for good lies
embodied in their character."— Great Thoughts

Lin git’

“YOUR first duty in life is toward your after-self.
So live that your after-self — the man you ought to
be—may in his time be possible and actual. Far
away in the twenties, the thirties of the twentieth
century, he is awaiting his turn. His body, his brain,
his soul, are in your hands. He cannot help himself.
What will you leave for him? Will it be a brain
unspoiled by lust or dissipation, a mind trained to
thinkand act, a nervous system true as a dial in its
response to the truth about you? Or will you turn
over to him a brain distorted, a mind diseased, a
spinal cord grown through and through with the devil
grass of that vile harvest we call wild oats? Will
you let him come, taking your place, gaining through
your experiences, hallowed through your joys, build-
ing on them his own, or will you fling his hope away,
decreeing. wanton—like, that the man you might have
been shall never be?"— Prof. Jordan

PROMISE YOURSELF
“To be so strong that nothing can disturb your

peace of mind.
“To talk health, happiness and prosperity to every

person you meet.
“To make all your friends feel that there is some-

thing in them.
“To look on the sunny side of everything and

make your optimism come true.
“To think only of the best, to work only for the

best and to expect only the best.
“To be just as enthusiasticabout success of others

as you are about your own.
“To forget the mistake of the past and press on

to greater achievements of the future.
“To wear a cheerful countenance at all times and

to have a smile ready for every living creature you
meet.

“To give so much time to the improvement of
yourself that you have no time to criticize others.

“To be too large to worry, too noble for anger,
too strong for fear and too happy to permit presence
of trouble.”— The Messenger

“SILENCE is the absolute poise or balance of body.
mind and spirit. The man who preserves his selfhood
ever calm and unshaken by the storms of existence-
not a leaf, as it were, astir on the tree, not a ripple
on the shining pool — his, in the mind of the Sage.
is the ideal attitude and conduct of life. If you ask
him, ‘What is silence?’ he will answer, ‘It is the
Great Mystery. The Holy Silence is His Voice.’
If you ask, ‘What are the fruits of silence?’ he will
answer, ‘They are self-control, true courage or en-
durance, patience, dignity and reverence. Silence is
the keystone of character.”—Dr. Charles Eastman

“WE know that this long life is in itself another
initiation wherein we succeed or fail just as we learn
the lessons of life."— William Quan judge
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Moving H ealthward his regimen is largely arranged for him, and not al-

ways for the best, yet if he will fi nd in this very

V E R Y B O DY  who has begun to think about fact a stimulus to use fully the ways that are open to

health at all, desires more of it. A s a general him he can do much more than he now thinks possible.

statement it may be said that more of it is Prison diet far from ideal?  V ery likely, but per-

within the reach of everybody. That is true of haps not so far from it, after all, as that of the average

the prisoner as well as of anybody else. F or though outsider who burdens his digestion with whatever
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Moving Healthward

VERYBODY who has begun to think about
health at all, desires more of it. As a general
statement it may be said that more of it is

within the reach of everybody. That is true of
the prisoner as well as of anybody else. For though

I.-.;:~:~.;-. ~;,- GO; ngle

Lonmlnnd Photo J Engraving Dcpl.
BACKGROUND OF PACIFIC SEEN FROM THE GREEK THEATER. INTERNATIONAL

THEOSOPHICAL HEADQUARTERS. POINT LOMA. CALIFORNIA

his regimen is largely arranged for him, and not al-
ways {or the best, yet if he will find in this very
fact a stimulus to use fully the ways that are open to
him he can do much more thanhe now thinkspossible.
Prison diet far from ideal? Very likely, but per-
haps not so far from it. after all, as thatof the average
outsider who burdens his digestion with whatever
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varieties and mix tures of food may happen to at-

tract him and at whatever times his impulses suggest

to him. Perhaps also not so far as that of the faddist

reader of all the books on diet that nowadays hurry

from the»  press.

H ow you eat, and how much you eat will always

count for more than what you eat. R emember that

there are people in perfect health on every diet sys-

tem and on no system, and people who would ruin

their health and digestion on the best system that

was ever devised. A nd among those who have most

to say about the inj uries done them by prison regi-

men are men whose private habits would paralyse

the effects of the very elix ir of life.

The writer knew a doctor once who got into prison

for some offense, and fi nding the diet very bad in

q uality and preparation, resolved to set himself a

new lesson in self-control and in thoroughness of

mastication, and came out at the end of his year

with more health than he had ever known before.

H e found, moreover, that his new meal-time habits

reacted on his mind and called out a new q uality

of serenity and will.

he can for himself and put out of his mind the irri-

tating thought of what he cannot, he will presently

surprise himself with his progress healthward.

L et us go into a few details, beginning with the

diet matter.

The prisoner of today may take it for granted that

he is furnished with the main essentials of diet, even

though their proportions and the form in which they

are given him may not always be of the best. Does

he recognise that the body is a marvellous cook and

chemist, if he will let it be?  A nd it is in his power

to start both cook and chemist on the right track at

every meal.

Digestion consists of many stages, but each stage

has a great deal to do with the nex t one. The fi rst,

for instance, can powerfully help the work of the

second. S ome people don’ t permit the fi rst to have

any say in the matter, or hardly any. A s a conse-

q uence the ‘say'  of the second —  and all the rest

onward —  is likewise reduced in effi ciency.

Mastication, or thorough mix ing-in of saliva, is

the fi rst stage. L ook after that;  don’ t let anything

go down that is not thoroughly attended to and

levelled out to a smooth paste. Then you have

done that much of your duty and by that much

brought the second and succeeding chemists and

cooks —  from the stomach chemist onward — - to their

duty. A nd don’ t think that softening something

hard in your tea-cup is any substitute for putting

saliva into it. That duty remains j ust as it was.

Defective teeth you can help out in that way as

well as with ex tra use of the knife and fork;  but

for saliva there is no substitute.

A ll this means that two-thirds of the cases of

dyspepsia can be cured in a few weeks or even days

I f the prisoner will do what'

by the dyspeptic himself. N aturally, for he created

his own trouble by stinting his saliva, stinting the

time of mastication and bolting his food.

A nother meal-time point. E verybody knows that

a sudden piece of bad news may stop digestion.

I rritation and sullenness will make it very slow and

perhaps generate much acidity. A  cheerful, confi -

dent man, on the other hand, is likely to be able to

digest anything and know nothing about it. A  R us-

sian ex perimenter found that he could completely

arrest the movements of an animal’ s stomach in the

midst of its work by making his cat or dog angry.

W e have an ex ample here of the powerful infl uence

of mind on body and the body’ s work—  for good

or ill. Poor food, properly eaten, and eaten cheer-

fully and in a mood of kindliness and friendliness to

those around, and eaten with the thought that for

all the while it is in the body it will (or shall) be

building up the healthy bodily tissues“  he wants—

will do a man far more good than the best of food

bolted hurriedly and in any old mood that happens

to be on.

Give your food the right send-off in all these ways

a thousand times a year and more and see where

you stand after the year in comparison with where

you are now. F ood will, in a sense, be what you

make of it, what you do with it, have in it what you

put into it. I t will be charged with tonics or vital

depressants. I t will build into you the mood you

eat it in. A  meal is a real pivotal event that you can

turn into all sorts of profi t. A n unkindly stream of

thoughts or a mood of grouch, allowed while eating,

is an outrage to one’ s own body, certain to be paid for

at once or later.

The nex t point that everybody will think about

in connex ion with health is ex ercise. I n general,

under modern systems, the prisoner is likely to think

his work affords him all the ex ercise he needs. B ut

let him remember that any kind of work usually calls

for the play of one set of muscles or movements

only;  whilst for good health and blood-fl ow a good

tone of all muscles is needed. A nd this is achieved

only by giving all the j oints a daily pacing through

all the motions possible to them. O f particular im-

portance is the spine. S ome men get so set, down

along the length of these thirty or more j oints be-

tween the vertebrae of the spinal column, that they

cannot turn their heads without making the whole

spine help out the half rigid neck. H ow many of

us have really straight spines?  H ow many of us

have thoroughly limber spines capable of rotation

from end to end, of full sideways bending —  so neces-

sary for healthy liver and spleen, and fore and back

bending —  so necessary for activity and freedom of

stomach and bowels?  Do these motions with the

arms straight up from the shoulders, and the lungs

get an ex pansion they never had before!

S o every morning before eating, and perhaps every
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2 THE NEW WAY

varieties and mixtures of food may happen to at-
tract him and at whatever times his impulses suggest
to him. Perhaps also not so far as that of the faddist
reader of all the books on diet that nowadays hurry
from the.press.

How you eat, and how much you eat will always
count for more than what you eat. Remember that
there are people in perfect health on every diet sys-
tem and on no system, and people who would ruin
their health and digestion on the best system that
was ever devised. And among those who have most
to say about the injuries done them by prison regi-
men are men whose private habits would paralyse
the effects of the very elixir of life.

The writer knew a doctor once who got into prison
for some offense, and finding the diet very bad in
quality and preparation, resolved to set himself a
new lesson in self-control and in thoroughness of
mastication, and came out at the end of his year
with more health than he had ever known before.
He found, moreover, that his new meal-time habits
reacted on his mind and called out a new quality.
of serenity and will. If the prisoner will do what
he can for himself and put out of his mind the irri-
tating thought of what he cannot, he will presently
surprise himself with his progress healthward.

Let us go into a few details, beginning with the
diet matter.

The prisoner of today may take it for granted that
he is furnished with the main essentials of diet, even
though their proportions and the form in which they
are given him may not always be of the best. Does
he recognise that the body is a marvellous cook and
chemist, if he will let it be? And it is in his power
to start both cook and chemist on the right track at
every meal.

Digestion consists of many stages, but each stage
has a great deal to do with the next one. The first,
for instance, can powerfully help the work of the
second. Some people don't permit the first to have
any say in the matter, or hardly any. As a conse-

quence the ‘say’ of the second ——and all the rest
onward —is likewise reduced in efficiency.

Mastication, or thorough mixing-in of saliva, is
the first stage. Look after that; don't let anything
go down that is not thoroughly attended to and
levelled out to a smooth paste. Then you have
done that much of your duty and by that much
brought the second and succeeding chemists and
cooks — from the stomach chemist onward —— to their
duty. And don't think that softening something
hard in your tea-cup is any substitute for putting
saliva into it. That duty remains just as it was.
Defective teeth you can help out in that way as
well as with extra use of the knife and fork; but
for saliva there is no substitute.

All this means that two-thirds of the cases of
dyspepsia can be cured in a few weeks or even days

«  go‘ are

by the dyspeptic himself. Naturally, for he created
his own trouble by stinting his saliva, stinting the
time of mastication and bolting his food.

Another meal-time point. Everybody knows that
a sudden piece of bad news may stop digestion.
Irritation and sullenness will make it very slow and
perhaps generate much acidity. A cheerful, confi-
dent man, on the other hand, is likely to be able to
digest anything and know nothing about it. A Rus-
sian experimenter found that he could completely
arrest the movements of an animal's stomach in the
midst of its work by making his cat or dog angry.
We have an example here of the powerful influence
of mind on body and the body's work—for good
or ill. Poor food, properly eaten, and eaten cheer-
fully and in a mood of kindliness and friendliness to
those around, and eaten with the thought that for
all the while it is in the body it will (or shall) be
building up the healthy bodily tissues’ he wants-
will do a man far more good than the best of food
bolted hurriedly and in any old mood that happens
to be on.

Give your food the right send-off in all these ways
a thousand times a year and more and see where
you stand after the year in comparison with where
you are now. Food will, in a sense, be what you
make of it, what you do with it, have in it what you
put into it. It will be charged with tonics or vital
depressants. It will build into you the mood you
eat it in. A meal is a real pivotal event thatyou can
turn into all sorts of profit. An unldndly stream of
thoughts or a mood of grouch, allowed while eating.
is an outrage to one's own body, certain to be paid for
at once or later.

The next point that everybody will think about
in connexion with health is exercise. In general,
under modern systems, the prisoner is likely to think
his work affords him all the exercise he needs. But
let him rememberthat any kind of work usually calls
for the play of one set of muscles or movements
only; whilst for good health and blood-flow a good
tone of all muscles is needed. And this is achieved
only by giving all the joints a daily pacing through
all the motionspossible to them. Of particular im-
portance is the spine. Some men get so set, down
along the length of these thirty or more joints be-
tween the vertebrae of the spinal column, "that they
cannot turn their heads without making the whole
spine help out the half rigid neck. How many of
us have really straight spines? How many of us
have thoroughly lirnber spines capable of rotation
from end to end, of full sideways bending— so neces-
sary for healthy liver and spleen, and fore and back
bending—so necessary for activity and freedom of
stomach and bowels? Do these motions with the
arms straight up from the shoulders, and the lungs
get an expansion they never had before!

So every morning before eating, and perhaps every
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night too after sitting still all the evening, every man

should spend a few minutes in giving every j oint

in his body a good twisting to the utmost limits

of all its motions. R emember further that the blood,

fl owing everywhere, is the great cleanser of the muscles

and nerves, and that by the end of an evening both

muscles and nerves are apt to have a good deal of

waste matter and almost stagnant blood in them.

S o even if no other ex ercise is done at night, the

whole body, stripped, should have a deep, swift, fi rm

rubbing with the bare hands, two or three minutes

of it. A nd there is no such relief for tired eyes, no

such preventer of old-age sight failure as a cold

sloshing of water at bed-time. R ub the eyes .fi rmly

with all the fi ngers and then put them under water

and open and shut them several times, following

that with the sloshing till they are right cold.

E x ercise, and food, and free water-drinking. Y es,

there is something more.

Most men think they cannot change their tempera-

ments, especially under prison conditions, — —  never

was a worse mistake. W hat would you think of a

sculptor that looked at a rough block of marble

and said to himself, “ That can’ t be changed into

a statue” ?  S o many taps of the hammer and the

chisel, and the thing’ s done, grandeur and grace out

of shapeless ugliness. S o many taps of the hammer,

each one seeming to accomplish nex t to nothing.

A nd that’ s the way character and temperament

are changed;  little touches for the better all day

long, a smile when you feel least like smiling, an

ex tra spring in the step when you feel depressed,

the mind held for a moment in peace and light when

the memory of some inj ury is hot and raging, a

courageous bracing of mind and muscle when you

are inclined to fear tomorrow —  these are the one-‘

minute steps from hour to hour, the taps of the

chisel, that fi nally bring about the new character

and new temperament. N ot till this work is well

entered upon and some hope and confi dence born

in the mind —  not till then can the other measures

for the attainment of health yield their full fruit.

Touch the mind with the thought of this new work

and of its results the fi rst thing on waking in the

morning and the last before sleeping at night —  and

conduct to correspond will come of itself. There is

nothing else so well worth doing in life as this, nothing

else which fi nally develops in a man a light which

death cannot ex tinguish. M. D.

3

Take Care of Y ourself

Pettibone.”

This was said in a small hall which Mr.

Pettibone had hired in one of the poorer parts of

N ew Y ork. Mr. Pettibone had no theories, no reli-

‘ ‘I ’ L L  do anythin’  fer yer, yer wants me to, brother

gion to preach, no ax e to grind. H is only idea was

to get in friendly touch with some of the young

toughs and help them to a new ideal of real man-

liness.

E asy Grabo was the speaker. E asy was one of

a gang with which Mr. Pettibone had got in

touch. E asy’ s pals in this gang were F ritzy Y ack,

L anky Jack, and the B oa Constrictor. They were

a tough bunch that the police kept their eyes on,

but the bunch swore by Mr. Pettibone.

“ O h, go away, E asy. Y ou can’ t do what I  want

you to.”

“ W ell, j ust you try me,”  replied E asy.

E asy’ s notion of helping any one was to get up a

scrap for that person. H e was nineteen, wiry, q uick,

invincible with his fi sts.

“ O h, dry up, E asy. Y ou ain’ t man enough.”

E asy was now sure it was a fi ght, and began to

warm up.

“ I  dunno about that,”  he said again. “ W ot is

it?  I  think yer might tell a feller wot it is.”

“ W ell then, I  want you to take care of yourself

on a new line —  that’ s all. B ut I  tell you you aren’ t

man enough, haven’ t got the grit for it.”

This was a new one on E asy. The idea of his

not having grit!

“ I ’ ll tell you what it is, E asy. Come down to

my offi ce tomorrow and I ’ ll give you a show —

nine o’ clock smart.”

E asy went down the nex t morning and was put in

the shipping department.

O ne evening two or three of his old pals laid for

him on the favorite street-corner.

“ A w, cum along, E asy,”  they said. “ W ot yer

afeard of?  Y er wont lose yer j ob if ye take a drink.

Cum along.”

“ N aw,”  says E asy. “ I ’ m lakin’  care of meself

and I  means to stick to it, see!  W ot you fellers cumin’

to, anyhow?  I  knows the game an’  I  tells ye it don’ t

pay. L ook at Mike F innigan—  behind the bars.

L ook at 10—  under the sod. L ook at— ”

“ A w, we ain’ t in that rough-house bizness.”

“ N aw, but ye’ ll get there mighty soon, the ways

ye’ re goin’ . N aw, I  sticks to wot I ’ ve got.”

O ne day L anky Jack and F ritzy Y ack met E asy

at work on the sidewalk outside the store. H e was

piling box es on to one of the trucks.

“ W here’ s the driver? ”  asks F ritzy.

“ Down by the water-front. W on’ t be back in

two hours.”  .

I t was a hot day and E asy was sweating to beat

the band. H e wiped his face with his shirt-sleeve.

" I -I oly Mike, E asy, are ye tryin’  to kill yerself? ”

asked L anky. “ B etter rest up while ye ’ ve got the

chance. W here’ s yer pipe?  A w, cum and have a

smoke round the corner.”

“ N aw,”  says E asy. “ I  give me word I ’ d put the
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night too after sitting still all the evening, every man
should spend a few minutes in giving every joint
in his body a good twisting to the utmost limits
of all its motions. Remember further that the blood,
flowingeverywhere, is thegreat cleanser of the muscles
and nerves, and that by the end of an evening both
muscles and nerves are apt to have a good deal of
waste matter and almost stagnant blood in them.
So even if no other exercise is done at night, the
whole body, stripped, should have a deep, swift, firm
rubbing with the bare hands, two or three minutes
of it. And there is no such relief for tired eyes, no
such preventer of old-age sight failure as a cold
sloshing of water at bed-time. Rub the eyes firmly
with all the fingers and then put them under water
and open and shut them several times, following
that with the sloshing till they are right cold.

Exercise, and food, and free water-drinking. Yes,
there is something more.

Most men thinkthey cannot change their tempera-
ments, especially under prison conditions, —— never
was a worse mistake. What would you think of a
sculptor that looked at a rough block of marble
and said to himself, “That can’t be changed into
a statue"? So many taps of the hammer and the
chisel, and the thing's done, grandeur and grace out
of shapeless ugliness. So many taps of the hammer,
each one seeming to accomplish next to nothing.

And that's the way character and temperament
are changed; little touches for the better all day
long, a smile when you feel least like smiling, an
extra spring in the step when you feel depressed,
the mind held for a moment in peace and light when
the memory of some injury is hot and raging, a
courageous bracing of mind and muscle when you
are inclined to fear tomorrow—these are the one-'
minute steps from hour to hour, the taps of the
chisel, that finally bring about the new character
and new temperament. Not till this work is well
entered upon and some hope and confidence born
in the mind — not till then can the other measures
for the attainment of health yield their full fruit.
Touch the mind with the thought of this new work
and of its results the first thing on waking in the
morning and the last before sleeping at night — and
conduct to correspond will come of itself. There is
nothingelse so well worth doing in life as this, nothing
else which finally develops in a man a light which
deathcannot extinguish. M. D.

-33

Take Care of Yourself

Pettibone.”
This was said in a small hall which Mr.

Pettibone had hired in one of the poorer parts of
New York. Mr. Pettibone had no theories, no reli-

“I'LLdo anythin’ fer yer, yer wants me to, brother

» C0 git

gion to preach, no axe to grind. His only idea was
to get in friendly touch with some of the young
toughs and help them to a new ideal of real man-
liness.

Easy Grabo was the speaker. Easy was one of
a gang with which Mr. Pettibone had got in
touch. Easy’s pals in this gang were Fritzy Yack,
Lanky Jack, and the Boa Constrictor. They were
a tough bunch that the police kept their eyes on,
but the bunch swore by Mr. Pettibone.

“Oh, go away, Easy. You can’t do what I want
you to.”

“Well, just you try me,” replied Easy.
Easy’s notion of helping any one was to get up a

scrap for that person. He was nineteen, wiry, quick,
invincible with his fists.

“Oh, dry up, Easy. You ain't man enough."
Easy was now sure it was a fight, and began to

warm up.
“I dunno about that," he said again. “Wot is

it? I think yer might tell a feller wot it is."
“Well then, I want you to take care of yourself

on a new line — that’s all. But I tell you you aren't
man enough, haven't got the grit for it."

This was a new one on Easy. The idea of his
not having grit!

“l’ll tell you what it is, Easy. Come down to
my oflice tomorrow and I’ll give you a show——
nine o'clock smart."

Easy went down the next morning and was put in
the shipping department.

One evening two or three of his old pals laid for
him on the favorite street-comer.

“Aw, cum along, Easy,” they said. “Wot yer
afeard of? Yer wont lose yer job if ye take a drink.
Cum along.”

“Naw,” says Easy. “I’m Iakin’ care of meself
and I means to stick to it, see! Wot you fellers cumin’
to, anyhow? I knows the game an’ I tells ye it don't
pay. Look at Mike Finnigan—behind the bars.
Look at Jo—— under the sod. Look at—”

“Aw, we ain't in that rough-house bizness.”
“Naw, but ye’ll get there mighty soon, the ways

ye’re goin’. Naw, I sticks to wot I've got.”
One day Lanky Jack and Fritzy Yack met Easy

at work on the sidewalk outside the store. He was
piling boxes on to one of the trucks.

“Where’s the driver?” asks Fritzy.
“Down by the water-front. Won't be back in

two hours.”
.

It was a hot day and Easy was sweating to beat
the band. He wiped his face with his shirt-sleeve.

“Holy Mike, Easy, are ye tryin' to kill yerself?”
asked Lanky. “Better rest up while ye’ve got the
chance. Where's yer pipe? Aw, cum and have a
smoke round the corner."

“Naw,” says Easy. ‘'1 give me word I'd put the
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j ob through as q uick as she’ d go, an’  I ’ m goin’  to

stand by it.”

“ A w, who’ ll know? "

“ N o matter who’ ll know. The boss ain’ t goin’

to lose nuthin’  by me —  I  ain’ t goin’  to skimp me j ob.

I ' m takin’  care of meself. S ee! ”

“ S ay, E asy, wot’ s that little brindle there worth? ”

asks L anky.

“ A bout twenty-fi ve dollars,”  says E asy.

“ W ell, who’ ll know if we swipes it? ”

“ N un 0’  that fer me. N ow you fellers had better

git along. I  ain’ t goin’  to turn me back on yer while

yer loafi n’  round here. S ee!  I  know yez.”

L anky gave a guffaw. F ritzy began cursing as

they slouched away. Turning the corner L anky

yelled back, “ B ye-bye!  B e a good little boy. K eep

yer nose clean.”

I n fi ve years E asy was head of the shipping depart-

ment. W hile the business grew and E asy got ahead,

Mr. Pettibone’ s hall had been given up and a whole

building taken in its place. There was no one now

on whom he depended so much as on E asy. E asy

had been through the mill, had learned to take care

of himself, had found the right stuff in himself —

that strong stuff which is in every man —  and knew

better than any one else how to give the right word

and the right lift to the fellow that was down and out.

Take care of yourself, your real self, the self you

can respect;  give it a show. S TUDE N T

J

Go to S leep

O S T of us go to sleep in a pretty crude and

animal way. I n fact we don’ t go at all;

we let go.

B ut we might make each sleep-going a step to

the realization of the very best that is in us.

The soul, the highest part of us, that which has

nothing in common with the animal part that is

about to sleep, slowly loses its touch with bodily

sensations, is no longer preoccupied with them as

it is during waking hours, and begins to realize its

own proper state. Then the sleeping brain-mind,

thus left to itself, goes mulling around among the

dregs of memory, dreams about among almost in-

coherent memory-pictures. S o it is these dreams

that the soul-self comes back amongst and becomes

conscious of as the hour of awakening approaches.

A nd so it can hardly bring down into the dreaming

brain any sense or memory of the higher life to which

it regained temporary access during the body' s sleep.

A s well could one hope to draw a recognisable sketch

on a sheet of paper that a lunatic had covered with

scrawls.

I f we are wise we shall, for our last few minutes

before sleep, clear the brain of the dust and smoke

of the day, refuse to go to sleep with the whirl of the

day still going on in the brain, make a spiritual

silence there and try to realize that we are souls,

divine, immortal, in touch with the great S oul of

all and a part of that;  “ sons of the F ather A l-

mighty.”

Most of our growing old occurs at night. The

millions of living brain-cells, which should at night

have opportunity for rebuilding the waste of the

day, go on in dream with the doings of the day or

of days long gone by. A nd this is at the ex pense

of the power to build. S ince the health of the whole

body largely depends on the health of the governant

brain, the whole body suffers in proportion to the

vividness and rapidity of dream.

Those last two or three minutes of silence and

aspiration, then, in stilling down the brain and mak-

ing it gradually less and less workful among dreams,

enable it to rebuild better and better and stay the

ageing that the years bring about. A nd in the morn-

ing, when as souls we come again into full touch

with the body, we bring back more and more of the

sense of the glory of real soul-life. W e learn more

and more that we are more than we seem, more

than we have ever before seemed to ourselves to be.

There comes a certain q uiet light and peace into

the deep background of our minds and stays with

us all day. O uter troubles and worries disturb us

less and less;  we are slowly fi nding ourselves be

yond them and beyond fear of death. F or death

is but a fuller and richer going to sleep. W e are

fi nding in our outer life more and more of the sense

of the inner. There is more strength to endure,

more friendliness, more forgiveness, more desire to

help.

Truly, how to go to sleep is an art worth acq uiring.

A s embodied beings, dwelling in animal bodies, we

have to do many things with the body that are

also done by the animals, but we need not do them

as they do them. A nd among other things we need

not even go to sleep as they do. S TUDE N T

J

Y ou can’ t L ove N othing

S  ships that rise above the dim horizon line

display their mutual signals, and proceed each

on their separate way;  so perfect strangers

meet, ex change a word or two, and parting, never

see each other’ s face again.

I n some such fashion did I  meet a man in B oston

years ago. The lecture was over and the people

were gathered in little knots for friendly chat be-

fore they said good-night. Drawn by some hidden

tie I  found myself discussing death with a perfect

stranger.

“ W ell,”  he said, “ I  had always thought that when
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4 THE NEW WAY

job through as quick as she'd go, an’ I'm goin’ to
stand by it.”

“Aw, who'll know?"
“No matter who'll know. The boss ain’t goin’

to lose nuthin' by me — I ain’t goin’ to skimp me job.
I'm tak1'n' care of meself. See!”

“Say, Easy, wot ’s that little bdndle there worth?”
asks Lanky.

“About twenty-five dollars,” says Easy.
“Well, who'll know if we swipes it?"
“Nun 0’ that fer me. Now you fellers had better

git along. I ain’t goin’ to turn me back on yer while
yer loafin’ round here. See! I know yez.”

Lanky gave a guflaw. Fritzy began cursing as
they slouched away. Turning the corner Lanky
yelled back, “Bye-bye! Be a good little boy. Keep
yer nose clean.”

In five years Easy was head of the shipping depart-
ment. While the business grew and Easy got ahead,
Mr. Pettibone’s hall had been given up and a whole
building taken in its place. There was no one now
on whom he depended so much as on Easy. Easy
had been through the mill, had learned to take care
of himself, had found the right stuff in himself ——

that strong stuff which is in every man -— and knew
better than any one else how to give the right word
and the right lift to the fellow thatwas down and out.

Take care of yourself, your real self, the self you
can respect; give it a show. STUDENT

.33

Go to Sleep
OST of us go to sleep in a pretty crude and

animal way. In fact we don't go at all;
we let go.

But we might make each sleep-going a step to
the realization of the very best that is in us.

The soul, the highest part of us, that which has
nothing in common with the animal part that is
about to sleep, slowly loses its touch with bodily
sensations, is no longer preoccupied with them as
it is during waking hours, and begins to realize its
own proper state. Then the sleeping brain-mind,
thus left to itself, goes mulling around among the
dregs of memory, dreams about among almost in-
coherent memory-pictures. So it is these dreams
that the soul-self comes back amongst and becomes
conscious of as the hour of awakening approaches.
And so it can hardly bring down into the dreaming
brain any sense or memory of the higher life to which
it regained temporary access during the body's sleep.
As well could one hope to draw a recognisable sketch
on a sheet of paper that a lunatic had covered with
scrawls.

If we are wise we shall, for our last few minutes
before sleep, clear the brain of the dust and smoke

TL-In glc

help.

of the day, refuse to go to sleep with the whirl of the
day still going on in the brain, make a spiritual
silence there and try to realize that we are souls.
divine, immortal, in touch with the great Soul of
all and a part of that; “sons of the Father Al-
mighty.”

Most of our growing old occurs at night. The
millions of living brain-cells, which should at night
have opportunity for rebuilding the waste of the
day, go on in dream with the doings of the day or
of days long gone by. And this is at the expense
of the power to build. Since the health of the whole
body largely depends on the health of the governant
brain, the whole body suffers in proportion to the
vividness and rapidity of dream.

Those last two or three minutes of silence and
aspiration, then, in stilling down the brain and mak-
ing it gradually less and less workful among dreams,
enable it to rebuild better and better and stay the
ageing that the years bring about. And in the mom-
ing, when as souls we come again into full touch
with the body, we bring back more and more of the
sense of the glory of real soul-life. We learn more
and more that we are more than we seem, more
than we have ever before seemed to ourselves to be.
There comes a certain quiet light and peace into
the deep background of our minds and stays with
us all day. Outer troubles and worries disturb us
less and less; we are slowly finding ourselves be-
yond them 'and beyond fear of death. For death
is but a fuller and richer going to sleep. We are
finding in our outer life more and more of the sense
of the inner. There is more strength to endure,
more friendliness, more forgiveness, more desire to

Truly, how to go to sleep is an art worth acquiring.
As embodied beings, dwelling in animal bodies, we
have to do many things with the body that are
also done by the animals, but we need not do them
as they do them. And among other things we need
not even go to sleep as they do. STUDENT

.33

You can't Love Nothing

AS ships that rise above the dim horizon line
display their mutual signals, and proceed each
on their separate way; so perfect strangers

meet, exchange a word or two, and parting, never
see each other’s face again.

In some such fashion did I meet a man in Boston
years ago. The lecture was over and the people
were gathered in little knots for friendly chat be-
fore they said good-night. Drawn by some hidden
tie I found myself discussing death with a perfect
stranger.

“Well," he said, “I had always thought that when
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a man died, he was dead and done for —  gone out,

as you may say, like a spark that fl ies from the iron

that’ s being hammered on the anvil. B ut I  had a

pardner once that was so dear to me that it seemed

we' d always known each other from the fi rst. W e

never had no hard words. ’ Twas j ust as if our bet-

ter natures stood on guard to nip our q uarrels in the

bud. B ut anyway we never had any. I  used to

dread his dying fi rst sometimes because I  reckoned

I  should never be able to get along without him.

“ O ne day he died, and of course I  thought that

he’ d passed out of my life for good and all, and

that I ’ d be feeling sore about it for a good long

L omaland Photo &  E ngraving Dept.
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The H opi him is their ceremonial or initiation crypt where the elders invoked the

Great S pirit and at night instructed the young men in the mysteries of their religion.

B ut no sir, there wasn’ t a break in our friend-

ship at all. O f course I  couldn’ t touch him, nor I

couldn’ t see him nor hear him;  but I  found that

I  loved him j ust the same as ever, and a man can’ t

love nothing, can he?

“ I  don’ t take no stock in any talk about ‘spirits'

coming back with messages for a fellow, nor fi gures

in white robes and all that;  and if you say I ’ ll meet

him in another life, well all I  can say is that maybe

I  will;  but I  don’ t know nothing about that niether —

that is real knowing, I  mean.

“  ‘Go to the cemetery? ’  N o not I ;  I ’ d rather

keep the car-fare for something sensible, and as for

putting fl owers on the grave, I ’ d sooner give ’ em

to a live neighbor. ’ Taint the body of my pardner

that I  cared about, ’ twas the man inside, and the

corpse ain’ t no more to me than the house where

a friend of mine used to lodge.

“ I t so happened that I  was out of town when

spell.

they put the body under ground and I  never even

asked ’ em where the grave was dug— didn' t seem

to want to know somehow. The body is no more

to me than the tea-leaves when the strength of the

tea is drawn off. Y ou' ve steeped out the tea and

what does it matter to you what becomes of the

leaves?

“ O f course I  can’ t talk to him no more;  but L ord!

talk don’ t amount to much anyway. W hy, when

we’ d go walking together on S undays, oftentimes

we’ d never speak a word for an hour at a time.

Y ou don’ t have to be everlastingly j abbering to

one another to enj oy a man’ s company, I  reckon.

“ I  never wonder where he

is ’ cause miles don’ t seem

to amount to nothing at all

between one man and another.

H e feels as near as my heart-

beat at times, while there’ s

men as works alongside 0’  me

that’ s a thousand miles away

—  that is, as far as knowing

’ em goes. Y es sir, there’ s no

getting around it;  we love

each other still and a man

can’ t love nothing.”

I  left B oston shortly after-

wards and have never met my

chance acq uaintance since —

I  didn’ t even know his name,

nor did he know mine —  but

his simple, manly common

sense is still as fresh as ever

in my memory.

I  may never see his face

again, or I  may run across

him tomorrow. N o matter,

we are friends till death and

after. P. L .

. _ ,

l

a!

The Grand R emembering

“  A N ’ T remember his name anyhow. My!  but

I ' ve got a bad memory! ”

“ A  bad memory, my son, is the leading

characteristic of mankind."

“ W hy, some fellows never forget anything. Macau-

lay, for instance — "

“ Just the same with him as the rest. L ife’ s a

drama, staged on the earth, and all of us are actors,

playing parts. Got so absorbed in the parts, haven’ t

we, so mix ed up in the characters we play, that we

have absolutely forgotten who we really are and

what sort of a life we lived before this play began.”

“ Y ou mean, before we were born? ”

“ Certainly. The instant a man gets born he fi nds
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a man died. he was dead and done for — gone out.
as you may say. like a spark that flies from the iron
that's being hammered on the anvil. But I had a
pardner once that was so dear to me that it seemed
we'd always known each other from the first. We
never had no hard words. ‘Twas just as if our bet-
ter natures stood on guard to nip our quarrels in the
bud. But anyway we never had any. I used to
dread his dying first sometimes because I reckoned
I should never be able to get along without him.

"One day he died. and of course I thought that
he'd passed out of my life for good and all. and
that I'd be feeling sore about it for a good long 

Lonmlcnd Photo .1 Emmzrmg Drpl.
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Great Spirit and at night instructed the young men in the mysteries of their religion.

spell. But no sir. there wasn't a break in our friend-
ship at all. Of course I couldn't touch him. nor I
couldn't see him nor hear him; but I found that
I loved him just the same as ever. and a man can't
love nothing. can he?

"I don't take no stock in any talk about ‘spirits’
coming back with messages for a fellow. nor figures
in white robes and all that: and if you say I'll meet
him in another life, well all I can say is that maybe
I will; but I don't know nothingabout thatniether—

that is real knowing, I mean.
" ‘Go to the cemetery?‘ No not I; I'd rather

keep the car-faré for something sensible. and as for
putting flowers on the grave. I'd sooner give ‘em
to a live neighbor. 'Taint the body of my pardner
that I cared about. ’twas the man inside, and the
corpse ain't no more to me than the house where
a friend of mine used to lodge.

"It so happened that I was out of town when

I.-.;:~:~.;-. ~;,- GO; ngle

they put the body under ground and I never even
asked ‘em where the grave was dug ——didn't seem
to want to know somehow. The body is no more
to me than the tea-leaves when the strength of the
tea is drawn off. You've steeped out the tea and
what does it matter to you what becomes of the
leaves?

“Of course I can't talk to him no more; but Lord!
talk don't amount to much anyway. Why. when
we'd go walking together on Sundays. oftentimes
we'd never speak a word for an hour at a time.
You don't have to be everlastingly jabbering to
one another to enjoy a man's company. I reckon.

_ ,

“I never wonder where he
v IS cause miles don t seem
3 to amount to nothing at all

betweenone man and another.
He feels as near as my heart-
beat at times. while there's
men as works alongside 0' me
that's a thousand miles away
—-that is, as far as knowing
‘em goes. Yes sir, there's no
getting around it: we love
each other still and a man
can't love nothing."

I left Boston shortly after-
wards and have never met my
chance acquaintance since —

I didn't even know his name.
nor did he know mine — but
his simple. manly common
sense is still as fresh as ever
in my memory.

I may never see his face
again, or I may run across
him tomorrow. No matter.
we are friends till death and
after. P. L.

Jl

The Grand Remembering
“ AN ‘T remember his name anyhow. My! but

I've got a bad memory!"
"A bad memory. my son. is the leading

characteristic of mankind."
" Why. some fellows never forget anything. Macau-

lay. for instance——"
"Just the same with him as the rest. Life's a

drama, staged on the earth. and all of us are actors.
playing parts. Got so absorbed in the parts, haven't
we. so mixed up in the characters we play, that we
have absolutely forgotten who we really are and
what sort of a life we lived before this play began."

“You mean. before we were born?"
"Certainly. The instant a man gets born he finds
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the scenery all about him and the play going forward

and all the other characters doing their parts and

ready and anx ious to get his attention and fi t him

in. S o he gradually takes up a part and starts to

play it and fi ts into it and is absorbed in it and forgets

all about anything else and goes through life with

it. B ut when he’ s dead—  as we call it— he gets

back to his real self and the real life he’ s forgotten

so long, and rej oices to fi nd that other was a dream —

seeing, though, that it was a dream he got a lot of

ex perience out of, and wishing he' d made his per-

formance something he ' d more willingly look back at.”

“ That ' s a rum idea.”

“  ’ Tis to us, but in ancient times it didn’ t seem

so. They believed it and knew it, and said the soul

descended into forgetfulness when it got born, into

a sort of death, and that its memory came back only

when it returned after death to its real life.”

“ They knew it, you say? ”

“ S ure thing, son. F or some of ’ em so lived as

to get back their memory while they were still out-

wardly playing the part.”

“ W hat was the trick for that?

the prescription? ”

“ There’ s moments to every man when he feels,

so to speak, more than himself, .kind of serene and

elevated, a q uieting down of his common daily brain-

chatter and a sense of something big all around and

in him and with him. I t’ s learning how to call those

moments back, and live ’ em longer, night by night

and in between whiles, that makes a man feel that

this life ain’ t so deadly real and that there’ s another

that’ s more real and that our troubles and worries

don’ t matter so much after all. The poet fellows

and music fellows get these moments more’ n we

do, but we can do it j ust the same and maybe get

more’ n some of them out of ’ em.

“ W ell, this is what those old fellows said was

the way, day by day and night by night to get nearer

and nearer to awakening. A nd at last, they said,

the awakening came —  all of a sudden, p’ raps, and

the memory of the real life.

“ S o on this showing it’ s all ' right to say that

we’ re the champion forgetters in the universe, the

fellows with ‘good memories’  j ust the same as the

rest. S till, we’ ve all got memory-touches from that

other life we don’ t know as is memories.

“ True or not— and I  know it is true, this here

doctrine is mighty good to live by. I f a man wants

to know whether an idea like this is true, it don’ t

do any good to twist it up too hard in his brain,

nor, maybe, talk about it much. L et him j ust keep

it in his mind, and take a q uiet look at it now and

then, sort of brood over it and see how it fi ts into

things and ex plains things. I n time it’ ll get clear.

The brain ain’ t competent to pronounce on every-

thing, mind you, though it thinks it is. There’ s

I  mean, what ' s

things a man’ s got to ruminate on in a much deeper

way than that, with the brain’ s nonsense stopped

for a while.”  R E PO R TE R

0‘

Charging our B atteries

Y TH A GO R A S  is said to have kept his pupils

for seven years in silence so that they might

have a chance to fi ll up on mental energy, charge

their mental storage batteries, get concentration of

thought, and fi nd themselves. -

I t is in S ilence that strength is born, strength not

so much to do or achieve some particular thing as to

be henceforth on a higher level of life. There are

resolutions that will not go into set forms of thought

and cannot be well ex pressed in words. I t is only

these that have the strength of eternal fulfi lment.

I magination works in the S ilence;  talk fritters away

its power. B y the energy which imagination absorbs

from S ilence, it can create the man over again and

according to his highest ideal of himself.

There is a S ilence not only of the voice, but of

thought. To get the deeper S ilence it is not only

voice that must be stilled, but mind also must still

its chatter, its reminiscences, its anticipations, its

argumentation, its thinkings about other men' s per-

sonalities.

F orce spent in talk is not bodily force only, bodily

vitality. W ere that all, the effects would be insig-

nifi cant enough. A s a mere matter of physical force,

one may suppose that fi ve minutes’  good walking

ex pends as much as hours of chattering. B ut the

former is entirely benefi cial, and we have never

heard it maintained that talking is a healthful form

of physical ex ercise!  W e all know that there are

states of ex haustion after sickness during which

even a few minutes of talking may cause a fatal

relapse.

N o, it is the very life of the mind that goes off

in talk. The mind' s essential power lies in picture-

making, what we call having ideas. F or each idea

is a picture of some sort. R unning behind the stream

of talk is the stream of mental pictures, ideas, every

one arousing or aroused by some feeling or emotion,

however faint. I ntense enough, though, sometimes!

N o time may be spent in dwelling on these pictures.

B ut however brief may be their fl ash in the mind

they contain some of our vitality, some energy that

might have been used to make pictures worth having.

pictures or ideas of what our life might be and ought

to be, what character might be.

W e live in and by our imaginations. A  flash—

picture of some possible pleasure on the screen of

imagination —  and we are off, if possible to obtain

that pleasure. A ll the sins men do, come up fi rst as
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6 THE NEW WAY
 

the scenery all about him and the play going forward
and all the other characters doing their parts and
ready and anxious to get his attention and fit him
in. So he gradually takes up a part and starts to
play it and fits into it and is absorbed in it and forgets
all about anything else and goes through life with
it. But when he ’s dead— as we call it—he gets
back to his veal self and the real life he's forgotten
so long, and rejoices to find thatother was a dream —

seeing, though, that it was a dream he got a lot of
experience out of, and wishing he'd made his per-
formance somethinghe'd more willinglylook backat.”

“That's a rum idea.”
“ ’Tis to us, but in ancient times it didn't seem

so. They believed it and knew it, and said the soul
descended into forgetfulness when it got born, into
a sort of death, and that its memory came back only
when it returned after death to its real life.”

“They knejo it, you say?”
“Sure thing, son. For some of ’em so lived as

to get back their memory while they were still out-
wardly playing the part.”

“What was the trick for that?
the prescription?”

“There's moments to every man when he feels,
so to speak, more than himself, kind of serene and
elevated, a quieting down of his common daily brain-
chatter and a sense of something big all around and
in him and with him. It’s learning how to call those
moments back, and live ’em longer, night by night
and in between whiles, that makes a man feel that
this life ain't so deadly real and that there's another
that’s more real and that our troubles and worries
don’t matter so much after all. The poet fellows
and music fellows get these moments more’n we
do, but we can do it just the same and maybe get
more ’n some of them out of ’em.

“Well, this is what those old fellows said was
the way, day by day and night by night to get nearer
and nearer to awakening. And at last, they said,
the awakening came — all of a sudden, p'raps, and
the memory of the real life.

“So on this showing it's all ‘right to say that
we’re the champion forgetters in the universe, the
fellows with ‘good memories’ just the same as the
rest. Still, we’ve all got memory-touches from that
other life we don’t know as is memories.

_“True or not—and I know it is true, this here
doctrine is mighty good to live by. If a man wants
to know whether an idea like this is true, it don’t
do any good to twist it up too hard in his brain,
nor, maybe, talk about it much. Let him just keep
it in his mind, and take a quiet look at it now and
then, sort of brood over it and see how it fits into
things and explains things. In time it'll get clear.
The brain ain't competent to pronounce on every-
thing, mind you, though it thinks it is. There's

1 mean, what ’s

rL.-I0 git

things a man's got to ruminate on in a much deeper
way than that, with the brain's nonsense stopped
for a while.” REPORTER

.93

Charging our Batteries

YTHAGORAS is said to have kept his pupils
for seven years in silence so that they might
have a chance‘ to fill up on mental energy, charge

their mental storage batteries, get concentration of
thought, and find themselves.

It is in Silence that strength is born, strength not
so much to do or achieve some particular thing as to
be henceforth on a higher level of life. There are
resolutions that will not go into set forms of thought
and cannot be well expressed in words. It is only
these that have the strength of eternal fulfilment.

Imaginationworks in the Silence; talk fritters away
its power. By the energy which imagination absorbs
from Silence, it can create‘ the man over again and
according to his highest ideal of himself.

There is a Silence not only of the voice, but of
thought. To get the deeper Silence it is not only
voice that must, be stilled, but mind also must still
its chatter, its reminiscences, its anticipations, its
argumentation, its thinkings about other men's per-
sonalities.

Force spent in talk is not bodily force only, bodily
vitality. Were that all, the effects would be insig-
nificant enough. As a mere matter of physical force,
one may suppose that five minutes’ good walking
expends as much as hours of chattering. But the
former is entirely beneficial, and we have never
heard it maintained that talking is a healthful form
of physical exercise! We all know that there are
states of exhaustion after sickness during which
even a few minutes of talking may cause a fatal
relapse. ‘

No, it is the very life of the mind that goes off
in talk. The mind's essential power lies in picture-
making, what we call having ideas. For each idea
is a picture of some sort. Running behind the stream
of talk is the stream of mental pictures, ideas, every
one arousing or aroused by some feeling or emotion,
however faint. Intense enough, though, sometimes!
No time may be spent in dwelling on these pictures.
But however brief may be their flash in the mind
they contain some of our vitality, some energy that
might have been used to make pictures worth having.
pictures or ideas of what our life might be and ought
to be, what character might be.

We live in and by our imaginations. A flash-
picture of some possible pleasure on the screen of
imagination—and we are off, if possible to obtain
that pleasure. All the sins men do, come up first as
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mental pictures. H ow important, then, to grasp

and discipline this power of picture-making!  B e silent

sometime each day;  be alone;  fi nd the place of

S ilence;  practise it as an art;  let the mind rest in

the idea of S ilence. I t will soon fi nd that S ilence

is the birthplace of will, the source and opportuuity

of all that inspires and sustains human life.

A  little of that self-discipline, of that meditation,

and we shall begin to understand what .life is for

and how' to live it. S TUDE N T

.5

H I N DU A PH O R I S MS

H E  who speaks well of others increases in himself

the virtue he approves in them.

H e who speaks with contempt of the failings of

others attracts the same into his own nature.

H e who views a good deed commendingly shall

himself share the future reward of it.

H e who views an ill deed without protest shall

himself at some time suffer it.

H e who can receive unkindnesses without wrath

shall have the power to pour healing balm on the

wounds of others.

CH I N E S E  W I S DO M

TH E  superior man, in the world, does not set his

mind either for anything or against anything;  what

is right he will follow.

TH E  superior man does not, even for the space of

a single meal, act contrary to virtue. I n moments of

haste he cleaves to it. I n seasons of danger he cleaves

to it.

“ TH E  true will is a concentrated force working

steadily yet gently, dominating both soul and person,

having its source in the spirit and highest elements

of the soul. I t is never used for the gratifi cation

of self, is inspired by the highest motives, is never

interposed to violate a law, but works in harmony

with the unseen as well as the seen.”

— —  W illiam Q . j udge

a!

’ Tis the S et of the S ails

N E  ship drives east and another drives west

W ith the self-same winds that blow.

' Tis the set of the sails,

A nd not the gales,

W hich tells us the way to go.

L ike the winds of the sea are the ways of fate —

A s we j ourney along through life,

' Tis the set of a soul

That decides its goal,

A nd not the calm or the strife.—  S elected

The Test

I -I E  test of a man is the fi ght that he makes,

The grit he daily shows;

The way that he stands on his feet and takes

F ate' s numerous bumps and blows.

A  coward can smile when there' s naught to fear,

W hen nothing his progress bars,

B ut it takes a man to stand up and cheer

W hile some other fellow stars.

I t isn’ t the victory after all.

B ut the fi ght that a brother makes;

The man who, driven against the wall,

S tands up erect and takes

The blows of fate with his head held high,

B leeding and bruised and pale,

I s the man who' ll win in the by and by,

F or he isn' t afraid to fail.

I t' s the bumps you get and the j olts you get,

A nd the shocks that your courage stands,

The hours of sorrow and vain regret,

A nd the prize that escapes your hands,

That test your mettle and prove your worth;

I t isn’ t the blows you deal,

B ut the blows you take on the good old earth

That shows if your stuff is real.—  S elected

“ 4

The Man W ho W ins

H E  man who wins is the man who works —  g

The man who toils while the nex t man shirks,

The man who stands in his deep distress,

W ith his head held high in the deadly press —

Y es, he is the man who wins.

The man who wins is the man who knows

The value of pain and the worth of woes;

W ho a lesson learns from the man who fails

A nd a moral fi nds in his moumful wails — -

Y es, he is the man who wins.

The man who wins is the man who stays

I n the unsought paths and the rocky ways

A nd, perhaps, who lingers now and then

To help some failure to rise again.

Y es, he is the man who wins.—  B indery Talk

at
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THE NEW WAY 7

mental pictures. How important, then, to grasp
and discipline thispower of picture-making! Be silent
sometime each day; be alone; find the place of
Silence; practise it as an art; let the mind rest in
the idea of Silence. It will soon find that Silence
is the birthplaceof will, the source and opportuuity
of all that inspires and sustains human life.

A little of that self-discipline, of that meditation,
and we shall begin to understand what life is for
and how'to live it. ‘ STUDENT

.33

HINDU APHORISMS
HE who speaks well of others increases in himself

the virtue he approves in them.
He who speaks with contempt of the failings of

others attracts the same into his own nature.
He who views a good deed commendingly shall

himself share the future reward of it.
He who views an ill deed without protest shall

himself at some time suffer it.
He who can receive unkindnesses without wrath

shall have the power to pour healing balm on the
wounds of others.

CHINESE WISDOM
Tm-: superior man, in the world, does not set his

mind either for anythingor against anything; what
is right he will follow.

THE superior man does not, even for the space of
a single meal, act contrary to virtue. In moments of
haste he cleaves to it. In seasons of danger he cleaves
to it.

“THE true will is a concentrated force working
steadily yet gently, dominating both soul and person,
having its source in the spirit and highest elements
of the soul. It is never used for the gratification
of self, is inspired by the highest motives, is never
interposed to violate a law, but works in harmony
with the unseen as well as the seen."

— William Q. Judge
.93

’Tis the Set of the Sails

NE ship drives east and another drives west
With the self-same winds thatblow.

'Tis the set of the sails.
And not the gales.

Which tells us the way to go.

Like the winds of the sea are the ways of fate —

As we journey along through life.
'Tis the set of a soul
That decides its goal.

And not the calm or the strife.— Selected

C0 Sit’

The Test

HE test of a man is the fight thathe makes,
The grit he daily shows:

The way thathe stands on his feet and takes
Fate's numerous bumps and blows.

A coward can smile when there's naught to fear.
When nothing his progress bars.

But it takes a man to stand up and cheer
While some other fellow stars.

It isn't the victory after all.
But the fight that a brother makes;

The man who. driven against the wall,
Stands up erect and takes

The blows of fate with his head held high.
Bleeding and bruised and pale,

ls the man who'll win in the by and by.
For he isn't afraid to fail.

It's the bumps you get and the jolts you get.
And the shocks that your courage stands.

The hours of sorrow and vain regret.
And the prize that escapes your hands.

That test your mettle and prove your worth:
It isn't the blows you deal.

But the blows you take on the good old earth
That shows if your stuff is real.— Selected

.53

The Man Who Wins

HE man who wins is the man who works —

_The man who toils while the next man shirks.
The man who stands in his deep distress.
With his head held high in the deadly press —

Yes. he is the man who wins.

The man who wins is the man who knows
The value of pain and the worth of woes;
Who a lesson learns from the man who fails
And a moral finds in his moumful wails-

Yes, he is theman who wins.

The man who wins is the man who stays
In the unsought paths and the rocky ways
And, perhaps. who lingers now and then
To help some failure to rise again.

Yes. he is the man who wins.—Bindery Talk
.39
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

“ A CT well at the moment, and you have performed

a good action to all eternity." —  L avater

“ Y O U cannot prevent the birds of sadness from

fl ying over your head, but you can prevent them

from building nests in your hair.” —  Chinese

“ I S  anyone able for one day to apply his strength

to virtue?  I  have not seen the case in which his

strength would be insuffi cient.” — — - Chinese

“ W E  cannot kindle when we will

The fi re which in the heart resides;

The spirit bloweth and is still,

I n mystery our soul abides;

B ut tasks in hours of insight willed

Can be through hours of gloom fulfi lled.”

— —  Matthew A rnold

H ow To ME E T E ME R GE N CI E S

“  W H A T we know and what we are has already been

determined before the particular opportunity in which

we are to act. H ow we shall behave in any emer-

gency has been settled beforehand. The man who

regularly wastes minutes in indecision and lack of

concentration is not going to save a great cause

when an instant decision and a powerful blow for

the right are called for. W e shall do in an emer-

gency not as we dreamed we should do at such a

time, but as the sort of men our dreaming made

us must inevitably do at such a time. I f dreaming

made us indolent and procrastinating, we shall not

be energetic and prompt. I f it made us selfi sh and

indulgent, we shall not be heroic and self-sacrifi cing.

The only way to do the strong thing is to be strong

beforehand." —  Great Thoughts

“ W E  are never fully incarnated. The man we

see and know in each other is so much of the real

spiritual man as can work through that apparatus,

as can get into it. The body changes from decade to

decade and if we pressed our possibilities we should

fi nd that with every change we could get more of

ourselves into work in it. E ven the changes that

are downwards, when the physical pulses begin to

beat lower, permit because of that very fact the

entry of a part of hitherto latent consciousness, a

ray of fi ner mentality which might shine right up

to death and be itself a preparation for death."

—  Century Path

“ PA TI E N CE  appears as restraint from annoyance

and anger, while it comes through a steady mind from

the calm soul. F or the soul sees the beginning, the

middle and the end, and is undisturbed by the pro-

cesses of the good law, which is neither in haste

nor slow in working all things for good.” —  F . P.

TH E  MA N  A N D H I S  F R I E N D

“ A  MA N  q uarreled with his friend. ‘ ‘I  have been

much deceived in you,”  said the man. A nd the

friend made a face at him and went away. A  little

after, they both died, and came together before the

great white Justice of the Peace. I t began to look

black for the friend, but the man for awhile had a

clear character, and was getting in ’ good spirits.

“  ‘I  fi nd here some record of a q uarrel,’  said the

Justice, looking in his notes. ‘W hich of you was

in the wrong? ’

“  ‘H e was,’  said the man.

behind my back.’

“  ‘Did he so? ’  said the Justice.

did he speak about your neighbors? ’

“  ‘O h, he had always a nasty tongue,’  said the man.

“  ‘A nd you chose him for your friend? ’  cried the

Justice. ‘My good fellow, we have no use here for

fools.’  ” —  R . L . S tevenson

‘H e spoke ill of me

‘ A nd pray how

“ TH E R E  is no seq uestered spot in the Universe.

no dark niche along the disc of non-ex istence, from

which he [ man]  can retreat from his relations to others;

where he can withdraw the infl uence of his ex istence

upon the moral destiny of the world;  everywhere

his presence or absence will be felt — —  everywhere he

will have companions who will be better or worse

for his infl uence. I t is an old saying, and one of

fearful and fathoming import, that we are forming

characters for eternity. F orming Characters!  W hose?

O ur own or others?  B oth —  and in that momentous

fact lies the peril and responsibility of our ex istence.

W ho is sufl icient for the thought?  Thousands of

my fellow-beings will yearly enter eternity with charac-

ters differing from those they would have carried

thither, had I  never lived. The sunlight of that

world will reveal my fi nger-marks in their primary

formations and in their successive strata of thought

and life.” —  E lihu B urritt

A  TR UE  GE N TL E MA N

“ A  MA N  that’ s clean inside and outside;  who

neither looks up to the rich nor down on the poor;

who can lose without sq uealing and who can win

without bragging, considerate to women, children and

old people;  who is too brave to lie, too generous to

cheat and too sensible to loaf;  and who takes his

share of the world’ s goods and helps other people

to have theirs, has the characteristics of a true gentle-

man." — —  A non.

“ S UR E L Y  death acq uires a deeper signifi cance when

we regard it no longer as a single and unex plained

break in an unending life, but as part of the recurring

rhythm of progress —  as inevitable, as natural, and

as benevolent as sleep.” —  Prof. ] . M’ Taggart
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Quotebook
“ACT well at the moment, and you have performed

a good action to all eternity.”— Lavater

“YOU cannot prevent the birds of sadness from
flying over your head, but you can prevent them
from building nests in your hair."—- Chinese

"Is anyone able for one day to apply his strength
to virtue? I have not seen the case in which his
strength would be insufficient.’’——Chinese

“WE cannot kindle when we will
The fire which in the heart resides;

The spirit bloweth and is still,
In mystery our soul abides;

But tasks in hours of insight willed
Can be through hours of gloom fulfilled."

— Matthew Arnold

How To MEET EMERGENCIES

“WHAT we know and what we are has already been
determined before the particular opportunity in which
we are to act. How we shall behave in any emer-
gency has been settled beforehand. The man who
regularly wastes minutes in indecision and lack of
concentration is not going to save a great cause
when an instant decision and a powerful blow for
the right are called for. We shall do in an emer-
gency not as we dreamed we should do at such a
time, but as the sort of men our dreaming made
us must inevitably do at such a time. If dreaming
made us indolent and procrastinating, we shall not
be energetic and prompt. If it made us selfish and
indulgent, we shall not be heroic and self-sacrificing.
The only way to do the strong thing is to be strong
beforehand."—Great Thoughts

“WE -are never fully incamated. The man we
see and know in each other is so much of the real
spiritual man as can work through that apparatus,
as can get into it. The body changes from decade to
decade and if we pressed our possibilitieswe should
find that with every change we could get more of
ourselves into work in it. Even the changes that
are downwards, when the physical pulses begin to
beat lower, permit because of that very fact the
entry of a part of hitherto latent consciousness, a
ray of finer mentality which might shine right up
to death and be itself a preparation for death."

-— Century Path
“PATIENCE appears as restraint from annoyance

and anger, while it comes through a steady mind from
the calm soul. For the soul sees the beginning, the
middle and the end, and is undisturbed by the pro-
cesses of the good law, which is neither in haste
nor slow in working all things for good.”— F. P.

E
«Co git‘

THE MAN AND HIS FRIEND

“A MAN quarreled with his friend. A ‘I have been
much deceived in you,” said the man. And the
friend made a face at him and went away. A little
after, they both died, and came together before the
great white Justice of the Peace. It began to look
black for the friend, but the man for awhile had a
clear character, and was getting in ‘good spirits.

“ ‘I find here some record of a quarrel,’ said the
Justice, looking in his notes. ‘Which of you was
in the wrong?’

“ ‘He was,’ said the man:
behind my back.’

“ ‘Did he so?’ said the Justice.
did he speak about your neighbors?’

“ ‘Oh, he had always a nasty tongue,’ said theman.
“ ‘And you chose him for your friend?’ cried the

Justice. ‘My good fellow, we have no use here for
fools.’ "—— R. L. Stevenson

‘He spoke ill of me

‘And pray how

“THERE is no sequestered spot in the Universe.
no dark niche along the disc of non-existence, from
which he [man] can retreat from his relations to others;
where he can withdraw the influence of his existence
upon the moral destiny of the world; everywhere
his presence or absence will be felt — everywhere he
will have companions who will be better or worse
for his influence. It is an old saying, and one of
fearful and fathoming import, that we are forming
charactersfor eternity. Forming Characters! Whose?
Our own or others? Both— and in that momentous
fact lies the peril and responsibilityof our existence.
Who is sufficient for the thought? Thousands of
my fellow-beingswillyearlyenter eternity withcharac-
ters differing from those they would have carried
thither, had I never lived. The sunlight of that
world will reveal my finger-marks in their primary
formations and in their successive strata of thought
and life."— Elihu Burritt

A TRUE GENTLEMAN

"A MAN that's clean inside and outside; who
neither looks up to the rich nor down on the poor:
who can lose without squealing and who can win
without bragging, considerate to women, childrenand
old people; who is too brave to lie, too generous to
cheat and too sensible to loaf; and who takes his
share of the world's goods and helps other people
to have theirs, has the characteristicsof a true gentle-
man.”— Anon.

“SURELY death acquires a deeper significance when
we regard it no longer as a single and unexplained
break in an unending life, but as part of the recurring
rhythm of progress— as inevitable, as natural, and
as benevolent as sleep.”— Prof. J. M’Taggart
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E ach Day a S tep

GO T out of bed the wrong side, aye?

Things

all going wrong with you today?

B ut nobody ever got out of the bed the

W rong side unless he got into it the wrong side

1he night before.

The two always go together.

W hat happens when you awake?  Dazed, sort of,

fi rst;  then you begin to remember —  remember the

story you read last night, the thing that was worrying

you then, the chief thought you were thinking, the

plan you were working out. A nd the mind goes

ahead again on these lines. A long with this comes the

mood you will be in for the day—  for most of it
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Each Day a Step What happens when youawake? Dazed. sort of.
first; then you begin to remember-—remember the

OT out of bed the wrong side, aye? Things story you read last night. the thingthat was worrying
all going wrong with you today? you then, the chief thought you were thinking, the

But nobody ever got out of the bed the plan you were working out. And the mind goes
wrong side unless he got into it the wrong side ahead again on these lines. Along with thiscomes the
Ihe night before. The two always go together. mood you will be in for the day—— for most of it
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anyhow;  and at last, fi x ed up in this way, you face

the day’ s work.

W hat part have you played in it all?  N one at all!

I t did itself. The thoughts set in of themselves;  the

mood came of itself. S ometimes it may be the mood

of the night before;  sometimes it happens to be a

q uite different one — —  j ust as it happens._

N ow, is that the way for a man to do and be?

I n general the tasks we have to do for the day are

set for us;  we haven’ t much choice. There is outside

authority of some sort, rules or bread-and-butter-

winning necessity. B ut the thoughts that buzz

through our minds, the mood that colors our minds

and shows in our bearing —  need these be set for us?

A nd they are much more important from the stand-

point of our real welfare and evolution than the outer

conditions. I n fact from that point of view the outer

matters hardly count at all.

The contents and working of our waking minds

are, then, mainly the same contents as we had last

night, the continuation of them. S o we can under-

stand that by arranging the last thoughts and lines

of mental action in the evening we can secure the

return of the same selection in the morning. B ut

the mood?  That may be q uite different. W e may go

to bed in one mood, perhaps full of geniality or hope

and fi nd ourselves in q uite another in the morning.

B ut a very similar rule really holds true in the

matter of moods as of thoughts. W e did not create

the mood of last night;  we j ust happened to be in it,

good or bad. A nd though the morning’ s mood may

be different it is so far the same as last night’ s in

that it came of itself.

I t is obvious that no one has true F reedom, no one

is master of himself or can make progress as a man

while he steps unresistingly every morning into a

mentality and mood that are already arranged for

him. I t is because of not recognising this, that men

end each life about the same, essentially, as they were

at the beginning. S omething, of course, has been

learned from ex perience and sufferings, but there has

been very little or no self-guided evolution, no self-

creation. L ife is made of days, and unless a man takes

hold of himself and asserts and makes good his divine

F reedom as every day begins, he accomplishes nothing.

B ut the matter is really q uite easy. I t merely

consists in observing and acting upon the fact that

each morning takes up the line of thoughts, and

usually the mood, of the evening before.

Get hold of the idea that the important thing for

this short life of ours is self-evolution in and with the

mind, evolution man-wards in the true sense (which

is the same as divine-wards);  to leave life far more

than we were when we began it, to leave each day more

than we were as we went through that day, and so

begin each day more than we were when we began

the day before.

The mood of each day will be more and more

(with practice) the same as the mood created by will

the night before. The thoughts, guided and held at

night, will be those of the waking mind nex t morning.

The enthusiasm of the night and its hope, if willed

and induced, will be the enthusiasm and hope or peace

of the nex t day. E ach day will be a step. N o chance

in the matter should be allowed. W e are going to

guide ourselves henceforth. W e may not always have

or even know of the best book or piece of reading for

the last thoughts to rest upon. B ut where did the

writers of such things get what enabled them to write

as they did?  That S ource is open to us all though

we may have no slightest gift of writing. I t is ready.

around us, in us, over us, though it is invisible and

inaudible. B ut the presence of it in our minds can be

felt and known if we will silence our common thoughts

for a few moments in aspiration. W e can come home

to the root and sustainer of our being. I t is present

always;  why should we not make ourselves aware of

it, let it in on us, invite it to work secretly in our

natures?  This is the mood for the last moments of

our evening, the mood of peace, confi dence, trust,

hope, the mood in which to close our eyes. I t is co-

operation with our own highest;  and if our side of

the work is attended to, day by day, the other side

will be.

This is a man’ s effort, to brush away the brain-stuff

that hides from him his divinity, and let in the L ight.

Then he has made for himself, with his own will, the

atmosphere for his own awakening nex t day. A nd

in the fi rst moments after his rising he can call back

the spirit in which he lay down and so go out upon

the day in confi dence. Practice makes perfect. L ittle

by little, day after day, he grows in this power of self-

mastery, this transformation. The work is not done

in a day, but in a day we can see that it can be done.

L et us therefore create our days for ourselves. A nd

we shall presently fi nd that the days when ‘every-

thing goes wrong’  are days when we ourselves and no

malicious outside power gave things their misdirection.

More than we suspect are events the answer to our

thoughts and moods. S TUDE N T

' 5

The Philosopher with a Game-L eg

H A D called in to see how N ed Clatworthy was

getting along after his accident and found him

loaded up to the muzzle with talk. H e brushed aside

my condolences with scant ceremony and it was

clear that all he wanted was an opportunity to blow

off steam, which he proceeded to do as follows.

“  ’ Taint no j oke to have a heavy casting fall on

your foot, that’ s sure;  but there’ s a bright side to it

after all, I  reckon. F act is, I  was always all balled up

with my work and planning ahead for more of it.

so that I  never got no time to sit down q uiet-like
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2 THE NEW WAY

anyhow; and at last, fixed up in this way, you face
the day's work.

What part have you played in it all? None at all!
It did itself. The thoughts set in of themselves; the
mood came of itself. Sometimes it may be the mood
of the night before; sometimes it happens to be a
quite different one —— just as it happens.

_Now, is that the way for a man to do and be?
In general the tasks we have to do for the day are
set for us; we haven ’t much choice. There is outside
authority of some sort, rules or bread-and-butter
winning necessity. But the thoughts that buzz
through our minds, the mood that colors our minds
and shows in our bearing— need these be set for us?
And they are much more important from the stand-
point of our real welfare and evolution than the outer
conditions. In fact from that point of view the outer
matters hardly count at all.

The contents and working of our waking minds
are, then, mainly the same contents as we had last
night, the continuation of them. So we can under-
stand that by arranging the last thoughts and lines
of mental action in the evening we can secure the
return of the same selection in the morning. But
the mood? That may be quite different. We may go
to bed in one mood, perhaps full of geniality or hope
and find ourselves in quite another in the morning.

But a very similar rule really holds true in the
matter of moods as of thoughts. We did not create
the mood of last night; we just happened to be in it,
good or bad. And though the morning's mood may
be different it is so far the same as last night's in
that it came of itself.

It is obvious that no one has true Freedom, no one
is master of himself or can make progress as a man
while he steps unresistingly every morning into a
mentality and mood that are already arranged for
him. It is because of not recognising this, that men
end each life about the same, essentially, as they were
at the beginning. Something, of course, has been
learned from experience and sufferings, but there has
been very little or no self-guided evolution, no self-
creation. Life is made of days, and unless a man takes
hold of himself and asserts and makes good his divine
Freedom as every day begins, he accomplishesnothing.

But the matter is really quite easy. It merely
consists in observing and acting upon the fact that
each morning takes up the line of thoughts, and
usually the mood, of the evening before.

Get hold of the idea that the important thing for
this short life of ours is self—evolution in and with the
mind, evolution man-wards in the true sense (which
is the same as divine-wards); to leave life far more
thanwe were when we began it, to leave each day more
than we were as we went through that day. and so
begin each day more than we were when we began
the day before.

The mood of each day will be more and more

£10 git’

(with practice) the same as the mood created by will
the night before. The thoughts, guided and held at
night, will be those of the waking mind next morning.
The enthusiasm of the night and its hope, if willed
and induced, will be theenthusiasmand hope or peace
of the next day. Each day will be a step. No chance
in the matter should be allowed. We are going to
guide ourselves henceforth. We may not always have
or even know of the best book or piece of reading for
the last thoughts to rest upon. But where did the
writers of such thingsget what enabled them to write
as they did? That Source is open to us all though
we may have no slightest gift of writing. It is ready,
around us, in us, over us, though it is invisible and
inaudible. But the presence of it in our minds can be
felt and known if we will silenceour common thoughts
for a few moments in aspiration. We can come home
to the root and sustainer of our being. It is present
always; why should we not make ourselves aware of
it, let it in on us, invite it to work secretly in our
natures? This is the mood for the last moments of
our evening, the mood of peace, confidence, trust,
hope, the mood in which to close our eyes. It is co-
operation with our own highest; and if our side of
the work is attended to, day by day, the other side
will be.

This is a man’s effort, to brush away the brain-stuff
thathides from him his divinity, and let in the Light.
Then he has made for himself, with his own will, the
atmosphere for his own awakening next day. And
in the first moments after his rising he can call back
the spirit in which he lay down and so go out upon
the day in confidence. Practicemakes perfect. Little
by little, day after day, he grows in thispower of self-
mastery, this transformation. The work is not done
in a day, but in a day we can see that it can be done.

Let us therefore create our days for ourselves. And
we shall presently find that the days when ‘every-
thing goes wrong’ are days when we ourselves and no
maliciousoutside power gave thingstheirmisdirection.
More than we suspect are events the answer to our
thoughts and moods. STUDENT

J

The Philosopher with a Game-Leg

I HAD called in to see how Ned Clatworthy was
getting along after his accident and found him

loaded up to the muzzle with talk. He brushed aside
my condolences with scant ceremony and it was
clear that all he wanted was an opportunity to blow
off steam, which he proceeded to do as follows.

" 'Taint no joke to have a heavy casting fall on
your foot, that's sure; but there’s a bright side to it
after all, I reckon. Fact is, I was always all balled up
with my work and planning ahead for more of it.
so that I never got no time to sit down quiet~like
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and look where I  was driving for. B ut lying on the

sofa all day long I  get thoughts popping into my head

about all kinds ’ er things, and one of these days I ’ m

thinking I ’ ll turn into one of these wise guys who can

see to the bottom of everything —  fi ll o’  phosphorous

they call ’ em, I  reckon, or some name like that.

“  ’ Taint enough j ust to know things;  you’ ve got

to chew on ’ em if you want to get the j uice out.

A nd loafi ng here all day I  certainly do everlastingly

chew on what I  see. F ' rinstance, look at them sweet-

peas poking their pretty heads out of the dirt in this

old pot. I  told Johnny to scrape up a handful of

common dirt out of the yard and I  j ust stuck in the

seeds and up they come. W herever you put in a

seed its allers the same. There’ s something around

what you can’ t see that takes common muck and

slop-water, and makes ’ em over into pink and yaller

fl owers, and sweet vi’ lets and delicate sprays of fern.

“ I ’ ve heard say that folks used to think that lead

could be turned into gold;  but bless your heart alive,

there’ s something going on in this old pot here that’ s

j ust as wonderful to my thinking. I  sometimes

speckerlate if so be as this power of changing things

mayn’ t be inside a feller too, and L ord knows there’ s

work enough to do a-turning his dirt and common

stuff into something that may come out like fl owers

in his daily life as you may say. N o, I  don’ t have no

hankering after being a saint like what you see in the

colored winders in church with gold plates fl oating

over their heads;  but I  do think that a man ought to

get some kind of a grip of himself and act decent;

have a smile and a kind word for his wife and kids

instead of an everlasting grouch and cuss-words to

beat the band. There’ s something around that never

lets up on its j ob of turning dirt into fl owers;  and

seeing as it’ s everywhere, why shouldn’ t it be in you

and me?  Got to have seeds?  W ell, ain’ t that very

thought I ’ ve j ust said a seed?  O r any other good

thought a fellow lets stay in his mind a while, he

looking at it kind of approving for a spell?  There’ s

a whole heap to be got out of that idee, I  reckon.

“ N ow I  never had no religion to speak of;  but

sometimes layin’  hereI  kind of reach down deep inside

of me till I  fi nd a warm, growing feeling that fi lls me

all up with hope and strength. W hy shouldn’ t there

be a springtime inside a feller as well as outside,

with life and growth, and dirt changing into fl owers?

“ Y ou know my wife used to work up to Potter’ s

B oarding H ouse before we got married, and old man

Potter allers used to say that the servants with the

worst tempers were the best ones to polish the silver.

N ow as I  fi gure it out, what we call bad temper is

nothing but a lot of good force coming out the wrong

way, and if you get that woman busy with the spoons

and forks she puts the force into her polishing and

makes a good j ob of it. N ow how about that?

“ I  ’ ve got a whole heap of faults, I  know;  but they

don’ t worry me any more now that I  looks at ’ em

that way. S ays I  to myself, says I : ‘Gardener,

here ’ s your black soil and your manure and your waste

water a-plenty;  now go to work and turn them into

apples and pertaters and roses and lilies. There’ s

your raw material all right;  get a move on yer and

change ’ em into something worth while.’

“ I  feel real sorry sometimes when I  see one 0’  my

old mates pass by. H e seems to be everlastingly on

the rush after something, but if he only knew the

good to be got out of holding q uiet and trying to fi nd

what you want inside he wouldn’ t tear along that way

or have that desperate, hungry look of hunting in

his eyes. ’ Taint what a feller has that makes him

happy, not by a long chalk;  it’ s all according to how

he feels;  and if a man is peaceable and friendly and

contented inside, I  don’ t see how a million dollars is

going to make him any happier.”

Passing out into the gathering twilight, I  brushed

my head against a drooping mass of ex q uisite white

roses breathing their sweet perfume. “ Take home

a handful of ’ em with you if you have a mind to,”

came the cheery voice from the window, and as I

cut myself a splendid handful of the fragrant blooms

a larger hope sprang up within my heart for human-

kind, for is there not an inward power at work “ chang-

ing the bad to good”  and darkness into light, if we

will only let it have its way?  S TUDE N T

8

O pportunity

“ TH O U canst create this ‘day’  thy chances

for thy ‘morrow.’  ” — —  The V oice of the S ilence

H E  man who was in j ail for a theft, had decided

that he could never hold up his head again.

“ I s your higher life for a man with a past like

mine?  Don’ t you have to have some sort of a clean

soul to start with?  I  guess I  might steal again if

things got as bad as they were then and the chance

opened. I  tell you I ’ m terribly weak. Y et I ’ d like

. . if there were any sort of a way. . . . W hat have

you got to say, anyhow? ”

The word opportunity is written across the whole

stretch of life. B ut the letters are too big to see,

their radiance too indistinguishable from common

daylight.

W ell then: it is written down the page of each year.

“  O h we all know the value of N ew Y ears’  resolutions.”

B ut it is written at the head of the chapter of each

particular new-born day;  it is written on every line

of the chapter. B ehold!  I t is every word of the line — —

save one: that one is now. Y esterday is then, and

that was never written in any book of life. A nd

tomorrow has to have the breath of life in its nostrils

before it becomes a living soul, a N O W . L ife never

breathes twice alike, and so tomorrow is unfore-

castable, not to be bothered with.
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THE NEW WAY 3
 

and look where I was driving for. But lying on the
sofa all day long I get thoughts popping into my head
about all kinds’er things, and one of these days I’m
thinkingI'll turn into one of these wise guys who can
see to the bottom of everything—fill o’ phosphorous
they call ’em, I reckon, or some name like that.

“ ’Taint enough just to know things; you've got
to chew on ’em if you want to get the juice out.
And loaflng here all day I certainly do everlastingly
chew on what I see. F’rinstance, look at them sweet-
peas poking their pretty heads out of the dirt in this
old pot. I told Johnny to scrape up a handful of
common dirt out of the yard and I just stuck in the
seeds and up they come. Wherever you put in a
seed its allers the same. There ’s something around
what you can't see that takes common muck and
slop-water, and makes ’em over into pink and yaller
flowers, and sweet vi 'lets and delicate sprays of fern.

“I’ve heard say that folks used to thinkthat lead
could be turned into gold; but bless your heart alive,
there's somethinggoing on in this old pot here that's
just as wonderful to my thinking. I sometimes
speckerlate if so be as this power of changing things
mayn’t be inside a feller too, and Lord knows there’s
work enough to do a-turning his dirt and common
stuff into something that may come out like flowers
in his daily life as you may say. No, I don’t have no
hankering after being a saint like what you see in the
colored winders in church with gold plates floating
over their heads; but I do think that a man ought to
get some kind of a grip of himself and act decent;
have a smile and a kind word for his wife and kids
instead of an everlasting grouch and cuss-words to
beat the band. There’s somethingaround that never
lets up on its job of turning dirt into flowers; and
seeing as it's everywhere, why shouldn’t it be in you
and me? Got to have seeds? Well, ain't that very
thought I’ve just said a seed? Or any other good
thought a fellow lets stay in his mind a while, he
looking at it kind of approving for a spell? There's
a whole heap to be got out of that idee, I reckon.

“Now I never had no religion to speak of; but
sometimes layin’ herel kindof reach down deep inside
of me till I find a warm, growing feeling that fills me
all up with hope and strength. Why shouldn’t there
be a springtime inside a feller as well as outside,
with life and growth, and dirt changing into flowers?

“You know my wife used to work up to Potter's
Boarding House before we got married, and old man
Potter allers used to say that the servants with the
worst tempers were the best ones to polish the silver.
Now as I figure it out, what we call bad temper is
nothing but a lot of good force coming out the wrong
way, and if you get that woman busy with the spoons
and forks she puts the force into her polishing and
makes a good job of it. Now how about that?

“I’ve got a whole heap of faults, I know; but they
don’t worry me any more now that I looks at ’em

C0 Sic

that way. Says I to myself, says I: ‘Gardener,
here ’s your blacksoil and your manure and your waste
water a-plenty; now go to work and turn them into
apples and pertaters and roses and lilies. There’s
your raw material all right; get a move on yer and
change ’em into something worth while.’

“I feel real sorry sometimes when I see one o’ my
old mates pass by. He seems to be everlastinglyon
the rush after something, but if he only knew the
good to be got out of holding quiet and trying to find
what you want inside he wouldn't tear along thatway
or have that desperate, hungry look of hunting in
his eyes. ’Taint what a feller has that makes him
happy, not by a long chalk; it’s all according to how
he feels; and if a man is peaceable and friendly and
contented inside, I don’t see how a million dollars is
going to make him any happier.”

Passing out into the gathering twilight, I brushed
my head against a drooping mass of exquisite white
roses breathing their sweet perfume. “Take home
a handful of ’em with you if you have a mind to,”
came the cheery voice from the window, and as I
cut myself a splendid handful of the fragrant blooms
a larger hope sprang up within my heart for human-
kind, for is therenot an inward power at work “chang-
ing the bad to good” and darkness into light, if we
will only let it have its way? STUDENT

J3

Opportunity
“THOU canst create this ‘day’ thychances

for thy ‘morrow.’ "—— The Voice of the Silence
HE man who was in jail for a theft, had decided
that he could never hold up his head again.
“Is your higher life for a man with a past like

mine? Don't you have to have some sort of a clean
soul to start with? I guess I might steal again if
things got as bad as they were then and the chance
opened. I tell you I'm terribly weak. Yet I'd like

. .
if there were any sort of a way. . . . What have

you got to say, anyhow?”
The word opportunity is written across the whole

stretch of life. But the letters are too big to see,
their radiance too indistinguishable from common
daylight.

Well then: it is written down the page of each year.
“Oh we all know thevalue of New Years’ resolutions.”

But it is written at the head of the chapter of each
particular new-bom day; it is written on every line
of the chapter. Behold! It is every word of the line —

save one: that one is now. Yesterday is then, and
that was never written in any book of life. And
tomorrow has to have the breath of life in its nostrils
before it becomes a living soul, a NOW. Life never
breathes twice alike, and so tomorrow is unfore-
castable, not to be bothered with.
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Thus whatever is now right in front and around,

whatever condition now is, is opportunity.

S ometime we have all got to be perfect men and

women. This will not be soon, but it will so be.

Perfect men and women will possess every kind of

power;  their souls will be full-fl edged.

W ell: life is so cunningly arranged for every mor-

tal, that every particular hour and condition contains

an invocation to some power to come forth, to function

and thereby grow— perhaps not much, one step;

still, the whole thing is an affair O f those one-steps.

I f the condition is viewed by the mind in one way,

it may, like the crying baby or the crippled and pain-

racked body, be a deadly and impassable barrier;

viewed in another way that same condition becomes

an opportunity. I n one view there is little but

barriers, difficulties and discouragements, in life;  in

another there is nothing but stairway and oppor-

tunity.

Pain is difficult to bear. Think of it as an oppor-

tunity for development O f the heroic pain-bearing

power. Make the best effort you can to think of it

and bear it in that way. W hereupon it becomes a

step up the divine stairway to the L ight;  that will

in you, which in your far-future perfect manhood or

womanhood will be so splendid, does the bit of growth

possible to it in that particular moment. The divine

H eart present in that moment is pleased and satisfi ed

with you for the use you made of its gift. I t does not

ask perfection;  it j ust asks the effort of that moment.

Mental inefficiency, perhaps dependent upon bodily

frailty, is difficult to bear;  and so is the sense of in-

feriority to those whose minds can q uickly grasp

things or which have been fi nely trained. Try, try

to understand what you can. Think;  think, say, of

the full meaning of the word opportunity. The per-

fect man will have a perfect mind. Y ou have taken

your step toward that height of mental outlook to

which you will assuredly sometime attain.

Y ou love music but are too poor to get much of it.

‘Chance’  now and then puts some fi ne music in your

way. Drink hard and deep of it. ‘Chance,’  which

is that divine H eart of the moments and of eternity,

knows that some other developments are j ust now —

perhaps for all this present life —  more important

for you. S O  it does not give you much music;  ex -

pecting you, however, to do the utmost with the bit

it does give.

The perfect man will be perfect in compassion.

Compassion is a great power whose real use in the

world we only faintly understand, since it is part of

the creative power. E very day come opportunities

for its use. S ee that you miss none;  a friendly word,

a cordial ‘good-morning,’  may do more than you

know. B e particularly careful about it when you are

feeling altogether irritated and irritable and chilly

and selfi sh,' for those moments are naturally the most

fruitful opportunities of using creative energy.

S ome man does you an inj ury, or his failings look

repulsive to you. S eize that as the opportunity to

think of him kindly, as misled by some passion, as

overpowered by some circumstance that he cannot

see as opportunity, as a son of L ight that does not

yet know it. I n the far-off times you and he will

look back at this together, each seeing how he helped

or hindered his fellow.

I f you have a vice under which you fail and fall,

fi ght. Don’ t fi ght tomorrow, or this afternoon, but

N O W . This afternoon will be N O W  in its turn. There

is always a difference that widens to eternity between

a used N O W  and an unused one. I f you are going to

fail this afternoon, you will nevertheless be stronger

for the effort you made N ow. The great men of

every sort are so because they used their N O W S .

N ow begin yourself. _

I n other words, stand front-on, to all the moments,

and do something in each. F ill your whole conscious-

ness with the sense of opportunity until you can see

nothing else. A nd in each moment try to feel in your

own heart that great H eart of the world which answers

human life, the cries of human life, with opportunity;

which yearns that we come at last to understand it,

to know it, to feel that even in the pains which we

see that we ourselves have brought about, it O ffers

in each a blessing, a step, missing no single one.

L et us understand that life is nothing but oppor-

tunity. I t is a mountain-side with a vast glory upon

the top. E very moment can be made a step;  out of

every barrier and every difficulty can be drawn a

strength. A nd the great benediction streams down

into the lowest valleys upon him who tries, touching

him from the fi rst moment of the fi rst effort, without

any reservation on account of his past. I t not only

blesses him who tries, but pre-eminently him who

heartens someone else to try.

“  I t' s never too late to mend,”  says the O ld proverb.

B ut don’ t let us try to mend;  let us begin a new

garment every day. S TUDE N T

J

O n Chewing

“  UT look, Jake;  for an old chap that’ s always

handing out good advice to us young fellows,

don’ t you think that chewing habit of yours

is —  well, unfi tting? ”

“ W ell, my sons, there’ s different sorts of chewing;

and the one that you had better consarn yourselves

most about has nothing to do with tobacco.

“ W hat you need to avoid is chewin’  over in your

mind things that ain’ t no good to you: that little

thing that Jim said behind your back, and that row

you had with B ill yesterday. I t don’ t do any good

to let these things go turnin’  and turnin’  over in

your mind. They grow and spread q uicker’ n thistles
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4 THE NEW WAY

Thus whatever is now right in front and around,
whatever condition now is, is opportunity.

Sometime we have all got to be perfect men and
women. This will not be soon, but it will so be.
Perfect men and women will possess every kind of
power; their souls will be full-fledged.

Well: life is so cunningly arranged for every mor-
tal, that every particular hour and condition contains
an invocation to some power to come forth, to function
and thereby grow— perhaps not much, one step;
still, the whole thing is an affair of those one-steps.

If the condition is viewed by the mind in one way,
it may, like the crying baby or the crippled and pain-
racked body, be a deadly and impassable barrier;
viewed in another way that same condition becomes
an opportunity. In one view there is little but
barriers, difficulties and discouragements, in life; in
another there is nothing but stairway and oppor-
tunity.

Pain is difficult to bear. Think of it as an oppor-
tunity for development of the heroic pain-bearing
power. Make the best effort you can to think of it
and bear it in that way. Whereupon it becomes a
step up the divine stairway to the Light; that will
in you, which in your far-future perfect manhood or
womanhood will be so splendid, does thebitof growth
possible to it in that particular moment. The divine
Heart present in that moment is pleased and satisfied
with you for the use you made of its gift. It does not
ask perfection; it just asks the effort of thatmoment.

Mental inefficiency,perhaps dependent upon bodily
frailty, is difficult to bear; and so is the sense of in-
feriority to those whose minds can quickly grasp
things or which have been finely trained. Try, try
to understand what you can. Think; think, say, of
the full meaning of the word opportunity. The per-
fect man will have a perfect mind. You have taken
your step toward that height of mental outlook to
which you will assuredly sometime attain.

You love music but are too poor to get much of it.
‘Chance’ now and then puts some fine music in your
way. Drink hard and deep of it. ‘Chance,’ which
is that divine Heart of the moments and of eternity,
knows that some other developments are just now —

perhaps for all this present life — more important
for you. So it does not give you much music; ex-
pecting you, however, to do the utmost with the bit
it does give.

The perfect man will be perfect in compassion.
Compassion is a great power whose real use in the
world we only faintly understand, since it is part of
the creative power. Every day come opportunities
for its use. See that you miss none; a friendlyword,
a cordial ‘good~morning,’ may do more than you
know. Be particularly careful about it when you are
feeling altogether irritated and irritable and chilly
and selfish,-for those moments are naturally the most
fruitful opportunities of using creative energy.

a
C0 git’

Some man does you an injury. or his failings look
repulsive to you. Seize that as the opportunity to
think of him kindly, as misled by some passion, as
overpowered by some circumstance that he cannot
see as opportunity, as a son of Light that does not
yet know it. In the far-off times you and he will
look back at this together, each seeing how he helped
or hindered his fellow.

If you have a vice under which you fail and fall,
fight. Don't fight tomorrow, or this afternoon, but
NOW. This afternoon will be NOW in its turn. There
is always a difference that widens to eternity between
a used NOW and an unused one. If you are going to
fail this afternoon, you will nevertheless be stronger
for the effort you made NOW. The great men of
every sort are so because they used their NOWS.
Now begin yourself.

,

In other words, stand front-on, to all the moments,
and do somethingin each. Fill your whole conscious-
ness with the sense of opportunity until you can see
nothingelse. And in each moment try to feel in your
own heart thatgreat Heart of theworld which answers
human life, the cries of human life, with opportunity;
which yearns that we come at last to understand it,
to know it, to feel that even in the pains which we
see that we ourselves have brought about, it offers
in each a blessing, a step, missing no single one.

Let us understand that life is nothing but oppor-
tunity. It is a mountain-side with a vast glory upon
thetop. Every moment can be made a step; out of
every barrier and every difficulty can be drawn a
strength. And the great benediction streams down
into the lowest valleys upon him who tries, touching
him from the first moment of the first effort, without
any reservation on account of his past. It not only
blesses him who tries, but pre-eminently him who
heartens someone else to try.

“ It's never too late to mend,” says theold proverb.
But don't let us try to mend; let us begin a new
garment every day. STUDENT

.33

On Chewing
“ UT look, Jake; for an old chap that's always

handing out good advice to us young fellows,
don't you think that chewing habit of yours

is — well, unfitting?”
“Well, my sons, there’s different sorts of chewing:

and the one that you had better consarn yourselves
most about has nothing to do with tobacco.

"What you need to avoid is chewin’ over in your
mind things that ain’t no good to you: that little
thing that Jim said behind your back, and that row
you had with Bill yesterday. It don't do any good
to let these things go turnin’ and turnin’ over in
your mind. They grow and spread quicker ’n thistles
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and turn out a lot more prickly;  and before you

know it you’ ll fi nd yourself hittin’  back at somebody.

S ome folks lets this inside chewin’  get such a hold on

’ em that they ends by bein’  put under medical ob-

servation.

“ A nd you’ ll fi nd, too, my sons, that chewin’  over

pleasant things is j ust as useless, and uses up the

brain ile that you need for things more nourishin’ .

“ N o, I  ain’ t thinking of salad when I  talk of ile:

and no sort of dressin’  is going to make that dwellin’

if you really want to open it —  W ell, some does it

one way and some another. S ’ pose you try reading

a book that takes some powerful thinkin’  to get what

it means;  or a book that gets you to thinkin’  about

the maj esty of the heavens. Use your will some.

Put in a spell of work on something with a touch of

generosity in it, and before you know it you’ ll fi nd

yourself in a calm, forgivin’  and forgettin’  atmosphere.

B ut j ust think it out for yourselves, now.”

“ W ell, Jake, you do get something useful off your

T H  W  H " !
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unbroken horizon of the arctic.

on pleasant things and ugly things into good up-

buildin’  mind-food.

“ Y ou’ ve got to j ust step outside of that little shut-

in room you call yourself, where these thoughts go

cannoning ofl ’  one wall on to the other, and back on

to you and in amongst the furniture until they get

things all glum and addled. E ver been in a room

where the wall-paper got on your nerves?  W ell,

them thoughts of yours makes the wall-paper in that

shut-in place you think is yourself : and the uglier

you make the wall-paper the more bilious you get

lookin'  at it.

“ B ut that little room isn’ t yourself;  because if

you j ust open the door and walk out into the sun-

shine, or out under the stars, you’ ll fi nd yourself

feelin'  more at home than you ever did before.

“  H ow do you open the door?  W ell, if you’ re askin’

j ust for curiosity I  guess you’ ll never open it;  but

chest when you get going. B ut ain’ t there now and

then j ust a trifl e of tobacco-j uice on the wall-paper

of your own little room? ”  E . D.

J

“ N o Cross, no Crown”

“  I S MI S S  it from your mind, man. Don' t let

it upset you.”

“ W hat’ s the good?  I t’ ll only come back

at me later when I ’ ve got nothing to occupy me -

in bed, likely, when I  want to sleep.”

“ A ll right. B ut why, because it will take the fi rst

chance for its innings, shouldn’ t you take this present

chance for your innings?  W on’ t you be at any rate

a trifl e better able to fi ght it then because of the bit of

practice you give yourself now?  Don’ t you reckon
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THE NEW WAY 5

and turn out a lot more prickly; and before you
know it you'll find yourself hittin' back at somebody.
Some folks lets this inside chewin' get such a hold on
‘em that they ends by bein' put under medical ob-
servation.

"And you'll find, too, my sons. that chewin' over
pleasant things is just as useless, and uses up the
brain ile that you need for things more noun'shin'.

"No, I ain't thinkingof salad when I talk of ile:
and no sort of dressin' is going to make that dwellin'

if you really want to open it — Well. some does it
one way and some another. S'pose you try reading
a book that takes some powerful thinkin' to get what
it means; or a book that gets you to thinkin’ about
the majesty of the heavens. Use your will some.
Put in a spell of work on something with a touch of
generosity in it, and before you know it you'll find
yourself in a calm, forgivin' and forgettin' atmosphere.
But just think it out for yourselves, now."

“Well, Jake. you do get something useful off your
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on pleasant things and ugly things into good up-
buildin' mind-food.

“You've got to just step outside of that little shut-
in room you call yourself. where these thoughts go
cannoning off one wall on to the other, and back on
to you and in amongst the furniture until they get
things all glum and addled. Ever been in a room
where the wall-paper got on your nerves? Well,
them thoughts of yours makes the wall-paper in that
shut-in place you think is yourself: and the uglier
you make the wall-paper the more bilious you get
lookin' at it.

“But that little room isn't yourself; because if
you just open the door and walk out into the sun-
shine, or out under the stars, you'll find yourself
feelin' more at home than you ever did before.

" How do you open the door? Well. if you're askin'
just for curiosity I guess you'll never open it; but

GO glc

chest when you get going. But ain't there now and
then just a trifle of tobacco-juice on the wall-paper
of your own little room?" E. D.

J

“No Cross, no Crown”

“ ISMISS it from your mind. man. Don't let
it upset you."

"What's the good? It'll only come back
at me later when I've got nothing to occupy me —

in bed, likely, when I want to sleep."
“All right. But why. because it will take the first

chance for its innings, shouldn't you take this present
chance for your innings? Won't you be at any rate
a trifle better able to fight it then becauseof the bit of
practice you give yourself now? Don't you reckon
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that if you practise at these things by day when the

going ’ s good, you’ ll gradually get strength enough to

win out when the going’ s bad?  H ow else does a

man’ s will ever get to its strength if he won’ t take

the opportunities for practice?

“ Practise, practise!  E very defeat in the battlefi eld

of his mind that any man ever goes down under —

down to the lunatic asylum sometimes —  is because

he didn ’ t use the small easy opportunities for practice.

“ Y ou think that F ate' s against you because she

sends you the big troubles. Man, she shows she’ s

with you by sending you the small ones to practise on.

There' s really no small or big in troubles. A  trouble’ s

a small one if you can get up above the troubling of it.

The same one’ s a big one when you can’ t. A nd if

F ate sends you the times when you can’ t she takes

care to send you many more of the times when you

can —  for practice. B ut many won’ t take the hint

and do their practising. I

“ N ever look ahead to see how big a thing is going

to be. S ee how light it is now. H ope — —  that' s the

keynote. N ot hope that things are going to be

pleasanter, but hope that you are going to be too

strong for them. L ook up!  H ave confi dence in your

self of tomorrow, your self of the future!  Do that

in the right spirit and it’ s the same thing as having

confi dence and faith in your H igher S elf, the S elf O f

L ight that every man on earth is the shadow of.

“ S hadow: that imples a light, and something

opaq ue“  between, don’ t it?  W hat’ s between each of

us and his S elf of L ight?  Poor thoughts, aye?  A

doubting, gloomy, apprehensive, cowardly, unbrother-

ly mind?  Clear up the mind with hope and will;

clean it up with healthy, brotherly thoughts, and the

L ight will shine through and there won’ t be any

shadow. Takes time?  O h yes;  but faster than you

can get ready for them the chances for practice will

be sent along, little things or big things that can be

made little and dismissed at the moment, whatever

they may do to you afterward. L ife’ s a great study;

set for each man by a Teacher that’ s working for his

good. The diffi culties j ust answer to a man’ s needs,

his weaknesses, and are arranged from day to day to

show him his weaknesses, show him what to work at

in himself and conq uer. The other man’ s diffi culties

aren’ t yours. H e’ s got his set, special to him. A nd

because his are not the sort yours are, you’ re apt to

think he has an easy time and envy him. Probably

he thinks it’ s you that have the easy time. A s a

matter of fact no man has an easy time. L ife is not

(in the main) for the purpose of easy times —  so far,

at any rate.

E very man’ s got the problems and worries that’ s

going to do him the most good in the tackling of.

Just live it along day by day, attending to the difl i-

culties of each day. A nd betimes, living like that,

there come moments of clearness when you can under-

stand the game and see what it’ s for and learn to

play it better— aye, with zest. Trust L ife, trust

F ate;  try to understand her and what she' s at.

F ate’ s our servant. S he answers to the calls we make

on her, the calls made by our inner and real needs.

A nd behind her back is a crown she’ s anx ious for us

to win. L ook right at her and you’ ll see her eyes are

kindly enough, whatever she’ s handing out to you.”

R E PO R TE R

,1

E yes Up!

H E R E  are some four millions of young A mericans

whose ears would prick up and who would in-

stinctively look about for the drill-sergeant,

were they suddenly to hear the order, “ E yes up! ”

They would recall themselves as they were when as

raw recruits they were being drilled into upright

carriage and manly poise, moving with eyes up, look-

ing out straight at things and life, away from them-

selves in vision and thought.

Then they might drop again into their previous

habit of slouching, eyes down, looking into the ground

as though hunting for worms, shut in to themselves

with narrow and not over-bright thoughts.

H ow many of us have tried the E yes-up attitude

long enough to make it easy and familiar?  A nyone

who has done this has found himself living and moving

in a new world. H is attention is attracted away from

himself by the sight of a thousand things of interest

which he scarcely knew ex isted before. I f previously

his walks were tedious, now he forgets the mechanical

part in his new touch with the world about him.

H e is an upright man, more self-respecting, more

commanding respect, living a higher and broader life

within himself. H e feels more of a man, and is.

B y looking up he has got away from and forgotten

himself, realizing himself as being an integral part

of the large life he now sees and moves in.

H ow different now from the old gloomy fellow

who once went slouching along, bent-shouldered, look-

ing into the dirt, shut in with himself and away from

the vital, animate life about him, more than likely

grouchy and out of tune with the world, ready to

snap or glower at whatever he might stumble against!

A  man’ s outward attitude reacts on his inner. A nd

as surely as the recruit who does not form the habit

of E yes up, will never make an upright soldier, so will

no man’ s mental nature attain to the freedom of

movement and uprightness that it should have, until

he acq uires that same outward habit of E yes up.

The military order runs along with the B iblical com-

mand: “ L ook up and behold the glory of the L ord."

F or it is precisely that glory which he will see about

him when moving through N ature, looking not on the

ground but — -— E yes up!  F . P.
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6 THE NEW WAY
 

that if you practise at these things by day when the
going 's good, you'll gradually get strength enough to
win out when the going's bad? How else does a
man's will ever get to its strength if he won’t take
the opportunities for practice?

“Practise, practise! Every defeat in the battlefield
of his mind that any man ever goes down under —

down to the lunatic asylum sometimes — is because
he didn’t use thesmalleasy opportunities for practice.

“You think that Fate's against you because she
sends you the big troubles. Man, she shows she's
with you by sending you the small ones to practise on.
There’s really no small or big in troubles. A trouble’s
a smallone if you can get up abovethetroubling of it.
The same one’s a big one when you can’t. And if
Fate sends you the times when you can't she takes
care to send you many more of the times when you
can — for practice. But many won’t take the hint
and do their practising. '

“Never look ahead to see how big a thing is going
to be. See how light it is now. Hope —— that's the
keynote. Not hope that things are going to be
pleasanter, but hope that you are going to be too
strong for them. Look up! Have confidence in your
self of tomorrow, your self of the future! Do that
in the right spirit and it's the same thing as having
confidence and faith in your Higher Self, the Self of
Light that every man on earth is the shadow of.

“Shadow: that imples a light, and something
opaque‘ between, don't it? What's between each of
us and his Self of Light? Poor thoughts, aye? A
doubting, gloomy,apprehensive, cowardly,unbrother-
ly mind? Clear up the mind with hope and will;
clean it up with healthy,brotherlythoughts, and the
Light will shine through and there won't be any
shadow. Takes time? Oh yes; but faster than you
can get ready for them the chances for practice will
be sent along, little things or big things that can be
made little and dismissed at the moment, whatever
they may do to you afterward. Life's a great study;
set for each man by a Teacher that's working for his
good. The difficulties just answer to a man's needs,
his weaknesses, and are arranged from day to day to
show him his weaknesses, show him what to work at
in himself and conquer. The other man's difficulties
aren't yours. He's got his set, special to him. And
because his are not the sort yours are, you're apt to
thinkhe has an easy time and envy him.‘ Probably
he thinks it’s you that have the easy time. As a
matter of fact no man has an easy time. Life is not
(in the main) for the purpose of easy times -— so far,
at any rate. -

Every man's got the problems and worries that's
going to do him the most good in the tackling of.
Just live it along day by day, attending to the diffi-
culties of each day. And betimes, living like that,
therecome moments of clearness when you can under-
stand the game and see what it's for and learn to

A
(la) «glc

play it better——aye, with zest. Trust Life, trust
Fate; try to understand her and what she's at.
Fate's our servant. She answers to the calls we make
on her, the calls made by our inner and real needs.
And behind her back is a crown she's anxious for us
to win. Look right at her and you'll see her eyes are
kindly enough. whatever she's handing out to you."

REPORTER

-33

Eyes Up!

HERE are some four millionsof young Americans
whose ears would prick up and who would in-
stinctively look about for the drill-sergeant.

were they suddenly to hear the order, “Eyes up!”
They would recall themselves as they were when as
raw recruits they were being drilled into upright
carriage and manly poise, moving with eyes up, look-
ing out straight at things and life, away from them-
selves in vision and thought.

Then they might drop again into their previous
habit of slouching, eyes down, looking into the ground
as though hunting for worms, shut in to themselves
with narrow and not over-bright thoughts.

How many of us have tried the Eyes-up attitude
long enough to make it easy and familiar? Anyone
who has done thishas found himself living and moving
in a new world. His attention is attracted away from
himself by the sight of a thousand things of interest
which he scarcely knew existed before. If previously
his walks were tedious, now he forgets the mechanical
part in his new touch with the world about him.
He is an upright man, more self-respecting, more
commanding respect, living a higher and broader life
within himself. He feels more of a man, and is.
By looking up he has got away from and forgotten
himself, realizing himself as being an integral part
of the large life he now sees and moves in.

How different now from the old gloomy fellow
who once went slouching along, bent-shouldered, look-
ing into the dirt, shut in with himself and away from
the vital, animate life about him, more than likely
grouchy and out of tune with the world, ready to
snap or glower at whatever he might stumble against!

A man's outward attitude reacts on his inner. And
as surely as the recruit who does not form the habit
of Eyes up, will never make an upright soldier, so will
no man's mental nature attain to the freedom of
movement and uprightness that it should have, until
he acquires that same outward habit of Eyes up.
The military order runs along with the Biblical com-
mand: "Look up and behold the glory of the Lord."
For it is precisely that glory which he will see about
him when moving through Nature, looking not on the
ground but ——Eyes up! F. P.
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O ur H arvests

H Y  is it the case that men implicitly believe

in the fact, “ whatsoever a man soweth that

shall he also reap,”  as applied to wheat, or

oats, or barley, but do not believe it (really) as applied

to the moral life?  There must be some reason, some

ex planation for this strange fact. O ne reason, no

doubt, is because the moral seed-sowing and harvest

cannot always be so easily connected as we can con-

nect the sowing and harvesting of ordinary grain.

W e sow an evil thought, or word, or deed, and cannot

always connect the evil harvest with the evil seed;

hence it is that our lower nature, or our lower mind, is

able easily to persuade us that we may and shall es-

cape the evil harvest of the seed we have sown.

I f every time we acted wrongly, or spoke falsely it

were followed by a severe headache or the bursting

of a vein, we would all very soon be on our good

behavior— speaking the truth, and acting rightly.

“ Times are as naught, tomorrow thou shalt reap,

or after many days.”  I t is this fact that we do not

reap, in some cases, until “ after many days,"  that

makes us less ready to believe in the certainty of the

law of harvest in the moral world than in the physical

world. W e have poor memories. B ut, if we could look

back over our whole past, and trace the connex ion

between the moral harvest and the seed sown, then

we would all be not simply theoretical but practical

believers in the law of harvest, in the certainty of

reaping the seed we sow.

The seed-time is ever N O W . The time of reaping

may be tomorrow, or nex t year, or a thousand years

hence, but it will certainly come. There are seasons

when the seed we sow will have special help to grow;

but no matter when we sow, the seed will always

grow to some ex tent. I f we sow good seed at any

time there will always be a harvest.

S . J. N ., from an article in the Century Path

at

A  Tale of the Trail

B y James W . F oley, in the Pentagon N ews

H I S  life' s a middlin'  crooked trail, an'  after forty year

O f knockin'  ' round I ' m free to say th'  right ain' t al-

ways clear.

I ' ve seen a lot of folks go wrong —  get off th'  main highroad

A n'  fetch up in a swamp somewhere, almost before they knowed.

I  don' t pretend to be no j udge ' of right and wrong in men,

I  ain' t been perfect all my life, an'  may not be again;

A n'  when I  see a man who looks as though he' d gone astray,

I  think perhaps he started right, but somehow lost his way.

I  like to think th'  good in folks by far outweighs the ill:

“ 1'  trail of life is middlin'  hard, and lots of it up hill.

There' s places where there ain' t no guides or signboards up,

an'  so

I t' s partly guesswork an'  part luck which way you chance to go.

I ' ve seen th'  trails fork some myself, an'  when I  had to choose

I  wasn' t sure when I  struck out if it was win or lose.

50 when I  see a man who looks as though he' d gone astray,

I  like to think he started right an'  only lost his way.

I ' ve seen a lot of folks start out with grit an'  spunk to scale

Th'  hills that purple over there an'  somehow lost th'  trail.

I ’ ve seen ' em stop an'  start again, not sure about th'  road.

A n'  found ' em circlin’ , tired out, with every pathway blind,

W ith cliffs before ' em, mountain high, an'  sloughs an'  swamps

behind,

I ' ve seen ' em stringin'  through th'  dusk, when twilight' s

gettin'  gray,

A -lookin'  for th'  main highroad' — poor chaps who' ve lost

their way.

I t ain' t so far from right to wrong -—  th'  trail ain' t hard to lose,

There' s times I ' d almost give my horse to know which one

to choose.

There ain' t no signboards on th'  road t'  keep you on th'  track,

W rong' s sometime white as driven snow, an'  right looks awful

black!

I  don' t set up to be no j udge of right an’  wrong in men,

I ' ve lost th'  trail sometimes myself— l may get lost again,

A n'  when I  see some man who looks as though he' d gone astray,

I  want to shove my hand in his an'  help him fi nd the way.

at

TH E  L A R GE R  B R O TH E R H O O D

“ TH E R E  is an inner self of each nation, struggling

to come forth. W e sometimes picture the A merican

nation as a glorious youth, strong, radiant with life

and energy, clear-eyed, clear and swift of thought,

liberty-loving, instant to the defense of the weak.

W e know that that hidden ideal is a fact somewhere

in our common inner being, and that sometime it

will come out.

“ A nd in the same spirit go round in imagination

among all the nations, and see in the clear sky above

each the perfect fi gure of its ideal self, its angel,

waiting, waiting. N o two are alike;  the Christos

of the regenerated world will need them all for the

coming symphony;  and each needs all the rest. Y et

each and all look around at the rest and call them

foreigners!  The sun of a new morning has arisen;

but' before it can be seen the nations must open their

hearts to each other and become one company.”

—  Century Path

TH E  N E W  W A Y . S ubscription price (Domestic), S event -fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions 0 four

or more, r year, each, F ift Cents. Get your friends to j oin

you in su scribing. F oreign ubscriptions per year $ 1.00. F ive

subscriptions for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E

N E W  W A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should be

addressed to: TH E  N E W  W A Y , Point L orna, California.
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THE NEW WAY 7

Our Harvests

HY is it the case that men implicitly believe
in the fact, “whatsoever a man soweth that
shall he also reap,” as applied to wheat, or

oats, or barley, but do not believeit (really) as applied
to the moral life? There must be some reason, some
explanation for this strange fact. One reason, no
doubt, is because the moral seed-sowing and harvest
cannot always be so easily connected as we can con-
nect the sowing and harvesting of ordinary grain.
We sow an evil thought, or word, or deed, and cannot
always connect the evil harvest with the evil seed;
hence it is thatour lower nature, or our lower mind, is
able easily to persuade us that we may and shall es-
cape the evil harvest of the seed we have sown.
If every time we acted wrongly, or spoke falsely it
were followed by a severe headache or the bursting
of a vein, we would all very soon be on our good
behavior— speaking the truth, and acting rightly.

"Times are as naught, tomorrow thou shalt reap,
or after many days.” It is this fact that we do not
reap, in some cases, until “after many days," that
makes us less ready to believe in the certainty of the
law of harvest in the moral world than in the physical
world. We have poor memories. But, if we could look
back over our whole past, and trace the connexion
between the moral harvest and the seed sown, then
we would all be not simply theoretical but practical
believers in the law of harvest, in the certainty of
reaping the seed we sow.

The seed-time is ever NOW. The time of reaping
may be tomorrow, or next year, or a thousand years
hence, but it will certainly come. There are seasons
when the seed we sow will have special help to grow;
but no matter when we sow, the seed will always
grow to some extent. If we sow good seed at any
time there will always be a harvest.

S. J. N., from an article in the Century Path

.53

A Tale of theTrail

By James W. Foley, in the Pentagon News

HIS life's a middlin' crooked trail. an’ after forty year
Of knockin' 'round l'm free to say th° right ain't al-

ways clear.
l've seen a lot of folks go wrong — get off th' main highroad
An' fetch up in a swamp somewhere, almost beforetheyknowed.
1 don't pretend to be no judge bf right and wrong in men.
l ain't been perfect all my life, an’ may not be again;
An' when I see a man who looks as though he'd gone astray.
l think perhaps he started right, but somehow lost his way.
l like to think th' good in folks by far outweighs the ill:
Th’ trail of life is middlin' hard, and lots of it up hill.

. G0 git’

There’: places where there ain't no guides or signboards up,
sn' so

It's partly guesswork an’ part luck which way you chance to go.
I've seen th' trails fork some myself. an’ when 1 had to choose
I wasn't sure when I struck out if it was win or lose.
30 when l see a man who looks as though he'd gone astray,
I like to think he started right an’ only lost his way.
I've seen a lot of folks start out with grit sn' spunk to scale
Th' hills that purple over there an' somehow lost th' trail.
I've seen 'em stop an’ start again. not sure about th' road.
An’ found 'em circlin'. tired out, with every pathway blind,
With cliffs before 'em, mountain high, an’ sloughs an’ swamps

behind.
I've seen 'ern stringin' through th' dusk. when twilight's

gettin' gray.
A-lookin' for th' main highroad'—poor chaps who've lost

their way.
It ain't so far from right to wrong — th' trail ain't hard to lose.
There's times I'd almost give my horse to know which one

to choose.
There ain't no signboards on th' road t' keep you on th' track.
Wrong's sometime white as driven snow. an’ right looks awful

black!
I don't set up to be no judge of right an’ wrong in men.
I've lost th' trail sometimes myself—l may get lost again.
An’ when I see some man who looks as though he'd gone astray.
I want to shove my hand in his an' help him find the way.

at

THE LARGER BROTHERHOOD
“THERE is an inner self of each nation. struggling

to come forth. We sometimes picture the American
nation as a glorious youth, strong, radiant with life
and energy, clear-eyed, clear and swift of thought,
liberty-loving, instant to the defense of the weak.
We know that that hidden ideal is a fact somewhere
in our common inner being, and that sometime it
will come out.

“And in the same spirit go round in imagination
among all the nations, and see in the clear sky above
each the perfect figure of its ideal self, its angel,
waiting, waiting. No two are alike; the Christos
of the regenerated world will need them all for the
coming symphony; and each needs all the rest. Yet
each and all look around at the rest and call them
foreigners! The sun of a new morning has arisen;
but'before it can be seen the nations must open their
hearts to each other and become one company."

— Century Path

Tun New WAY. Subscription price (Domestic), Sevent -five
Cents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions 0 four
or more. r iear, each, Fiftg Cents. Get your friends to 'oin
you in su scri ing. Foreign ubscriptions per year $1.00. liive
subscriptions for $3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00.Moray orders and checks should be made payable to THE
New AY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be
addressed to: THE NEW WAY. Point Loma. California.
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

“ TH E  cruelest _lies are often told in silence. A

man may have sat in a room for hours and not opened

his teeth, and yet come out of that room a disloyal

friend or a vile calumniator.” —  R . L . S tevenson

“ MA N ’ S  only way to win his great hope and to know

the truth is to seize hold on himself, assert and realize

his potentially all-dominating S oul-ex istence. Making

his mind and memory register beyond all future cavil

and doubt what he then knows to be\  true, holding

himself at his true dignity, guiding into right conduct

all the elements of his nature, his body, mind, and

emotions, he will maintain from that moment strength

and j oy in life. That once done, could he but stand

in that attitude for a few weeks or months, he would

have made of his mind a willing instrument of service,

harnessed it to the chariot of the soul and dissolved

away its limitations.” — ~  K atherine Tingley

“ I , W H O  have seen, in the dying eyes of a dog, a look

which was almost human, am not sure whether, by

some law of evolution, unknown to man, God may not

use suffering and pain to call into being, even in the

dumb creation, the embryo of something which I  can

only liken to a soul. F or if it be possible to see

looking out at us from the dying eyes of a dog, love

which even death cannot conq uer, is it not possible

that by death that love shall not be conq uered, shall

not be utterly slain? ” —  Coulson K ernahan

“ TH E  L ord tempers the wind to the shorn lamb.”

B ut q uite often the case is the other way about, and

the lamb fi nds to his surprise that he is q uite ade-

q uately tempered to the wind. W hich was it in

your case?  .

N E V E R  pity a man simply for being dead. F or that

is the state of peace and L ight. Pity him, if you will,

for the pain he may have had to go through in getting

there;  or perhaps for not having more fully overcome

himself during life. B ut then, may there not be other

opportunities somewhere?

‘A S  a man successfully meets some sudden fi nancial

stress by drawing out at once the accumulated sum

of his small savings through the years, each made as

opportunity presented, so is great and sudden tempta-

tion met by the banked-up moral energy of all the

small past victories in resistance.

TH A T word opportunity!  I f we would only say it

to ourselves all day long, what a meaning we should

presently fi nd in it!  F or instance: W e should be so

strong in will that nothing could disturb our eq uani-

mity. W ell, how could we ever get this if it were not

for the irritations that come in daily life?  Y ou cannot

conceive O f any other material to practise eq uanimity

on. W ell then, these are opportunities. S o I  say,

B lessed are opportunities!  L et us have more of them!

PE A CE , happiness, j oy,—  these are degrees of the

same state and change about into one another. They

have nothing to do with pleasures, which in this life

are always alternating with pains. They ex ist in the

heart-life and are not affected by ex ternals.

PR A CTI S E  the power of dismissing unnecessary and

valueless thoughts at will. This is the power of

dismissing temptations, for all temptations begin as

thoughts.

“ W H E R E  do we fi nd ourselves?  W e wake and fi nd

ourselves on a stair;  there are stairs below us which

we seem to have ascended;  there are stairs above us,

many a one, which go upwards and out of sight."

— —  E merson

“ A B O V E  all, the depressed patient must be taught

ever to keep the corners of his mouth turned upward;

if he laughs outwardly, he will soon feel like laughing,

and this becoming a habit, the victory is won."

—  Dr. B ram

E V E R Y  defeat in the battlefi eld O f his mind that

any man ever goes down under — - down to the lunatic

asylum, sometimes—  is because he did not use the

small, easy, day-by-day opportunities in self-mastery.

TH E R E  is no mental aptitude or power ex hibited

by man, whether he be a genius or not, that is not the

product of will, the interest of will invested in the past.

I f you say such powers often manifest too early in

life to be thus accounted for, I  will ask y' 5u what is

your warranty for limiting life to this life?

I T is in the silence of mind that the great ideas and

conceptions of poets and inventors are born. B ut

this fruitful silence can only come to those whose

minds have been disciplined in concentration. The

mind that has always been permitted to drift will

never create. O rdinary thought fl ows in words;  when

the words are not spoken aloud we call it silence.

B ut the real and fruitful silence is eq ually a silence

of the unspoken.

I T is well for us to think of our neighbor’ s immor-

tality rather than our own, because it helps to keep us

from the stupidity of contempt. H e whom we are

tempted to scorn on account of his apparent failure

hitherto, is also a child and pupil of the eternal life.

H e may be only like the century-plant which spends

years on years in getting ready for a conspicuous

blossoming. H e may be asleep, and run so fast on his

awaking as to outstrip our measured steps. I n any

case, we are not done with him as we pass by with

averted looks. A gain and again in the course of the

long j ourney our paths may cross and there be room

for interest and kindlly greeting. O ur contempt

hinders us more than it hurts him. God, at least.

is interested in his life and learning and would have us

remember the enduring brotherhood of man.
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Quotebook.
“THE cruelest lies are often told in silence. A

man may have sat in a room for hours and not opened
his teeth, and yet come out of that room a disloyal
friend or a vile calumniator.”—R. L. Stevenson

“ MAN’s only way to win his great hope and to know
the truth is to seize hold on himself, assert and realize
his potentiallyall-dominatingSoul-existence. Making
his mind and memory register beyond all future cavil
and doubt what he then knows to be\ true, holding
himself at his true dignity, guiding into right conduct
all the elements of his nature, his body, mind, and
emotions, he will maintain from thatmoment strength
and joy in life. That once done, could he but stand
in that attitude for a few weeks or months, he would
have made of his mind a willinginstrument of service,
harnessed it to the chariot of the soul and dissolved
away its limitations.’’—Katherine Tingley

“ 1, WHO have seen, in the dying eyes of a dog, a look
which was almost human, am not sure whether, by
some law of evolution, unknown to man, God may not
use suffering and pain to call into being, even in the
dumb creation, the embryo of somethingwhich I can
only liken to a soul. For if it be possible to see
looking out at us from the dying eyes of a dog, love
which even death cannot conquer, is it not possible
that by death that love shall not be conquered, shall
not be utterly slain?”— Coulson Kemahan

“THE Lord tempers the wind to the shom lamb.”
But quite often the case is the other way about, and
the lamb finds to his surprise that he is quite ade-
quately tempered to the wind. Which was it in
your case?

.

NEVER pity a man simply for being dead. For that
is the state of peace and Light. Pity him, if you will,
for the pain he may have had to go through in getting
there; or perhaps for not having more fully overcome
himself during life. But then, may there not be other
opportunities somewhere?

As a man successfully meets some sudden financial
stress by drawing out at once the accumulated sum
of his small savings through the years, each made as
opportunity presented, so is great and sudden tempta-
tion met by the banked-up moral energy of all the
small past victories in resistance.

THAT word opportunity! If we would only say it
to ourselves all day long, what a meaning we should
presently find in it! For instance: We should be so
strong in will that nothing could disturb our equani-
mity. Well, how could we ever get this if it were not
for the irritations thatcome in daily life? You cannot
conceive of any other material to practise equanimity
on. Well then, these are opportunities. So I say,
Blessed are opportunities! Let us have more of them!

» C0 git

PEACE, happiness, joy,—these are degrees of the
same state and change about into one another. They
have nothing to do with pleasures, which in this life
are always alternating with pains. They exist in the
heart-life and are not affected by externals.

PRACTISE the power of dismissing unnecessary and
valueless thoughts at will. This is the power of
dismissing temptations, for all temptations begin as
thoughts.

“WHERE do we find ourselves? We wake and find
ourselves on a stair; there are stairs below us which
we seem to have ascended; there are stairs above us,
many a one, which go upwards and out of sight.”

— Emerson
“Aeove all. the depressed patient must be taught

ever to keep the comers of his mouth turned upward:
if he laughs outwardly, he will soon feel like laughing,
and this becoming a habit, the victory is won.”

— Dr. Bram
Emu: defeat in the battlefield 6: his mind that

any man ever goes down under — down to the lunatic
asylum, sometimes— is because he did not use the
small, easy, day-by-day opportunities in self-mastery.

THERE is no mental aptitude or power exhibited
by man, whether he be a genius or not, that is not the
product of will, the interest of will invested in thepast.
If you say such powers often manifest too early in
life to be thus accounted for, I will ask you what is
your warranty for limiting life to this life?

11‘ is in the silence of mind that the great ideas and
conceptions of poets and inventors are born. But
this fruitful silence can only come to those whose
minds have been disciplined in concentration. The
mind that has always been permitted to drift will
never create. Ordinary thought flows in words; when
the words are not spoken aloud we call it silence.
But the real and fruitful silence is equally a silence
of the unspoken.

IT is well for us to thinkof our neighbor’s immor-
tality rather than our own, because it helps to keep us
from the stupidity of contempt. He whom we are
tempted to scorn on account of his apparent failure
hitherto, is also a child and pupil of the eternal life.
He may be only like the century-plant which spends
years on years in getting ready for a conspicuous
blomoming. He may be asleep, and rim so fast on his
awaking as to outstrip our measured steps. In any
case, we are not done with him as we pass by with
averted looks. Again and again in the course of the
long journey our paths may cross and there be room
for interest and kindlly greeting. Our contempt
hinders us more than it hurts him. God. at least.
is interested in his life and learning and would have us
remember the enduring brotherhood of man.
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The L ittle S aturdays

“  CO UL DN  ' T help thinking about it all the rest

of the day.”

“ W ere you thinking about it, or were there

thoughts about it running along in your brain O f

themselves?  "

“ W ell, that’ s thinking about it, isn’ t it? ”

“ N O ;  it’ s rather being thought by it, being dragged

along by your thoughts. That’ s shown by the fact

that you didn' t want to have them, didn’ t want to

go along. R eal thinking is guiding your thoughts

j ust as you wish. B ut at times it' s all right to be run

by your thoughts if you’ ve fi rst seen to it that they’ re
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The Little Saturdays "Well. that's thinking about it. isn't it?"
“No; it's rather being thought by it, being dragged

“ COULDN'T help thinkingabout it all the rest along by your thoughts. That's shown by the fact
of the day." that you didn't want to have them. didn't want to

"Were you thinkingabout it, or were there go along. Real thinking is guia':'ng your thoughts
thoughts about it running along in your brain of just as you wish. But at times it's all right to be run
themselves?"

_

by your thoughts if you've first seen to it that they're
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the right thoughts to be run by. K now what inertia

means? ”

“  S luggishness, isn’ t it? ”

“ N ot necessarily;  it’ s the tendency to keep on

at anything, whether the anything is action or rest.

A  car keeps on running a while after the current is

turned off: that’ s inertia. A  man keeps on sitting in

a chair when there’ s something to be done and he

even wants to get up and do it —  inertia. H is mind

will keep on thinking of something even when he’ s

tired of the subj ect. A ll that is inertia: a brown

study is inertia.

“ W hat we need is to use this principle of inertia,

instead of being the victims of it. W e want to get

the mind into the habit of running along useful and

progressive lines, lines that are helpful to our evolution,

instead of useless and mischievous lines. I t’ s to have

a mind that moves of itself outward and upward,

always towards the large things of life.”

“ W hat are the large things anyhow, and how can

you get the mind on them? ”

“ I f you turn it off the small things and give it a

habit away from them, it will of itself fi nd out the

large ways, ways of usefulness to us, of light and

peace. I t will have to. I t must do something, and if

you don’ t let it do small things it will do large.

“ The smallest and most mischievous thing a man

can think of is himself, his personality. A nd this is

the easiest, with a few days’  practice, to begin the

habit of getting the mind away from. A  fruitful and

splendid bit of practice, I  tell you —  scatters all the

clouds of life in a while!  ‘I  ’ ve been wronged, insulted,

slighted. I  ' ve had an inj ustice done me or a cruelty.’

V ery likely you have. B ut think of this: there are

a thousand million wrongs and inj ustices and cruelties

going on all around us at every moment, sufferings

immeasurable, black. W ho are you and I  that we

should ex pect or hope that our individual cases should

be ex empt from all of that, from having our share

of that to put up with?  Take life as it comes. W e

can even be glad of troubles because it is only by means

of them that we can sympathize with the troubles of

others. That sympathy is the fi rst step to growth, to

freedom, to mind-mastery, to getting our own per-

sonalities out of our light.”

“ Taking life as it comes is easier said than done."

“ I  know it. B ut not after some practice.”

“ Practice how? ”

“ Just looking forwards instead of backwards.

Thinking of a wrong or inj ustice is always and neces-

sarily looking backwards, isn’ t it?  B ack at the thing.

“ Time fl ies. Y ou said j ust now that the S aturdays

seemed to be always coming along, j ust a nothing

since it was last S aturday and here it is already again.

W e’ re pushing forward q uickly through this little

life of ours.

“ Don’ t you think that the soul of man, the real,

essential part of him, has some purpose behind it

when it comes into life? ”

“ To learn something, I  guess."

“ A nd that a great and splendid future opens out

ahead of it — - light, power, knowledge, freedom, j oy? "

“ I ’ ve always had that idea. I  couldn’ t get rid of

it if I  wanted to.”

“ W ell, let’ s see where we’ ve got to. A  great des-

tiny for the soul opening up, higher and higher,

progress for us always in this great universe, an

eternal onward. A nd this present little stretch, trotting

along from S aturday to S aturday. Don ' t it strike you

that if we took the S aturday-to-S aturday troubles

and worries as they came, refused to get all tied up

with them, learned to look habitually at the endless

stretch of life opening out beyond death, practised

looking at these little S aturdays (in which, however,

we will do our full duty) in terms of the great uni-

verse —  that if we did this we should presently get

a mind that could be trusted at times to run along of

itself without being a nuisance to us, without getting

into personal thoughts and memories that we are

better without?  S ome other fellow did me a shabby

little trick, let us say. W ell, when I  come to be dead

and look back through my life, shall I  be more glad

that I  got into a red heat about it for a couple of days

and hardly thought of anything else —  or that I

calmly sailed through without a hard thought of him?  "

“ N ot so easy, that! ”

“ N ot at fi rst, no. B ut if you keep at it a few weeks

you begin to get the mastery of all situations and can

sail through anything. A nd to that ex tent the mind

has become free for its real work. I t can only do that

real work in the new peace that comes out of this

practice, only reach and live in Truth when we' ve

trained it away from personality. A  man’ s personality

is that part of him that ’ s all absorbed in the S aturday—

to-S aturday littlenesses and does its thinking around

them only;  he becomes aware of his grander self only

when he gets beyond the littleness. F or in each of us

is a grander self that is always beckoning us on. Give

this self the loan of your thoughts and imagination and

see what happens. Think of death as a sunrise, not

a sunset, a beginning, not an ending.”  R E PO R TE R

at

Try the Top S tory!

H E  q uestion is: W here do you live?  A  man' s

self-directed evolution consists in going upstairs

and occupying higher and higher stories of his

house, the furniture getting fi ner and the light greater

in each successive story. This is religion. R eligion.

put in practice, has nothing gloomy or forbidding

about it. I t simply consists in this going upstairs

to the top and occupying that splendid fl oor you have

a right to. A nd you don’ t leave the lower fl oors
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2 THE NEW WAY

the right thoughts to be run by. Know what inertia
means?”

“Sluggishness, isn't it?"
“Not necessarily; it’s the tendency to keep on

at anything, whether the anything is action or rest.
A car keeps on running a while after the current is
turned off : that's inertia. A man keeps on sitting in
a chair when there's something to be done and he
even wants to get up and do it — inertia. His mind
will keep on thinking of something even when he's
tired of the subject. All that is inertia: a brown
study is inertia. *

“What we need is to use this principle of inertia,
instead of being the victims of it. We want to get
the mind into the habit of running along useful and
progressive lines, lines thatare helpful to our evolution,
instead of useless and mischievous lines. It's to have
a mind that moves of itself outward and upward,
always towards the large things of life.”

“What are the large things anyhow, and how can
you get the mind on them?”

“If you turn it off the small things and give it a
habit away from them, it will of itself find out the
large ways, ways of usefulness to us, of light and
peace. It will have to. It must do something,and if
you don’t let it do small things it will do large.

“The smallest and most mischievous thing a man
can think of is himself, his personality. And this is
the easiest, with a few days’ practice, to begin the
habit of getting the mind away from. A fruitful and
splendid bit of practice, I tell you — scatters all the
clouds of life in a while! ‘I ’ve been wronged, insulted,
slighted. I've had an injustice done me or a cruelty.’
Very likely you have. But think of this: there are
a thousand million wrongs and injustices and cruelties
going on all around us at every moment, sufierings
immeasurable, black. Who are you and I that we
should expect or hope thatour individual cases should
be exempt from all of that, from having our share
of that to put up with? Take life as it comes. We
can even be glad of troubles becauseit is only by means
of them that we can sympathizewith the troubles of
others. That sympathy is the first step to growth, to
freedom, to mind-mastery, to getting our own per-
sonalities out of our light."

“Taking life as it comes is easier said than done.”
“I know it. But not after some practice.”
“Practice how?"
“Just looking forwards instead of backwards.

Thinkingof a wrong or injustice is always and neces-
sarily looking backwards, isn’t it? Back at the thing.

“Time flies. You said just now that the Saturdays
seemed to be always coming along, just a nothing
since it was last Saturday and here it is already again.
We're pushing forward quickly through this little
life of ours.

“Don’t you think that the soul of man, the real,

» G0 gin:

essential part of him, has some purpose behind it
when it comes into life?"

“To learn something, I guess.”
“And that a great and splendid future opens out

ahead of it — light, power, knowledge, freedom, joy?"
“I’ve always had that idea. I couldn't get rid of

it if I wanted to."
“Well, let’s see where we've got to. A great des-

tiny for the soul opening up, higher and higher,
progress for us always in this great universe. an
eternal onward. And thispresent little stretch, trotting
along from Saturday to Saturday. Don't it strike you
that if we took the Saturday-to-Saturday troubles
and worries as they came, refused to get all tied up
with them, learned to look habitually at the endless
stretch of life opening out beyond death, practised
looking at these little Saturdays (in which, however,
we will do our full duty) in terms of the great uni-
verse — that if we did this we should presently get
a mind that could be trusted at times to run along of
itself without being a nuisance to us, without getting
into personal thoughts and memories that we are
better without? Some other fellow did me a shabby
little trick, let us say. Well. when I come to be dead
and look back through my life, shall I be more glad
that I got into a red heat about it for a couple of days
and hardly thought of anything else — or that I
calmly sailed through withouta hard thoughtof him?”

“Not so easy, that!”
“Not at first, no. But if you keep at it a few weeks

you begin to get the mastery of all situations and can
sail through anything. And to that extent the mind
has becomefree for its real work. It can only do that
real work in the new peace that comes out of this
practice, only reach and live in Truth when we‘ve
trained it away from personality. A man's personality
is thatpart of him that'sall absorbed in the Saturday-
to-Saturday littlenesses and does its thinkingaround
them only; he becomes aware of his grander self only
when he gets beyond the littleness. For in each of us
is a grander self that is always beckoningus on. Give
thisself the loan of your thoughtsand imaginationand
see what happens. Think of death as a sunrise, not
a sunset, a beginning, not an ending.” REPORTER

.53

Try the Top Story!
HE question is: Where do you live? A man's

self—directed evolution consists in going upstairs
and occupying higher and higher stories of his

house, the furniture getting finer and the light greater
in each successive story. This is religion. Religion.
put in practice, has nothing gloomy or forbidding
about it. It simply consists in this going upstairs
to the top and occupying that splendid floor you have
a right to. And you don’t leave the lower floors
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unoccupied. E ach continues to have its proper tenant,

now behaving much better than he did before.

The body, which is the lowest fl oor, the basement,

you might say, of tourse has its tenant. W e say,

I  want to eat or sit down and get rested;  but we know

very well, the moment we think about it, that it is

the body which wants these pleasantnesses. W e can

often feel the body wanting to eat, for instance, when

we want to go on with some piece of work or study.

O r we may be so absorbed, mentally, that for a good

while we do not recognise the req uest of the tenant

of the body that it may be allowed to take food or to

rest. W e are up in the nex t story.

I t is very desirable to understand and realize that

this tenant of the basement, conscious and intelligent

as it is in its own way, is not ourselves. O therwise

how are we going to master it?  I t would never occur

to you to discipline your dog if, in some strange phase

of insanity, you thought you were the dog.

W e speak of ‘self-mastery,’  ‘self-command.’  These

are not good phrases. F or it is the self that does the

mastering and commanding. W hat he masters and

commands is not himself but a tenant of one of the

lower fl oors— the body-tenant, for instance. A nd

the full mastery of it is only possible after he has seen

that it is not himself at all, though he previously felt

that it was. B ut now, when for instance it wants to

be at the meal-table too long and damage itself, he

says inwardly to it, “ N ow you’ ve had enough;  you

come along with me.”  A nd if by thought and practice

he has come to realize the situation as it is and clearly

enough, he will easily get himself obeyed. W hen a

man has really moved upstairs and looks down from

that position, he can easily command all the tenants

of the lower floors. A nd then they begin to behave

in a new and admirable way, surprisingly benefi cial

to him.

The fl oor nex t above the basement is the mind-floor.

There is a tenant there too, always at work —  always

in activity, at any rate. H is activity consists in

thinking thoughts, and he never stops. W e wish he

did sometimes, especially when we want to go to sleep.

“ I  wish I  could stop thinking of this or that,”  we often

say, “ but I  cannot.”

That is rather a wrong way of putting it. W hat we

should say is, “ I  wish I  could stop that mind-tenant

of mine from going along that line of thoughts and

memories.”

A s soon as we feel or see the situation in that way,

we have begun upon a new sort of self-mastery. B ut

as in the other case, it is not properly called self-

mastery. S elf does the mastering, or tries to. The

mind is what is mastered —  when it is!  B ut we shall

never master it while we feel that it is ourselves, or

that we are it. I t is the tenant of the middle story.

A nd it has so much power and wilfulness and is so

difficult to guide because we have so long identifi ed

ourselves with it and thus given it (or allowed it

to develop) the self-willedness we now lament.

Y ou may say, “ Y es, I  see all that now.”  B ut

don ’ t let us be premature. Tomorrow we may be in

some black, surly, or depressed mood and q uite thor-

oughly accept it as our own mood. I t is not, strictly

speaking. I t is the mind’ s mood and we are in it.

I t is q uite correct to say, “ I  am in an ugly mood.”

I f we say to ourselves, “ I ’ ll get out of this ugly mood;

I ’ ll have some light and friendliness and good feeling

about me. I  won’ t stand that ugly thing,”  — —  then

we have gone upstairs still further, to the top story

where there is always light, and from there look down

on the tenant of the middle story. A nd when we have

practised doing that for weeks or months enough, we

fi nd that tenant gradually coming to behave and hav-

ing moods and thoughts that are uplifting and helpful

and make for every kind of effi ciency. Part of the

practice consists in saying to this rackety tenant,

“ N ow shut up altogether. F or two or three minutes

don’ t you disturb me by any of your thoughts. L et' s

have a couple of minutes’  silence in your q uarter so

that I  can be in peace and light before I  turn into bed

or go to work or business or a meal (or what not)."

“ A nd another thing,”  you add, “ when I  am at my

work or study, j ust you keep your thoughts henceforth

confi ned to that and not scamper them all over the

universe or dig up memories I  don’ t want.”

Thus we are beginning to live in the top story,

where all the light and peace is, full always of the

blue and gold of the morning and the secret melodies

and harmonies of nature. W e can have color and

shine and light all the time, in all our nature, if we will

learn to live and fi nd ourselves on the top story.

A nd from there the presence of That which is the

S ource of all light and harmony can be felt, and com-

munion opened with it, and its power drawn on for

our help and that of all with whom we live. F or the

higher we go in our storied being the more do we gain

power to command and make serve us rightly all

tenants of the lower fl oors. A ll the tenants, for they

are more than a mere two, and every one of them has

a hidden gift for our use that neither it nor we can

know of till we begin to learn the way upstairs.

S TUDE N T

,3

A  Monument That W asn’ t W ashed A way

W A S  sitting by old B en on the sun-warmed pebbles

as he mended his nets, when all of a sudden he

started a subj ect which was uppermost in my own

mind, namely the curious way in which a very fl eeting,

transitory thing will sometimes long outlast another

which appears to be far more enduring.

“ I  was raised in a little town on the banks of the

Mississippi,”  he began, “ and the mayor was a very

popular man with everybody, includin’  himself. W ell,
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THE NEW WAY 3

unoccupied. Each continues to have its proper tenant,
now behaving much better than he did before.

The body, which is the lowest floor, the basement,
you might say, of course has its tenant. We say,
I want to eat or sit down and get rested; but we know
very well, the moment we think about it, that it is
the body which wants these pleasantnesses. We can
often feel the body wanting to eat, for instance, when
we want to go on with some piece of work or study.
Or we may be so absorbed, mentally, that for a good
while we do not recognise the request of the tenant
of the body that it may be allowed to take food or to
rest. We are up in the next story.

It is very desirable to understand and realize that
this tenant of the basement, conscious and intelligent
as it is in its own way, is not ourselves. Otherwise
how are we going to master it? It would never occur
to you to discipline your dog if, in some strange phase
of insanity, you thought you were the dog.

We speak of ‘self-mastery,’ ‘self-command.’ These
are not good phrases. For it is the self that does the
mastering and commanding. What he masters and
commands is not himself but a tenant of one of the
lower floors— the body-tenant, for instance. And
the full mastery of it is only possible after he has seen
that it is not himself at all, though he previously felt
that it was. But now, when for instance it wants to
be at the meal-table too long and damage itself, he
says inwardly to it, “Now you've had enough; you
come along withme.” And if by thought and practice
he has come to realize the situation as it is and clearly
enough, he will easily get himself obeyed. When a
man has really moved upstairs and looks down from
that position, he can easily command all the tenants
of the lower floors. And then they begin to behave
in a new and admirable way, surprisingly beneficial
to him.

The floor next above thebasement is the mind-floor.
There is a tenant there too, always at work — always
in activity, at any rate. His activity consists in
thinking thoughts, and he never stops. We wish he
did sometimes, especially when we want to go to sleep.
“I wish I could stop thinkingof thisor that,"we often
say, “but I cannot.”

That is rather a wrong way of putting it. What we
should say is, “I wish I could stop that mind-tenant
of mine from going along that line of thoughts and
memories."

As soon as we feel or see the situation in that way,
we have begun upon a new sort of self-mastery. But
as in the other case, it is not properly called self-
mastery. Self does the mastering, or tries to. The
mind is what is mastered —— when it is! But we shall
never master it while we feel that it is ourselves, or
that we are it. It is the tenant of the middle story.
And it has so much power and wilfulness and is so
diflicult to guide because we have so long identified

» C0 glc

ourselves with it and thus given it (or allowed it
to develop) the self-willedness we now lament.

.

You may say, "Yes, I see all that now." But
don’t let us be premature. Tomorrow we may be in
some black, surly, or depressed mood and quite thor-
oughly accept it as our own mood. It is not, strictly
speaking. It is the mind's mood and we are in it.
It is quite correct to say, “I am in an ugly mood."
If we say to ourselves, “ I ‘ll get out of thisugly mood;
I’ll have some light and friendliness and good feeling
about me. I won ’t stand that ugly thing,”—— then
we have gone upstairs still further, to the top story
where there is always light, and from there look down
on the tenant of the middle story. And when we have
practised doing that for weeks or months enough, we
find that tenant gradually coming to behave and hav-
ing moods and thoughts that are uplifting and helpful
and make for every kind of efficiency. Part of the
practice consists in saying to this rackety tenant,
“Now shut up altogether. For two or three minutes
don ’t you disturb me by any of your thoughts. Let's
have a couple of minutes’ silence in your quarter so
that I can be in peace and light before I turn into bed
or go to work or business or a meal (or what not)."
“And another thing,” you add, “when I am at my
work or study, just you keep your thoughtshenceforth
confined to that and not scamper them all over the
universe or dig up memories I don’t want.”

Thus we are beginning to live in the top story,
where all the light and peace is, full always of the
blue and gold of the morning and the secret melodies
and harmonies of nature. We can have color and
shine and light all the time, in all our nature, if we will
learn to live and find ourselves on the top story.
And from there the presence of That which is the
Source of all light and harmony can be felt, and com-
munion opened with it, and its power drawn on for
our help and that of all with whom we live. For the
higher we go in our storied being the more do we gain
power to command and make serve us rightly all
tenants of the lower floors. All the tenants, for they
are more than a mere two, and every one of them has
a hidden gift for our use that neither it nor we can
know of till we begin to learn the way upstairs.

STUDENT
J

A Monument That Wasn't Washed Away
WAS sitting by old Ben on thesun-warmed pebbles

as he mended his nets, when all of a sudden he
started a subject which was uppermost in my own

mind, namely the curious way in which a very fleeting,
transitory thing will sometimes long outlast another
which appears to be far more enduring.

“I was raised in a little town on the banks of the
Mississippi,” he began, “and the mayor was a very
popular man witheverybody, includin' himself. Well,
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some of the fellers had gone round with the hat for a

fi ne statter to be put up in his honor, and it so hap-

pened that when the great fl are-up of the unveiling

of that statter was the general talk, I  was waiter in

the restaurant where the feller as sculpt the marble

used to take his breakfast. S ome of the biggest toads

in the town puddle was there one mornin’  and the big

man was blowin’  for all he was worth about his per-

fession and how while us ornery folks was soon fer-

gotten, the man as chopped out a statter was always

remembered, ‘because,’  says he, ‘he has left a per-

petooal memorial so that his reppytation goes a-

echoing down the corrydoors of time,’  he says.

“ A t that he stretched out his paw like he was mak-

ing a regular speech, so sudden that I  dropped a cup of

hot cawfy on a lady and it didn’ t do her white dress

a cent’ s worth of good, and the stuff was hot I  tell you.

Just for a sec’  I  thought she’ d sure get mad, and it

takes an old soldier to stand up under the heavy

barrage of the q uick-fi ring tongue of a woman who

sees red, and him so sitywated that he can’ t talk back.

S he wrastled with her temper for as long as it takes a

lamb to shake its tail and then, q uick as lightning,

she got hold of herself and let loose a smile with her

white teeth like the sun breaking through a thunder-

cloud, and started in to ask q uestions about the Great

S ea-S erpent or somethin’  by way of changing the

subj ect. I  never forgot the smile she gave me nor

the way she downed the words that so nearly bubbled

out but didn’ t;  and thinks I : -‘that smile goes down

the corrydoors of time so far as I ’ m concerned.’

“ I n doo course the great day came and the orators

spread themselves, and the gas escaped like a family

of locomotives blowing off steam;  and the statter was

unveiled and the great sculpist went home thinkin’

of his fame echoin’  down those corrydoors, and the

town cooled off and fi nally got to work again.

“ W ell sir, it ‘come to pass’  (as the B ible says) that

the big river went on the rampage about a week after

the great unveilin’ . H e got to work and nosed his

way clear into the bank where that statter was, and

come morning, the marble mayor who was going to

carry that sculptor down those corrydoors was rolling

along the river-bottom bound for the Gulf of Mex ico.

Got there, maybe, by this time, and forgotten these

fi fty years. I  was a young feller of eighteen then,

and now I ' m j ust into my eighties;  but the thought

of that girl' s smile, a thing with no more substance to

it than the shadow of a passing cloud, you’ d think,—

that smile and laugh have lasted all this time and

j ust as clear now as the day it all happened. A nd

I  guess she let loose the likes of ’ em a dozen times

every day of her sweet life. There ain’ t no river that

can undermine the effects 0’  them, I  tell you.

“ N o sir, you don’ t have to sculp monuments to

get yourself remembered. I t’ s the little things you do

that ain’ t fergotten. I t’ s the smiles and the tones

in your voice;  the way a feller walks and holds his

head back as if he meant to be the master in his own

body or break himself. W hy, a man may preach a

sermon j ust by the way he carries his shoulders, and

the friendly smile in his eyes and the cheery word he

gives you;  and it’ s a sermon that lives, I  tell you, and

marches down them corrydoors of time all right.

“ N o, it don’ t worry me any because I  can’ t paint

pichers or write pomes and all that;  there' s other

things a feller can do that’ s more use and maybe

last a heap longer an’  keep gettin’  riper.”  R E PO R TE R

a!

Man and the Mind H e Uses

O W  few of us ever think of the mind as the

instrument of the man who uses it!  W e are

so much bound up with the thoughts and

feelings that ripple through it, that we actually be-

lieve that the fl owing stream is our very selves. B ut

thoughts cannot watch other thoughts. I t is the

man himself who is the spectator of the stream of

thought;  and even when the thoughts vanish from

the mi ‘d as they do in sleep, the man lives on and like

a spe tator in a theater when the curtain drops and

there is nothing more to see, returns to himself and

q uietly waits for a new act to begin.

E very day we have proof that man and his mind

are two different things. E very day we turn our

minds from one train of thought and apply it to some

study, or duty, showing that ' we have the power, to

some ex tent at least, to control its activities. I f our

lives are to be worth anything at all we must certainly

wake up and make a start in this matter of self-

control, for to make no effort to control our thoughts,

is to give up the battle of life and to miss the chief

lesson we came here to learn.

O ne of the greatest powers of the human mind is

the imagination, and yet you sometimes hear people

talking about ‘mere imagination,’  as though imagina-

tion was j ust a puff of air and absolutely unproductive

of results in this substantial, solid world in which

they live. B ut imagination, backed by will, is in

fact the master faculty in man and if correctly used

may act for good or evil with- tremendous power.

I t is said that two rival doctors in Persia agreed to

settle their q uarrels by a duel in which poison should

take the place of the usual weapons of destruction.

The doctor who was to make the fi rst attempt handed

a drink to his opponent, which was immediately swal-

lowed;  but his knowledge of drugs was so ex tensive

and his sense of taste so keen, that he recognised the

drugs employed and he at once compounded an anti-

dote which neutralized its effect. H e then offered his

rival a rose over which he had fi rst muttered a mys-

terious incantation and made some magic passes.

The other took the fl ower with shaking hand and —

fell dead on the spot!  H e had been slain by his terror
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4 THE NEW WAY

some of the fellers had gone round with the hat for a
fine statter to be put up in his honor, and it so hap-
pened that when the great flare-up of the unveiling
of that statter was the general talk, I was waiter in
the restaurant where the feller as sculpt the marble
used to take his breakfast. Some of the biggest toads
in the town puddle was there one mornin’ and the big
man was blowin’ for all he was worth about his per-
fession and how while us ornery folks was soon fer-
gotten, the man as chopped out a statter was always
remembered, ‘because,’ says he, ‘he has left a per-
petooal memorial so that his reppytation goes a-
echoing down the corrydoors of time,’ he says.

“At thathe stretched out his paw like he was mak-
ing a regular speech, so sudden that I dropped a cup of
hot cawfy on a lady and it didn't do her white dress
a cent’s worthof good, and the stufl‘ was hot I tell you.
Just for a sec’ I thought she'd sure get mad, and it
takes an old soldier to stand up under the heavy
barrage of the quick-firing tongue of a woman who
sees red, and him so sitywated thathe can't talk back.
She wrastled with her temper for as long as it takes a
lamb to shake its tail and then, quick as lightning,
she got hold of herself and let loose a smile with her
white teeth like the sun breaking through a thunder-
cloud, and started in to ask questions about the Great
Sea-Serpent or somethin’ by way of changing the
subject. I never forgot the smile she gave me nor
the way she downed the words that so nearly bubbled
out but didn't; and thinksI: -‘that smile goes down
the corrydoors of time so far as I'm concerned.’

“In doo course the great day came and the orators
spread themselves, and the gas escaped like a family
of locomotives blowing off steam; and the statter was
unveiled and the great sculpist went home thinkin'
of his fame echoin’ down those corrydoors, and the
town cooled off and finally got to work again.

“Well sir, it ‘come to pass’ (as the Bible says) that
the big river went on the rampage about a week after
the great unveilin’. He got to work and nosed his
way clear into the bank where that statter was, and
come morning, the marble mayor who was going to
carry that sculptor down those corrydoors was rolling
along the river-bottom bound for the Gulf of Mexico.
Got there, maybe, by this time, and forgotten these
fifty years. I was a young feller of eighteen then,
and now I'm just into my eighties; but the thought
of that girl's smile, a thingwith no more substance to
it than the shadow of a passing cloud, you'd think,—
that smile and laugh have lasted all this time and
just as clear now as the day it all happened. And
I guess she let loose the likes of 'em a dozen times
every day of her sweet life. There ain't no river that
can undermine the effects 0’ them, I tell you.

“No sir, you don’t have to sculp monuments to
get yourself remembered. It's the little thingsyou do
that ain't fergotten. It's the smiles and the tones
in your voice; the way a feller walks and holds his

» Cu git

head back as if he meant to be the master in his own
body or break himself. Why, a man may preach a
sermon just by the way he carries his shoulders, and
the friendly smile in his eyes and the cheery word he
gives you; and it's a sermon that lives, I tell you, and
marches down them corrydoors of time all right.

“No, it don’t worry me any because I can’t paint
pichers or write pomes and all that; there's other
things a feller can do that’s more use and maybe
last a heap longer an’ keep gettin’ riper." REPORTER

.33

Man and the Mind He Uses

OW few of us ever think of the mind as the
instrument of the man who uses it! We are
so much bound up with the thoughts and

feelings that ripple through it, that we actually be-
lieve that the flowing stream is our very selves. But
thoughts cannot watch other thoughts. It is the
man himself who is the spectator of the stream of
thought; and even when the thoughts vanish from
them’ d as theydo in sleep, the man lives on and like
a s tator in a theater when the curtain drops and
there is nothing more to see, returns to himself and
quietly waits for a new act to begin.

Every day we have proof that man and his mind
are two different things. Every day we turn our
minds from one train of thought and apply it to some
study, or duty, showing that ‘we have the power, to
some extent at least, to control its activities. If our
lives are to be worth anythingat all we must certainly
wake up and make a start in this matter of self-
control, for to make no effort to control our thoughts,
is to give up the battle of life and to miss the chief
lesson we came here to learn.

One of the greatest powers of the human mind is
the imagination, and yet you sometimes hear people
talking about ‘rnere imagination,’ as though imagina-
tion was just a puff of air and absolutely unproductive
of results in this substantial, solid world in which
they live. But imagination, backed by will, is in
fact the master faculty in man and if correctly used
may act for good or evil with tremendous power.

It is said that two rival doctors in Persia agreed to
settle their quarrels by a duel in which poison should
take the place of the usual weapons of destruction.
The doctor who was to make the first attempt handed
a drink to his opponent, which was immediately swal-
lowed; but his knowledge of drugs was so extensive
and his sense of taste so keen, that he recognised the
drugs employed and he at once compounded an anti-
dote which neutralized its effect. He then offered his
rival a rose over which he had first muttered a mys-
terious incantation and made some magic passes.
The other took the flower with shaking hand and —

fell dead on the spot! He had been slain by his terror
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of a poison which had no ex istence outside his vivid

imagination !

Doctors have cured their patients by bread pills,

or to speak more correctly, patients have cured them-

selves by the healing power with which their imagina-

tion endowed the remedies. E veryone knows of cases

in which a new and lively hope or some fresh interest

in living has dragged a sick person from the very

j aws of death. L et us no more speak of ‘mere imagina-

tion’  any more than we would speak of ‘mere dyna-

mite’ ;  for imagination, energized by will, and per-

severingly applied could utterly transform this crime-

stained planet and in its place create a very garden

for the gods.

Can' t you see his mother at the door in her old apron, calling him in

from making mud pies to have his dirty little face washed?

I t is by his imagination and will that man differs

from the animals;  by imagination that he can re-

create himself with the power to overcome all his

W eaknesses. B y his imagination he can create peace

and good-will in himself when there was turmoil and

hatred. A t night he can look back at the day that has

passed, note where he failed, and with his imagination

gradually create in himself the power to surmount all

such occasions of failure. A nd it is by imagination

that he can realize, little by little, that he is an im-

mortal self in the body, not of it, and that he can

recover his rightful divinity by the mastery of body

and mind.

A s we persevere in our attempts at thought-control

we discover that it is the passing moment which

counts. S pecial occasions maybe left to take care of

themselves if we will only look after the common

moments as they fl it by at the rate of six ty to the

minute during every waking hour. I t is the sum of

these passing moments— or rather of the kind of

L ornaland Photo &  E ngraving Dept.
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thoughts we fi ll them with,—  that goes to make up our

characters and to form our destinies. I f we wish to

gage a man’ s character and to prophesy as to his

future, let us inq uire as to how he occupies his mind

when walking to his work;  or when waiting those

dreary ten minutes for his dinner;  or when, half

asleep, he dozes in his easy chair.

The separate moments of man’ s life, so inconsider-

able singly, but of such tremendous momentum when

added together, these are truly the important occa-

sions of our lives on which our destiny depends.

To control the mind is not an easy matter, but even

if we should have to spend a whole lifetime in acq uir-

ing the fi rst rudiments of the great art, would not

the time and effort be well spent?

A n unregulated mind dragging the

spirit in man up hill and down

dale “ o’ er moor and fen, o’ er crag

and torrent,”  at its own sweet will

is surely hell of the worst kind.

The perfect mastery of the mind

leads us to a settled peace that

passes all understanding. This

peaceful refuge of the harassed

soul is only to be won by long and

sustained effort;  it “ suffers vio-

lence and the violent take it by

force,”  and as Milton tells us

through the mouth of S atan in

his Paradise L ost:

“ L ong is the way

A nd hard, that out of H ell leads

up to light.”  _

L et us remember for our en-

couragement, however, that every

attempt, even though it appear to

have failed, makes the nex t effort

easier, and that fi nal success is

certain for all who persevere. F or endless time is

before us and opportunities will not be wanting for

earnest souls unless the laws of life were framed in

utter disregard of human welfare and worked in blind

unsympathy with our diffi culties. P. L .

; s* _

ol

O ur R ight to O ur Troubles

V E R Y  man feels that he has a right to his life.

S ome men, after a long stretch of pain and

trouble, feel they have a right to their death.

I n respect of some of our pleasures and easy times,

at any rate, we feel that we have a right to them, have

earned them. Do we ever feel, in respect of our

pains and disabilities, that to them also we have

a right?  I  got some new ideas about this once.

“ N othing ever happened to me in the way of

trouble,”  said our old j anitor one night over his pipe,
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THE NEW WAY 5

of a poison which had no existence outside his vivid
imagination!

Doctors have cured their patients by bread pills,
or to speak more correctly, patients have cured them-
selves by the healing power with which their imagina-
tion endowed the remedies. Everyone knows of cases
in which a new and lively hope or some fresh interest
in living has dragged a sick person from the very
jaws of death. Let us no more speak of ‘mere imagina-
tion‘ any more than we would speak of ‘mere dyna-
mite‘; for imagination, energized by will. and per-severinglyapplied could utterly transform this crime-
stained planet and in its place create a very garden
for the gods.   

 
Lanmlaud Phlo & Engrming Dept.
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Can ‘t you see his mother at the door in her old apron. calling him in
from making mud pies to have his dirty little face washed?

It is by his imagination and will that man differs
from the animals; by imagination that he can re-
create himself with the power to overcome all his
weaknesses. By his imagination he can create peace
and good-will in himself when there was turmoil and
hatred. At night he can look back at the day that has
passed, note where he failed, and with his imagination
gradually create in himself the power to surmount all
such occasions of failure. And it is by imagination
that he can realize, little by little, that he is an im-
mortal self in the body, not of it. and that he can
recover his rightful divinity by the mastery of body
and mind.

As we persevere in our attempts at thought-control
we discover that it is the passing moment which
counts. Special occasions may -be left to take care of
themselves if we will only look after the common
moments as they hit by at the rate of sixty to the
minute during every waking hour. It is the sum of
these passing moments—or rather of the kind of

Clo -git‘

thoughts we fill themwith.—thatgoes to make up our
characters and to form our destinies. If we wish to
gage a man's character and to prophesy as to his
future, let us inquire as to how he occupies his mind
when walking to his work; or when waiting those
dreary ten minutes for his dinner; or when. half
asleep. he dozes in his easy chair.

The separate moments of man's life. so inconsider-
able singly, but of such tremendous momentum when
added together. these are truly the important occa-
sions of our lives on which our destiny depends.
To control the mind is not an easy matter, but even
if we should have to spend a whole lifetime in acquir-
ing the first rudiments of the great art, would not

_

the time and effort be well spent?
4 _

An unregulated mind dragging the
'

‘ M spirit in man up hill and down
dale “o'er moor and fen, o'er crag

‘

.

' and torrent," at its own sweet will
' is surely hell of the worst kind.

The perfect mastery of the mind
leads us to a settled peace that
passes all understanding. This
peaceful refuge of the harassed
soul is only to be won by long and
sustained effort; it “suffers vio-
lence and the violent take it by
force," and as Milton tells us
through the mouth of Satan in
his Paradise Lost:

“Long is the way
And hard, that out of Hell leads

up to light."
Let us remember for our en-

couragement, however, that every
attempt, even though it appear to
have failed, makes the next effort
easier. and that final success is

certain for all who persevere. For endless time is
before us and opportunities will not be wanting for
earnest souls unless the laws of life were framed in
utter disregard of human welfare and worked in blind
unsympathy with our difficulties. P. L.

-‘I;

J3

Our Right to Our Troubles

VERY man feels that he has a right to his life.
Some men, after a long stretch of pain and
trouble, feel they have a right to their death.

In respect of some of our pleasures and easy times,
at any rate, we feel that we have a right to them, have
earned them. Do we ever feel, in respect of our
pains and disabilities, that to them also we have
a right? I got some new ideas about this once.

"Nothing ever happened to me in the way of
trouble," said our old janitor one night over his pipe,

,l"l
I

I
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“ that I  didn’ t fi nd some time that I ’ d got something

out of that I  wouldn’ t have missed. I  was glad of ’ em

—  but not thankful, mind you. A  man ain’ t ex actly

thankful for getting something he’ s got a right to.

A  man gets a rest or a relax ment-time of some sort, as

a rule, j ust about when he needs it. I t answers to

his need and does him good if he behaves right while

it lasts. W ell, I  say he gets troubles and diffi culties

as a rule j ust about when he needs them to stiffen

up his character or ripen something or prune away

something. They answer to his need and do him

good if he looks at them the right way. H e’ s got a

right to them, then, ain’ t he?  Just the same as some

other time he’ s got a right to his rest or relax ment.

B oth are the right fi t for him.

“ N ow you be q uiet a minute and listen,”  he went

on as I  prepared to raise a demurrer. “ Y ou know

that some troubles, anyway, do a man good in some

way. I  say he’ s got a right to have that good done

him. A nd if that’ s so, he’ s got a right to the sort

of trouble that’ ll do him that sort of good. W hy

don’ t be take it q uietly as his, j ust the same as he

takes his S aturday pay-envelope q uietly as his, mean-

ing to get the good out of both of them?

“ There’ s lots in this here argument that can be

argued about, but in general, on broad lines, it' s

straight goods I ’ m giving you.

“ Y ou may say, for instance, that his rights is

something a man always is glad to get, and he ain’ t

glad to get troubles.

“ W ell, fi rstly, as I  told you out of my own case,

a fellow often is glad, after a trouble’ s over, that

he had it. I t don’ t need much practice to make him

glad while he ' s having it. ..

“ A nd secondly, if he’ ll fi nd his rightful inside na-

ture, what lives always in the upper story where the

light always is, the more troubles he’ s got the

more that upper fellow comes closer to him and tries

to tell him it’ s all right. Troubles is j ust the easiest

way, oftentimes, of getting to know that upper fellow

and fi nding that he knows all about the troubles and

can adj ust them and attend to them so that they do

the most good. I t takes troubles, mostly, to make a

man know his own soul. H e don’ t look for it while

all’ s going smooth.

“ A nd again, what would any of us be worth if

we didn’ t have troubles?  N o more than so many

sugar-sticks!  Y ou know that. W ell, what call have

you to draw a line anywhere and say this trouble is

p’ raps good for me but that one is unj ust and bad?

H ow do you know?  H ow do you know that some

man with inj ustice in him ain’ t let to turn his in-

j ustice your way and treat you unj ustly?  H e’ ll get

his trouble for it some time;  don’ t you bother about

that. The trouble he’ ll get will be his right, enough

of it fi rst and last to burn out of him his unj ust or

cruel streak. B ut that ain’ t your affair.

“ N o sir;  don’ t you draw the line between troubles

and troubles. Count ’ em all as your right and your

need. Count it that you really put in a req uisition

for ’ em. A  little while of that sort of attitude to ’ em

will‘make ’ em show you a new face. A  man can be

in a thick of trouble, outside, and inside at the same

time be all peaceful about it and knowingly with the

soul’ s light and comfort in him.

“ The soul?  W e come back, sometime, to be the

soul. That’ s all I  can say. Till then, the soul’ s our

H elper and Companion.”  R E PO R TE R

.3

A nd S o O utward!

“ The evil that men do lives after them;

The good is oft interred with their bones."

H A K E S PE A R E  — —  if it was his own idea that he

made Mark A nthony ex press—  got only part

of the truth. F or all the evil and all the good

that men do or think lives after them. A nd also the _

good or evil that they are.

“ W e used to like to see that fellow get on the car

of a morning,”  said a business friend to the writer

once. “  H e had a kind of a nice friendly way of looking

round him and giving the rest of us the top of the day

—  whatever sort of a day it .was —  that by gum we

all felt the better and friendlier for it.”

These business fellows went to their offices day by

day with the little friendly touch of that man still on

them. A nd their “ Good morning, boys! ”  when they

got there was a trifl e the better and friendlier — —  and

so outward. Y ou can follow it as far as you like to

work your imagination. That man’ s “ good”  would

never be “ interré d with his bones.”

“ Don’ t do a mean thing because you think no-

body’ s looking,”  mother used to say;  “  God’ s looking.”

L et’ s say the rest of humanity is looking, and you

can’ t do a mean thing alone. F or your character is

the meaner for having done it. A nd a man’ s charac-

ter works out (must, mustn’ t it? ) little by little in

everything he does with or to his fellows, as well as

in the general color of his thoughts. Y ou’ re never

with a man a few minutes without being affected a

little —  for good or evil —  by him and he a little by

you. E ach of you carries away something of the

other. A nd so outward: use your imagination again

and follow the eternal ripple. A  man’ s character.

his deeds, his words, his thoughts, go into solution in

the whole great human sea and help to color it, to

lighten or darken it.

A  fellow went over the side of a ship outside N ew

Y ork the other day and saved a child —  at the cost.

as it happened, of his own life. A  deckful of people

looked on. N ot a one of them but was a little ennobled

at the sight of it, brought a little nearer in character

to the power to do the same sort of self-sacrifi cing

thing if the chance should come. F rom that new
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“thatI didn’t find some time that I’d got something
out of that I wouldn’t have missed. I was glad of ’em
— but not thankful, mind you. A man ain’t exactly
thankful for getting something he’s got a right to.
A man gets a rest or a relaxment-timeof some sort, as
a rule, just about when he needs it. It answers to
his need and does him good if he behaves right while
it lasts. Well, I say he gets troubles and difficulties
as a rule just about when he needs them to stiffen
up his character or ripen something or prune away
something. They answer to his need and do him
good if he looks at them the right way. He’s got a
right to them, then, ain’t he? Just the same as some
other time he’s got a right to his rest or relaxment.
Both are the right fit for him.

“Now you be quiet a minute and listen," he went
on as I prepared to raise a demurrer. “You know
that some troubles, anyway, do a man good in some
way. I say he’s got a right to have that good done
him. And if that’s so, he's got a right to the sort
of trouble that’ll do him that sort of good. Why
don’t he take it quietly as his, just the same as he
takes his Saturday pay-envelope quietly as his, mean-
ing to get the good out of both of them?

“There’s lots in this here argument that can be
argued about, but in general, on broad lines, it's
straight goods I’m giving you.

“You may say, for instance, that his rights is
something a man always is glad to get, and he am’!
glad to get troubles.

“Well, firstly, as I told you out of my own case,
a fellow often is glad, after a trouble’s over, that
he had it. It don’t need much practice to make him
glad while he’s having it.

.“And secondly, if he'll find his rightful inside na-
ture, what lives always in the upper story where the
light always is, the more troubles he’s got the
more that upper fellow comes closer to him and tries
to tell him it ’s all right. Troubles is just the easiest
way, oftentimes, of getting to know thatupper fellow
and finding that he knows all about the troubles and
can adjust them and attend to them so that they do
the most good. It takes troubles, mostly, to make a
man know his own soul. He don’t look for it while
all ’s going smooth.

“And again, what would any of us be worth if
we didn't have troubles? No more than so many
sugar-sticks! You know that. Well, what call have
you to draw a line anywhere and say this trouble is
p'raps good for me but that one is unjust and bad?
How do you know? How do you know that some
man with injustice in him ain’t let to turn his in-
justice your way and treat you unjustly? He'll get
his trouble for it some time; don’t you bother about
that. The trouble he ’ll get will be his right, enough
of it first and last to burn out of him his unjust or
cruel streak. But that ain’t your afl'air.

“No sir; don't you draw the line between troubles

.
C0 glc

and troubles. Count ’em all as your right and your
need. Count it that you really put in a requisition
for ’em. A little while of that sort of attitude to ’em
willmake ’em show you a new face. A man can be
in a thick of trouble, outside, and inside at the same
time be all peaceful about it and knowingly with the
soul's light and comfort in him.

“The soul? We come back, sometime, to be the
soul. That 's all I can say. Till then, the soul's our
Helper and Companion.” REPORTER

.5!

And So Outward!
“The evil that men do lives after them;
The good is oft interred with their bones."

HAKESPEARE— if it was his own idea that he
made Mark Anthony express— got only part
of the truth. For all the evil and all the good

that men do or thinklives after them. And also the
.good or evil that they are.

“We used to like to see that fellow get on the car
of a morning,” said a business friend to the writer
once. “ He had a kind of a nice friendlyway of looking
round him and giving the rest of us the top of the day
— whatever sort of a day it .:vas— that by gum we
all felt the better and friendlier for it.”

These business fellows went to their offices day by
day with the little friendly touch of that man still on
them. And their “Good morning, boys!” when they
got there was a trifle the better and friendlier— and
so outward. You can follow it as far as you like to
work your imagination. That man’s “good" would
never be “interréd with his bones.”

“Don't do a mean thing because you think no-
body’s looking,"motherused to say; “ God ’s looking.”

Let’s say the rest of humanity is looking, and you
can't do a mean thing alone. For your character is
the meaner for having done it. And a man’s charac-
ter works out (must, mustn't it?) little by little in
everything he does with or to his fellows, as well as
in the general color of his thoughts. You're never
with a man a few minutes without being affected a
little — for good or evil— by him and he a little by
you. Each of you carries away something of the
other. And so outward: use your imagination again
and follow the eternal ripple. A man's character.
his deeds, his words, his thoughts, go into solution in
the whole great human sea and help to color it, to
lighten or darken it.

A fellow went over the side of a ship outside New
York the other day and saved a child — at the cost.
as it happened, of his own life. A deckful of people
looked on. Not a one of thembut was a littleennobled
at the sight of it, brought a little nearer in character
to the power to do the same sort of self-sacrificing
thing if the chance should come. From that new
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touch in their character and thought a something

would go out in their own homes, among their children

and the circle of their friends. A nd so outward:

always “ and so outward.”

A  great triplet of words, that!  Get them going

in your mind whenever you feel like doing a shady

thing. A  shady thing done gives a shady touch to

character, and that must necessarily work out into

shady things done or said directly to our associates:

with effects on them —  and so outward. A t death we

carry away with us our characters, and we leave be-

hind to live after us all the deeds, all the words, all

the thoughts, that such a character gave birth to.

F ollow one such ripple outward as it passes on from

man to man in widening circle. Pretty soon it reaches

some man at his turning-point, the point where the

least touch will decide him to make or break, to hold

on or give way, to do or not do. The touch of the

ripple from something you have done or said, from

what you are, may j ust decide him one way or the

other, wreck his life or keep his course straight for good.

E very man is a power in the world, and the more he

thinks that and acts accordingly, the more of a power

he becomes —  even though no being but his own soul

recognises what he is doing for — or against —  hu-

manity, a power for human progress and peace and

happiness or for something added to humanity’ s diffi -

culties and pains.

S o let us remember that we are going into solution

all the time in the great human sea and that in the

long run every one has his full opportunity to leave

an eternal, deathless benediction behind him. S .

.9 3

The Creed of My H eart

F rom a Poem by E . G. A . H olmes

F L A ME  in my heart is kindled by the might of the

morn' s pure breath:

A  passion beyond all passion;  a faith that eclipses faith;

A  j oy that is more than gladness;  a hope that outsoars desire;

A  love that consumes and q uickens;  a soul-transfi guring fi re.

My life is possessed and mastered: my heart is inspired and

fi lled.

A ll other visions have faded: all other voices are stilled.

My doubts are vainer than shadows: my fears are idler

than dreams:

They vanish like breaking bubbles, those old soul-torturing

themes.

The riddles of life are cancelled, the problems that bred despair:

I  cannot guess them or solve them, but I  know that they are

not there.

They are past, they are all forgotten, the breeze has blown

them away;

F or life' s inscrutable meaning is clear as the dawn of day.

I t is there — —  the secret of N ature —  there in the morning’ s glow;

There in the speaking stillness;  there in the rose-flushed snow.

I t is here in the j oy and rapture;  here in my pulsing breast:

I  feel what has ne' er been spoken: I  know what has ne’ er

been guessed.

I  breathe the breath of the morning. I  am one with the one

W orld-S oul.

I  live my own life no longer, but the life of the living W hole.

I  am more than self: I  am selfl ess: I  am more than self: I  am I .

I  have found the springs of my being in the flush of the eastern

sky.

I  —  the true self, the spirit, the self that is born of death ~

I  have found the fl ame of my being in the mom' s ambrosial

breath. ~

I  lose my life for a season: I  lose it beyond recall:

B ut I  fi nd it renewed, rekindled, in the life of the O ne, the A ll.

— S elected

J

A  L ittle V alley Down in Maine

K N O W  a little valley down in Maine,

W here silently the seasons come and go,

W here sweet-briar roses wet with summer rain,

A nd myriad wild fl owers in one long, sweet train,

F reight with their fragrance all the winds that blow.

The brook winds downward on its wandering way,

W here swallows dart and wheel on fl ashing wing;

The cool cloud-shadows o’ er the meadows play,

The partridge drums through all the dreamy day,

A nd when the twilight falls the thrushes sing.

A cross the fallow fi elds the robins call,

The veery winds his mellow wood-land born,

The freckled tiger-lilies, fair and tall,

F lash forth their stars along the crumbling wall,

W et with the sweet ambrosia of the mom.

Gone are the feet that trod these paths of old,

The loving friends of happy days of yore,

Gone, too, sweet childhood with its heart of gold,

I ts noisy games, its wonder stories told,

A ll these have vanished to return no more.

H ow gladly would I  fold away my care,

0 L ittle V ale, thy paths to wander free —

To catch thy fragrance, breathe thy pure, sweet air,

To hear thy thrushes voice their evening prayer,

A nd live the long, calm, q uiet days with thee.

O  peaceful little valley down in Mainel

Through toilsome days I  feel thy matchlcss art,

Thy magic charm that soothes away my pain,

The sweetness of thy roses, wet with rain,

L ives, an undying fragrance, in my heart.

— _I ulian S . Cutler in the B oston Transcript
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THE NEW WAY 7

touch in their character and thought a something
would go out in theirown homes, among theirchildren
and the circle of their friends. And so outward:
always “and so outward."

A great triplet of words, that! Get them going
in your mind whenever you feel like doing a shady
thing. A shady thing done gives a shady touch to
character, and that must necessarily work out into
shady things done or said directly to our associates:
with effects on them— and so outward. At death we
carry away with us our characters, and we leave be-
hind to live after us all the deeds, all the words, all
the thoughts, that such a character gave birth to.

Follow one such ripple outward as it passes on from
man to man in widening circle. Pretty soon it reaches
some man at his turning-point, the point where the
least touch will decide him to make or break, to hold
on or give way, to do or not do. The touch of the
ripple from something you have done or said, from
what you are, may just decide him one way or the
other, wreck his life or keep his course straight for good.

Every man is a power in the world, and the more he
thinksthat and acts accordingly,the more of a power
he becomes— even though no being but his own soul
recognises what he is doing for—or against —~ hu-
manity, a power for human progress and peace and
happiness or for somethingadded to humanity’s diffi-
culties and pains.

So let us remember that we are going into solution
all the time in the great human sea and that in the
long run every one has his full opportunity to leave
an eternal, deathless benediction behind him. S.

-)3

The Creed of My Heart
From a Poem by E. G. A. Holmes

FLAME in my heart is kindled by the might of the
mom's pure breath:

A passion beyond all passion; a faith that eclipses faith;
A joy that is more than gladness; a hope thatoutsoars desire;
A love that consumes and quickens; a soul-transfiguring fire.
My life is possessed and mastered: my heart is inspired and

filled.
All other visions have faded: all other voices are stilled.
My doubts are vainer than shadows: my fears are idler

than dreams:
They vanish like breaking bubbles, those old soul-torturing

themes.
The riddles of life are cancelled, theproblems thatbred despair:
I cannot guess them or solve them, but I know that they are

not there.
They are past, they are all forgotten. the breeze has blown

them away:
For life's inscrutable meaning is clear as the dawn of day.
It is there—- thesecret of Nature — therein themorning's glow;
There in the speaking stillness: there in the rose-flushed snow.

kit) git’

It is here in the joy and rapture; here in my pulsing breast:
I feel what has ne'er been spoken: I know what has ne'er

been guessed.
I breathe the breath of the morning. I am one with the one

World-Soul.
I live my own life no longer, but the life of the living Whole.
I am more than self: I am selfless: I am more than self: I am I.
I have found the springs of my being in the flush of the eastern

sky.
I — the true self, the spirit. the self that is born of death—

l have found the flame of my being in the mom's ambrosial
breath.

I lose my life for a season: I lose it beyond recall:
But I find it renewed, rekindled, in the life of the One, the All.

— Selected
J’

A Little Valley Down in Maine

KNOW a little valley down in Maine.
Where silently the seasons come and go,

Where sweet-briar roses wet with summer rain,
And myriad wild flowers in one long. sweet train,
Freight with their fragrance all the winds that blow.
The brook winds downward on its wandering way,
Where swallows dart and wheel on flashing wing;
The cool cloud-shadows o'er the meadows play,
The partridge drums through all the dreamy day,
And when the twilight falls the thrushes sing.
Across the fallow fields the robins call,
The veery winds his mellow wood—land horn.
The freckled tiger-lilies. fair and tall,
Flash forth their stars along the crumbling wall,
Wet with the sweet ambrosia of the mom.

Gone are the feet that trod these paths of old,
The loving friends of happy days of yore.
Cone, too. sweet childhood with its heart of gold,
lts noisy games, its wonder stories told,
All these have vanished to return no more.

How gladly would I fold away my care,
0 Little Vale, thy paths to wander free-
To catch thy fragrance, breathe thy pure, sweet air,
To hear thy thrushes voice their evening prayer,
And live the long, calm. quiet days with thee.
0 peaceful little valley down in Mainel
Through toilsome days I feel thy matchless art,
Thy magic charm that soothes away my pain,
The sweetness of thy roses, wet with rain,
Lives, an undying fragrance, in my heart.

—_]ulian S. Cutler in the Boston Transcript
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

“ T 0 know and love Good, and to be and do good,

are the keys to all happiness: therefore it is better far

and far happier for a man to suffer and be punished

by men and gods for any evil that may be in him, than

to escape punishment and gain enj oyment.”

— — E dward ] . Urwick

“ TH E  trickster who covers his tracks so carefully

will infallibly fi nd them one day all ex posed.”

“  I T is a simple fact that the will to do anything can

and does, at a certain pitch of intensity, set up by

conviction of its necessity, create and organize new

tissue to do it with.” —  G. B . S how

“ N O TH I N G can resist the will of man, when he

knows what is true and wills what is good. The more

numerous the obstacles which are surmounted by the

will, the stronger the will becomes.” —  E liphas L e’ vi

“ A  GR E A T misfortune properly endured is a progress

accomplished. Those who suffer much live more truly

than those who undergo no trials.” —  E liphas L é vi

“ W H E N  we are j oyful we are most truly alive.

W herefore is it most certain that ‘L ife is Joy’  itself.

The tendency to moroseness is lethal, for it is encour-

agement to the germs of death, their own atmosphere.”

“ UN L E S S  one is at one’ s ease, interiorly, it is im-

possible to do one’ s best work. Duty well done

brings such inner ease;  duty ill done, neglected, or

deferred, destroys it.”

“ TH E R E  would seem to be but one way to acq uire

true good manners: to ‘raise the self by the S elf,’

not to permit the self to be lowered. I t is self-mastery

that is the key. Those nations in whom self-mastery

is a tradition, a habit bred into a thousand generations,

as is the case with the Japanese, and . . . the A meri-

can I ndians, are the truly well-mannered people.”

“ TH E  unfoldment we see all about us in nature,

whereby beauty is born of ugliness, light of darkness

should teach us to be slow to j udge of the ultimate

character of any human being. Tomorrow —  who

knows? — the most abj ect of my fellows may turn

hero.”

“ W O R K  for the well-being of all things and ex pect

nothing for thyself, and whatever is thy due will

come to thee spontaneously. That, then, is the con-

cern of the good L aw—  which never fails—  and is

not for thee to consider.”

A N  A N CI E N T TE A CH I N G

“ W H A TE V E R  state of mind a man fi nds himself in — -

still more, whatever state of mind is habitual with him

— —  constitutes either a protection to him or a danger.

The I ndians believed that W ashington could not be

touched by their bullets. This good or evil infl uence

was said to take in even those with whom the man

associated. E ven those far away who were linked to

him by some tie were believed to be reached by the

infl uence he had created about himself.”

“ O N E  who lives to help his fellows is, because of

this direction of his will, in constant touch with the

Divine. H ence the q uality of the power that fl ows

through him.”

“ K E E P your ‘fi re’  burning with a strong, pure

fl ame;  and it will happen that each time you contact

one whose ‘fuel’  is ready to catch fi re your fl ame will

light his. Then he in his turn will help spread the

divine light.”

“ W E  go forward, truly, as we obtain more and more

control of life. A nd L ife is Joy. A s we seize hold

of the one we gain also the other;  as we radiate j oy

we give also life.”

“ TH E  commonest duty can be made a ceremony of

devotion, an ex pression of trust, an outpouring of

compassion, or of love, or of spiritual enthusiasm."

“ TH E  lower aspects of collective human life are in

reality but an ex tension of our own lower individual

lives. L et us not imagine ourselves separate from

the rest.”

“ I F  the Divine could get but one word and idea

into our minds, that word might well be ‘F orward! ’

F or is it not true that in all forms of soul-ex pression

we fi nd movement, progress? ”

“ PR A CTI S E  doing promptly and thoroughly the duty

you dislike to do. O r, better still, stop disliking it.

N either like nor dislike a duty, but love Duty. That

is the sure prescription for peace and happiness."

“ I T is a beautiful thought, this of the ancients,

that a man may, by holding himself up to his highest.

carry with him wherever he goes, q uite unconsciously,

a real, actively protective infl uence over his fellows.”

“ TH E R E  is a way of rising on the crest of each new

circumstance and thus riding right over it, whether

it seem favorable or not to immediate plans. I n

the end one fi nds that there is no possibility under

heaven of any circumstance being of itself unfavorable;

it all depends on how one steers one course across it.”
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Quotebook
“To know and love Good, and to be and do good,

are the keys to all happiness: therefore it is better far
and far happier for a man to suffer and be punished
by men and gods for any evil thatmay be in him, than
to escape punishment and gain enjoyment.”

—Edwa1d J. Urwick

“THE trickster who covers his tracks so carefully
will infallibly find them one day all exposed.”

“ I1‘ is a simple fact that the will to do anythingcan
and does, at a certain pitch of intensity, set up by
conviction of its necessity, create and organize new
tissue to do it with."— G. B. Shaw

“NOTHING can resist the will of man, when he
knows what is true and wills what is good. The more
numerous the obstacles which are surmounted by the
will, the stronger the will becomes."—— Eliphas Lévi

“A GREAT misfortune properly endured is a progress
accomplished. Those who suffer much live more truly
than those who undergo no trials.”— Eliphas Lévi

“WHEN we are joyful we are most tmly alive.
Wherefore is it most certain that ‘Life is Joy’ itself.
The tendency to moroseness islethal, for it is encour-

agement to the germs of death, theirown atmosphere.”

“UNLEss one is at one’s ease, interiorly, it is im-
possible to do one’s best work. Duty well done
brings such inner ease; duty ill done, neglected, or
deferred, destroys it.”

“THERE would seem to be but one way to acquire
true good manners: to ‘raise the self by the Self,’
not to permit the self to be lowered. It is self-mastery
that is the key. Those nations in whom self-mastery
is a tradition, a habit bred into a thousandgenerations,
as is the case with the Japanese. and . . . the Ameri-
can Indians, are thetruly well-manneredpeople.”

“THE unfoldment we see all about us in nature,
whereby beauty is born of ugliness, light of darkness
should teach us to be slow to judge of the ultimate
character of any human being. Tomorrow— who
knows?—the most abject of my fellows may turn
hero.”

“WORK for the well-being of all things and expect
nothing for thyself, and whatever is thy due will
come to thee spontaneously. That, then, is the con-
cern of the good Law—— which never fails— and is
not for thee to consider.”

Lin git’

AN ANCIENT TEACHING
“WHA‘n:vER state of mind a man finds himself in —

still more, whatever state of mind is habitual withhim
— constitutes either a protection to him or a danger.
The Indians believed that Washington could not be
touched by their bullets. This good or evil influence
was said to take in even those with whom the man
associated. Even those far away who were linked to
him by some tie were believed to be reached by the
influence he had created about himself.”

“ONE who lives to help his fellows is, because of
this direction of his will, in constant touch with the
Divine. Hence the quality of the power that flows
through him.”

“KEEP your, ‘fire’ burning with a strong, pure
flame; and it will happen that each time you contact
one whose ‘fuel’ is ready to catch fire your flame will
light his. Then he in his turn will help spread the
divine light.”

“ WE go forward, truly, as we obtain more and more
control of life. And Life is Joy. As we seize hold
of the one we gain also the other; as we radiate joy
we give also life.”

“THE commonest duty can be made a ceremony of
devotion, an expression of trust, an outpouring of
compassion, or of love, or of spiritual enthusiasm.”

“THE lower aspects of collective human life are in
reality but an extension of our own lower individual
lives. Let us not imagine ourselves separate from
the rest.”

“IF the Divine could get but one word and idea
into our minds, that word might well be ‘Forward!’
For is it not true that in all forms of soul-expression
we find movement, progress?”

“ PRACTISE doing promptlyand thoroughlytheduty
you dislike to do. Or, better still, stop disliking it.
Neither like nor dislike a duty, but love Duly. That
is the sure prescription for peace and happiness."

“IT is a beautiful thought, this of the ancients.
that a man may, by holding himself up to his highest,
carry with him wherever he goes, quite unconsciously.
a real, actively protective influence over his fellows."

“THERE is a way of rising on the crest of each new
circumstance and thus riding right over it, whether
it seem favorable or not to immediate plans. In
the end one finds that there is no possibility under
heaven of any circumstance beingof itself unfavorable:
it all depends on how one steers one course across it.”
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The circle is sometimes associated

with the cross and sq uare.

The Two Paths

N CL E  JO S H UA  B R O W N  was a noted character in

a mining town of A rizona. N obody knew where

he was born or where he had been before he

landed there. H e was a great worker, and always

seemed to carry with him a budget of funny stories;

and he would prescribe them in allopathic doses

whenever he found one of the boys had ‘the blues.’

- H e said that good humor was a cheery tonic, and it

paid to keep a good supply in your pocket all the time.

O ccasionally, after work was done and the boys

collected around in the O ld dingy offi ce of the lodging

house, Uncle Joshua B rown would break out with odd

bits of conversation. H e would sit a long time smok-

ing his pipe, looking O ff into the distance, and then

he would say:

“ B y Jove, boys, I ’ ve be' n a-readin’  the newspapers

lately, and somethin’  awful bad has come to us through

this turrable war. I  never wuz very gingerly in my

patriotism. I  alluz thought the Constitution of the

United S tates wuz about the best thing a man could

have in this gineration;  and I  kinder had the idee

that liberty in the sinse that our forefathers brought
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These temples of prehistoric man are found in every country. The circle is sometimes associated
with the cross and square.

The Two Paths

CLE JOSHUA BROWN was a noted character in
a mining town of Arizona. Nobody knew where
he was born or where he had been before he

landed there. He was a great worker. and always
seemed to carry with him a budget of funny stories:
and he would prescribe them in allopathic doses
whenever he found one of the boys had ‘the blues.’

- He said that good humor was a cheery tonic, and it
paid to keep a good supply in your pocket all the time.

Occasionally,after work was done and the boys

L-..;,ZtI.'cr. 2; .' GO; 181E

collected around in the old dingy office of the lodging
house. Uncle Joshua Brown would break out with odd
bits of conversation. He would sit a long time smok-
ing his pipe, looking off into the distance. and then
he would say:

“By Jove. boys. I've be'n a-readin' the newspapers
lately,and somethin‘awful bad has come to us through
this turrable war. I never wuz very gingerly in my
patriotism. I alluz thought the Constitution of the
United States wuz about the best thing a man could
have in this gineration; and I kinder had the idee
that liberty in the sinse that our forefathers brought

III'\;:\!':\I1:"1
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2 TH E  N E W  W A Y

it out meant genuine freedom. B ut I  niver could eat

my breakfast after I ’ d read in the papers the way

our boys wuz killed at the front.

“ I  kinder sized up the situation in this way: N ow,

in the name 0’  God, whut wuz man put here on this

earth fer, but to do somethin’  worth while, and to

grow into some kind of a character that other fellers

could trust?  I  niver could see whut right man had

to take upon hisself the authority to take other men' s

lives. I  niver could put that in my pipe and smoke it;

and after I  thought a long time on the dismal subj ect,

I  used to git dazed in my stomach and in my head,

and the whole world seemed out of gear.

“ N ow I  believe it is our dooty to stand for j ustice

and right, and I  believe too, that we ought to keep

right straight in our minds all the time, the idee of

sticking to our colors and defendin’  this old country

of ours;  but somehow when I  think of the thousands

of men —  bright men, too, all over the country, better

eddicated than me, I  can’ t for the life 0’  me see why

some one or two in ev' ry nation can’ t work up some

sort of a scheme or gear that would set somethin’

new in motion;  and the whole arrangement could be

brought right down to a peaceful settlement through

the brains of men, and without havin’  the history of

our country blurred with some of the savagery of war.

“ O ld Gin’ ral S herman wuz a big feller and he knew

his business, and he knew how to talk sinse, and he

said, ‘W ar is H ell,’  and I  say so too. I  wish I  wuz

young and in my prime, ’ way back in my old N ew

E ngland home with the idees that I ’ ve got now. Y ou

see, boys, these idees of mine, they come from ex -

perience. I ’ ve made up my mind that I  would not

grow hard-hearted under disappointment. My mother

learned me all the soft and good things of life;  and

when I ’ ve be’ n a little hellish myself, I ’ ve alluz

remembered her, and I ’ ve found the tears runnin’

down my cheeks and me sayin’ , ‘N o, mother, you can

depend on me, I ’ ll sq uare up and niver do it ag' in.’

“ N ow my notion right now is that there ought to

be a kind of eddication in the schools and in the news-

papers and everywhere, to bring the citizens of A merica

up to a higher livel, so~ they can see out beyond the

end of their noses, and they can work together for

the common good of all;  and they will oppose war

and set up somethin’  that will make the enemies of

freedom stand up and hold their horses. N ow I  call

that followin’  the right path.

“ A nd the wrong path is when we git down to rollin'

roun’  in our minds and burnin’  in our hearts the desire

for revenge, the wish to git even -—  by takin’  another

feller’ s life, if it has to be. N ow that’ s the wrong

path. A nd many a feller in prison today, if. he will

j est stop and think, and go back to the beginnin’  of

his mistakes, he will fi nd that there are two paths

for ev’ ry man: one is the straight road, where he’ s

honest and sq uare, no hidin’  behind the scenes, no

playing hide-and-seek with all the fi ne things that are

I

1

stored up in the mind for good. I t don’ t pay;  an

it niver did pay. Perhaps, boys, that ’ 5 why I ’ m

honest;  because I ’ ve alluz known what Jesus said

in the B ible that, ‘A s ye sow, so must you reap‘;

and I ’ ve heard that them same teachings used to be

brought out by the wise old men of ages ago. Mighty

simple, ain’ t it? ”  -

Just at that moment, S am Potter, who always used

most of his wages to get drunk and went home with

empty pockets to his wife and four children, j umped

out of a chair, laid down his pipe, and said, “ B y Gosh!

Joshua B rown, you’ ve hit me right straight between

the eyes. I ’ m beginning to think. I  can see now that

about all the H ell that I  ever had in my life, came from

followin’  the wrong path. B ut you’ ve set me to

thinkin’ ;  and I ’ ve decided I  never done any thinkin’

before. W ell, anyhow, watch me, boys, watch me

nex t S aturday. I ’ ll show you that I ’ ve stepped on

to the right path. S o hurrah for Joshua B rown! "

N ow S am Potter had a strange look in his face.

H e put his hands in his pockets and slowly passed

by the bar where before he had lingered into the late

midnight hours swigging bad whiskey until he acted

like one drugged, and had gone home to abuse his

wife and children.

The straight path pays— doesn’ t it?

A UN T MA R iA

a;

The R ight Turnings

“  E E K  ye fi rst the kingdom of heaven, and all

these things shall be added unto you.”

I ’ m always reminded of that saying when

I  think of the philosopher who was so absorbed in

thought that he passed his own doorway late at night

and lost himself in the great city. H is thoughts

might have been ever so interesting and desirable in

their way, but because of them the man missed the

important thing _ which was to get home.

N ow let us translate that saying: “ S eek fi rst (in

importance) your real home, and having found it your

thinking will be ten times better done, your life a

hundred times better lived.”

The philosopher, we may suppose, got home at

last, but only after much wandering and many un-

pleasant adventures. W e shall all get ‘home’  at last,

but we might do it far sooner if we made that the

principal business.

W e regard ‘the kingdom of heaven’  as something

to be reached— if at all — after death. B ut that

Teacher at another time remarked that “ the kingdom

of heaven is within you."

‘The kingdom of heaven’  must be a state of spiritual

and mental light if it is anything at all, and that is-

why, after it is reached, all our thinking is of such

infi nitely better and more fruitful q uality.
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2 THE NEW WAY

it out meant genuine freedom. But I niver could eat
my breakfast after I'd read in the papers the way
our boys wuz killed at the front.

“I kinder sized up the situation in this way: Now,
in the name 0' God, whut wuz man put here on this
earth fer, but to do somethin’ worth while, and to
grow into some kind of a character that other fellers
could trust? I niver could see whut right man had
to take upon hisself the authorityto take other men's
lives. I niver could put that in my pipe and smoke it;
and after I thought a long time on the dismal subject,
I used to git dazed in my stomach and in my head,
and the whole world seemed out of gear.

“Now I believe it is our dooty to stand for justice
and right, and I believe too, that we ought to keep
right straight in our minds all the time, the idee of
sticking to our colors and defendin’ this old country
of ours; but somehow when I thinkof the thousands
of men — bright men, too, all over the country, better
eddicated than me, I can ’t for the life 0’ me see why
some one or two in ev'ry nation can’t work up some
sort of a scheme or gear that would set somethin’
new in motion; and the whole arrangement could be
brought right down to a peaceful settlement through
the brains of men, and without havin’ the history of
our country blurred with some of the savagery of war.

“Old Gin’ral Sherman wuz a big feller and he knew
his business, and he knew how to talk sinse, and he
said, ‘War is Hell,’ and I say so too. I wish I wuz
young and in my prime, ’way back in my old New
England home with the idees that I’ve got now. You
see, boys, these idees of mine, they come from ex-
perience. I’ve made up my mind that I would not
grow hard-hearted under disappointment. My mother
learned me all the soft and good things of life; and
when I’ve be’n a little hellish myself, l’ve alluz
remembered her, and I’ve found the tears runnin'
down my cheeks and me sayin’, ‘No, mother, you can
depend on me, I’ll square up and niver do it ag’in.’

“Now my notion right now is that there ought to
be a kind of eddication in the schools and in the news-
papers and everywhere, to bring thecitizensof America
up to a higher livel, so-they can see out beyond the
end of their noses, and they can work together for
the common good of all; and they will oppose war
and set up somethin’ that will make the enemies of
freedom stand up and hold their horses. Now I call
that followin’ the right path.

“And the wrong path is when we git down to rollin’
roun’ in our minds and burnin’ in our hearts the desire
for revenge, the wish to git even — by takin’ another
feller’s life, if it has to be. Now that’s the wrong
path. And many a feller in prison today, if. he will
jest stop and think, and go back to the beginnin’ of
his mistakes, he will find that there are two paths
for ev'ry man: one is the straight road, where he's
honest and square, no hidin’ behind the scenes, no
playing hide-and-seek with all the fine things that are

Go Sit’

stored up in the mind for good. It don't pay; an
it niver did pay. Perhaps, boys, that’s why I’m
honest; because I’ve alluz known what Jesus said
in the Bible that, ‘As ye sow, so must you reap‘;
and I’ve heard that them same teachings used to be
brought out by the wise old men of ages ago. Mighty
simple, ain't it?" -

Just at that moment, Sam Potter, who always used
most of his wages to get drunk and went home with
empty pockets to his wife and four children, jumped
out of a chair, laid down his pipe, and said, “ By Gosh!
Joshua Brown, you've hit me right straight between
the eyes. I’m beginning to think. I can see now that
about all theHell that I ever had in my life, came from
followin’ the wrong path. But you’ve set me to
thinkin’; and I’ve decided I never done any thinkin'
before. Well, anyhow, watch me, boys, watch me
next Saturday. I’ll show you that I've stepped on
to the right path. So hurrah for Joshua Brown!"

Now Sam Potter had a strange look in his face.
He put his hands in his pockets and slowly passed
by the bar where before he had lingered into the late
midnight hours swigging bad whiskey until he acted
like one drugged, and had gone home to abuse his
wife and children.

The straight path pays—doesn’t it?
AUNT MARIA

J‘

The Right Turning;
“ EEK ye first the kingdom of heaven, and all

these things shall be added unto you.”
I’m always reminded of that saying when

I think of the philosopher who was so absorbed in
thought that he passed his own doorway late at night
and lost himself in the great city. His thoughts
might have been ever so interesting and desirable in
their way, but because of them the man missed the
important thing—— which was to get home.

Now let us translate that saying: “Seek first (in
importance) your real home, and having found it your
thinking will be ten times better done, your life a
hundred times better lived.”

The philosopher, we may suppose, got home at
last, but only after much wandering and many un-
pleasant adventures. We shall all get ‘home’ at last.
but we might do it far sooner if we made that the
principal business.

We regard ‘the kingdom of heaven’ as something
to be reached — if at all —after death. But that
Teacherat another time remarked that “thekingdom
of heaven is within you.”

‘The kingdom of heaven’ must be a state of spiritual
and mental light if it is anything at all, and that is
why, after it is reached, all our thinking is of such
infinitely better and more fruitful quality.



TH E  N E W  W A Y

The philosopher on his way home might never

have got anywhere near his own street even. Pre-

occupied by his thoughts he might have missed all

the turnings that would have led him right, and so

got further and further away.

The kingdom of heaven must be a state of supreme

happiness. The man who has reached it must say to

himself: “ N ow then, this is it! ”  W e are all after

a state of supreme happiness—  but don’ t get it!

W e think we have to put up with gleams of it, such

poor gleams as are got for a little while by acq uiring

something or doing something or going somewhere.

I t is not those things or doings that we are really

after.

to afford. B ut they are all the wrong turning. They

don’ t lead ‘home,’  to the state where happiness and

light, spiritual and mental, are at their ex treme,

and permanent.

W ell, the right turning is duty. There is nothing

else for it. There is no substitute ‘j ust as good.’

Duties faithfully attended to as they turn up give

peace, a certain peculiar satisfaction of their own, even

when they are unpleasant. W e all know that. Par-

ticularly such duties as the helping of others who are

in need of help or encouragement.

E very well-done duty is a right turning seen and

taken, a spell nearer home. Think of them in that

way and look out for a sight of this ‘kingdom of

heaven’  that is to be won by a steady attention to

these turnings. Don’ t get absorbed, like the philo-

sopher, in a lot of other matters. I f they need atten-

tion, give it to them. I f rightful pleasures come along,

enj oy them. B ut remember the main business.

Y ou don’ t have to be dead to reach the sudden

happiness and peace and light of the kingdom of

heaven. W hat sort of a home would it be if the

members of it had to wait till their bodies were worn

out and dead before they could get there?  A  man

does get there after death— as a consciousness, of

course, not as a body. B ut not necessarily all of him,

the conscious ‘him.’  O nly so much of him as was

faithful in duty and in love for and helpfulness to

others. The rest of him— what claim would that

have to this home?  W hy then should not each of us

turn himself wholly, during life, into pure metal?

W hy not take all the right turnings, however dark

the way?  F or all dark and perplex ing places can be

lighted with this inner lamp that is lit by duty and

brotherhood and compassion, and that gradually

brings a man wholly home in his life.

A ny man who will think constantly that the king-

dom of heaven is within him will fi nd the power

to take day by day all the turnings that lead there

and he will soon feel that he is indeed upon the

right road. There will open before him the sunlit

vistas of the heart-life. There is no happiness eq ual

to< that which comes when we have done our whole

duty to another by ex tending a helping hand. C.

I t is the bit of happiness that they promise ’

Pat’ s E ducation

T 2.00 a. m., Patterson, Jr., on duty as night

nurse in the prison hospital, found his charges

all resting. S o he wrapped himself in a blanket

and followed suit. A  brisk north wind, rattling at

the windows, reminded him of a chilly world outside.

A  little shiver rippled up Pat’ s moral backbone —  at

least it felt like that. F or in two weeks his time would

be up, and he would be free after fi ve years of stagna-

tion, as he reckoned it. S omehow he was curiously

upset between eagerness to taste the old-time free-

dom, and a vague dread of facing a world that had

changed from peace to war and back again while

he had stood still.

N ow Pat had inherited a strain of his father’ s

energy, which was somewhat offset by a decided

streak of laziness all his own. H is father, when

young, was too busy taking his training in the school

of poverty and hard knocks to indulge his lazy im-

pulses. B ut, like many another mistaken parent,

ambitious to give their sons an easier and better

chance to get ahead, he had fairly cheated the boy

out of valuable practical ex perience that belonged to

him as a man in the making. The result was that

when Patterson, S r., suddenly lost his fortune, and

the untrained youth tried to ease up his debts with

an illegal loan, he found himself under the paternal

care of the state. E ven at that, he wasn’ t half bad,

and he left plenty of worse people outside.

A s Pat, Jr., lying blanketed and thoughtful, re-

versed his mental gear, his memory traveled back to

his fi rst j ob in prison,— a very awkward helper of

the engineer in charge of a new strip of roadway

nearby. S omehow the mechanical ‘bumps’  in Pat’ s

head were about as large as dimples, so that he knew

as little about machinery as he did of millinery or of

Choctaw. .To him the engineer seemed like some

magician disguised in overalls. This man had such

amazing ease and power and certainty about handling

the great black iron Juggernaut roller that, having

imbibed q uantities of oil and gasoline, would purr

and cough and chortle its way back and forth, crush-

ing everything before it. That is, everything but the

big engineer, though he was but a pygmy beside it.

I t obeyed every move of his hand, that made passes

over it like the wand of a fairy godmother. H e knew

j ust how much to feed it and how to clean it up, as a

mother would a baby;  and he knew how to set its

heart-beat throbbing inside at his touch. Then, when

he took his seat, it carried him, like a royal potentate,

up and down the rough earth that, with their passing,

grew into a smooth ribbon of fi ne roadway. W ith .

‘Jumbo,’  as he called the big roller, he could do the

heaviest kind of work, and then he could bring it to

a standstill on any chosen inch of ground. A nd when

the work day ended, its hoarse voice was hushed at

his touch, and it settled down for a night’ s rest.
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THE NEW WAY 3

The philosopher on his way home might never
have got anywhere near his own street even. Pre-
occupied by his thoughts he might have missed all
the turnings that would have led him right, and so
got further and further away.

The kingdom of heaven must be a state of supreme
happiness. The man who has reached it must say to
himself: “Now then, this is 1'1!” We are all after
a state of supreme happiness— but don't get it!
We think we have to put up with gleams of it, such
poor gleams as are got for a little while by acquiring
something or doing something or going somewhere.
It is not those things or doings that we are really
after.
to afford. But they are all the wrong turning. They
don't lead ‘home,’ to the state where happiness and
light, spiritual and mental, are at their extreme,
and permanent.

Well, the right turning is duty. There is nothing
else for it. There is no substitute ‘just as good.’
Duties faithfully attended to as they turn up give
peace, a certain peculiar satisfactionof theirown, even
when they are unpleasant. We all know that. Par-
ticularly such duties as the helping of others who are
in need of help or encouragement.

Every well-done duty is a right turning seen and
taken, a spell nearer home. Think of them in that
way and look out for a sight of this ‘kingdom of
heaven’ that is to be won by a steady attention to
these turnings. Don't get absmbed, like the philo-
sopher, in a lot of other matters. If they need atten-
tion, give it to them. If rightful pleasures come along,
enjoy them. But remember the main business.

You don't have to be dead to reach the sudden
happiness and peace and light of the kingdom of
heaven. What sort of a home would it be if the
members of it had to wait till their bodies were worn
out and dead before they could get there? A man
does get there after death—as a consciousness, of
course, not as a body. But not necessarilyall of him,
the conscious ‘him.’ Only so much of him as was
faithful in duty and in love for and helpfulness to
others. The rest of him — what claim would that
have to this home? Why then should not each of us
turn himself wholly, during life, into pure metal?
Why not take all the right turnings, however dark
the way? For all dark and perplexing places can be
lighted with this inner lamp that is lit by duty and
brotherhood and compassion, and that gradually
brings a man wholly home in his life.

Any man who will thinkconstantly that the king-
dom of heaven is within him will find the power
to take day by day all the turnings that lead there
and he will soon feel that he is indeed upon the
right road. There will open before him the sunlit
vistas of the heart-life. There is no happiness equal
tovthatwhich comes when we have done our whole
duty to another by extending a helping hand. C.

CO Sic

It is the bit of happiness that they promise ‘

Pat’; Education

T 2.00 a. m., Patterson, Jr., on duty as night
nurse in the prison hospital, found his charges
all resting. So he wrapped himself in a blanket

and followed suit. A brisk north wind, rattling at
the windows, reminded him of a chilly world outside.
A little shiver rippled up Pat’s moral backbone— at
least it felt like that. For in two weeks his time would
be up, and he would be free after five years of stagna-
tion, as he reckoned it. Somehow he was curiously
upset between eagerness to taste the old-time free-
dom, and a vague dread of facing a world that had
changed from peace to war and back again while
he had stood still.

Now Pat had inherited a strain of his father’s
energy, which was somewhat offset by a decided
streak of laziness all his own. His father, when
young, was too busy taking his training in the school
of poverty and hard knocks to indulge his lazy im-
pulses. But, like many another mistaken parent,
ambitious to give their sons an easier and better
chance to get ahead, he had fairly cheated the boy
out of valuable practical experience that belonged to
him as a man in the making. The result was that
when Patterson, Sr., suddenly lost his fortune, and
the untrained youth tried to ease up his debts with
an illegal loan, he found himself under the paternal
care of the state. Even at that, he wasn’t half bad,
and he left plenty of worse people outside.

As Pat, Jr., lying blanketed and thoughtful, re-
versed his mental gear, his memory traveled back to
his first job in prison,—a very awkward helper of
the engineer in charge of a new strip of roadway
nearby. Somehow the mechanical ‘bumps’ in Pat’s
head were about as large as dimples, so that he knew
as little about machinery as he did of millinery or of
Choctaw. .To him the engineer seemed like some
magician disguised in overalls. This man had such
amazing ease and power and certainty about handling
the great black iron Juggernaut roller that, having
imbibed quantities of oil and gasoline, would purr
and cough and chortle its way back and forth, crush-
ing everythingbefore it. That is, everythingbut the
big engineer, though he was but a pygmy beside it.
It obeyed every move of his hand, that made passes
over it like the wand of a fairy godmother. He knew
just how much to feed it and how to clean it up, as a
mother would a baby; and he knew how to set its
heart-beat throbbinginside at his touch. Then, when
he took his seat, it carried him, like a royal potentate,
up and down the rough earth that, with their passing,
grew into a smooth ribbon of fine roadway. With.
‘Jumbo,’ as he called the big roller, he could do the
heaviest kind of work, and then he could bring it to
a standstill on any chosen inch of ground. And when
the work day ended, its hoarse voice was hushed at
his touch, and it settled down for a night's rest.



TH E  N E W  W A Y

I f Pat’ s superior guessed how scared his helper was

at the idea of handling this monstrous pet, he made

no sign. I t was not his ‘to q uestion why’  the warden

had given him this raw material to mold into a near-

engineer, with some knowledge of the mysteries of

mechanics. H e j ust began to manage the case with

the same fi rm, light hand that had mastered the

giant Juggernaut. H e went about it in the simple,

natural way that he used in making good, lasting

roadway grow out of loose sand and j agged rocks and

slippery mud holes. W hat he talked about to Pat

was engines and soils and grades and the like. B ut

by some magic of his own, he set his pupil to thinking

how he could level up and smooth down and clean out

and strengthen the loose ends and ineq ualities in his

own disorderly makeup.

N ot that Pat changed in a hurry, any more than

you and I  do. I t takes time to see that something is

wrong W ith yourself when you are busy feeling

. wronged. A t fi rst he dodged the painful truth, telling

himself that his bad luck wasn’ t fair;  that he was no

worse than others who escaped punishment;  that

he was not understood —  O h, yes, he recited all

those familiar q uotations that the dodgers have used

in self-defense ever since A dam laid all his troubles

to E ve and the apple.

L ittle by little, it dawned upon Pat that his luck

was about what he might ex pect from the chances he

had taken;  and that somehow neither he nor any

other could escape from the wrongs that each one did

to himself;  and moreover, that he was a long way

from understanding himself. H is j ob of caring for

Jumbo showed him that no matter how brave and

bright a showing one made outside, it was no go un-

less things were right inside. This idea came home

to him the day he failed to clean the spark plug, and

the engine balked until the engineer took it in hand,

and then it picked up in a j iffy. I t was such a foolish

bit of grime, too, to stop the progress of a great

machine that rode rough-shod over cart-loads of earth

and rocks.

The same night Pat dreamed that Jumbo came to

his cell on the q uiet to say that an engine’ s spark plug

was its conscience, and unless his was clean, he couldn‘t

get ahead. A nd Pat, being asleep, slapped the big

roller on the back for a good fellow who knew when

to tip his friends, and said: “ R ighto, old chap, same

thing here.”  Then they winked ‘good-bye’  to each

other, and Jumbo j ust vanished into thin air and blew

out between the bars. O f course, Pat, in a wide-awake

state would have been huffy to have Jumbo knowing

more secrets than he did. B ut it seemed all right in

the give-and-take customs of dreamland, which is

different from day-time, when Jumbo pretended he

knew no language but his own hoarse mutterings and

busy coughs and whistling screams.

S omehow what struck Pat the most was the way

he was always being brought up standing by little

things—  by the importance of them. W hy, once

when a good-sized piece of Jumbo’ s makeup fell off

in the road and a rod hung loose like a broken leg,

everything kept on going, with never a waver or

groan from the engine. B ut another time, when j ust

a little screw got loose, everything went wrong. That

night, as Pat sat mulling over a book on engines and

their ways with men, his mind wandered off to the

engineer’ s talk on loose screws generally. S omehow

the idea seemed to apply to human nature, too;  as

though a man was an engineer, with a life-j ob of

making something worth while out O f himself, by

handling the pent-up powers of his body machinery.

' I t looked as though if the human machine got the

upper hand and ran wild with the engineer, there was

disaster ahead for both of them. Pat wondered if

the idea came home to him because the engineer

always spoke of Jumbo in such a familiar, friendly way,

and treated it as if it had a good machine’ s feelings,

and had certain rights and a power to serve well a

master who understood him.

A nyway, it struck Pat that his troubles mostly

came from little things going wrong. A s he went back

over his life, step by step, to his young boyhood.

he saw where he had made the wrong turn, again

and again. H e was not naturally cruel or vicious or

dishonest;  only he was j ust a bit too timid or a little

too lazy to face unpleasant issues or to push through

hard places. The growing impulses of his youth’ s

body got ahead of his weakened will-power, and left

him feeling a little less than clean and frank and

courageous.

The engine book was forgotten, as Pat’ s mind fol-

lowed the boyish deceits practised on his father, and

he saw them growing into habits that led up to

borrowing from his employer’ s cash-drawer. H is

prison term really hinged on those boyish fi bs to a

father who would have forgiven him for the worst of

the truth. A nd his stolen pleasures, innocent enough

in a way, always left him with a bitter taste of self-

reproach and a damaged self-respect. H is father' s

very trust and fondness made it harder to act up

to the deceitful pose. I n his dishonesty with his

father, he had robbed his own character of its fi ne-

grained strength. Pat shrank from a fl ash of the

truth that he had convicted himself as he went along

from boyhood to manhood, stamping a living sen-

tence on his own character. H e was no less self-made

than his father was, though he had made q uite a dif-

ferent piece of work of the contract. E N GI N E E R

a"

Mr. Getby and the H igher L aw

“  GUE S S  I  can get by with it."  This was what a

well-dressed, respectable-appearing man was

heard to say about some matter he proposed to
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4 THE NEW WAY

If Pat's superior guessed how scared his helper was
at the idea of handling this monstrous pet, he made
no sign. It was not his ‘to question why’ the warden
had given him this raw material to mold into a near-
engineer, with some knowledge of the mysteries of
mechanics. He just began to manage the case with
the same firm, light hand that had mastered the
giant Juggernaut. He went about it in the simple,
natural way that he used in making good, lasting
roadway grow out of loose sand and jagged rocks and
slippery mud holes. What he talked about to Pat
was engines and soils and grades and the like. But
by some magic of his own, he set his pupil to thinking
how he could level up and smoothdown and clean out
and strengthen the loose ends and inequalities in his
own disorderly makeup.

Not that Pat changed in a hurry, any more than
you and I do. It takes time to see that somethingis
wrong with yourself when you are busy feeling

. wronged. At first he dodged the painful truth, telling
himself thathis bad luck wasn't fair; thathe was no
worse than others who escaped punishment; that
he was not understood— Oh, yes, he recited all
those familiar quotations that the dodgers have used
in self-defense ever since Adam laid all his troubles
to Eve and the apple.

Little by little, it dawned upon Pat that his luck
was about what he might expect from the chances he
had taken; and that somehow neither he nor any
other could escape from the wrongs that each one did
to himself; and moreover, that he was a long way
from understanding himself. His job of caring for
Jumbo showed him that no matter how brave and
bright a showing one made outside, it was no go un-
less things were right inside. This idea came home
to him the day he failed to clean the spark plug, and
the engine balked until the engineer took it in hand,
and then it picked up in a jifiy. It was such a foolish
bit of grime, too, to stop the progress of a great
machinethat rode rough-shod over cart-loads of earth
and rocks.

The same night Pat dreamed that Jumbo came to
his cell on the quiet to say thatan engine’s spark plug
was its conscience, and unless his was clean, he couldn't
get ahead. And Pat, being asleep, slapped the big
roller on the back for a good fellow who knew when
to tip his friends, and said: “Righto, old chap, same
thing here.” Then they winked ‘good-bye’ to each
other, and Jumbo just vanished into thinair and blew
out betweenthe bars. Of course, Pat, in a wide-awake
state would have been huffy to have Jumbo knowing
more secrets than he did. But it seemed all right in
the give-and-take customs of dreamland, which is
different from day-time, when Jumbo pretended he
knew no language but his own hoarse mutterings and
busy coughs and whistling screams.

Somehow what struck Pat the most was the way
he was always being brought up standing by little

it-In git’

things—by the importance of them. Why, once
when a good-sized piece of Jumbo's makeup fell 03
in the road and a rod hung loose like a broken leg,
everything kept on going, with never a waver or
groan from the engine. But another time, when just
a little screw got loose, everythingwent wrong. That
night, as Pat sat mulling over a book on engines and
their ways with men, his mind wandered off to the
engineer's talk on loose screws generally. Somehow
the idea seemed to apply to human nature, too; as
though a man was an engineer, with a life-job of
making something worth while out of himself, by
handling the pent-up powers of his body machinery.
‘It looked as though if the human machine got the
upper hand and ran wild with the engineer, there was
disaster ahead for both of them. Pat wondered if
the idea came home to him because the engineer
always spoke of Jumbo in such a familiar,friendlyway,
and treated it as if it had a good machine’s feelings,
and had certain rights and a power to serve well a
master who understood him.

Anyway, it struck Pat that his troubles mostly
came from little thingsgoing wrong. As he went back
over his life, step by step, to his young boyhood,
he saw where he had made the wrong turn, again
and again. He was not naturally cruel or vicious or
dishonest; only he was just a bit too timid or a little
too lazy to face unpleasant issues or to push through
hard places. The growing impulses of his youth's
body got ahead of his weakened will-power, and left
him feeling a little less than clean and frank and
courageous.

The engine book was forgotten, as Pat's mind fol-
lowed the boyish deceits practised on his father, and
he saw them growing into habits that led up. to
borrowing from his employer's cash-drawer. His
prison term really hinged on those boyish fibs to a
father who would have forgiven him for the worst of
the truth. And his stolen pleasures, innocent enough
in a way, always left him with a bitter taste of self-
reproach and a damaged self-respect. His father's
very trust and fondness made it harder to act up
to the deceitful pose. In his dishonesty with his
father, he had robbed his own character of its fine-
grained strength. Pat shrank from a flash of the
truth that he had convicted himself as he went along
from boyhood to manhood, stamping a living sen-
tence on his own character. He was no less self-made
than his father was, though he had made quite a dif-
ferent piece of work of the contract. ENGINEER

.9‘

Mr. Getby and the Higher Law

GUESS I can get by with it." This was what a(6 I well-dressed, respectable-appearing man was
heard to say about some matter he proposed to
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put through. H e knew it was off color or else he would

not have mentioned it as something he had to ‘get by’

with —  like a thieving salesman passing the door-

guard at closing time.

I t would be hard to overestimate the proportion of

our general and personal troubles

that come from our thinking as

that man did. A ny and all of us.

W ith almost all of us the q uestion

comes up as to the right and

wrong of anything we propose to

do, little or big. O ne must be a

pretty hard case if something

within him which knows, don' t

post him as to the right of it.

A nd it is a safe guess that the

maj ority of even unhardened peo-

ple do not always take the in-

terior advice, but begin to com-

promise the right way to the

wrong way. W hy?  B ecause they

wish to do the wrong thing most,

to gratify some notion or appetite,

run by their selfi shness or passion.

W hen once a mental discussion

over the right and wrong of a

Chief ‘R unning F isher,’  Gros V entre tribe

S UR V I V I N G A N CI E N T A ME R I CA N  TY PE S .

thing is permitted, that usually settles it. Mr. W rong

is the principal speaker, and when he has got the

decision you will probably hear him mutter: “ W ell,

anyway, I  guess I  can get by with it! ”

S ay he does?  H e works some shady, mean or

unprincipled trick on a friend for his own advantage,

or defrauds or deceives another, or takes some ad-

_._* .___ ~ ._ ~  7..“

Chief ‘Pretty-voice E agle,’  S ioux

vantage which his ability or conditions enable him to.

F or ‘getting by’  is a practice easy to fall into, is of

rapid growth, and will stop at little in no long time.

\  S ay this I -think-I -can-get-by-with-it man succeeds

in doing it —  and too freq uently he does —  what of it?

I  H e thinks he is smart, of course,

and if not too mean, he will in-

vite a friend to lunch with him,

he feels so good over doing the

' thing he knew was wrong. H e

may get to be a billionaire through

this ‘get by’  method, and he feels

proud of himself. N o strong

hand has taken him by the shoul-

der and said: “ Y ou are my

'  man. Come! ”

B ut in all the time of his

‘getting by,’  how often has he

felt startled and glanced over his

shoulder, fearing that hand?  H ow

constantly has he had to defend

himself against himself?  Mr. Get-

by has not had what might be

called an easy or comfortable time

with himself, nor found himself

good company. A  kind of sneer-

r-w“ -___> .._s._

Chief ' Two Moons,’  N orthern Cheyenne

N O TE  TH E  PO W E R , DI GN I TY , A N D

K I N DL I N E S S  I N  E A CH  O F  TH E  TH R E E  F A CE S

ing fellow has sat on the arm of his easy chair and

grinned contemptuously down at him when he was

alone. A nd before prohibition was, Getby was pretty

apt to get into a way of numbing up his secret self-

condemnation at the end of the bar, alone. H e

thought it was because he did not want anyone to

talk to him. W as that the reason, or was it that
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THE NEW WAY 5

put through. He knew it was off color or else he would vantage which his abilityor conditions enable him to.
not have mentioned it as somethinghe had to ‘get by’ For ‘getting by‘ is a practice easy to fall into, is of
with— like a thieving salesman passing the door- rapid growth, and will stop at little in no long time.
guard at clofing time. \ Say this I-think-I-can-get-by-with-itman succeeds

It would be hard to overestimate the proportion of in doing it — and too frequently he does —- what of it?
our general and personal troubles

_ _ _
v_

___ __

He thinkshe is smart, of course,
that come from our thinking as F ' V -. - "1 and if not too mean, he will in-
that man did. Any and all of us.

__

- vite a friend to lunch with him.
Withalmost all of us thequestion I --| he feels so good over doing the
comes up as to the right and < thing he knew was wrong. He
wrong of anythingwe propose to may get to be a billionairethrough
do, little or big. One must be a this ‘get by’ method. and he feels
pretty hard case if something proud of himself. No strong

 

within him which knows. don't hand has taken him by the shoul-
post him as to the right of it. der and said: “You are my
And it is a safe guess that the ' man. Come!”

But in all the time of his
‘getting by.’ how often has he
felt startled and glanced over his
shoulder. fearing thathand? How
constantly has he had to defend
himself against himself? Mr. Get-
by has not had what might be
called an easy or comfortable time
with himself. nor found himself
good company. A kind of sneer-

majority of even unhardened peo-
ple do not always take the in- .

terior advice. but begin to com- fipromise the right way to the
wrong way. Why? Because they
wish to do the wrong thingmost. I -

to gratify some notion or appetite,
run by theirselfishness or passion. .

When once a mental discussion
over the right and wrong of a

_“ _

 
  

Chief ‘Running Fisher.’ Gros Ventre tribe
‘

Chief ‘Two Moons,’ Northern Cheyenne
SURVIVING ANCIENT AMERICAN TYPES. NOTE THE POWER. DIGNITY. AND

KINDLINESS IN EACH OF THE THREE FACES

thing is permitted, thatusually settles it. Mr. Wrong ing fellow has sat on the arm of his easy chair and
is the principal speaker. and when he has got the grinned contemptuously down at him when he was
decision you will probably hear him mutter: “Well, alone. And before prohibitionwas. Getby was pretty
anyway. I guess I can get by with it!" apt to get into a way of numbing up his secret self-

Say he does? He works some shady. mean or condemnation at the end of the bar, alone. He
unprincipled trick on a friend for his own advantage. thought it was because he did not want anyone to
or defrauds or deceives another, or takes some ad- talk to him. Was that the reason, or was it that

. __,,;_,E i ::'li2_3il'.‘1|fl1Itl"|L'“”" ' L’ GO‘ 3816 |.Jl‘-ll‘-JEFISITY or Ci!-'.L|FC)F%.l~-ill’-'.
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he felt himself unfi t to be in company with men?

W hat was this something of a man in Getby that

made him feel uncomfortable and mean and fear

arrest?  Perhaps it was what is called conscience?  —

that is q uite in the order of life. O r it may have been

a fore-feeling of a law which no one can escape from —

not in all eternity —  which waits, more patient than

Job, giving our man ample time to straighten up his

get-bys all by himself. A nd if he don’ t, then to take

hold and help him in whatever way is best for him —

and that won’ t be a pleasant way, either!

F or, fi nally, he gets himself arrested, and is in the

hands of j ustice and faces a compulsory sq uare-up of

his get-bys, which he has to work out, either under a

tireless guard, or if he is tractable, on probation.

Getby may fi nd comfort in thinking that he will

‘get by’  when he dies. B ut if he thinks a minute he

knows that he has to live on somewhere. A nd he can

assure himself that “ A s a man sows so also shall he

reap,”  a saying which is as true and practical as ten-

penny nails. A s surely as the cart follows the horse,

so does everything a man does or says,—  the good to

bless and help him, the other to trail him till he

straightens it out.

Getby is not so smart after all. O B S E R V E R

a!

H ard L abor for L ife

H E  other night as Towser and I  were taking a run

before bed-time, I  thought I  would go round by

A rmory S q uare and drop in on my friend the

night watch-man. S ure enough, there he sat in his

little shelter roasting his chestnuts and heating his

coffee over a wood fi re, whilst meditating on the

duality of man and that strange blending of angel and

animal with which all students of their inner life are

so familiar. To illustrate his point of view he related

his ex periences with W arbler V an Tromp, which I  will

repeat in his own words as nearly as possible.

“ Thish yer W arbler,”  he began, “ was named by

contrairies as you may say. H is tread was like a

elephant, and his lightest whisper put you in mind of

the waves breaking on a rocky shore in a gale of wind.

A nd that ’ s why the boys called him W arbler, you see.

“  ’ Tother fellers hadn ’ t much use for W arbler ’ cause

he kept to hisself a good deal and would often give

the boys a short answer like he didn’ t want to be

drawed into no chorus of chin music. S ome on ’ em

would have it that W arbler was masterful and bossy,

but they didn’ t get him right. H e looked that way

I  know;  but it was hisself he wanted to boss and not

the other feller,‘ and I  ought to know ’ cause I  was his

mate down to the q uarry and held the drill while he

struck, you understand. A nyway I  got to know him

better than the balance of the gang, and the longer

I  knew him, the better I  got to like him.

“ H e looked all the time like a man what was

trying to down something inside of him, and ’ twas that

that made him bad company sometimes. I  often heard

him mutter under his breath, ‘I  will, I  will,’  and often

he’ d grunt them words as he struck the drill, j ust

j erked out of him, like. H e never said what he was

going to do;  but I  know now that it was self-mastery

he was after and not letting himself go. I  mind one

hot day when I  pushed him hard to get him to talk,

j ust to pass away the time;  but pretty soon he put

down his hammer and said very solemn: ‘L ook’ e here,

S onny,’  (for I  was little more than a boy at the time),

‘if you was wrastlin’  with a bear for yer life and yer

mate come along and wanted to swap funny stories

and gas about the neighbors, would you act like a good

feller and play up to his pitching, or keep right on

with yer argument with the bear?  N ow I  tell yer,

I ’ m busy with a bear the most of my time. Get me? ’

I  got him all right and left him to fi ght it out all by

himself ’ cause ’ tain’ t reasonable to ask a man to act

nice and talk pretty when he’ s up against it with a

wild beast, is it?

“ O ne day the boys were rapping him behind his

back for some little thing he done (’ twant nothing to

amount to anything) and I  ups and says: ‘I f you

fellers had a brute to handle like what W arbler has

you’ d be a darned sight worse than he is, I  reckon.

A ny fool can put his fi nger on that there fl y-spot you

spoke of ;  but which on yer knows what W arbler

wanted to do and held hisself back from? ’  Good old

W arbler!  I t was a stand-up fi ght with his lower

nature all the time with him, I  reckon, and knowing

what I  did, I  got to respect him the more, the more

I  saw of him. W e’ d often work a whole forenoon

and never a word;  but he’ d give me a grateful look

out of the corner of his eye as we walked to our lunch-

pails as if he wanted to thank me for keeping q uiet

and giving him a chance.

“ Most of us is muddy gray as I  fi gure it out and

neither black nor white and we slouch along some-

times rather bad and sometimes pretty good;  but

W arbler, as it looks to me, was split up into. clear

white and pitch-black, and I  know I ’ ve seen the

devil he had to fi ght looking out of his eyes more’ n

once. P’ raps that’ s why he didn’ t care to catch a

feller’ s eye more than he could help because he didn’ t

want anyone to see his lodger looking out of the winder.

“ I  never heard that his wife and kids had any kick

about the way he treated ’ em;  but though he seemed

to do his duty by ' em pretty well he suttinly wasn’ t

what you might call a striking success. L ooks to me

as if there’ s some guys as are doing very well if they

do no more than hold themselves back from raising

mischief all over camp. Their great stunt is to mark

time and j ust not misbehave theirselves, and W arbler

done his part well, I  consider. O h, but that man was

ballasted and loaded up to the water-line in a way that

no other feller that I  ever knew was ballasted and
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he felt himself unfit to be in company with men?
What was this something of a man in Getby that

made him feel uncomfortable and mean and fear
arrest? Perhaps it was what is called conscience? —

that is quite in the order of life. Or it may have been
a fore-feeling of a law which no one can escape from —

not in all eternity —— which waits, more patient than
Job, giving our man ample time to straighten up his
get-bys all by himself. And if he don’t, then to take
hold and help him in whatever way is best for him ——.—

and that won’t be a pleasant way, either!
For, finally, he gets himself arrested, and is in the

hands of justice and faces a compulsory square-up of
his get-bys, which he has to work out, either under a
tireless guard, or if he is tractable, on probation.

Getby may find comfort in thinking that he will
‘get by’ when he dies. But if he thinksa minute he
knows thathe has to live on somewhere. And he can
assure himself that “As a man sows so also shall he
reap," a saying which is as true and practical as ten-
penny nails. As surely as the cart follows the horse,
so does everythinga man does or says,— the good to
bless and help him, the other to trail him till he
straightens it out.

,

Getby is not so smart after all. OBSERVER

Jr

Hard Labor for Life

HE other night as Towser and I were taking a run
before bed-time, I thought I would go round by
Armory Square and drop in on my friend the

night watch-man. Sure enough, there he sat in his
little shelter roasting his chestnuts and beating his
coffee over a wood fire, whilst meditating on the
duality of man and thatstrange blending of angel and
animal with which all students of their inner life are
so familiar. To illustrate his point of view he related
his experiences with Warbler Van Tromp, which I will
repeat in his own words as nearly as possible.

“Thish yer Warbler," he began, “was named by
contrairies as you may say. His tread was like a
elephant, and his lightest whisper put you in mind of
the waves breaking on a rocky shore in a gale of wind.
And that’s why the boys called him Warbler, you see.

“ ’Totherfellers hadn’t much use for Warbler ’cause
he kept to hisself a good deal and would often give
the boys a short answer like he didn't want to be
drawed into no chorus of chin music. Some on 'em
would have it that Warbler was masterful and bossy,
but they didn’t get him right. He looked that way
I know; but it was hisself he wanted to boss and not
the other feller,‘ and I ought to know ’cause I was his
mate down to the quarry and held the drill while he
struck, you understand. Anyway I got to know him
better than the balance of the gang, and the longer
I knew him, the better I got to like him.

4
C0 glc

"He looked all the time like a man what was
trying to down somethinginside of him, and 'twas that
thatmade him bad company sometimes. I often heard
him mutter under his breath, ‘I will, I will,’ and often
he'd grunt them words as he struck the drill, just
jerked out of him, like. He never said what he was
going to do; but I know now that it was self-mastery
he was after and not letting himself go. I mind one
hot day when I pushed him hard to get him to talk,
just to pass away the time; but pretty soon he put
down his hammer and said very solemn: ‘Look’e here,
Sonny,’ (for I was little more thana boy at the time),
‘if you was wrastlin’ with a bear for yer life and yer
mate come along and wanted to swap funny stories
and gas about the neighbors, would you act like a good
feller and play up to his pitching, or keep right on
with yer argument with the bear? Now I tell yer,
I'm busy with a bear the most of my time. Get me?’

I got him all right and left him to fight it out all by
himself ’cause ’tain’t reasonable to ask a man to act
nice and talk pretty when he's up against it with a
wild beast, is it?

“One day the boys were rapping him behind his
back for some little thing he done (’twant nothingto
amount to anything) and I ups and says: ‘If you
fellers had a brute to handle like what Warbler has
you'd be a darned sight worse than he is, I reckon.
Any fool can put his finger on that there fly-spot you
spoke of ; but which on yer knows what Warbler
wanted to do and held hisself back from?’ Good old
Warbler! It was a stand-up fight with his lower
nature all the time with him, I reckon, and knowing
what I did, I got to respect him the more, the more
I saw of him. We ’d often work a whole forenoon
and never a word; but he'd give me a grateful look
out of the corner of his eye as we walked to our lunch-
pails as if he wanted to thank me for keeping quiet
and giving him a chance.

“Most of us is muddy gray as I figure it out and
neither black nor white and we slouch along some-
times rather bad and sometimes pretty good; but
Warbler, as it looks to me, was split up into. clear
white and pitch-black, and I know I've seen the
devil he had to fight looking out of his eyes more’n
once. P’raps that’s why he didn't care to catch a
feller’s eye more than he could help because he didn ‘t
want anyone to see his lodger lookingout of thewinder.

“I never heard that his wife and kids had any kick
about the way he treated ’em; but though he seemed
to do his duty by 'em pretty well he suttinly wasn't
what you might call a striking success. Looks to me
as if there's some guys as are doing very well if they
do no more than hold themselves back from raising
mischief all over camp. Their great stunt is to mark
time and just not misbehave theirselves, and Warbler
done his part well, I consider. Oh, but that man was
ballasted and loaded up to thewater-line in a way that
no other feller that I ever knew was ballasted and
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loaded up, and the fact that he got through life as a

decent citizen cost him more hard work than some O f

these yer light-rigged, pleasure-craft fellers, what’ s

more like ladies than men, has any idear O f.

“ I  saw his body after they got him out from under

the fall of dirt that crushed him, and he lay there with

such a happy, peaceful look on his face that you’ d

think he was a child who’ d been doing hard sums all

day and the teacher had come along and said: ‘Y ou’ ve

done a good day’ s work, W arbler;  now go take a rest

for a spell.’

“ I  often think of the dogged way he’ d get up and

go to work, plugging along through the dust and the

heat and fi ghting away inside with God-only-knows-

what temptations. W ell, the hard fi ght he put up

must suttinly count for something, and if he was

ever to come back, I  believe he’ d fi nd it easier to

handle his new make-up because O f what he went

through as W arbler V an Tromp.”

A  chestnut fell from the fi re and the glowing embers

settled themselves, but neither of us had a word to

say. Perhaps we were thinking of W arbler, or per-

haps we were nerving ourselves for a harder struggle

than ever with our own particular wild beast. P. L .

at

H ope is L ife

H A T is the best kind of life-preserver?  W hy,

H ope. I t is H ope that keeps a man alive all

the time: and it does not matter whether

his hopes are ever realized. H ope does not depend on

getting what you think you want. I t is something

that is q uite independent of reason or ex perience.

I t is a state O f mind that acts like a stimulant to the

body and like a food also.

I t is like food, too, in another way. H oping is like

eating;  you must do it for yourself. N O  one can do

your eating for you;  and no one can make you hopeful.

That is work for each individual. O ther people may

give you food;  but you must do the eating. S O  it is

with hope. O thers may give you a new idea, or

something to hope for, or reasons for being hopeful ; -

they may offer you hope, but they cannot make you

hopeful. Y ou must do that for yourself: and you

CA N  do it for yourself if you W I L L . That is the secret

of life: to will. I t is q uite simple. That is why so

few people understand it. A ll the things we fi nd

hard to understand are really q uite simple;  and when

we fi nd them out at last, we say to ourself, “ W hy,

there’ s nothing new in that;  I  knew that all the time."

Y es!  That is why it is so hard to understand the

meaning and purpose of life. I t is because we know it

all the time, deep down inside, and we are hunting for

someone to give us what we have already: and they

cannot do it.

H ope seems a foolish thing to a man who has let go

his hold on it, and so has lost all that makes life seem

worth living. I t seems like mere fancy and self-

deception. B ut it is really life itself, that is to say it

is the inner life, that which makes a man really alive.

I t is like a fi re that must be kept up;  and the man to

do that j O b is the real man himself. I f a man wills

to live, he will fi nd hope burning up naturally of its

own accord inside;  and then his brain will get busy

and will imagine or fi nd out reasons for living, and

then the man may believe he is hopeful because of

this or that reason. N O !  he is hopeful because the

fi re of hope, which is life, has been relighted in his

heart by his own W I L L . A ll this can be easily ex plained

to a man who has some real understanding O f his own

nature;  but it may seem fanciful to those who have

not studied themselves in the right way.

N ow life is always worth living to the man who

wills to live rightly. I f he can keep his will strong and

bright, hope will be there and he will know that in

reality L ife is Joy. R . M.

Jr

L ight

E . J. D.

A R MTH  and the glow of a heart,

Tenderness patientand true —

These do I  bring,

L ove do I  sing:

Take of my bounty I  pray.

S ee, I  have plenty to spare:

F ountains eternally fresh

S pring from the heart:

Take then a part,

S hare with my generous store.

Come to the glow of the east,

S ee with my eyes to the hills:

H ail to the morn,

B eauty is born;

L ift up your heart and be glad.

N ow is the end of your dream;

S ee how the shadows have fled.

Come, let us go!

O thers must know

Dawn and deliv' rance are here.

0'
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THE NEW WAY 7

loaded up, and the fact that he got through life as a
decent citizen cost him more hard work than some of
these yer light-rigged, pleasure-craft fellers, what's
more like ladies than men, has any idear of.

“I saw his body after they got him out from under
the fall of dirt thatcrushed him, and he lay there with
such a happy, peaceful look on his face that you'd
think he was a child who'd been doing hard sums all
day and theteacher had come along and said: ‘You've
done a good day's work, Warbler; now go take a rest
for a spell.’

“I often thinkof the dogged way he ‘d get up and
go to work, plugging along through the dust and the
heat and fighting away inside with God—only-knows-
what temptations. Well, the hard fight he put up
must suttinly count for something, and if he was
ever to come back, I believe he'd find it easier to
handle his new make—up because of what he went
through as Warbler Van Tromp." _

A chestnut fell from the fire and the glowing embers
settled themselves, but neither of us had a word to
say. Perhaps we were thinkingof Warbler, or per-
haps we were nerving ourselves for a harder struggle
than ever with our own particular wild beast. P. L.

.39

Hope is Life

HAT is the best kind of life-preserver? Why,
Hope. It is Hope that keeps a man alive all
the time: and it does not matter whether

his hopes are ever realized. Hope does not depend on
getting what you think you want. It is something
that is quite independent of reason or experience.
It is a state of mind that acts like a stimulant to the
body and like a food also.

It is like food, too, in another way. Hoping is like
eating; you must do it for yourself. No one can do
your eating for you; and no one can make you hopeful.
That is work for each individual. Other people may
give you food; but you must do the eating. So it is
with hope. Others may give you a new idea, or
something to hope for, or reasons for being hopeful ;-
they may offer you hope, but they cannot make you
hopeful. You must do that for yourself 2 and you
CAN do it for yourself if you WILL. That is the secret
of life: to will. It is quite simple. That is why so
few people understand it. All the things we find
hard to understand are really quite simple; and when
we find them out at last, we say to ourself, “Why,
there’s nothingnew in that; I knew thatall the time."

Yes! That is why it is so hard to understand the
meaning and purpose of life. It is becausewe know it
all the time, deep down inside, and we are hunting for
someone to give us what we have already: and they
cannot do it.

Hope seems a foolish thing to a man who has let go

.L.-I0 glc

his hold on it, and so has lost all that makes life seem
worth living. It seems like mere fancy and self-
deception. But it is really life itself, that is to say it
is the inner life, that which makes a man really alive.
It is like a fire that must be kept up; and the man to
do that job is the real man himself. If a man wills
to live, he will find hope burning up naturally of its
own accord inside; and then his brain will get busy
and will imagine or find out reasons for living, and
then the man may believe he is hopeful because of
this or that reason. No! he is hopeful because the
fire of hope, which is life, has been relighted in his
heart by his own WILL. All thiscan beeasilyexplained
to a man who has some real understanding of his own
nature; but it may seem fanciful to those who have
not studied themselves in the right way.

Now life is always worth living to the man who
wills to live rightly. If he can keep his will strong and
bright, hope will be there and he will know that in
reality Life is Joy. R. M.

J‘

Light
E. J. D.

ARMTH and the glow of a heart,
Tendernesspatientand true —

These do I bring.
Love do l sing:

Take of my bounty I pray.

See. l have plenty to spare:
Fountains eternally fresh

Spring from the heart:
Take then a part.

Share with my generous store.

Come to the glow of the east.
See with my eyes to the hills:

Hail to the mom.
Beauty is born;

Lift up your heart and be glad.
Now is the end of your dream:
See how theshadows have fled.

Come. let us go!
Others must know

Dawn and deliv'rance are here.

v‘
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

“ W E  call our ‘F ather in H eaven’  that deifi c essence

of which we are cognisant within us, in our heart and

spiritual consciousness, and which has nothing to do

with the anthropomorphic conception we may form

of it in our physical brain or its fancy.”

— H . P. B lavatsky

“  I N  the assurance of strength there is strength, and

they are the weakest, however strong, who have no

faith in themselves or their powers." —  B acon

“ I  W A N T to prove that whoever acts rightly and

nobly, can by that alone bear misfortune.” — B eethoven

“ W H E N  we listen to B eethoven’ s music we can

understand the old-world tradition that now and then

a divine creature from the heavens takes mortal form

and suffers in order that it may embrace and redeem

mankind." ~ —  E dward Carpenter

“ I F  you would succeed, take counsel with yourself.

There is within your soul a force which, if awakened

and wisely directed, may transform the world. I t

will, at least, transform your life.” —  A lbert j onas

“ I N  the ' matter of concentration of the whole mind

on everyduty, it is not that every duty necessarily

req uires the whole mind for its proper doing. B ut

until the mind has been thus disciplined by practice

it is not to be trusted to roam at its will, nor is it an

effi cient instrument for thought or for the acq uisition

of knowledge.” —  The Master Printer

“ TH E  Mind, while higher and more subtle than the

body, is yet only an instrument used by the S oul

in gaining ex perience, j ust in the same way as an

astronomer uses his telescope for acq uiring information

respecting the heavens.” — —  W . Q . j udge

“ I N TO  each of us who are born into this world God

puts something of H imself, and by reason of this

Divine part, all things are possible.”

“ Y et the world is full of failures.”

“ A las!  yes;  but only because men do not realize

power within them. F or man is a selfi sh creature, and

self is always grossly blind. B ut let a man look within

himself, let him but become convinced of this Divine

power, and the sure and certain knowledge of ultimate

success will be his. . . 2’

“ W hat do you mean by self? ”

“ I  mean the grosser part, the slave that panders to

the body, a slave that, left unchecked, may grow into

a tyrant, changing man to brute.”

~  J E F F E R Y  F  A R N O L  in The A mateur Gentleman

“ W E  know, if we think at all, that our acts of

omission and commission are telling along the broad

path of humanity;  and because we have failed others

have failed;  and because we have lost our way in the

past, others have also lost their way. Think! "

—  K atherine Tingley

“ TH E  conseq uences of our acts run eternal through

time and through space. I f we impinge never so

slightly upon the life of a fellow-mortal, the touch of

our personality, like the ripple of a stone cast into a

pond, widens and widens in unending circles across

the aeons, till the far-off Gods themselves cannot say

where action ceases.” — —  K ipling

“ E V E R Y  man is a window into H eaven, however

thickly the dirt incrusted may render that window

opaq ue. E very one is a channel, however clogged,

between the God-world and this. Poets, artists, musi-

cians, though no more advanced in their evolution

than other men, are those who have a singular faculty

of getting glimpses of that divine and most real realm,

and of putting on record what color, what luminosity

thereof they may have seen. W hen they rise to any

height, they give you a picture of the S oul of Man:

something, to say nothing more than that about it, as

beautiful as any fl ower,—  clean, pure, beautiful, and

holy. O f such essence are we made;  ' only we catch

no vision of it, or very rarely: the essence here is

mingled with the dust of earth, and these muddy per-

sonalities result.” —  K . V . Morris

“ I MMO R TA L I TY  means more than merely living on

and on without end and indefi nitely. I mmortality is

indispensany bound up with love. I  am not sure

whether without love, immortality can ever be. I  am

not sure that the dog who loves his master is not surer

of immortality than the man or woman who loves no

one, and is loved by none.” —  Coulson K ernahan

“ I N  everything thou wilt fi nd annoyances, but thou

shouldst well consider whether the advantages do not

predominate.” —  M enander

“ TH E  world is looking for a man who can do some-

thing, not for the man who can ex plain why he

didn’ t do it.” —  E . O . Grover

“ To what part of your total make-up will you at-

tach your feeling of I ?  A s what will you feel yourself

to be?  B ody?  I mpulse?  B rain?  A ppetite?  O r the

S oul of L ight that dwells in the inner H eaven of you? "

—  Platonist

“ A  GE N TL E MA N  . . . one born with the Godlike

capacity to think and feel for others, irrespective of

their rank and condition.” —  j effery F  arnol
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Quotebook
“WE call our ‘Fatherin Heaven’ thatdeific essence

of which we are cognisant within us, in our heart and
spiritual consciousness, and which has nothing to do
with the anthropomorphic conception we may form
of it in our physical brain or its fancy.”

—H. P. Blavatsky
“IN the assurance of strength there is strength, and

they are the weakest, however strong, who have no
faith in themselves or their powers."— Bacon

''I WANT to prove that whoever acts rightly and
nobly, can by thatalone bear misfortune.”—Beethaaen

“WHEN we listen to Beethoven's music we can
understand the old-world tradition that now and then
a divine creature from the heavens takes mortal form
and suffers in order that it may embrace and redeem
mankind."——Edward Carpenter

“IF you would succeed, take counsel with yourself.
There is within your soul a force which, if awakened
and wisely directed, may transform the world. It
will, at least, transform your life."— Albert Jonas

“IN thematter of concentration of the whole mind
on everygduty, it is not that every duty necessarily
requires the whole mind for its proper doing. But
until the mind has been thus disciplined by practice
it is not to be trusted to roam at its will, nor is it an
efficient instrument for thought or for the acquisition
of knowledge."— The Master Printer

“THE Mind, while higher and more subtle than the
body, is yet only an instrument used by the Soul
in gaining experience, just in the same way as an
astronomeruses his telescope for acquiringinformation
respecting the heavens."— W. Q. judge

“INTO each of us who are born into this world God
puts something of Himself, and by reason of this
Divine part, all things are possible.”

“Yet the world is full of failures.”
“Alas! yes; but only because men do not realize

power withinthem. For man is a selfish creature, and
self is always grossly blind. But let a man look within
himself, let him but become convinced of this Divine
power, and the sure and certain knowledge of ultimate
success will be his. . .

2’
“What do you mean by self?”
“I mean the grosser part, the slave that panders to

the body, a slave that, left unchecked, may grow into
a tyrant, changing man to brute.”

— JEFFERY FARNOL in The Amateur Gentleman

C0 Sit’

“WE know, if we think at all, that our acts of
omission and commission are telling along the broad
path of humanity; and because we have failed others
have failed; and because we have lost our way in the
past, others have also lost their way. Think!”

—— Katherine Tingley

“THE consequences of our acts run eternal through
time and through space. If we impinge never so
slightly upon the life of a fellow-mortal, the touch of
our personality, like the ripple of a stone cast into a
pond, widens and widens in unending circles across
the aeons, till the far-off Gods themselves cannot say
where action ceases.”—- Kipling

“EVERY man is a window into Heaven, however
thickly the dirt incrusted may render that window
opaque. Every one is a channel, however clogged,
between the God-world and this. Poets, artists, musi-
cians, though no more advanced in their evolution
thanother men, are those who have a singular faculty
of getting glimpses of thatdivine and most real realm,
and of putting on record what color, what luminosity
thereof they may have seen. When they rise to any
height, they give you a picture of the Soul of Man:
something,to say nothingmore than that about it, as
beautiful as any flower,— clean, pure, beautiful,and
holy. Of such essence are we made; ‘only we catch
no vision of it, or very rarely: the essence here is
mingled with the dust of earth, and these muddy per-
sonalities result."— K. V. Morris

“IMMORTALITY means more than merely living on
and on without end and indefinitely. Immortality is
indispensably bound up with love. I am not sure
whether without love, immortality can ever be. I am
not sure that the dog who loves his master is not surer
of immortality than the man or woman who loves no
one, and is loved by none."—— Coulson Kernahan

“IN everythingthou wilt find annoyances, but thou
shouldst well consider whether the advantages do not
predominate."—— Menander

“THE world is looking for a man who can do some-
thing, not for the man who can explain why he
didn’t do it.”— E. 0. Grover

“To what part of your total make-up will you at-
tach your feeling of IP As what will you feel yourself
to be? Body? Impulse? Brain? Appetite? Or the
Soul of Light thatdwells in the inner Heaven of you?"

— Plalonist

“A GENTLEMAN . . . one born with the Godlike
capacity to think and feel for others, irrespective of
their rank and condition.”—Jeffery Farnol
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have had;  but, according to what I  know, if the men

who make the prison laws, and the offi cers appointed

to carry them out, haven’ t yet grasped the fact that
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Cleansing Fires

N the second tier of a penitentiary in the State
of —— two young men sat talking together.
One was in an excited state of mind, rebelling

in a frenzied manner because he was in “thisinfernal
dungeon." He blamed everybody but himself for
what had happened to him. He said he hated all
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humanity, and the time would come when he would
get out and even things up.

His companion, of a more temperate mood, looked
on and said, “Charlie, I'm not ready to believe that
the present prison system is thekind thatJesus would
have had; but, according to what I know, if the men
who make the prison laws. and the oflicers appointed
to carry them out, haven't yet grasped the fact that
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2 TH E  N E W  W A Y

there are higher, unseen laws in life, they ’ re about as

hard pushed as we are. I  believe some of these fellows

are doing the best they can;  and I  know that the

warden and his deputies here have been good to me,

though I ’ ve seen a look in their eyes that showed

plainly that if I  didn’ t do my part in following the

rules and regulations, they could be very fi rm and

rigid and give me a dose of severe punishment, j ust

as you have had.

“ W hat do the officers here in this place know about

us, anyway?  W e have come in with a bad record and

our heads down in shame. Y ou know as well as I  do,

that the tricks we practised and the way we lived

before we got here haven’ t been much of a recom-

mendation for us. The officers have found us with

hard looks in our faces, and we generally carry with

us an air that is not pleasing to people, who know j ust

the mistakes we have made.

“ L et me tell you something, Charlie. A bout a

month ago —  that was before I  made my big mistake,

which was second-fl oor burglary,—  I  went into a hall

where there was a meeting going on. I  was a half-

decent fellow then. I t was the music that attracted

me, and I  felt that I  could not go past it. There were

some mighty nice things said there that day, too.

A nd oh!  the music!  I  tell you I  could feel the tears

stealing into my eyes. I  was miserable, and yet I  was

happy. That music kept saying to me, ‘Y oung man,

don’ t wait until it is too late. R emember there is

another chance even for those who make the greatest

mistakes.’  I  didn' t know what to do with myself.

I  thought then, if only I  could look as happy as these

people did, and get right down to honest business!

I  was all stirred up inside by that music and the sweet

voices of those pure, innocent girls. H ere are the

verses of the music that j ust knocked me out. I  bor-

rowed a pencil from another shabbily-dressed fellow

who seemed to be in about the same fi x  that I  was in,

and wrote them down;  and now when I  get discour-

aged, so that I  don’ t care whether I  live or die, I

pull these verses out of my pocket;  and I  tell you they

are better than a glass of whiskey used to be. They

are the real stuff;  and they set me up for days:

‘L et thy gold be cast in the furnace,

Thy red gold, precious and bright;

Do not fear the hungry fi re,

W ith its caverns of burning light.

A nd the gold shall return more precious,

F ree from ev’ ry spot and stain;

F or gold must be tried by fi re,

A s the heart must be tried by pain.

‘I n the cruel fi re of sorrow,

Cast thy heart;  do not faint nor wail;

L et thy hand be fi rm and steady;

Do not let thy spirit q uail.

B ut wait till the trial is over,

A nd take thy heart again;

F or as gold is tried by fi re,

S o a heart must be tried by pain.

‘I  shall know by the gleam and glitter,

O f the golden chain you wear,

B y your heart’ s calm strength in loving,

O f the fi re they have had to bear.

B eat on, true heart, forever,

S hine bright, strong golden chain.

A nd bless the cleansing fi re,

A nd the furnace of living pain.’

“ S o now, the way you were talking brought back

to me these verses;  and if you will j ust turn and look

around the corner, and think in a way that you have

never thought before, something new will come into

your life, and you will bless ‘the cleansing fi res.’

I t will then purify you and cease to be suffering.

S top laughing, Charlie. I ’ m in dead earnest, and I

believe that, no matter how far we have got from the

track that brings a man to his own, we can follow it

and have another chance for right doing.

“ I  remember that the lady who spoke at that

meeting said it was not in the great universal scheme

that souls who were born to lead happy, useful, and

sensible lives should, often in their young life, drift

into bad company and bad habits. Gosh!  I  can tell

you that hit me straight, because I  can remember

the fi rst lie I  told my mother, and the fi rst money I

stole. I  began by taking ten cents out of my father’ s

pocket when he was asleep;  and then I  would take a

q uarter;  and then I  went around the corner one time

with some of the boys and we worked a game on the

old grocery-man, who was generally half asleep, and

we got a nice little haul there;  but I  was miserable

and knew I  was a coward even at that time.

“ The nex t day I  happened to meet a fellow who

gave me a ride in an automobile;  and he set me up

with a plan to get some more money. That caught

me, and here I  am today. N ow according to what

that lady said, we are something more than we seem;

and in order to do the right thing by ourselves, we

have to know the difference between right and wrong.

S he said another thing that puzzled me then;  but I

understand it now: that there were two natures in

man —  one the high and helpful part, that will never

die;  and the other, the lower, selfi sh part;  and when

the body ceases to live the lower part dies, while the

higher part goes on to new ex periences and comes

back to this earth to attend another class in the

school of life.

“ N ow there ’ s some fi rst-class business in that propo-

sition. I  knew there was, then, and it keeps haunting

me;  and I  believe that what I  heard there that night

about a man having another chance, even though he

had made many mistakes, is j ust the dose that you
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2 THE NEW WAY

there are higher, unseen laws in life, they're about as
hard pushed as we are. I believesome of these fellows
are doing the best they can; and I know that the
warden and his deputies here have been good to me,
though I've seen a look in their eyes that showed
plainly that if I didn’t do my part in following the
rules and regulations, they could be very firm and
rigid and give me a dose of severe punishment, just
as you have had.

“ What do the officers here in thisplace know about
us, anyway? We have come in with a bad record and
our heads down in shame. You know as well as I do,
that the tricks we practised and the way we lived
before we got here haven ’t been much of a recom-
mendation for us. The officers have found us with
hard looks in our faces, and we generally carry with
us an air that is not pleasing to people, who know just
the mistakes we have made.

“Let me tell you something, Charlie. About a
monthago —— thatwas before I made my big mistake,
which was second-floor burglary,— I went into a hall
where there was a meeting going on. I was a half-
decent fellow then. It was the music that attracted
me, and I felt that I could not go past it. There were
some mighty nice things said there that day, too.
And oh! the music! I tell you I could feel the tears
stealing into my eyes. I was miserable, and yet I was
happy. That music kept saying to me, ‘Young man,
don't wait until it is too late. Remember there is
another chance even for those who make the greatest
mistakes.’ I didn’t know what to do with myself.
I thought then, if only I could look as happy as these
people did, and get right down to honest business!
I was all stirred up inside by thatmusic and the sweet
voices of those pure, innocent girls. Here are the
verses of the music that just knocked me out. I bor-
rowed a pencil from another shabbily-dressed fellow
who seemed to be in about the same fix that I was in,
and wrote them down; and now when I get discour-
aged, so that I don't care whether I live or die, I
pull these verses out of my pocket; and I tell you they
are better than a glass of whiskey used to be. They
are the real stuff; and they set me up for days:

‘Let thygold be cast in the furnace,
Thy red gold, precious and bright;
Do not fear the hungry fire,
With its caverns of burning light.
And the gold shall return more precious,
Free from ev’ry spot and stain;
For gold must be tried by fire,
As the heart must be tried by pain.
‘In the cruel fire of sorrow,
Cast thyheart; do not faint nor wail;
Let thy hand be firm and steady;
Do not let thy spirit quail.

,
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But wait till the trial is over,
And take thyheart again;
For as gold is tried by fire,
So a heart must be tried by pain.
‘I shall know by thegleam and glitter,
Of the golden chain you wear,
By your heart's calm strength in loving,
Of the fire they have had to bear.
Beat on, true heart, forever,
Shine bright, strong golden chain.
And bless the cleansing fire,
And the furnace of living pain.’

“So now, the way you were talking brought back
to me these verses; and if you will just turn and look
around the comer, and thinkin a way that you have
never thought before, something new will come into
your life, and you will bless ‘the cleansing fires.‘
It will then purify you and cease to be suffering.
Stop laughing, Charlie. I'm in dead earnest, and I
believe that, no matter how far we have got from the
track that brings a man to his own, we can follow it
and have another chance for right doing.

“I remember that the lady who spoke at that
meeting said it was not in the great universal scheme
that souls who were born to lead happy, useful, and
sensible lives should, often in their young life, drift
into bad company and bad habits. Gosh! I can tell
you that hit me straight, because I can remember
the first lie I told my mother, and the first money I
stole. I began by taking ten cents out of my father’s
pocket when he was asleep; and then I would take a
quarter; and then I went around the corner one time
with some of the boys and we worked a game on the
old grocery-man, who was generally half asleep, and
we got a nice little haul there; but I was miserable
and knew I was a coward even at that time.

“The next day I happened to meet a fellow who
gave me a ride in an automobile; and he set me up
with a plan to get some more money. That caught
me, and here I am today. Now according to what
that lady said, we are somethingmore than we seem;
and in order to do the right thing by ourselves, we
have to know the difference betweenright and wrong.
She said another thing that puzzled me then; but I
understand it now: that there were two natures in
man — one the high and helpful part, that will never
die; and the other, the lower, selfish part; and when
the body ceases to live the lower part dies, while the
higher part goes on to new experiences and comes
back to this earth to attend another class in the
school of life.

“ Now there‘s some first-classbusiness in thatpropo-
sition. I knew there was, then, and it keeps haunting
me; and I believethat what I heard there that night
about a man having another chance, even though he
had made many mistakes. is just the dose that you
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want now. W hat do you say to turning around and

blaming yourself for all the mistakes you have made,

and making up your mind that you are going to get

acq uainted with this bigger, higher self, not only

with good intentions, but with daily practice, as the

lady said was necessary?

“ N ow, here’ s a trick for you: when any of the

offi cers of this gloomy hotel come around, be polite to

them. A nd the nex t time they correct you for any-

thing, if you know you are wrong, say ‘Thank you.’

I t may knock them fellows off their feet;  but it will

do you good and it will do them good. I t will make

the burden of this slow manner of living something

that can be borne with patience.

“ Then, when you go to the work-shop, don’ t carry

all the worries of the past with you. W ork!  Get

into the ‘up-and-doing’  spirit, and remember that

tomorrow you can live in a new world of thought,

if you will. L et them see that you have some grit,

and that your will is not dead. Just fi re up on the

things that you have not done, and forget many

things that you have done in the past, which have

helped to make you a welcome guest in this hotel.

" I  tell you, the power of that music that I  heard,

and the sweet voices, and the ideas that are in those

verses, make me feel that I  am passing through clean-

sing fi res right now. B y j inks!  Charlie, I  found that

night after going to the meeting, that there’ s nothing

like keeping on the hopeful side of life. I  thought of

my mother and how she would like me to be, and of

my poor father, and how he tried to have me do right.

L ittle did those dear old home-folk ever think that

their boy would be in this gloomy hotel. W e have

the iron bars between us and humanity;  but occasion-

ally we can get a bit of daylight and sunshine;  and

it will fall dead upon us and do us no good if we

haven’ t got the inside hope, and the determination to

use every day as another chance for doing better

things. N ow, I ’ m in for another chance right up to

my eyes, Charlie. S ee?

“ Maybe after all, much as we hate the outside

crowd, we will fi nd that we owe them a debt. I ’ m

talking of the people like that lady who said that

mistakes could be corrected, and that a man could get

on his feet again and rub out the dreary past. N ot all

people are cheats, yet I  will own there are a lot of

knaves and rascals outside prison, slipping along

through life without being caught. B ut if the lady

who spoke knew what she was talking about -—  and I

think she did— they will get their karma. Don’ t

you remember in one of our S unday meetings here,

one of the speakers made a long talk on this karma,

which means the law that as you sow, so will you reap?

There’ s a lot of ginger in that, and it won’ t hurt us

to get some of it into our systems.

“ H urrah!  there’ s the supper-bell. L et’ s go! ”

A UN T MA R I A

Y our W hole S elf

“  A Y , that was a grand thing you wrote, Jim.”

Jim had turned out a mighty fi ne poem for

our college magazine.

“  Much obliged;  further compliments now in order.”

“  N o j oking. W hy don’ t you do some more like it?  ”

“ A  fellow can’ t always grind out stuff like that, if

you’ ll ex cuse me patting myself on the back. I t

don’ t come at call.”

“ Come?  W here from? ”

“ W ell, maybe that’ s j ust a way of speaking. May-

be it isn’ t. S omething comes, anyhow.”

“ I  rather stick at that comes;  it’ s you that’ s do-

ing it, isn’ t it? ”

“ I t is and it isn’ t.

comes over me.”

“ I  see, you j ust take it down on paper.”

“ N o sir, none of your medium and control business.

I ’ m all there, hard at it, hard work all through my

mind, the splendidest feeling a man can get. B ut

it' s me, all right."

“ W ell, if it’ s you and you are here now (ain’ t you? )

why can’ t you take a pen and turn off some of that

fi ne stuff this very minute? ”

“ That’ s a mystery I ’ d like to solve —  may, some

day, perhaps. There’ s more me sometimes, and some-

times less. There’ s more you, sometimes, and some-

times less. I f a man could be all of himself anytime,

he’ d be a god for that time, I  reckon. B ut mostly

he’ s much less than that. Don’ t you know what

I  mean? ”

“ I  guess so. A  man’ s not the same man (in a way

of speaking) when he ' s j ust lounging or smoking, and

when he’ s all there —  say up against some hard

business proposition.”  -

“ O r when his sympathies are roused and stirred

to the bottom by something? ”

“ S ure.”

“ B ut he’ s himself, anyhow? ”

“ Y es.”

“  Then there ’ s more of him and less of him according

to circs.,—  more sometimes, less sometimes. My

problem is, where’ s the more part at times when

there’ s only the less'  part visible?  A nd how big is the

more part?  A nd why shouldn’ t we be the more part

all the time?  This thing’ s sure: That it’ s when the

more part ain’ t there that the man does all the mean

and selfi sh and sly things that’ s in him to do. A n

the more the more part is there, the higher is his feeling

and conduct and powers of thought and creative

powers in art or poetry and the more complete is his

sympathy with other;  B eing' stirred, as we say, when

we hear of a distress, or hear a great inspiring speech

or read some fi ne thing —  being stirred means being

more there. That’ s as far as I  get, but it’ s a pretty

good way. F or it means that wherever the more part

may be roosting when it don’ t seem to be attending to

S omething comes in on me or
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Tl-IE NEW wnr 3

want now. What do you say to turning around and
blaming yourself for all the mistakes you have made,
and making up your mind that you are going to get
acquainted with this bigger, higher self, not only
with good intentions, but with daily practice, as the
lady said was necessary?

“Now, here's a trick for you: when any of the
officers of this gloomy hotel come around, be polite to
them. And the next time they correct you for any-
thing, if you know you are wrong, say ‘Thank you.’
It may knock them fellows ofl‘ their feet; but it will
do you good and it will do them good. It will make
the burden of this slow manner of living something
that can be borne with patience.

“Then, when you go to the work-shop, don ’t carry
all the worries of the past with you. Work! Get
into the ‘up-and-doing’ spirit, and remember that
tomorrow you can live in a new world of thought,
if you will. Let them see that you have some grit,
and" that your will is not dead. Just fire up on the
things that you have not done, and forget many
things that you have done in the past, which have
helped to make you a welcome guest in this hotel.
“I tell you, the power of that music that I heard,

and the sweet voices, and the ideas that are in those
verses, make me feel that I am passing through clean-
sing fires right now. By jinks! Charlie, I found that
night after going to the meeting, that there's nothing
like keeping on the hopeful side of life. I thought of
my mother and ‘how she would like me to be, and of
my poor father, and how he tried to have me do right.
Little did those dear old home-folk ever think that
their boy would be in this gloomy hotel. We have
the iron bars betweenus and humanity; but occasion-
ally we can get a bit of daylight and sunshine; and
it will fall dead upon us and do us no good if we
haven't got the inside hope, and the determination to
use every day as another chance for doing better
things. Now, I’m in for another chance right up to
my eyes, Charlie. See?

“Maybe after all, much as we hate the outside
crowd, we will find that we owe them a debt. I’m
talking of the people like that lady who said that-
mistakes could be corrected, and thata man could get
on his feet again and rub out the dreary past. Not all
people are cheats, yet I will own there are a lot of
knaves and rascals outside prison, slipping along
through life without being caught. But if the lady
who spoke knew what she was talking about — and I
think she did—they will get their karma. Don't
you remember in one of our Sunday meetings here,
one of the speakers made a long talk on this karma,
which means thelaw thatas you sow, so will you reap?
There ’s a lot of ginger in that, and it won't hurt us
to get some of it into our systems.

“Hurrah! there's the supper-bell. Let's go!”
AUNT MARIA

C0 Slt’

Your Whole Self

“ AY, that was a grand thing you wrote, Jim.”
Jim had turned out a mighty fine poem for

our college magazine.
“ Much obliged; furthercomplimentsnow in order."
“ No joking. Why don't you do some more like it?”
“A fellow can’t always grind out stuff like that, if

you’ll excuse me patting myself on the back. It
don't come at call.”

“Come? Where from?”
“ Well, maybethat’sjust a way of speaking. May-

be it isn’t. Somethingcomes, anyhow.”
"I rather stick at that comes; it’s you that’s do-

ing it, isn’t it?”
“It is and it isn’t. Something comes in on me or

comes over me.”
“I see, you just take it down on paper.”
“No sir, none of your medium and control business.

I'm all there, hard at it, hard work all through my
mind, the splendidest feeling a man can get. But
it’s me, all right.”

“Well, if it ’s you and you are here now (ain't you?)
why can’t you take a pen and turn off some of that
fine stufl‘ this very minute?”

“That's a mystery I'd like to solve — may, some
day, perhaps. There ’s more me sometimes, and some-
times less. There's more you, sometimes, and some-
times less. If a man could be all of himself anytime,
he ’d be a god for that time, I reckon. But mostly
he’s much less than that. Don't you know what
I mean?"

“I guess so. A man’s not the same man (in a way
of speaking) when he’s just lounging or smoking, and
when he’s all there— say up against some hard
business proposition.” ~

“Or when his sympathies are roused and stirred
to the bottom by something?”

“Sure.”
“But he’s himself, anyhow?"
“Yes.”
“ Then there'smore of mm and less of him according

to circs.,— more sometimes, less sometimes. My
problem is, where ’s the more part at times when
there's only the less part visible? And how big is the
more part? And why shouldn't we be the more part
all the time? This thing’s sure: That it’s when the
more part ain't there that the man does all the mean
and selfish and sly things that’s in him to do. An
the more the more part is there, thehigher is his feeling
and conduct and powers of thought and creative
powers in art or poetry and the more complete is his
sympathywithothei$. Beingstirred, as we say, when
we hear of a distress, or hear a great inspiring speech
or read some fine thing-— being stirred means being
more there. That's as far as I get, but it’s a pretty
good way. For it means that wherever the more part
may be roosting when it don't seem to be attendingto
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business (of any sort that we can understand, anyhow),

it’ s a mighty fi ne bird. I t’ s the grandest thing there

is to a man, the only grand thing. A nd as we’ ve all

got it, this more part, I  can ’ t make out why we don’ t

live so as to get it more and more into us, all the time.

W hy shouldn’ t we be gods?  W hy should we be run

by the little miserable and mostly contemptible self

we are content to live with -— or live as, rather? ”

“ W hat sort of living would it be, this more living? ”

“ W ell, anyhow, the beginning would be to get it

clear in the mind that there is a big grand self to us.

A nd then, with that thought, to try to stop doing

things that are out of key with nobleness and big-

ness. The very sense of self-respect and pleasure you

get when you don’ t do a small mean thing that you

want to do, would be a mark of the presence of the

more self. I f we keep more-ing and more-ing ourselves

by fi ne sympathetic, open, big doings and feelings and

telling the small self to get out of our way or be a

man —  why, we’ re getting more and more to be the

big self. K eep that up in spite of everything, and

one day we will surely win out.”  R E PO R TE R

J

A  S uccessful Man

ME T him aboard ship coming from A ustralia to

A merica, and in the course of our three weeks’

j ourney we gained each other’ s confi dence and

ex changed many views on life. H e was sub-editor of

a weekly paper in an A ustralian town;  and he gave

me the astonishing information that he owed his suc-

cess to having, as a young man, served a term of im-

prisonment. L et me put the story in his own words.

“ I  held a j ob on a weekly paper, and could have

advanced myself if I  had wished. B ut I  j ust muddled

along without heart in my work, doing only enough to

hold my place. I  had all sorts of grievances, and

amongst them a pet one that I  repeated until it must

have become an obsession with me: ‘A  man might as

well be in prison as live under these conditions.’

N eedless to say, I  had fellow-croakers amongst my

work-mates, and between us we accumulated an ima-

gined grudge against the fi rm as being responsible

for our misery.

“ I  put my wits to work to fi nd some way of divert-

ing part of the fi rm' s profi ts into my pockets, persuad-

ing myself that I  was only getting my own in doing so.

I  succeeded in this, though I  think it was the satis-

faction of my grievance that pleased me more than

what I  got from my scheme.

“ O f course, in time the thing.came to light, and I

was taken before the manager. H e was a kindly

man, of wide ex perience, and disposed to treat me

leniently. B ut I  was defi ant from my imagined

wrongs, and refused to listen to him. E ven after he

let me cool off for a while in a side room, thinking I  was

perhaps only ex cited, I  was not in the least more

reasonable, and was very discourteous to him.

“ The result eventually was that I  got a term of

imprisonment. My defi ance began to evaporate when

I  realized the effect on my parents. They had really

done nothing to correct my wrong ideas — —  poor souls,

they hadn’ t knowledge enough ~  but that made the

blow no less keen to them. I t is a memory too painful

to dwell on.

“ I n my new conditions I  was at fi rst terribly morose

and gloomy, and continued so until I  felt q uite hope-

less. There seemed no cheering ray of light any-

where.

“ O ne day, while I  was pondering on my condition

and beginning to feel q uite desperate, my old pet say-

ing seemed to stand out before me in living letters:

‘A  man might j ust as well be in prison! ’  A  hot

resentment surged up within me. I  felt I  had been

tricked —  that some power had taken my foolish

words at their face value and put me where I  would

realize them.

“ A nd then, by one of those fortunate turns of the

imagination, I  saw the humor of the situation: I  had

been taken at my word, and the whole thing served

me right!  I  could not refrain from laughing out aloud,

and then and there I  determined to make the best of

the situation. The gloom lifted from me, and with a

light heart I  set myself to make the best of what I  had

so thoughtlessly invited.

“ F irst of all I  dealt with the unpalatable fact that

I  was a prisoner. N othing could remedy that pleasantness ex cept the serving of my sentence. W hat

was the good of kicking against it?  I  only hurt my-

self and annoyed others. S o I  cheerfully conformed

with regulations more stringent than I  had ever be-

fore imagined, and without a murmur put up with

conditions that made my old shop surroundings a

palace by comparison.

“ Y ou may fi nd it hard to believe, but I  found my-

self better off than I  had ever been in my days of

freedom. The enforced order and discipline, the effi-

ciency with which everything proceeded under the

system, had its effect on me: it was such a marked

contrast to my former slovenly, grudging style of

living.

“ A nd comparing my ex perience with ways of living

generally in the outside world, I  could see that disci-

pline —  self-discipline —  was the necessary thing for

happiness and satisfaction. W ho were the reliable

men in the printing office that had employed me?

They were the men who sacrifi ced their own whims

and comforts to meet whatever situation duty seemed

to demand of them. I  saw with certainty that those

who got the most q uiet satisfaction out of life were

those who ex ercised self-restraint. I  made up my

mind that when I  got free I  would keep up the prac-

tice of disciplining myself.

“ W ell, when my term was up, at the fi rst oppor-
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4 THE NEW WAY
 

business (of any sort thatwe can understand, anyhow),
it's a mighty fine bird. It's the grandest thingthere
is to a man, the only grand thing. And as we've all
got it, thismore part, I can't make out why we don't
live so as to get it more and more into us, all the time.
Why shouldn't we be gods? Why should we be run
by the little miserable and mostly contemptible self
we are content to live with—or live as, rather?"

“What sort of. living would it be, this more living?”
“Well, anyhow, the beginning would be to get it

clear in the mind that there is a big grand self to us.
And then, with that thought, to try to stop doing
things that are out of key with nobleness and big-
ness. The very sense of self-respect and pleasure you
get when you don't do a small mean thing that you
want to do, would be a mark of the presence of the
more self. If we keep more-ing and more-ing ourselves
by fine sympathetic,open, big doings and feelings and
telling the small self to get out of our way or be a
man_— why, we ’re getting more and more to be the
big self. Keep that up in spite of everything, and
one day we will surely win out.” REPORTER

J3

A Successful Man

MET him aboard ship coming from Australia to
America, and in the course of our three weeks’
journey we gained each other’s confidence, and ,

exchanged many views on life. He was sub-editor of
a weekly paper in an Australian town; and he gave
me the astonishing information thathe owed his suc-
cess to having, as a young man, served a term of im-
prisonment. Let me put the story in his own words.

“I held a job on a weekly paper, and could have
advanced myself if I had wished. But I just muddled
along withoutheart in my work, doing only enough to
hold my place. I had all sorts of grievances, and
amongst them a pet one that I repeated until it must
have become an obsession with me: ‘A man might as
well be in prison as live under these conditions.’
Needless to say, I had fellow-croakers amongst my
work-mates,and between us we accumulated an ima-
gined grudge against the firm as being responsible
for our misery.

“I put my wits to work to find some way of divert-
ing part of the firm’s profits into my pockets, persuad-
ing myself that I was only getting my own in doing so.
I succeeded in this, though I think it was the satis-
faction of my grievance that pleased me more than
what I got from my scheme.

“Of course, in time the thing,cameto light, and I
was taken before the manager. He was a kindly
man, of wide experience, and disposed to treat me
leniently. But I was defiant from my imagined
wrongs, and refused to listen to him. Even after he
let me cool off for a whilein a side room, thinkingI was

ICU git’

perhaps only excited, I was not in the least more
reasonable, and was very discourteous to him.

“The result eventually was that I got a term of
imprisonment. My defiance began to evaporate when
I realized the effect on my parents. They had really
done nothingto correct my wrong ideas —— poor souls,
they hadn't knowledge enough —- but that made the
blow no less keen to them. It is a memory too painful
to dwell on.

“ In my new conditions I was at first terriblymorose
and gloomy, and continued so until I felt quite hope-
less. There seemed no cheering ray of light any-
where.

“One day, while I was pondering on my condition
and beginning to feel quite desperate, my old pet say-
ing seemed to stand out before me in living letters:
‘A man might just as well be in prison!’ A hot
resentment surged up within me. I felt I had been
tricked — that some power had taken my foolish
words at their face value and put me where I would
realize them.

“And then, by one of those fortunate turns of the
imagination, I saw the humor of the situation: I had
been taken at my word, and the whole thing served
me right! I could not refrain from laughingout aloud,
and then and there I determined to make the best of
the situation. The gloom lifted from me, and with a
light heart I set myself to make thebest of what I had
so thoughtlessly invited.

“First of all I dealt with the unpalatable fact that
I was a prisoner. Nothing could remedy that im-
pleasantnessexcept theserving of my sentence. What
was the good of kicking against it? I only hurt my-
self and armoyed others. So I cheerfully conformed
with regulations more stringent than I had ever be-
fore imagined, and without a murmur put up with
conditions that made my old shop surroundings a
palace by comparison.

“You may find it hard to believe, but I found my-
self better off than I had ever been in my days of
freedom. The enforced order and discipline, the elli-
ciency with which everything proceeded under the
system, had its effect on me: it was such a marked
contrast to my former slovenly, grudging style of
living. K

“And comparing my experience with ways of living
generally in the outside world, I could see that disci-
pline — self-discipline — was the necessary thing for
happiness and satisfaction. Who were the reliable
men in the printing office that had employed me?
They were the men who sacrificed their own whims
and comforts to meet whatever situation duty seemed
to demand of them. I saw with certainty that those
who got the most quiet satisfaction out of life were
those who exercised self-restraint. I made up my
mind that when I got free I would keep up the prac-
tice of disciplining myself.

“Well, when my term was up, at the first oppor-
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tunity I  called on my former manager and apologized

for my rudeness to him. H e was pleased to see me and

would have spent a while in conversation;  but I  was

shy of being worded by my former acq uaintances,

and left the offi ce as soon as I  could. A  few days later

L ick O bservatory

O ne of N ature’ s mighty workshops, a universe of suns coming into being. Despite its

vast magnitude, to the naked eye this vortex  is invisible.

I  got a letter from the manager offering my old j ob

back again. I  didn’ t like the idea, but j ust to disci-

pline myself to do what was personally unpleasant

I  took the position. F rom that time I  never looked

back."

H e was a fi ne type of man, one who inspired confi _

dence. I  hope to renew his acq uaintance later. D.

L omaland Photo &  E ngraving Dept.

A  S PI R A L  N E B UL A  I N  TH E  N O R TH E R N  S K Y

“ There is Clay E verywhere"

N  one of his poems R obert B rowning gives us a

I  picture of a young F rench sculptor, Jules by

name, who, tortured by a cruel deception, is in

the clutch of evil and revengeful

thoughts. I t is his marriage-day

and should be a day of great

happiness, but thanks to the

thoughtless cruelty of so-called

‘friends,’  it has been turned into

one of ex treme wretchedness. H is

hopes, thoughts, ideals, plans —

everything —  are in a muddle;  he

is in a state approaching moral

ruin and despair when —  Pippa

passes. A nd this is the name of

the poem: Pippa Passes, for on

the passing of Pippa, with her

happiness and her songs, the en-

tire action turns.

Pippa is a child of the silk-

mills, a poor little factory-girl of

A solo, in Trevisano, I taly. H er

life is spent, as she tells us in the

poem, “ in wearisome silk-wind-

ing, coil on coil,"  with but a single

day’ s holiday in the entire year.

B ut that day comes at last, and

she plans to spend it in a q uest for

happiness. A s the surest way to

attain it (so she thinks) she plans

to pass by the door of “ the four

happiest people in A solo,"  merely

to come close to them: happiness

seems to her such a wonderful

thing!  O ne of these must, she

thinks, be the artist Jules, and as

she passes his door she is singing.

I t was only a little song, about

castles and maidens and q ueens,

their pages and “  hawks with their

j esses"  — —  j ust a little picture out

of feudal days;  and Jules had

doubtless modeled fancies drawn

out of similar pictures many

times, as artists do. S o that it

could hardly have been the song

itself that stirred the despairing

man so deeply —  for he was

stirred. I n fact, he was lifted

right out of a black psychology of evil thoughts into

an atmosphere of brotherliness and aspiration. H e

rises, puts aside thoughts of revenge and even deter-

mines to turn away from his former paltry ideals of

art and seek a new and higher one, saying:

“ I  wanted silence only — —  there is clay everywhere."

There is a whole philosophy of life in those simple
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tunity I called on my former manager and apologized
for my rudeness to him. He was pleased to see me and
would have spent a while in conversation; but 1 was

shy of being worded by my former acquaintances,
and left the office as soon as I could. A few days later

Lu Oburedor!

I got a letter from the manager offering my old job
back again. I didn't like the idea, but just to disci-
pline myself to do what was personally unpleasant
I took the position. From that time I never looked
back."

He was a line type of man, one who inspired confi.
dance. I hope to renew his acquaintance later. D.

.
(Lo git‘

Lomalaud Photo J Engraving Dept.
A SPIRAL NEBULA IN THE NORTHERN SKY

One of Nature's mighty workshops. a universe of suns coming into being. Despite its
vast magnitude, to the naked eye this vortex is invisible.

"There in Clay Everywhere”
N one of his poems Robert Browning gives us a

picture of a young French sculptor. Jules by
name, who, tortured by a cruel deception, is in

the clutch of evil and revengeful
thoughts. It is his marriage-day
and should be a day of great
happiness, but thanks to the
thoughtless cruelty of so-called
‘friends,’ it has been turned into
one of extreme wretchedness. His
hopes, thoughts, ideals, plans-
everything— are in a muddle; he
is in a state approaching moral
ruin and despair when ——Pippa
passes. And this is the name of
the poem: Pippa Passes, for on
the passing of Pippa, with her
happiness and her songs, the en-
tire actionturns.

Pippa is a child of the silk-
mills, a poor little factory-girl of
Asolo, in Trevisano. Italy. Her
life is spent, as she tells us in the
poem, “in wearisome silk-wind-
ing, coil on coil." withbut a single
day's holiday in the entire year.
But that day comes at last, and
she plans to spend it in a quest for
happiness. As the surest way to
attain it (so she thinks) she plans
to pass by the door of “the four
happiest people in Asolo." merely
to come close to them: happiness
seems to her such a wonderful
thing! One of these must, she
thinks,be the artist Jules. and as
she passes his door she is singing.

It was only a little song, about
castles and maidens and queens.
theirpages and " hawks withtheir
jesses" — just a little picture out
of feudal days: and Jules had
doubtless modeled fancies drawn
out of similar pictures many
times, as artists do. So that it
could hardly have been the song
itself that stirred the despairing
man so deeply —— for he was
stirred. In fact. he was lifted

right out of a black psychology of evil thoughts into
an atmosphere of brotherliness and aspiration. He
rises, puts aside thoughts of revenge and even deter-
mines to turn away from his former paltry ideals of
art and seek a new and higher one. saying:

"I wanted silenceonly — there is clay everywhere."
There is a whole philosophyof life in those simple
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words. Circumstances hadn' t changed for Jules, but

he had changed. I nstead of looking at his life and its

wretched muddle from the dark valleys of rebellion

and despair, he climbed up into his soul towards those

higher places where one can look at one’ s life from

above. The life was the same, and so were the circum-

stances—  but Jules had found a different point of

view, and it made j ust the difference for him between

the black pit of despair and radiant heaven.

I s it any different with the rest of us?  I sn’ t it j ust

the same, always?  W e are sculptors in life, everyone

of us, in one or another degree of mediocrity or per-

fection. There is never lack of ‘clay’  with which to

work;  never is there lack of material, for that is all

about us, everywhere, in every trifl ing incident or

event. The real lack is for the moment of pause, the

silence, that the song of the soul, in passing, may be

heard — —  j ust the moment of silence, in which to climb

and uncover the larger view.

O ne of the keynotes of philosophy in every age is

the sovereignty of the soul. W hatever may be the cir-

cumstances in which we fi nd ourselves, however dis-

heartening the environment in which we are placed,

however strident or despairing the note sounding in

our hidden lives —  be sure that these things are j ust

the soul’ s material, its ‘clay,’  to fashion forms of

strength and beauty from. A nd “ clay is everywhere."

L et us write it upon the tablets of our hearts: there is

no lack of material at any time;  the lack is in ourselves.

H istory is fi lled with accounts of those who have

taken hold of the most discouraging sort of material

in the shape of untoward circumstances: poverty,

sickness, disgrace, ignominy — every last thing that

you and I  would strenuously avoid as ‘clay’  for our

sculptor-work in life —  and from it have produced

forms of strength and beauty both. The worlds of

literature, discovery and invention have been enriched

by their skill and they have done self-forgetting deeds

of heroism, spirituality and love, deeds immortalized

in the memories and the hearts of men. S o precious

are they to that greater, celestial sculptor that we

call the S oul of the W orld, these deeds, that the

memory of them is more imperishable than marble,

stronger than statues of bronze.

A nd all that is wanted to make this possible is

“ silence only”  —  that is, a silencing of thoughts and

things that are revengeful or cruel, petty or mean, a

q uieting down of fret and worry, of selfi sh effort and

strain. F or this sort of silence is an open door, through

which will come trooping, if only we will let them,

whole legions and armies of celestial helpfulness, dow-

ered with fi ne energies and new light, eager and able

to bring us to our strength. N o matter what the cir-

cumstances or hardships of our life, all things, all

hardships, all environments, are material for the work

these inner powers, latent in us all, can do. E very-

thing, if only we do not act to prevent it, will be

material and opportunity for their fi nest skill.

The weakling and the craven will complain, of

course, and say, “ O h, if this or that were only differ-

ent, what wonderful things I  would do! "  Perhaps!

B ut things do become different, again and again —  for

the wheel of life keeps on taming— and yet these

‘wonderful things,’  somehow, we never see produced!

A s philosophy has always pointed out, what folly to

think that a man is bettered in any substantial way

by merely a change in his environment, while he re-

mains the same!  W e carry ourselves with us wherever

we go, and if that fact darkens every situation, whose

is the fault?  A nd if we suffer because of it, isn’ t the

remedy plain?

N o, if our life isn’ t what we would like it to be,

the fi rst thing to set about changing is ourself. W e

must wake up, to start with, and then determine to

be no longer the tyro or the clod but the artist in life,

able to take whatever material comes to hand and

shape from it something splendid and worth while.

To the hand of the true sculptor, the real statuary,

“ there is clay everywhere."  N UMB E R  2750

J

The Two S elves

O W  often have I  been puzzled over the many

changes constantly taking place in my own

nature, changes which affected my whole out-

look on life!

S ometimes there would be a sense of the unity of

all that lives and a realization that I  was an inseparable

part of the S oul that lies back of all the material

world which we see about us. A t such times a feeling

of peace and harmony would come over me. I  would

have a sincere and earnest desire to do some good in

the world, to help all who were suffering, and to

radiate the j oy which I  felt within myself. Then sud-

denly the urgent desire for personal gratifi cation of

some kind would sweep over me and I  would be lost

in the anticipation of the pleasures which to many

seem to be all there is in life. H owever, I  always

found that to attempt to gratify these desires was as

foolish as the sq uirrel’ s attempts to get somewhere by

revolving the wheel in his cage. I t was simply a

never-ending round of gratifi cation and satiety leading

always to disappointment and weariness.

A fter each breaking away from what I  gradually

began to call my inner, true self, I  would return to it

with a fi rmer resolve to remain in it in spite of all the

temptations to which my other self was constantly

trying to induce me to yield. E ach refusal to be

beaten, I  found, made me stronger and gave me the

sense of self-respect, whilst every time 1 yielded my

power of resistance was weakened and instead of

self-respect I  had self-contempt and remorse.

Thus in studying the many changes in myself, I

found that there were really two distinct selves in me:
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words. Circumstances hadn't changed for Jules, but
he had changed. Instead of looking at his life and its
wretched muddle from the dark valleys of rebellion
and despair, he climbed up into his soul towards those
higher places where one can look at one’s life from
above. The life was the same, and so were the circum-
stances— but Jules had found a different point of
view, and it made just the difference for him between
the black pit of despair and radiant heaven.

Is it any different with the rest of us? Isn't it just
the same, always? We are sculptors in life, everyone
of us, in one or another degree of mediocrity or per-
fection. There is never lack of ‘clay’ with which to
work; never is there lack of material, for that is all
about us, everywhere, in every trifling incident or
event. The real lack is for the moment of pause, the
silence, that the song of the soul, in passing, may be
heard —— just the moment of silence, in which to climb
and uncover the larger view.

One of the keynotes of philosophy in every age is
the sovereignty of the soul. Whatever may be the cir-
cumstances in which we find ourselves, however dis-
heartening the environment in which we are placed.
however strident or despairing the note sounding in
our hidden lives —— be sure that these things are just
the soul's material, its ‘clay,’ to fashion forms of
strengthand beautyfrom. And “clay is everywhere."
Let us write it upon the tablets of our hearts: there is
no lackof materialat any time; thelackis in ourselves.

History is filled with accounts of those who have
taken hold of the most discouraging sort of material
in the shape of untoward circumstances: poverty,
sickness, disgrace, ignominy —every last thing that
you and I would strenuously avoid as ‘clay’ for our
sculptor-work in life—and from it have produced
forms of strength and beauty both. The worlds of
literature, discovery and invention have been enriched
by their skill and they have done self-forgetting deeds
of heroism, spirituality and love, deeds immortalized
in the memories and the hearts of men. So precious
are they to that greater, celestial sculptor that we
call the Soul of the World, these deeds, that the
memory of them is more irnperishable than marble,
stronger than statues of bronze.

And all that is wanted to make this possible is
“silence only” — that is, a silencing of thoughts and
things that are revengeful or cruel, petty or mean, a
quieting down of fret and worry, of selfish effort and
strain. For thissort of silenceis an open door, through
which will come trooping, if only we will let them,
whole legions and armies of celestial helpfulness, dow-
ered with fine energies and new light, eager and able
to bring us to our strength. No matter what the cir-
cumstances or hardships of our life, all things, all
hardships, all environments, are material for the work
these inner powers, latent in us all, can do. Every-
thing, if only we do not act to prevent it, will be
material and opportunity for their finest skill.

em 31¢

The weakling and the craven will complain, of
course, and say, “Oh, if this or that were only differ-
ent, what wonderful things I would do!” Perhaps!
But things do become different, again and again — for
the wheel of life keeps on !u1m'ng—and yet these
‘wonderful things,’ somehow, we never see produced!
As philosophy has always pointed out, what folly to
think that a man is bettered in any substantial way
by merely a change in his environment, while he re-
mains the same! We carry ourselves withus wherever
we go, and if that fact darkens every situation, whose
is the fault? And if we suffer because of it, isn’t the
remedy plain?

No, if our life isn’t what we would like it to be,
the first thing to set about changing is ourself. We
must wake up, to start with, and then determine to
be no longer the tyro or the clod but the artist in life,
able to take whatever material comes to hand and
shape from it something splendid and worth while.
To the hand of the true sculptor, the real statuary.
“there is clay everywhere.” NUMBER 2750

J‘

The Two Selves

OW often have I been puzzled over the many
changes constantly taking place in my own
nature, changes which affected my whole out-

look on life!
Sometimes there would be a sense of the unity of

all thatlives and a realizationthatI was an inseparable
part of the Soul that lies back of all the material
world which we see about us. At such times a feeling
of peace and harmony would come over me. I would
have a "sincere and earnest desire to do some good in
the world, to help all who were suffering, and to
radiate the joy which I felt withinmyself. Then sud-
denly the urgent desire for personal gratification of
some kind would sweep over me and I would be lost
in the anticipation of the pleasures which to many
seem to be all there is in life. However, I always
found that to attempt to gratify these desires was as
foolish as the squirrel’s attempts to get somewhere by
revolving the wheel in his cage. It was simply a
never-endinground of gratificationand satiety leading
always to disappointment and weariness.

After each breaking away from what I gradually
began to call my inner, true self, I would return to it
with a firmer resolve to remain in it in spite of all the
temptations to which my other self was constantly
trying to induce me to yield. Each refusal to be
beaten, 1 found, made me stronger and gave me the
sense of self-respect, whilst every time I yielded my
power of resistance was weakened and instead of
self-respect I had self-contempt and remorse.

Thus in studying the many changes in myself, I
found thatthere were really two distinct selves in me:
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the lower, the seat of the never-to-be-satisfi ed desires

and impulses which, if they are gratifi ed, lead to

suffering and misery;  and the H igher, the seat of all

that is ennobling, the Divinity which is the source of

life in all beings and which if we will rely on it for

guidance will give us the strength to overcome our

lower natures;  for as K atherine Tingley has said:

“ The knowledge that we are Divine gives us the

power to overcome all obstacles, and dare to do right.”

~  B . V .

J

" E V E R Y  idea that you have, every thought, affects

your brain and mind by its impression. That begins a

cycle. I t may seem to leave your mind;  apparently

it goes out;  but it returns again under the same

cyclic law in some other form, either better or worse,

and wakes up once more the old impression. E ven

the very feelings that you have of sorrow or gladness

will return in time, more or less according to your dis-

position, but inevitably in their cycle. This is a law

that it would do good for everyone to remember, es-

pecially those who have variations of j oy and sorrow,

of ex altation and depression. I f when depressed you

would recollect the law and act upon it by voluntarily

creating another cycle of ex altation, on its returning

again with the companion cycle of lower feeling it

would in no long time destroy the depressing cycle and

raise you to higher places of happiness and peace. I t

applies again in matters of study where we use the

intellectual organs only. W hen a person begins the

study of some diffi cult subj ect there is a diffi culty in

keeping the mind upon it;  the mind wanders;  it is

disturbed by other and older ideas and impressions.

B ut by persistency a new cycle is established, which,

being kept rolling, at last obtains the mastery.”

— ~  W . Q . j udge

J

The B etter W ay

E dgar Guest in Detroit F ree Press

T is better to lose with a conscience clean

Than win by a trick unfair;

I t is better to fail and know you' ve been,

W hatever the price was, sq uare,

Than to claim the j oy of the far-off goal

A nd the cheers of the standers-by,

A nd to know down deep in your inmost soul

A  cheat you must live and die.

W ho wins by a trick may take the prize,

A nd at fi rst he may think it sweet,

B ut many a clay in the future lies

W hen he' ll wish he had met defeat.

- ally grown up an increasing list of subscribers.

F or the man who lost shall be glad at heart

A nd walk with his head up high,

W hile his conq ueror knows he must play the part

O f cheat and living lie.

The prize seems fair when the fi ght is on,

B ut save it is truly won

Y ou will hate the thing when the crowds are gone,

F or it stands for a false deed done;

A nd it' s better you never should reach your goal

Than ever success to buy

A t a price of knowing down in your soul

That your glory is all a lie.

J

S pecial N otice

TH E  N E w W A Y  was established by Mme. K atherine

Tingley in 19 11 “ for the benefi t of prisoners and

others whether behind the bars or not.”  The pub-

lishers, The I nternational B rotherhood L eague, fol-

lowing out Mme. Tingley’ s plan since the establish-

ment of this little paper, have distributed, and con-

tinue to distribute, every month, several thousand

copies free, without money and without price, among

prisoners in all the F ederal Prisons, most of the S tate

Penitentiaries, and many of the County Jails in the

U. S . A ., sending also a large number abroad.

The whole ex pense of publishing and mailing is

borne by the I nternational B rotherhood L eague —

no subscriptions being accepted from men in prison.

I n addition to this free distribution there has gradu-

I t is a

max im of N ew W ay philosophy that helpful pleasure

increases more than twofold by sharing it with another.

I f therefore TH E  N E W  W A Y  gives you pleasure, and

we hope also profi t, we ask you to share that pleasure

and that profi t with others by getting them to become

fellow-travelers with you along the N ew W ay. S end

us the names of your friends that we in turn may send

them sample copies. B y helping to increase our sub-

scription list you will help to make a wider distribution

of TH E  N E W  W A Y  among those who are less fortunate

than we and who fi nd themselves deprived of their

liberty and behind prison bars.

A nother suggestion. W hat better way to begin

the N ew Y ear than to start your travels on the N ew

W ay, or if already traveling thereon to get others to

j oin you. I t will add to your j oy and to theirs.

I

TH E  N E W  W A Y . S ubscription price (Domestic), S event -fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions 0 four

or more, per year, each, F ifty Cents. F oreign S ubscriptions per

yearsgldooo. F ive subscriptions for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions

or . .

Mone orders and checks should be made payable to TH E

N E W  A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should be

addressed to: TH E  N E W  W A Y , Point L orna. California.
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THE NEW WAY

the lower, the seat of the never-to-be-satisfieddesires
and impulses which, if they are gratified, lead to
suffering and misery; and the Higher, the seat of all
that is ennobling, the Divinity which is the source of
life in all beings and which if we will rely on it for
guidance will give us the strength to overcome our
lower natures; for as Katherine Tingley has said:
“The knowledge that we are Divine gives us the
power to overcome all obstacles, and dare to do right.”

— B. V.

J

“EVERY idea that you have, every thought, affects
your brain and mind by its impression. That begins a
cycle. It may seem to leave your mind; apparently
it goes out; but it returns again under the same
cyclic law in some other form, either better or worse,
and wakes up once more the old impression. Even
the very feelings that you have of sorrow or gladness
will return in time, more or less according to your dis-
position, but inevitably in their cycle. This is a law
that it would do good for everyone to remember, es-
pecially those who have variations of joy and sorrow,
of exaltation and depression. If when depressed you
would recollect the law and act upon it by voluntarily
creating another cycle of exaltation, on its returning
again with the companion cycle of lower feeling it
would in no long time destroy the depressing cycle and
raise you to higher places of happiness and peace. It
applies again in matters of study where we use the
intellectual organs only. When a person begins the
study of some difiicult subject there is a difliculty in
keeping the mind upon it; the mind wanders; it is
disturbed by other and older ideas and impressions.
But by persistency a new cycle is established, which,
being kept rolling, at last obtains the mastery.”

— W. Q. Judge
J‘

The Better Way

Edgar Guest in Detroit Free Press

T is better to lose with a conscience clean
Than win by a trick unfair;

It is better to fail and know you've been,
Whatever the price was. square,

Then to claim the joy of the far-off goal
And the cheers of the standers-by,

And to know down deep in your inmost soul
A cheat you must live and die.

Who wins by a trick may take the prize,
And at first he may think it sweet.

But many a clay in the future lies
When he'll wish he had met defeat.

it-In git’

~ ally grown up an increasing list of subscribers.

For the man who lost shall be glad at heart
And walk with his head up high,

While his conqueror knows he must play the part
Of cheat and living lie.

The prize seems fair when the light is on.
But save it is truly won

You will hate the thing when the crowds are gone,
For it stands for a false deed done;

And it's better you never should reach your goal
Than ever success to buy

At a price of knowing down in your soul
That your glory is all a lie.

J

Special Notice

THE NEW WAY was established by Mme. Katherine
Tingley in 1911 “for the benefit of prisoners and
others whether behind the bars or not." The pub-
lishers, The International Brotherhood League, fol-
lowing out Mme. Tingley’s plan since the establish-
ment of this little paper, have distributed, and con-
tinue to distribute, every month, several thousand
copies free, without money and without price, among
prisoners in all the Federal Prisons, most of the State
Penitentiaries, and many of the County Jails in the
U. S. A., sending also a large number abroad.

The whole expense of publishing and mailing is
borne by the International Brotherhood League —

no subscriptions being accepted from men in prison.
In addition to this free distribution there has gradu-

It is a
maxim of New Way philosophythat helpful pleasure
increases more thantwofold by sharing it withanother.

A If therefore THE New WAY gives you pleasure, and
we hope also profit, we ask you to share thatpleasure
and thatprofit withothers by getting them to become
fellow-travelers with you along the New Way. Send
us the names of your friends thatwe in turn may send
them sample copies. By helping to increase our sub-
scription list you will help to make a wider distribution
of THE New WAY among those who are less fortunate
than we and who find themselves deprived of their
liberty and behind prison bars.

Another suggestion. What better way to begin
the New Year than to start your travels on the New
Way, or if already traveling thereon to get others to
join you. It will add to your joy and to theirs.

I

THE NEW WAY. Subscription prioe (Domestic). Sevent -five
Cents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions 0 four
or more. ‘gr year. each, Ififty Cents. Foreign Subscriptions peryearsgldo . Five subscriptions for $3.00. Ten subscriptions
or . .Mone orders and checks should be made payable to TB:

NEW AY. and all subscriptions and correspondence should be
addressed to: THE Naw WAY. Point Loma. California.
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“ DO N ’ T you think men overrate the necessity for

humoring everybody’ s nonsense, till they get despised

by the very fools they humor?  The shortest way is

to make your value felt, so that people must put up

with you whether you fl atter them or not.”

—  George E liot

“ I F  we had a keen vision and feeling of all ordinary

human life, it would be like hearing the grass grow and

the sq uirrel’ s heart beat, and we should die of that

roar which lies on the other side of silence. A s it is,

the q uickest of us walk about well wadded with

stupidity.” —  George E liot

“ F A I L UR E  after long perseverance is much grander

than never to have a striving good enough to be called

a failure.” —  George E liot

“ B Y  desiring what is perfectly good, even when we

don’ t q uite know what it is and cannot do what we

would, we are part of the divine power against evil,

widening the skirts of light and making the struggle

with darkness narrower.” —  George E liot

“ I  B E L I E V E  that people are almost always better

than their neighbors think they are.” — - George E liot

“ N O  man ever sank under the burden of today.

I t is when tomorrow’ s burden is added to today’ s

that the weight becomes more than a man can bear.”

—  George Macdonald

“ I F  you do not q uarrel, no one on earth will be able

to q uarrel with you.” —  L ao-tse

“  I F  any one on any one day can make a new man of

himself, let him do so every day.” —  F rom the Chinese

“ TH E R E  is nothing but tit for tat in this world,

though sometimes it be a little difl icult to trace: for

the scores are older than we ourselves, and there has

never yet been a settling day since things began.” —

—  R . L . S .

W I TH  invincible trust in the Good L aw one may

wait assured of fi nal ex act j ustice and every needed

opportunity for unfoldment.

CA L MN E S S  is the strength which conq uers, and with-

out blows. S ilence is its weapon.

CE A S I N G to progress, one runs down towards old

age and the grave. A ctivity is life;  inertia is stagna-

tion and death.

“ I N  nature it is the dull, misty days that are the

best growingzdays.”

A S  the cragged mountains, grim and cruel, become

translucent and tender in the restfulness of evening, so

is life to those passing from it toward the heights.

“ Y O U are not in charge of the universe;  you are in

charge of yourself. Y ou cannot hope to manage the

universe in your spare time, and, if you try, you will

probably make a mess of such part of the universe as

you touch, while gravely neglecting yourself.”

—  A rnold B ennett

“ E F F O R TS  are always successes. I t is a greater

thing to try .without succeeding than to succeed

without trying.”

“ DO N ’ T put your wishbone where your backbone

ought to be.”

“ I  A M not bound to win, but I  am bound to be

true. I  am not bound to succeed, but I  am bound to

live up to the light I  have. I  must stand with any-

body that stands right —  stand with him while he is

right, and part with him when he goes wrong."

—  A braham L incoln

“ Y O U mark my words —  it ain’ t never no use

puttin’  up yer umbrel till it rains.” -— A lice H egan R ice

" US E F UL N E S S  is the rent we are asked to pay for

room on earth, and some of us are heavily in debt."

—  Dorothea B eale

“  UN L E S S  you are deliberately kind to everyone you

meet you will be unintentionally cruel every day of

your life.” —  R uskin

“ Do little things as though they were great things.

and you will live to do great things as though they

were little things.”

“ I T is not so often the greatness of our trouble as

the littleness of our own spirit which makes us com-

plain.” —  j eremy Taylor

“ W H E N  God shuts a door he opens a window."

—  I talian Proverb

“  I T’ s no use to argue with the inevitable;  the best

argument with an east wind is to take an overcoat."

“ O N E  can go a long way after one is weary.”

“ CH A R A CTE R  is made of small duties faithfully per-

formed, of self-denials, of self-sacrifi ces, of kindly acts

of love and duty.” —  E merson
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8 THE NEW WAY
 

“DON'T you think men overrate the necessity for
humoring everybody’s nonsense, till they get despised
by the very fools they humor? The shortest way is
to make your value felt, so that people must put up
with you whether you flatter them or not.”

— George Eliot

“IF we had a keen vision and feeling of all ordinary
human life, it would be like hearing the grass grow and
the squirrel’s heart beat, and we should die of that
roar which lies on the other side of silence. As it is,
the quickest of us walk about well wadded with
stupidity.”—- George Eliot

“FAILURE after long perseverance is much grander
thannever to have a striving good enough to be called
a failure.”—George Eliot

“BY desiring what is perfectly good, even when we
don't quite know what it is and cannot do what we
would, we are part of the divine power against evil,
widening the skirts of light and making the struggle
with darkness narrower.”— George Eliot

“I BELIEVE that people are almost always better
than their neighbors think they are.”— George Eliot

“No man ever sank under the burden of today.
It is when tomorrow's burden is added to today's
that the weight becomes more than a man can bear."

— George Macdonald

“ IF you do not quarrel, no one on earth will be able.
to quarrel with you."— Lao-tse

“ IF any one on any one day can make a new man of
himself, let him do so every day."— From the Chinese

“THERE is nothing but tit for tat in this world.
though sometimes it be a little diflicult to trace: for
the scores are older than we ourselves, and there has
never yet been a settling day since things began.”-

— R. L. S.

WITH invincible trust in the Good Law one may
wait assured of final exact justice and every needed
opportunity for unfoldment.

CALMNESS is thestrength which conquers, and with-
out blows. Silence is its weapon.

CEASING to progress, one runs down towards old
age and the grave. Activity is life; inertia is stagna-
tion and death.

“lN nature it is the dull, misty days that are the
best growingzdays.”

.
C0 git’

As the cragged mountains, grim and cruel, become
translucent and tender in the restfulness of evening. so
is life to those passing from it toward the heights.

“YoU are not in charge of the universe; you are in
charge of yourself. You cannot hope to manage the
universe in your spare time, and, if you try, you will
probably make a mess of such part of the universe as
you touch, while gravely neglecting yourself."

— Arnold Bennett

“EFFORTS are always successes. It is a greater
thing to try .without succeeding than to succeed
withouttrying."

“DoN’T put your wishbone where your backbone
ought to be."

“I AM not bound to win, but I am bound to be
true. I am not bound to succeed, but I am bound to
live up to the light I have. I must stand with any-
body that stands right —- stand with him while he is
right, and part with him when he goes wrong."

— AbrahamLincoln

“YoU mark my words — it ain’t never no use
puttin' up yer umbrel till it rains."—-Alice Hagan Rice

“UsE1-futmzss is the rent we are asked to pay for
room on earth, and some of us are heavily in debt."

— Dorothea Beale

“UNLESS you are deliberatelykind to everyone you
meet you will be unintentionally cruel every day of
your life."— Ruskin

“Do little things as though they were great things.
and you will live to do great things as though they
were little things."

“IT is not so often the greatness of our trouble as
the littleness of our own spirit which makes us com-
plain.”— Jeremy Taylor

“WHEN God shuts a door he opens a window."
— Ilalian Proverb

“IT'S no use to argue with the inevitable; the best
argument with an east wind is to take an overcoat.”

“ONE can go a long way after one is weary."

“CHARACTERis made of small duties faithfullyper-
formed, of self-denials, of self-sacrifices, of kindly acts
of love and duty."— Emerson
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(H ow did the fi sh get there? )

The Two Paths

UR  minds have been turning out some pretty fair

thoughts last month and so all our boys are look-

ing forward to Christmas with the idea that “  somethin'

is goin’  to happen”  and. that sets up a feeling of good-

will for all the folk, here in camp and everywhere else.

A  new man came into the mine last week. H e

looked as though he was all tired-out and q uite ready

to ‘turn in,’  and I  took him to be mighty sick, and

thought he needed a doctor. B ut after a while we got

acq uainted and after supper when we went out on the

porch to smoke, I  said:

“ H ow do you like this place up here in the moun-

tains, where you can fi nd God’ s fresh air, and there

is not so much cussedness going on as there is
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(How did the fish get there?)
The Two Paths

UR minds have been turning out some pretty fair
thoughtslast monthand so all our boys are look-

ing forward to Christmaswiththeidea that" somethin'
is goin’ to happen” andthatsets up a feeling of good-
will for all the folk, here in camp and everywhere else.

A new man came into the mine last week. He
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looked as though he was all tired-out and quite ready
to ‘turn in.’ and I took him to be mighty sick, and
thought he needed a doctor. But after a while we got
acquainted and after supper when we went out on the
porch to smoke. I said:

“How do you like this place up here in the motm-
tains, where you can find God's fresh air, and there
is not so much cussedness going on as there is
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2 TH E  N E W  W A Y

down in the big cities where you came from? ”

“ W ell,”  he said, “ Y ou have j ust hit it. This is

what I  like. I  can breathe and sleep and work and

eat better: there is nothing like being near N ature.”

This kind of talk set me to thinking and I  decided

that after all life was a great mystery;  and if we were

not so darnedly stupid and selfi sh we’ d dig into our

own natures in order to fi nd out what all this mystery

means. I  never could get out of my head that we all

are something more than we seem. I  have had ideas

that never stopped moving until they reached to the

stars, and sometimes I  seemed to go up with them,

but I  never stayed there long, because there were

so many things to pull me down.

O ne day I  was down at our little library, which is

made up of books sent in by people interested in

helping a feller along, and there I  read something

about the two natures in man. “ W ell,”  says I  to

myself, “ this is a thing that you want to get at, old

man. Y ou don’ t do enough thinking and you’ re

all wrapped up like the men down there in the city,

fussing with worries and doubts, and their minds all

the time on the almighty dollar.”

L ast S unday night, while I  was reading this new

book that was called ‘H elpful Thoughts A long the

W ay,’  I  saw my neighbor, the young man I  had been

talking to, looking mightily discouraged, and reading

the B ible. “ W ell,”  says I , “ this feller’ s right out of

the church, and after a while he’ s goin’  to begin to

preach to us.”  W ell, we didn’ t like that. W e folks

up here have seen enough and heard enough of hu-

manity to know there is not much good in preaching

unless the preacher’ s got a heart, and then he has got

to give us something out of it to make us clear-headed.

W hile I  was looking at the feller with the B ible,

I  saw him smile and then he turned round and said:

“ L ook here, what do you make out of this?  I

cannot fi nd it in the B ible;  but an awful good man

whom I  met on the train, and who had lost his son in

the war, was talking about Jesus, and this man, with

tears in his eyes, was saying how godlike man was,

and how godlike he could become. H e said that

somebody had told him that S aint Thomas had said

that Jesus said in about these words: ‘I  am with the

child when it is seven years of age, and I  stay with it,

and at fourteen years of age ' I  manifest.’  W ell, I

could not get anything out of that and so I  was

wondering what you thought.”

“ W ell,”  says 1, “ according to the little I  have read

on the subj ect of man and his possibilities, he is two

in one. I t looks to me like this: that when a little

critter is fi rst born he is j ust like a little animal, j ust

common instincts, but if he has lived before he must

have brought something along with him some kind of

memories of his past, though they’ re not very clear;

and it is j ust that time, from the time he is born up to

the time he is seven years of age, that he is awfully

alone, although he may have a good mother and

father, and be brought up on sweetmeats and affection.

A nd then,”  says I , “ it strikes me that that is j ust the

time he ought to be eddicated. There is some good

wisdom that could be put into that child because its

little mind is so fresh and will take on an impression

so easily. That is the time to help the growth of the

child. Do I  scare you, mister, with the big words? ”

“ O h, no,”  said he with the B ible, and looking at me

encouragingly. “ O h, no, you are talking sense.”

“ That is a good idea to put into the minds of our

men in the mines and them that are behind the bars.

Just think about it. Y ou can see there is something

inside us at work which we don’ t understand. A nd

then Christ says: ‘A t fourteen I  manifest.’  W ell,

that is, the boy commences to be a man, and much of

the mysterious side of things is commencing to mani-

fest. I t is then that we can study the human being

from both points;  and it is then that many a feller

starts wrong—  that is, from the lower side of his

nature. N ow it is j ust from that time that a feller

needs a guide. I f he has not found that he has got his

two selves why he is j ust as sure as the sun shines to

get off on the wrong track, and make his mistakes.

B ecause he does not know who he is, and does not

know what a power is within ,him, and he does not

know that the spirit of eternal life has been with him

all these years, from the time he was seven.

“ That is what Christ meant. Christ did not mean

that j ust Christ, the man, would be with him, and he

did not mean he was a son of God in the ordinary

sense as some folks say. I t was the true Christ-spirit

he was trying to teach -—  the great truth of the Great

L ife, and so on.

“ W ell, I  blunder, I  can see, but possibly you can

get the meaning of what I  am trying to say;  you may

get some new ideas. I  am on the path, trying to see

things cheerfully;  I  may not be doing anything else.

but I  haven’ t time to tear down my neighbors and

discourage them. Y ou may build your castles in the

air for yourself, but life is serious. B ut here’ s some-

thing I  read in a book years ago. I t caught me so

that I  sat down and wrote it out, and I  found it in one

of my coat-pockets tucked in with a plug of tobacco.

I t’ s this: ‘L ife is a succession of lessons which must

be lived to be understood. A ll is a riddle and the key

to the riddle is another riddle. There are as many

billows of illusion as fl akes in a snowstorm;  we wake

from one dream to another dream.’

“ I  have found the difference between the two paths,

and as long as I  can go on steadily and fi nd my con-

science clear at night, I  am on the road to something

bigger than myself. I  will swear to God that when I

go to bed I  don' t feel alone any more. I t is a q ueer

kind of feeling, but it’ s awfully good. A nd when I

was shaving this morning, I  found myself smiling,

j ust as though the other feller was in behind there,

saying: ‘I  am here.’

“ N ow why would not that idea be a good sermon
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2 THE NEW WAY

down in the big cities where you came from?”
“Well,” he said, “You have just hit it. This is

what I like. I can breathe and sleep and work and
eat better: there is nothing like being near Nature."

This kind of talk set me to thinkingand I decided
thatafter all life was a great mystery; and if we were
not so darnedly stupid and selfish we ’d dig into our
own natures in order to find out what all thismystery
means. I never could get out of my head that we all
are somethingmore than we seem. I have had ideas
that never stopped moving until they reached to the
stars, and sometimes I seemed to go up with them,
but I never stayed there long, because there were
so many things to pull me down.

One day I was down at our little library, which is
made up of books sent in by people interested in
helping a feller along, and there I read something
about the two natures’ in man. “Well," says I to
myself, “this is a thing that you want to get at, old
man. You don’t do enough thinking and you’re
all wrapped up like the men down there in the city,
fussing with worries and doubts, and their minds all
the time on the almighty dollar.”

Last Sunday night, while I was reading this new
book that was called ‘Helpful Thoughts Along the
Way,’ I saw my neighbor, the young man I had been
talking to, looking mightily discouraged, and reading
the Bible. “Well,” says I, “this feller's right out of
the church, and after a while he's goin’ to begin to
preach to us." Well, we didn't like that. We folks
up here have seen enough and heard enough of hu-
manity to know there is not much good in preaching
unless the preacher’s got a heart, and then he has got
to give us somethingout of it to make us clear-headed.

While I was looking at the feller with the Bible,
I saw him smile and then he turned round and said:

“Look here, what do you make out of this? I
cannot find it in the Bible; but an awful good man
whom I met on the train, and who had lost his son in
the war, was talking about Jesus, and this man, with
tears in his eyes, was saying how godlike man was,
and how godlike he could become. He said that
somebody had told him that Saint Thomas had said
that Jesus said in about these words: ‘I am with the
child when it is seven years of age, and I stay with it,
and at fourteen years of age '1 manifest.’ Well, I
could not get anything out of that and so I was
wondering what you thought.”

“Well," says 1, “according to the little I have read
on the subject of man and his possibilities,he is two

It looks to me like this: that when a little
critter is first born he is just like a little animal, just
common instincts, but if he has lived before he must
have brought somethingalong with him some kind of
memories of his past, though they're not very clear;
and it is just that time, from the time he is born up to
the time he is seven years of age, that he is awfully
alone, although he may have a good mother and
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father,and be brought up on sweetmeats and affection.
And then,” says I, “it strikes me that that is just the
time he ought to be eddicated. There is some good
wisdom that could be put into that child because its
little mind is so fresh and will take on an impression
so easily. That is the time to help the growth of the
child. Do I scare you, mister, with the big words?"

“Oh, no,” said he with the Bible, and looking at me
encouragingly. “Oh, no, you are talking sense.”

“That is a good idea to put into the minds of our
men in the mines and them that are behind the bars.
Just thinkabout it. You can see there is something
inside us at work which we don’t understand. And
then Christ says: ‘At fourteen I manifest.’ Well,
that is, the boy commences to be a man, and much of
the mysterious side of things is commencing to mani-
fest. It is then that we can study the human being
from both points; and it is then that many a feller
starts wrong—that is, from the lower side of his
nature. Now it is just from that time that a feller
needs a guide. If he has not found thathe has got his
two selves why he is just as sure as the sun shines to
get off on the wrong track, and make his mistakes.
Because he does not know who he is, and does not
know what a power is within him, and he does not
know that the spirit of eternal life has been with him
all these years, from the time he was seven.

“That is what Christ meant. Christ did not mean
that just Christ, the man, would be with him, and he
did not mean he was a son of God in the ordinary
sense as some folks say. It was the true Christ-spirit
he was trying to teach — the great truth of the Great
Life, and so on.

“Well, I blunder, I can see, but possibly you can
get the meaning of what I am trying to say; you may
get some new ideas. ' I am on. the path, trying to see
things cheerfully; I may not be doing anythingelse,
but I haven’t time to tear down my neighbors and
discourage them. You may build your castles in the
air for yourself, but life is serious. But here ’s some-
thing I read in a book years ago. It caught me so
that I sat down and wrote it out, and I found it in one
of my coat-pockets tucked in with a plug of tobacco.
It's this: ‘Life is a succession of lessons which must
be lived to be understood. All is a riddle and the key
to the riddle is another riddle. There are as many
billowsof illusion as flakes in a snowstorm; we wake
from one dream to another dream.’

“I have found thedifference betweenthe two paths,
and as long as I can go on steadily and find my con-
science clear at night, I am on the road to something
bigger than myself. I will swear to God that when I
go to bed I don’t feel alone any more. It is a queer
kind of feeling, but it's awfully good. And when I
was shaving this morning, I found myself smiling.
just as though the other feller was in behind there,
saying: ‘I am here.’

“Now why would not that idea be a good sermon
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for all the fellers that are down and out?  I  believe

that there is a big feller in each of us that wants to

help others and wants to keep a man on the right path.

S ome people will call it conscience, but I  have got a new

idea about it. I  think the bigger self is the feller that

has stayed right there all the time since the boy was

seven, and when one is trying to go forward along the

right path, if he meets anything that interferes with

his ideas and they are right ones, why he j umps over

it;  and then if something comes up in the way of

temptation, why he knocks it out, and on he goes.

“ S ome of them ancient books that I  found in a

library in one of the towns I  was stopping at, talked

about how the ancients, hundreds of years before

Christ was born, were enlightened because they led

simple, honest lives, and kept their minds clean, and

stood up and did something.”  '

W ell, my B ible friend, he patted me on the shoulder

and said: “ W ell, I  have been suffering pretty severely

from dyspepsia, but I  am going to eat that second-class

boarding-house food with relish now, for I  have got

something helpful that will last me for a week or so."

A nd then I  took my pipe and sat down under the

trees to commune with my inside friend, and tell him

how glad I  was I  could j ust say a few words to cheer

a feller up. B ut I  was not satisfi ed with that, so I

hollered to my B ible friend as he went down the road:

“ W hen you get tired and want some more, j ust come

around.”  A nd then thinks I , “ Y es, that is the gold

in life— Truth is the gold in life, and L ove is the

power, and Charity is the sweet sign of the soul.”

3'

S ay “ N o”  at the S tart

‘ ‘X  H Y  don’ t you let yourself go, sometimes, S am?

H elp us to warm up the old town tomorrow.”

S itting around the camp-fi re, we had been ‘j oshing’

S am about his refusal to go along with us to town on

pay-day. S am was the oldest and most respected man

in the camp, and had helped many of us with his

level-headed advice.

There was a twinkle in S am’ s eye. “ A re ye goin’

to put bridles on yer hosses when ye start into town

tomorrow? ”

“ W hy, of course!  Don’ t be silly! ”

“ W hy don’ t ye try lettin’  ’ em go, sometimes: see if

it helps to warm up the old town.”

“ N ow, what are you getting at, S am?  A  horse is

no good to anybody unless it is bridled.”

“ Jest so!  A nd I ’ m goin’  to keep hold of this horse

of mine that’ s called a body, and not start it to runnin’

me around the town at its sweet will.”

W e felt we were losing ground, so tried a different

line of attack.

“ W hat an angelic kid you must have been, S am,

to have accumulated so much wisdom since that time!

Y ou must have been mother’ s pride and father' s j oy,

and the hope of the village. H ow old were you before

you had your curls cut off? ”

This seemed to tickle S am. H e chuckled reminis-

cently and refi lled his pipe -—  a sign to us that he had

something lengthy to say.

“ W hy, I  was a real softy as a kid: well-meanin’

but with no backbone of my own. L iked to be petted

plenty. My mother used to mollycoddle me somethin’

fearful, and my dad used to apply what he called a

“ counteracting infl uence’  by near knocking my

head off."

The old man laughed q uietly to himself as he let his

thoughts run back. “ Things got too warm for me —

or else my head was gettin’  summat loose. A nyhow,

I  was gettin’  fair addled between the two of them, so I

plucked up courage and ran away. S pent all I  had on

a ticket that took me about fi fty miles into the country,

and stayed that night under an old tipped-up cart.

H ow I  did blub through that night! ”

S am roared at the memory, and we j oined with him.

“ N ex t morning, as I  was sittin’  on the cart, and

feelin’  pretty glum, along came a chap not much

older than myself. H e says, ‘H ullo, sissy!  H as

mumsey gone and left ye? ’

“ I n them days I  couldn’ t take a j osh, and I  fi red up

hot and strong. B ut he only looked me over like I

was a curious insect, and says, ‘B etter come along

0'  me. I ’ m startin’  work on the nex t farm, and

they want more hands.’

“ W ell, that suited S ammy. S omeone to lean on,

d’ ye see?  S o I  swallered my dignity an’  went. W e

got on fi rst-rate at the j ob. The hard work in the open

air did me good, and K elly, my mate, was used to it.

A t the end of the month we took our pay into the

nearest town (at K elly’ s suggestion) and ‘let our-

selves go,’  as you boys call it.

“ K elly showed me lots of ways of doing the town,

and it was great for a while. B ut after a time I  began

to feel downright ashamed 0’  these bouts. Couldn’ t

understand, either, why the boss didn’ t fi re me. K elly

was a tough, but I  took q uite a whiles to straighten up

after a j aunt to town. W as gettin’  dull and gloomy,

too, an’  used to muddle my work.

“ W hy didn’ t I  pull out of the gang?  F rightened of

bein’  unpopular;  frightened of bein’  called ' sissy.’

W hen I  hung back, they j oshed me into going. B ut

things got so bad with me that I  went to the boss

and told him I  was goin’  to leave.

“ H e was a q uiet, observin’  man, and he knew j ust

what was the matter. H e didn’ t give me any q uiet,

fatherly advice like you read about in books. N o;

he blew me up for not havin’  a spine of my own and

wantin’  to run away from trouble. I t was such a

novelty to be called ‘sissy’  for going with K elly and

the gang instead of ‘sissy’  for not going, that it -kind

of gave me a new point 0’  view, and I  left the boss

with my ears red and tinglin’ . I  hadn’ t left the

j ob, though. Things were q uiet for a couple of weeks.
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THE NEW WAY 3

for all the fellers that are down and out? I believe
that there is a big feller in each of us that wants to
help others and wants to keep a man on the right path.
Some people willcall it conscience, but I have got a new
idea about it. I thinkthe bigger self is the feller that
has stayed right there all the time since the boy was
seven, and when one is trying to go forward along the
right path, if he meets anything that interferes with
his ideas and they are right ones, why he jumps over
it; and then if something comes up in the way of
temptation, why he knocks it out, and on he goes.

“Some of them ancient books that I found in a
library in one of the towns I was stopping at, talked
about how the ancients, hundreds of years before
Christ was born, were enlightened because they led
simple, honest lives, and kept their minds clean, and
stood up and did something.” '

Well, my Bible friend, he patted me on the shoulder
and said: “Well, I have been suffering pretty severely
from dyspepsia, but I am going to eat thatsecond-class
boarding-house food with relish now, for I have got
somethinghelpful that will last me for a week or so.”

And then I took my pipe and sat down under the
trees to commune with my inside friend, and tell him
how glad I was I could just say a few words to cheer
a feller up. But I was not satisfied with that, so I
hollered to my Bible friend as he went down the road:
“When you get tired and want some more, just come
around.” And then thinks I, “Yes, that is the gold
in life —Truth is the gold in life, and Love is the
power, and Charity is the sweet sign of the soul.”

.85

Say “No” at the Start
‘ ‘ HY don’t you let yourself go, sometimes, Sam?

Help us to warm up theold town tomorrow.”
Sitting around the camp-fire, we had been ‘joshing’

Sam about his refusal to go along with us to town on
pay-day. Sam was the oldest and most respected man
in the camp, and had helped many of us with his
level—headed advice.

There was a twinkle in Sam’s eye. “Are ye goin’
to put bridles on yer hosses when ye start into town
tomorrow?”

“Why, of course! Don’t be silly!”
“Why don’t ye try lettin’ ‘em go, sometimes: see if

it helps to warm up the old town."
“Now, what are you getting at, Sam? A horse is

no good to anybody unless it is bridle .”
“Jest so! And I’m goin’ to keep hold of this horse

of mine that’scalled a body, and not start it to runnin’
me around the town at its sweet will.”

We felt we were losing ground, so tried a different
line of attack.

“What an angelic kid you must have been, Sam,
to have accumulated so much wisdom since thattime!
You must have been mother’s pride and father's joy,

.L.-I0 git

and the hope of the village. How old were you before
you had your curls cut off?"

This seemed to tickle Sam. He chuckled reminis-
cently and refilled his pipe — a sign to us thathe had
something lengthy to say.

“Why, I was a real softy as a kid: well-meanin’
but withno backboneof my own. Liked to be petted
plenty. My mother used to mollycoddleme somethin’
fearful, and my dad used to apply what he called a
‘counteracting influence’ by near knocking my
head 0 ."

The old man laughed quietly to himself as he let his
thoughts run back. “Things got too warm for me —

or else my head was gettin’ summat loose. Anyhow,
I was gettin’ fair addled between the two of them, so I
plucked up courage and ran away. Spent all I had on
a ticket thattook me about fiftymilesinto thecountry,
and stayed that night under an old tipped-up cart.
How I did blub through that night!"

Sam roared at the memory, and we joined withhim.
“Next morning, as I was sittin’ on the cart, and

feelin' pretty glum, along came a chap not much
older than myself. He says, ‘Hullo, sissy! Has
mumsey gone and left ye?’

“In themdays I couldn’t take a josh, and I fired up
hot and strong. But he only looked me over like I
was a curious insect, and says, ‘Better come along
0’ me. I'm startin' work on the next farm, and
they want more hands.’

“Well, that suited Sammy. Someone to lean on,
d’ye see? So I swallered my dignity an’ went. We
got on first-rate at the job. The hard work in theopen
air did me good, and Kelly, my mate, was used to it.
At the end of the month we took our pay into the
nearest town (at Kelly's suggestion) and ‘let our-
selves go,’ as you boys call it.

“Kelly showed me lots of ways of doing the town,
and it was great for a while. But after a time I began
to feel downright ashamed 0’ these bouts. Couldn't
understand, either, why theboss didn't fire me. Kelly
was a tough, but I took quite a whiles to straighten up
after a jaunt to town. Was gettin’ dull and gloomy,
too, an’ used to muddle my work.

“Why didn't I pull out of the gang? Frightened of
bein’ unpopular; frightened of bein’ called ‘sissy.’
When I hung back, they joshed me into going. But
things got so bad with me that I went to the boss
and told him I was goin’ to leave.

“He was a quiet, observin’ man, and he knew just
what was the matter. He didn't give me any quiet,
fatherly advice like you read about in books. No;
he blew me up for not havin' a spine of my own and
wantin’ to run away from trouble. It was such a
novelty to be called ‘sissy’ for going with Kelly and
the gang instead of ‘sissy’ for not going, that it -kind
of gave me a new point 0' view, and I left the boss
with my ears red and tinglin’. I hadn't left the
job, though. Things were quiet for a couple of weeks.
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“ A fter nex t pay, K elly says, ‘Come on, S am;  we’ re

waitin’  for ye.’  B ut I ’ d been doin’  some tall thinkin’

since the boss had his say, and I  answers, good and

solid, ‘I  ain’ t going any more, K elly;  I ’ m through

with yer.’  K elly says, ‘Y es, yes, the road is muddy,

an’  ye might spoil yer frock’  — - and a lot more j osh 0’

the same sort. B ut when he found I  didn’ t come

across, he got nasty, an’  he says, ‘K id, I ’ m going to

drag ye to town.’  A nd he could have, too;  he was a

lot bigger than me. B ut the boss was near by —

somehow, I  think he meant to be —  and he says,

q uiet-like, ‘L et him alone, K elly.’  A nd then, ‘K elly,

come up for yer money. Y er fi red.’

“ N ex t day I  started in to thank the boss. H e cut

me short, and says, ‘Y e chump, I ’ d have sacked

K elly long ago if ye had straightened yer spine earlier.’

“ O h, I  forgot to say that my dad knew where I  was

all the time. H e’ d arranged with the boss to keep

an eye on me.

“ W ell, I ’ m going to turn in, now. I f any 0’  you

chaps like to come to my place over the hills for the

week-end I ' ve got a dozen new records j ust out

from town, and plenty of eats for ye all.”  D.

J

Mind-Mastery

H E N  you take your dog out for a walk he’ s

with you, of course, when you start and with

you when you come back;  with you also for a moment

a hundred times in the course of the j ourney. B ut

in betweenwhiles he’ s doing a multitude of things

you will not consciously notice, stirring up a rabbit,

trying to run a bee down, suspiciously nosing a frog

and losing himself in the wheat-fi eld over the hedge.

N ow and then he' ll make trouble for you in the way-

side farm-yard chasing a hen or getting into a fi ght

with the farm dog.

F our kinds of behavior!  — —  when you call him and

he comes up and attends to you for a moment: when

he’ s doing a lot of momentary things about the road

and hedges that you j ust absent-mindedly notice

without knowing that you are noticing: when he’ s

out of your sight in the fi eld the other side of the

hedge: and fi nally when he’ s doing something ~  as

in the farm-yard —  that may get you into a good deal

of trouble and for which you may have to pay.

I t is curious how very like that dog our minds are.

They do j ust the same four sorts of things, but where-

as the dog has his own private supply of energy, the

mind draws all the time upon its owner’ s and keeps

him paralysed for the want of it.

S ome part of most men’ s work is mechanical and

routine. I t doesn’ t want much thinking about and

the mind accordingly takes the opportunity to run

all around, fl ies about from topic to topic like a butter-

fl y. N ow and then comes some little diffi culty or

problem req uiring a moment‘s special attention and

care. Then the mind is called in from its wanderings,

made to attend to what we are doing and give the

necessary thought and consideration —  and then let

loose again.

I t proceeds to run around as before, touching in its

scattery way upon this and that, usually not staying

more than a moment or two upon anything. W e

hardly notice what these scattery thoughts are, could

not remember one of them afterwards —  no more

worth remembering than the bee-chasing and frog-

teasing of the dog.

The dog goes through the hedge and is altogether

out of sight in the fi eld now and then.

A nd so the mind. B esides thinking any number of

little thoughtsthat we hardly notice, it thinks many

more that we do not know of at all. There are many

proofs of that, but none is needed. F or as the mind

thinks some thoughts that are intensely vivid and

attractive, and some that are less so, and some that

are q uite casual and commonplace, and some that are

so faint and pale and momentary that we can hardly

be said to notice them at all —  so, obviously, there

must be many more that we actually do not notice

at all, that are q uite out of our sight, ‘over the

hedge,’  or too q uick and transitory. A nd this lot is a

thousand times more numerous than all the others

put together.

A nd lastly, the mind will often stray into other

peoples’  yards and do a lot of mischief there for which,

sooner or later, we shall have to pay. W e never think

harshly or contemptuously of some other man with-

out that happening.

A  dog has other tricks too, in some cases. There

are days, for instance, when our dog is in a bad humor

and snaps at the legs of some innocent passer-by and

even at all passers-by.

A nd then again, in his casual nosings into the hedge

he may stir up a wasps’  nest and we may have a q uite

lively time for a while. Don’ t you know that as your

mind thinks along, in its casual, scattery way, it may

suddenly throw up a thought or a memory that will

be like a gnawing neuralgia for the rest of the day

and perhaps the night too?

The conseq uences of all this behavior on the part

of our minds are really very serious and half sterilize

our lives. F or the mind is never at command long

enough to allow us to make a perfect accomplishment

of anything. I f the energy ex pended by the dog in

the course of our morning’ s work could be drawn in

and concentrated it would perhaps sufl ice to drag a

two-ton truck!  A nd the energy (of a higher sort)

ex pended by our minds as they fl it about in the course

of our ordinary morning’ s work would probably suffi ce

to learn a language!  The mind is properly a servant.

B ut it is not serving ex cept at the few moments when

it is strictly where we place it —  shall we say one-

tenth of one per cent. of the time?
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“Afternext pay, Kelly says, ‘Come on, Sam; we're
waitin’ for ye.’ But I’d been doin’ some tall thinkin’
since the boss had his say, and I answers, good and
solid, ‘I ain't going any more, Kelly; I'm through
with yer.’ Kelly says, ‘Yes, yes, the road is muddy,
an’ ye might spoil yer frock’ — and a lot more josh 0’
the same sort. But when he found I didn’t come
across, he got nasty, an’ he says, ‘Kid, I’m going to
drag ye to town.’ And he could have, too; he was a
lot bigger than me. But the boss was near by —-

somehow, I think he meant to be— and he says,
quiet-like, ‘Let him alone, Kelly.’ And then, ‘Kelly,
come up for yer money. Yer fired.’

“Next day I started in to thank the boss. He cut
me short, and says, ‘Ye chump, I'd have sacked
Kelly long ago if ye had straightened yer spine earlier.’

“Oh, I forgot to say thatmy dad knew where I was
all the time. He'd arranged with the boss to keep
an eye on me.

“Well, I'm going to turn in, now. If any 0’ you
chaps like to come to my place over the hills for the
week-end I've got a dozen new records just out
from town, and plenty of eats for ye all." D.

J‘

Mind-Mastery
HEN you take your dog out for a walk he’s

with you, of course, when you start andwith
you when you come back; withyou also for a moment
a hundred times in the course of the journey. But
in betweenwhiles he’s doing a multitude of things
you will not consciously notice, stirring up a rabbit,
trying to run a bee down, suspiciously nosing a frog
and losing himself in the wheat-field over the hedge.
Now and then he'll make trouble for you in the way-
side farm-yard chasing a hen or getting into a fight
with the farm dog.

Four kinds of behavior!— when you call him and
he comes up and attends to you for a moment: when
he’s doing a lot of momentary things about the road
and hedges that you just absent-mindedly notice
without knowing that you are noticing: when he’s
out of your sight in the field the other side of the
hedge: and finally when he ’s doing something——as
in the farm—yard — thatmay get you into a good deal
of trouble and for which you may have to pay.

It is curious how very like that dog ou.r minds are.
They do just the same four sorts of things, but where-
as the dog has his own private supply of energy, the
mind draws all the time upon its owner’s and keeps
him paralysed for the want of it.

Some part of most men’s work is mechanical and
routine. It doesn't want much thinking about and
the mind accordingly takes the opportunity to run
all around, fliesabout from topic to topic like a butter-
fly. Now and then comes some little difiiculty or

C0 Sit’

THE NEW WAY

problem requiring a moment's special attention and
care. Then the mind is called in from its wanderings,
made to attend to what we are doing and give the
necessary thought and consideration — and then let
loose again.

It proceeds to run around as before, touching in its
scattery way upon this and that, usually not staying
more than a moment or two upon anything. We
hardly notice what these scattery thoughts are, could
not remember one of them afterwards — no more
worth remembering than the bee—chasing and frog-
teasing of the dog.

The dog goes through the hedge and is altogether
out of sight in the field now and then.

And so the mind. Besides thinkingany numberof
little thoughts.thatwe hardly notice, it thinksmany
more that we do not know of at all. There are many
proofs of that, but none is needed. For as the mind
thinks some thoughts that are intensely vivid and
attractive, and some that are less so, and some that
are quite casual and commonplace, and some thatare
so faint and pale and momentary that we can hardly
be said to notice them at all —so, obviously, there
must be many more that we actually do not notice
at all, that are quite out of our sight, ‘over the
hedge,’ or too quick and transitory. And this lot is a
thousand times more numerous than all the others
put together.

And lastly, the mind will often stray into other
peoples’ yards and do a lot of mischief there for which.
sooner or later, we shall have to pay. We never think
harshly or contemptuously of some other man with-
out thathappening.

A dog has other tricks too, in some cases. There
are days, for instance, when our dog is in a bad humor
and snaps at the legs of some innocent passer-by and
even at all passers-by.

And then again, in his casual nosings into the hedge
he may stir up a wasps’ nest and we may have a quite
lively time for a while. Don't you know that as your
mind thinksalong, in its casual, scattery way, it may
suddenly throw up a thought or a memory that will
be like a gnawing neuralgia for the rest of the day
and perhaps the night too?

The consequences of all this behavior on the part
of our minds are really very serious and half sterilize
our lives. For the mind is never at command long
enough to allow us to make a perfect accomplishment
of anything. If the energy expended by the dog in
the course of our moming’s work could be drawn in
and concentrated it would perhaps suffice to drag a
two-ton truck! And the energy (of a higher sort)
expended by our minds as they flit about in the course
of our ordinary morning's work would probably suffice
to learn a language! The mind is properly a servant.
But it is not serving except at the few moments when
it is strictly where we place it— shall we say one-
tenth of one per cent. of the time?
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Clearly we must take the mind in hand and re-train

it if we are going to make much of our lives.

The fi rst step is to get into a way of watching it all

the time. Don’ t let it talk to itself. W e must not

begin to read something or think of something and in

ten minutes come to with a start and fi nd that the

mind has been off all the time on something else more

interesting. W hen you are looking at something,

look at it;  when you are listening to something, listen

to it. Don’ t let the mind- j erk off into thoughts of

something else that come between you and what you

attend carefully to whatever is in hand. B esides the

better doing of that thing —  if only making a bed —

this habit of close attention will make the eye more

observant, the touch and hearing more delicate, the

j udgment more accurate. A ll the while, too, the mind

is becoming an ever more efficient instrument on every

line and a better purveyor to the ever sharpening

memory. H appiness lies this way. F or not only is

there the sense of progress, but life under any condi-

tions becomes interesting. Disturbing thoughts and

memories are prevented from intruding.

L omaland Photo &  E ngraving Dept.

R O TH E S A Y  CA S TL E , S CO TL A N D

Peaceful enough now in their picturesq ue decay, these old ruined castles of E urope must have plenty of memories

of strenuous by-gone times to dream over, haunting yet the stones of their great walls.

are attending to.

That is the fi rst thing —  the habit of attention to

what the mind is doing, which is fellow to the habit of

making the mind attend to what you are doing. I t is

the fi rst step to acq uiring the power of dismissing

instantly all wrong impulses, all obj ectionable or dan-

gerous lines of thought. F or ordinarily, we are often

far out on one of these lines or in the grip of one of

these impulses before we have really noticed what

is happening.

A nd along with that slowly acq uired habit —  though

a week will produce very encouraging results —  is the

habit of keeping the mind upon whatever we are

doing. There is always a better and a best way of

doing the simplest thing. F ind it. Make the mind

A  bit of bare, sterile soil looks uninteresting enough.

S ee it with the microscope and you have opened to

you a new world with a life you knew nothing of.

A nd a trained mind looks at the previously sterile

and uninviting present with a microscope (of another

sort) and fi nds it full of unsuspected life and possi-

ibilties of growth. Man is naturally a growing

creature and there is no limit to his possible growth,

no conditions in which he cannot accomplish some

growth.

W e think of old age as sterile. I t will never become

so nor growth ever cease through its years if we have

learned how to work with our minds. N ew ways are al-

ways opening out. A nd the way lies in mind-mastery,

in serenity, and in good-will to all. S TUDE N T
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THE. NEW WAY 5

Clearly we must take the mind in hand and re-train
it if we are going to make much of our lives.

The first step is to get into a way of watching it all
the time. Don't let it talk to itself. We must not
begin to read somethingor thinkof somethingand in
ten minutes come to with a start and find that the
mind has been off all the time on somethingelse more
interesting. When you are looking at something.
look at it; when you are listening to something,listen
to it. Don't let the mind-jerk off into thoughts of
something else that come between you and what you
7.l

attend carefully to whatever is in hand. Besides the
better doing of that thing— if only making a bed —

this habit of close attention will make the eye more
observant, the touch and hearing more delicate. the
judgment more accurate. All the while, too. the mind
is becomingan ever more eflicient instrument on every
line and a better purveyor to the ever sharpening
memory. Happiness lies this way. For not only is
there the sense of progress, but life under any condi-
tions becomes interesting. Disturbing thoughts and
memories are prevented from intruding.

Lonmlnlul Photo «I Engraving Dept.
ROTHESAY CASTLE. SCOTLAND

Peacefulenough now in their picturesque decay. these old ruined castles of Europe must have plenty of memories
of strenuous by-gone times to dream over. haunting yet the stones of their great walls.

are attending to.
That is the first thing— the habit of attention to

what the mind is doing, which is fellow to the habit of
making the mind attend to what you are doing. It is
the first step to acquiring the power of dismissing
instantly all wrong impulses, all objectionable or dan-
gerous lines of thought. For ordinarily,we are often
far out on one of these lines or in the grip of one of
these impulses before we have really noticed what
is happening.

And along withthatslowlyacquired habit — though
a week will produce very encouraging results — is the
habit of keeping the mind upon whatever we are
doing. There is always a better and a best way of
doing the simplest thing. Find it. Make the mind

G0 -gle

A bitof bare. sterile soil looks uninteresting enough.
See it with the microscope and you have opened to
you a new world with a life you knew nothing of.
And a trained mind looks at the previously sterile
and uninviting present with a microscope (of another
sort) and finds it full of unsuspected life and possi-
ibilties of growth. Man is naturally a growing
creature and there is no limit to his possible growth.
no conditions in which he cannot accomplish some
growth.

We thinkof old age as sterile. It will never become
so nor growth ever cease through its years if we have
learned how to work withour minds. New ways are al-
ways opening out. And the way lies in mind-mastery,
in serenity. and in good-will to all. STUDENT
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K eeping a Diary

H E R E ’ S  Jim, at it again.”  — —  “ S ay, Jim, old

boy, what good do you get anyhow, out of

that infernal scribbling? ”  —

I t was the noon hour, the fi rst sunny day for weeks,

and the ‘hands’  of the big factory, from the foreman

down to the little fellow who cleaned the windows and

mopped the fl oor, were out in the yard, enj oying to

the full the glorious warmth that seemed to make

their very bones feel good. S ome were taking an

after-dinner snooze, while the rest smoked and j ust

talked a bit when the spirit moved them;  but Jim

j ust sat off in a corner on an up-turned barrel, pencil

and book in hand. A t the q uestion, he looked up.

“ W ell, fellows, you see it’ s kind of like this: some

of us takes to one thing, and some to another. N ow,

B ill over there was j ust made for playin’  the fi ddle;

it’ s meat and drink to him;  N ed ain’ t happy without

he' s whittlin’  away at somethin’  with his j ack-knife,

and B ob’ s all for foolin’  with machinery;  and me,

why, seems as if I  j ust had to keep a diary.”

“ B ut what do you put in it, Jim? ”

“ O h, well, thoughts about life, mostly, and things

in general. O ftentimes when I ’ m workin’ , a new idea

pops into my head right out of somewhere, j ust the

way those sunbeams come fl oatin’  down through the

air;  then, fi rst chance I  get, I  write it down, ’ cause

then it comes easier to think of it again. A nd it helps

a lot. N ow, I  ain’ t much of a talker, but if you don’ t

mind listening to me a couple 0’  minutes I ’ d like to

tell you about an idea I  got this mornin’ .”

“ F ire ahead, Jim, you’ ve got the fl oor.”

“ W ell, it seemed to me, that in a kind of a way we

was all writin’  diaries— I  mean in our lives, only

we mean to write down one thing, and it comes out

another. Do you catch on to that? ”

“ I  guess you ’ re j ust about right, Jim. W hen I

was a kid I  could ha’  been at the top 0'  my class easy,

and sometimes I  wanted to awful bad, but I  j ust

didn’ t study;  so here’ s my mother’ s son, spelling

failure, and doomed to be a factory-hand all his life.”

“ Y es,”  said ‘F iddlin’  B ill,’  “ there’ s somethin’  in

that. I  set out to be a real violin player, and teacher

she always said I ’ d make a name for myself — but

somehow I  didn’ t.”

“ A nd I  always meant to save up and do somethin’

real nice for mother;  she was a good mother to me;

but somehow I  never did;  and now she’ s gone.”

“ S eems to me we' ve all got the right pattern some-

where inside of us;  not right on top inside, but way

down underneath, only we don’ t use our will to make

ourselves follow it. Makes you feel pretty cheap

when you look at what you’ ve made of your life

and then think what you wanted to make of it."

“ Y es, but you know, boys, I  read something the

other day about another chance —  not this time, but

nex t time;  and I  believe it’ s true, because I ’ ve been

thinking about it pretty hard. W hat’ s life for, any-

way, if we can go j ust so far and no farther, and then

comes the end?  I f we can’ t ever fi nish what we' ve

begun, then there’ s not much use in anything. S o I

made up my mind not to bother about what I  meant

to do, but to keep on doing the best I  could every day;

then when the nex t chance comes, nex t life if you will.

I ’ ll be better able to make the best of it.”

“ There,”  said Jim, “ didn’ t I  tell you there was

some use in keepin’  a diary?  A nd if it doesn’ t come

out the way you want it to, why j ust keep on accu-

mulatin’  will-power by doin’  all the little things you

don’ t like to, and you see if nex t time it don’ t come

easier. A  man don’ t always have to write things

down to keep a diary. H e can keep it by takin’  a

look over himself at his regular diary time and notin'

where he fails to measure up to his own standard.

Top of the page, every page, he’ s got his standard,

his ideal of his rightful self. Down the page he makes

a note of where he fails to answer to what ’ s at the top.

Doin’  that day by day he slowly fi nds that more and

more strength comes to him, and at last what’ s down

the page and what’ s at the top answer to each other

letter for letter, and then?  Then he fi nds he ’ s written

down a higher standard!  A nd so it goes on. N o end

to the heights a man can reach, more and more L ight

all the time. K eep your diary, boys! ”  F . S .

a"

A  L etter

E A R  B O B : I N  your last letter you told me to

tell you about good old Cachett. W ell, at the

trial we did our best for him and managed to get his

sentence reduced fi ve years. Y ou know of course

what a baseball fan Cachett is;  you can call him no

end of hard names and he would only smile sweetly

at you, but if you made the slightest insinuation that

the N ew Y ork Giants were not the best team in either

league then you’ d better look out for trouble. Y ou

also know that he and Joe were the best pals ever.

only Joe was j ust as stuck on the Cubs as Cachett

was on the Giants, and they both of them q uarrelled

often enough about baseball. Their last disagreement.

which ended so fatally for Joe, started from a peaceful

enough discussion as to the merits of the battery, then

to heated talk and from that to blows. They were

standing where the old N ational B ank B uilding

burned down last year and the ground was being dug

out for a new building. Cachett struck Joe and sent

him crashing through the fl imsy rail protection. A

gang of men working below rushed to his help, but he

was past all aid. To say that Cachett had lost his

temper and struck a man would seem ridiculous to

one who knows how mild he is;  and it sure was a

shock to us all.

W e boys were discussing the matter at the office
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6 THE NEW WAY —

Keeping 3 Diary
HERE'S Jim, at it again." —— “Say, Jim, old
boy, what good do you get anyhow, out of

that infernal scribbling?” —

It was the noon hour, the first sunny day for weeks,
and the ‘hands’ of the big factory, from the foreman
down to the little fellow who cleaned the windows and
mopped the floor, were out in the yard, enjoying to
the full the glorious warmth that seemed to make
their very bones feel good. Some were taking an
after~dinner snooze, while the rest smoked and just
talked a bit when the spirit moved them; but Jim
just sat off in a comer on an up-turned barrel, pencil
and book in hand. At the question, he looked up.

“Well, fellows, you see it’s kind of like this: some
of us takes to one thing, and some to another. Now,
Bill over there was just made for p1ayin' the fiddle;
it’s meat and drink to him; Ned ain't happy without
he's whittlin' away at somethin’ with his jack-knife,
and Bob's all for foolin’ with machinery; and me,
why, seems as if I just had to keep a diary.”

"But what do you put in it, Jim?”
“Oh, well, thoughts about life, mostly, and things

in general. Oftentimes when I'm workin’, a new idea
pops into my head right out of somewhere, just the
way those sunbeams come floatin’ down through the
air; then, first chance I get, I write it down, ’cause
then it comes easier to thinkof it again. And it helps
a lot. Now, I ain’t much of a talker, but if you don’t
mind listening to me a couple 0’ minutes I'd like to
tell you about an idea I got this momin’.”

“Fire ahead, Jim, you’ve got the floor."
“Well, it seemed t6 me, that in a kind of a way we

was all writin’ diaries—I mean in our lives, only
we mean to write down one thing, and it comes out
another. Do you catch on to that?" '

“I guess you're just about right, Jim. When I
was a kid I could ha’ been at the top 0' my class easy,
and sometimes I wanted to awful bad, but I just
didn't study; ~ so here's my mother's son, spelling
failure, and doomed to be a factory-hand all his life.”

“Yes,” said ‘Fiddlin' Bill,’ “there's somethin’ in
that. I set out to be a real violin player, and teacher
she always said I'd make a name for myself —but
somehow I didn’t.”

“And I always meant to save up and do somethin’
real nice for mother; she was a good mother to me;
but somehow I never did; and now she's gone.”

“Seems to me we've all got the right pattern some-
where inside of us; not right on top inside, but way
down underneath,only we don’t use our will to make
ourselves follow it. Makes you feel pretty cheap
when you look at what you’ve made of your life
and then thinkwhat you wanted to make of it.”

“Yes, but you know, boys, I read something the
other day about another chance ~ not this time, but
next time; and I believe it ’s true, because I've been

. G0 glut

thinkingabout it pretty hard. What's life for, any-
way, if we can go just so far and no farther, and then
comes the end? If we can't ever finish what we've
begun, then there's not much use in anything. So I
made up my mind not to bother about what I meant
to do, but to keep on doing thebest I could every day;
then when the next chance comes, next life if you will,
I'll be better able to make the best of it.”

“There,” said Jim, “didn’t I tell you there was
some use in keepin’ a diary? And if it doesn't come
out the way you want it to, why just keep on accu-
mulatin’ will-power by doin’ all the little things you
don't like to, and you see if next time it don’t come
easier. A man don’t always have to write things
down to keep a diary. He can keep it by takin' a
look over himself at his regular diary time and notin’
where he fails to measure up to his own standard.
Top of the page, every page, he ’s got his standard,
his ideal of his rightful self. Down the page he makes
a note of where he fails to answer to what's at the top.

_

Doin’ that day by day he slowly finds that more and
more strength comes to him, and at last what's down
the page and what's at the top answer to each other
letter for letter, and then? Then he finds he's written
down a higher standard! And so it goes on. No end
to the heights a man can reach, more and more Light
all the time. Keep your diary, boys!" F. S.

J

A Letter

EAR BOB: IN your last letter you told me to
tell you about good old Cachett. Well, at the

trial we did our best for him and managed to get his
sentence reduced five years. You know of course
what a baseball fan Cachett is; you can call him no
end of hard names and he would only smile sweetly
at you, but if you made the slightest insinuation that
the New York Giants were not the best team in either
league then you'd better look out for trouble. You
also know that he and Joe were the best pals ever.
only Joe was just as stuck on the Cubs as Cachett
was on the Giants, and they both of them quarrelled
often enough about baseball. Their last disagreement,
which ended so fatally for Joe, started from a peaceful
enough discussion as to the merits of the battery, then
to heated talk and from that to blows. They were
standing where the old National Bank Building
burned down last year and the ground was being dug
out for a new building. Cachett struck Joe and sent
him crashing through the flimsy rail protection. A
gang of men working below rushed to his help, but he
was past all aid. To say that Cachett had lost his
temper and struck a man would seem ridiculous to
one who knows how mild he is; and it sure was a
shock to us all.

We boys were discussing the matter at the oflice
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today. Usually our talk is no different from the kind

we used to have in your days but today we were con-

siderably sobered up and we let ourselves out a little

more to each other. Y ou remember H anover?  W ell,

he put up about the best argument of the whole lot.

it satisfi ed rne considerably anyway. H e said that

every man is off his mind on one point. S ome more

than others of course, but there is always a favorite

pet idea that will demand (and usually get) due respect

and attention —  it may be anything from two lumps

of sugar in his coffee to the theory of relativity.

O therwise he is q uite O . K . H e said that the man who

is always safe is the man who is balanced and eq ual-

minded in his opinion of all things. That he is always

happy because he regards pleasure and pain with

the same eq ual-mindedness.

“ Go along Jim, you got that out of a book.”  H e

admitted it, but would not tell us the name of the

book. I t sounds strange, doesn’ t it, that one is happy

only when he treats pleasure and pain in the same way.

“ Do you mean to tell me, Jim, that when my

machine stalls on me a thousand miles from nowhere

on a drizzly night that I  must have the same feelings

about it as when I  am driving along Driveway at

35 miles per? ”

“ W ell, nex t time anything like that happens j ust

out of cussedness take pleasure in getting the best

of it and watch results.”

H e talked a lot of stuff —  good stuff too —  about

this idea of keeping balanced. S aid it was as neces-

sary to us as a balance-wheel is to a watch. S ay, old

man, it set me thinking all right. W hat’ s your little

pet idea?  N ever mind all those ‘N o Thoroughfare’

signs he puts around himself, j ust step in and see what

he is like. I n most cases he is only a selfi sh little

fraud who doesn' t care where he lands you so long

as his little plans are not interfered with. I t is

awfully interesting. S o long,

MA R K

a!

H ave F aith in Thyself!

W hittier

H A T is that the crowd req uite

Thy love with hate, thy truth with lies,

A nd but to faith, and not to sight,

The walls of F  reedom' s temple rise?

Y et, do thy work: it shall succeed

I n thine or in another' s day!

A nd if denied the V ictor’ s meed,

Thou shalt not lack the toiler' s pay!

Then faint not, falter not, nor plead

Thy weakness!  Truth itself is strong!

The lion' s strength, the eagle' s speed,

A re not alone vouchsafed to W rong!

Thy nature, which, thro'  fi re and flood

To place or gain can fi nd its way.

W ith power to seek the highest good.

Can Duty' s holiest call obey! —

I

I s it uphill going today?  Then keep looking up to

the top and remember how grandly the view will

open out from there.

S pecial N otice

TH E  N E W  W A Y  was established by Mme. K atherine

T ingley in 19 11 “ for the benefi t of prisoners and

others whether behind the bars or not.”  The pub-

lishers, The I nternational B rotherhood L eague, fol-

lowing out Mme. Tingley’ s plan since the establish-

ment of this little paper, have distributed, and con-

tinue to distribute, every month, several thousand

copies free, without money and without price, among

prisoners in all the F ederal Prisons, most of the S tate

Penitentiaries, and many of the County Jails in the

U. S . A ., sending also a large number abroad.

The whole ex pense of publishing and mailing is

borne by the I nternational B rotherhood L eague —

no subscriptions being accepted from men in prison.

I n addition to this free distribution there has gradu-

ally grown up an increasing list of subscribers. I t is a

max im of N ew W ay philosophy that helpful pleasure

increases more than twofold by sharing it with another.

I f therefore TH E  N E W  W A Y  gives you pleasure, and

we hope also profi t, we ask you to share that pleasure

and that profi t with others by getting them to become

fellow-travelers with you along the N ew W ay. S end

us the names of your friends that we in turn may send

them sample copies. B y helping to increase our sub-

scription list you will help to make a wider distribution

of TH E  N E W  W A Y  among those who are less fortunate

than we and who fi nd themselves deprived of their

liberty and behind prison bars.

A nother suggestion. W hat better way to begin

the N ew Y ear than to start your travels on the N ew

W ay, or if already traveling thereon to get others to

j oin you?  I t will add to your j oy and to theirs.

.I

TH E  N E W  W A Y . S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents copy. Club S ubscriptions of four

or more. per year, each, F ifty Cents. F oreign S ubscriptions per

year $ 1.00. F ive subscriptions for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions

for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E

N E W  W A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should be

addressed to: TH E  N E W  W A Y . Point L oma, California.
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THE NEW WAY 7
 

today. Usually our talk is no different from the kind
we used to have in your days but today we were con-
siderably sobered up and we let ourselves out a little
more to each other. You remember Hanover? Well,
he put up about the best argument of the whole lot,
it satisfied me considerably anyway. He said that
every man is off his mind on one point. Some more
than others of course, but there is always a favorite
pet idea thatwill demand (and usually get) due respect
and attention — it may be anything from two lumps
of sugar in his coffee to the theory of relativity.
Otherwisehe is quite O. K. He said thattheman who
is always safe is the man who is balanced and equal-
minded in his opinion of all things. That he is always
happy because he regards pleasure and pain with
the same equal-mindedness.

“Go along Jim, you got that out of a book.” He
admitted it, but would not tell us the name of the
book. It sounds strange, doesn't it, thatone is happy
only when he treats pleasure and pain in the same way.

“Do you mean to tell me, Jim, that when my
machine stalls on me a thousand miles from nowhere
on a drizzly night that I must have the same feelings
about it as when I am driving along Driveway at
35 miles per?”

“Well, next time anything like that happens just
out of cussedness take pleasure in getting the best
of it and watch results.”

He talked a lot of stuff — good stuff too — about
this idea of keeping balanced. Said it was as neces-
sary to us as a balance-wheel is to a watch. Say, old
man, it set me thinkingall right. What ‘s your little
pet idea? Never mind all those ‘No Thoroughfare’
signs he puts around himself. just step in and see what
he is like. In most cases he is only a selfish little
fraud who doesn't care where he lands you so long
as his little plans are not interfered with. It is
awfully interesting. So long,

MARK

.3‘

Have Faith in Thyself!
Whittier

HAT is that the crowd requite
Thy love with hate, thytruth with lies,

And but to faith. and not to sight.
The walls of Freedom's temple rise?

Yet. do thy work: it shall succeed
In thine or in another's day!

And if denied the Victor's meed,
Thou shalt not lack the toiler'spayl

Then faint not, falter not, nor plead
Thy weakness! Truthitself is strong!

C0 Sit’

The lion's strength, the eagle's speed.
Are not alone vouchsafed to Wrong!

Thy nature. which. thro' fire and Hood
To place or gain can find its way.

With power to seek the highest good.
Can Duty's holiest call obey!-

I

Is it uphill going today? Then keep looking up to
the top and remember how grandly the view will
open out from there.

Special Notice

THE NEW WAY was established by Mme. Katherine
Tingley in 1911 “for the benefit of prisoners and
others whether behind the bars or no ." The pub-
lishers, The International Brotherhood League, fol-
lowing out Mme. Tingley’s plan since the establish-
ment of this little paper, have distributed, and con-
tinue to distribute, every month, several thousand
copies free, without money and without price, among
prisoners in all the Federal Prisons, most of the State
Penitentiaries, and many of the County Jails in the
U. S. A., sending also a large number abroad.

The whole expense of publishing and mailing is
borne by the International Brotherhood League-
no subscriptions being accepted from men in prison.

In addition to this free distribution there has gradu-
ally grown up an increasing list of subscribers. It is a
maxim of New Way philosophythat helpful pleasure
increases more thantwofold by sharing it withanother.
If therefore THE NEW WAY gives you pleasure, and
we hope also profit, we ask you to share that pleasure
and thatprofit withothers by getting themto become
fellow-travelers with you along the New Way. Send
us the names of your friends thatwe in turn may send
them sample copies. By helping to increase our sub-
scription list you will help to make a wider distribution
of THE NEW WAY among those who are less fortunate
than we and who find themselves deprived of their
liberty and behind prison bars.

Another suggestion. What better way to begin
the New Year than to start your travels on the New
Way, or if already traveling thereon to get others to
join you? It will add to your joy and to theirs.

I

THE NEW WAY. Subscription price (Domestic), Sevent -five
Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions 0 four
or more. per ear, each, Fifty Cents. Foreign Subscriptions per¥ear$:10.ooo. ive subscriptions for $3.00. Ten subscriptions
or . .Monvely orders and checks should be made payable to THE

NEW AY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be
addressed to: THE NEW Wu. Point Loma, California.
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The N ew W ay Q uotebook

“ W E  ought to set up a high ideal at which to aim,

for a low one gives a lower result at the ex pense of the

same effort. W e should not put before us an aim less

than the highest merely because it seems that our

success will not be as great as we think it ought to be.

I t is not so much the clearly perceived outward result

that counts, as the motive, effort, and aim. The act

which we have done touches us only in mortal life

among the delusions of material ex istence;  but the

motives with which we live our lives go to make up

our greater being, our larger life, our true self."

—  W . Q . j udge

“ N o man has a right to say that he can do nothing

for others, on any pretex t whatever. ‘B y doing the

~  proper duty in the proper place, a man may make the

world his debtor.’  A  cup of cold water given in time

to a thirsty wayfarer is a nobler duty and more worth,

than a dozen of dinners given away, out of season, to

men who can afford to pay for them.”

—  H . P. B lavatsky

“ I N  the conq uering of the lower self you will remove

the barriers that now separate you from the mysteries

of your inmost nature. Thus you will know yourself

as you really are, and the laws governing your being,

and the splendor of the Universal L ife. Then we shall

all be able to interpret those glorious words of one of

the Great Teachers: ‘Peace on E arth, and Good W ill

to men’ ;  for we shall then be the united citizens of the

inner R epublic of S ouls.” —  K atherine Tingley

B R O TH E R H O O D is the divine fi re either active or

latent in every human heart and its ex pression in

words and actions is all there is which renders life

sweet or endurable. F or the mind of itself is cold,

hard and repellent, and the soul has need of the heart

to make itself felt and known. W hy, then, do intelli-

gent beings restrain the ex pression of brotherhood, as

though ashamed of this supreme divine attribute?

I s this because it has been so often betrayed?  Y et the

feeling of brotherhood is our warrant for the presence

in us of the S upreme L ove, and its ex pression in word

and thought is the condition for the continuance and

increase of that presence. “ L ove ye one another,”

and so bring the mind into unison with the heart.

“ I T takes a god to become a man.” —  H . P. B lavatsky

“ L E T not him that seeketh cease from his search

until he fi nd, and when he fi nds he shall wonder;

wondering, he shall reach the K ingdom, and when he

reaches the K ingdom he shall have rest.”

—  ‘S ayings’  of Christ

“ TH E  tragedy of life is despair;  everything is

possible to those who have courage." —  B eresford

TH E  way in which a man will act in an emergency is

determined by his general state of mind and by his

previous thoughts. A nything which he has been ac-

cumulating in silence is apt to break out in such an

emergency. “ I  do not know what made me do it.”

“ I  cannot think why I  said it.”  “ S omething seemed

to get hold of me;  but the minute I  had said it, I  saw

my mistake.”  This is impulse, the result of sup-

pressed broodings, escaping suddenly in an unguarded

moment. H ad our silent thoughts been of a better

kind, our action in the emergency would have been

corresponding.

“ TH E R E  are limits to growth of body— —  none to

growth of mind.” —  Dr. Marvin Dana

I T is a wonderfully inspiring thought that, while

in our mental and physical natures we may seem to

have approached our limit, yet in our real, spiritual

self there is no boundary, no “ thus far shalt thou go

and no farther.”  -

Y E S , potentially we are all great, unimaginably so.

B ut until we ourselves clear away the obstructions,

that greatness can neither get into action nor even

be known to us.

TH E R E  come times when j ust a slight but positive

push in a certain direction would enable us to break

through old obstacles and to step out into new light

and life.

“ N O TH I N G, to my mind, is such real religion as to

live j oyously: the purest of j oys, to make others

happy.” —  6. F . W atts

TH E  hidden universe behind the visible is a vast

motor. A n act of rightly directed will on our part is

the connecting of our particular vehicle with this

great spiritual engine. B ut how often our clutch slips!

W H E N  we live merely the personal life we limit our-

selves to the here and now. B ut when we forget our-

selves for the good of others we link our force with the

great universal energies which work everywhere and

for all time.

W H E N  you feel that you have done your very best.

and still things are not going as you think they should.

it may be that they are not meant to do so -7—  j ust now,

at any rate. S o, be happy!

A  MI N D held fi rmly to duty has no room for the

promptings or appeals of the lower man.

H A V E  you, then, been born into conditions calling

for a strong man?  Then it must be that, potentially

at least, you are that man.
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Quotebook
“WE ought to set up a high ideal at which to aim,

for a low one gives a lower result at the expense of the
same effort. We should not put before us an aim less
than the highest merely because it seems that our
success will not be as great as we thinkit ought to be.
It is not so much the clearly perceived outward result
that counts, as the motive, effort, and aim. The act
which we have done touches us only in mortal life
among the delusions of material existence; but the
motives with which we live our lives go to make up
our greater being, our larger life, our true self.”

— W. Q. Judge
“No man has a right to say that he can do nothing

for others, on any pretext whatever. ‘By doing the
» proper duty in the proper place, a man may make the

world his debtor.’ A cup of cold water given in time
to a thirstywayfarer is a nobler duty and more worth,
than a dozen of dinners given away, out of season, to
men who can afford to pay for them."

—H. P. Blavatsky
“ IN the conquering of the lower self you will remove

the barriers thatnow separate you from the mysteries
of your inmost nature. Thus you will know yourself
as you really are, and the laws governing your being,
and the splendor of the Universal Life. Then we shall
all be able to interpret those glorious words of one of
the Great Teachers: ‘Peace on Earth, and Good Will
to men ’; for we shall then be the united citizens of the
inner Republic of Souls.”— Katherine Tingley

BROTHERHOOD is the divine fire either active or
latent in every human heart and its expression in
words and actions is all there is which renders life
sweet or endurable. For the mind of itself is cold,
hard and repellent, and the soul has need of the heart
to make itself felt and known. Why, then, do intelli-
gent beings restrain the expression of brotherhood, as
though ashamed of this supreme divine attribute?
Is thisbecauseit has been so often betrayed? Yet the
feeling of brotherhood is our warrant for the presence
in us of the Supreme Love, and its expression in word
and thought is the condition for the continuance and
increase of that presence. “Love ye one another,"
and so bring the mind into unison with the heart.

“ IT takes a god to becomea man.”— H. P. Blaaatsky
“LET not him that seeketh cease from his search

until he find, and when he finds he shall wonder;
wondering, he shall reach the Kingdom, and when he
reaches the Kingdom he shall have rest."

— ‘Sayings’ of Christ
“THI-2 tragedy of life is despair; everything is

possible to those who have courage.”— Beresford

» Cu git

THE way in which a man will act in an emergency is
determined by his general state of mind and by his
previous thoughts. Anything which he has been ac-
cumulating in silence is apt to break out in such an
emergency. “I do not know what made me do it."
“I cannot thinkwhy I said it." “Somethingseemed
to get hold of me; but the minute I had said it, I saw
my mistake.” This is impulse, the result of sup
pressed broodings, escaping suddenly in an unguarded
moment. Had our silent thoughts been of a better
kind, our action in the emergency would have been
corresponding.

“THERE are limits to growth of body — none to
growth of mind.’'— Dr. Marvin Dana

11‘ is a wonderfully inspiring thought that, while
in our mental and physical natures we may seem to
have approached our limit, yet in our real, spiritual
self there is no boundary, no “thus far shalt thou go
and no farther.” A

YES, potentially we are all great, unimaginablyso.
But until we ourselves clear away the obstructions.
that greatness can neither get into action nor even
be known to us.

THERE come times when just a slight but positive
push in a certain direction would enable us to break
through old obstacles and to step out into new light
and life.

“NOTHING, to my mind, is such real religion as to
live joyously: the purest of joys, to make others
happy."— G. F. Watts

THE hidden universe behind the visible is a vast
motor. An act of rightly directed will on our part is
the connecting of our particular vehicle with this
great spiritual engine. But how often our clutch slips!

WHEN we live merely the personal life we limit our-
selves to the here and now. But when we forget our-
selves for the good of others we link our force with the
great universal energies which work everywhere and
for all time.

WHEN you feel that you have done your very best,
and still thingsare not going as you thinktheyshould,
it may bethattheyare not meant to do so — just now,
at any rate. So, be happy!

A MIND held firmly to duty has no room for the
promptings or appeals of the lower man.

HAVE you, then, been born into conditions calling
for a strong man? Then it must be that, potentially
at least, you are that man.




